
This book offers the first in-depth study of Aristotle's theory of the sense-
organs. It aims to answer two questions central to Aristotle's psychology
and biology: why does Aristotle think we have sense-organs, and why does
he describe the sense-organs in the way he does? The author looks at all
the Aristotelian evidence for the five senses and shows how pervasively
Aristotle's accounts of the sense-organs are motivated by his interest in
form and function. The book also engages with the celebrated problem of
whether perception for Aristotle requires material changes in the perceiver.
It argues that, surprisingly to the modern philosopher, nothing in Aristotle's
description of the sense-organs requires us to believe in such changes. The
book should appeal to readers specifically interested in Aristotle's philoso-
phy of mind and biology as well as to those generally interested in sense-
perception.
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INTRODUCTION

Why do we have sense-organs? We have ears, intricate struc-
tures composed of membranes, bones, channels, etc., a nose
with two nostrils and a mucous membrane which covers a
nasal cavity. We have taste buds, a range of tactile sensors
under our skin, not to mention the eyes. Why?

The simple answer is that we have sense-organs because
they enable us to perceive. A sense-organ, as Aristotle would
say, is an organon, a tool or instrument of perception. But to
understand why the sense-organ is instrumental in perception
we must understand something about perception. Just as we
must understand something about gardening before we can
appreciate the usefulness of a rake, so we must understand
something about sense-perception before we can see the point
of having a sense-organ. An explanation of the sense-organs
must therefore start with an understanding of what sense-
perception is. Once we understand what sense-perception is,
we can explain how the sense-organs help bring about sense-
perception as we have understood it.

In modern science it can be taken for granted that the
explanation of perception will refer to physical processes.1 For
example, vision is said to be the process whereby the eyes Teed
the brain with information coded into neural activity - chains
of electrical impulses - which by their code and the patterns of
brain activity, represent objects'.2 Vision is understood as a
physical process in a physical system: reference is made to
'light energy', 'electrical impulses' and 'the brain'. Particular
stages in the process of vision are located in particular parts
of the body. The conversion of light energy into electrical

1 By 'perception' I shall throughout this study mean 'sense-perception'.
2 Gregory (1966) 7.
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impulses is something that happens in the eye, whereas the
decoding of the electrical impulses is something that happens
in the brain. The eye is a sense-organ of vision in this way:
the eye is a part of the body in which the physical process
which defines vision takes place.

The question why we have sense-organs thus shows up a
particular view of how perception is to be explained. An ex-
planation such as Gregory's explanation of the eye goes hand
in hand with understanding perception to be a physical pro-
cess. The assumption here is that if we are to have more
knowledge about perception then that knowledge is to come
from a greater understanding of the physical processes in-
volved in perception, that is to say a greater understanding of
which part of the body does what and when. Perception as a
physical process is something that we can observe and mea-
sure in the sense-organs. It is here already assumed that if
there is perception then there are parts of the body which
realise that process. If we call these parts 'sense-organs' then
we can see why we must have sense-organs if we are to have
perception.

If this is the assumption behind scientific explanations of
sense-perception and its organs today, then what are we to
make of a philosopher who held that perception is not a
physical3 process but who (nevertheless, as we might say) held
that sense-organs are necessary for perception? According to
some interpreters, Aristotle is just such a philosopher. If they
are right, Aristotle must have had other ways of explaining
the presence of the sense-organs than modern scientists. Aris-
totle cannot have held, like modern scientists, that we have
sense-organs because (i) perception is a physical process, (ii)
a physical process must be realised in some parts of the
body, that is in sense-organs. For perception is not, as it is

3 That is, not 'physical' in the modern sense. As a first approximation, read 'material'
in Aristotle for 'physical' in a modern context. Explaining the difference between
'<t>uaiKos' in Aristotle and 'physical' in a modern context in itself gets one far into
Aristotle's theory. As a first intimation of the difference the following may serve:
whereas 'physical' and '<J>UCTIKOS' both contrast with 'immaterial', '<})UCTIK6S' in Aris-
totle never means just 'material', cf. pp. 7-10, below.
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for modern scientists, a physical process. Why, then, would
Aristotle have held that the sense-organs are necessary for
perception? The present study tries to give an answer.

The view that for Aristotle there are or need be no material
processes (KIVTJCJEIS) in perception goes back to the ancient
commentators.4 More recently, Friedrich Solmsen noted that
in Aristotle's theory 'it is doubtful whether the movement or
the actualisation occurring when the eye sees or the ear
hears has any physical or physiological aspects'.5 Solmsen's
comment has been most prominently developed by Myles
Burnyeat. Burnyeat argues that in 'Aristotle's theory of per-
ception there is no physiological process which is related to
the perception of a colour or a sound as matter to form'.6

Perception for Aristotle is not a physiological or material
process but a cognitive change. In perception the perceiver
changes only insofar as he or she becomes aware of a sense-
object of which she was previously unaware. Saying that there
is no material process which is related to the perception of a
colour as matter to form means that the cognitive change
which defines the perception of the colour is not necessarily
realised in some material change. Contrast the case of build-
ing a house. Here the changes that the materials, the bricks,
timber, etc., undergo whilst the house is being built are nec-
essary material changes if there is going be a house. You
cannot build a house without changing some materials. On
Burnyeat's interpretation of Aristotle, there need be no similar
material changes that happen in the perceiver when he or she
perceives.

The main rival to Burnyeat's interpretation is the view that
Aristotle was a precursor of modern functionalism.7 The
debate between defenders of the two interpretations has

4 On the history of this interpretation, cf. Sorabji (1991).
5 Solmsen (1961), as quoted by Burnyeat (1993) 263.
6 Burnyeat (1993) 263. Note again that by saying that there is no physiological or

physical aspect of seeing or hearing we should take Solmsen to mean that there is
no material change in the eye or the ear. As we shall see, this need not mean that
Aristotle thinks there is no material basis of perception.

7 Cf. Burnyeat (1992).
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produced a number of insights into Aristotle's views on the
relationship between the soul and the body. The debate is
also largely responsible for the renewed interest in Aristotle
amongst modern philosophers of mind.8 The issues involved
in the debate provide an excellent introduction to the study of
Aristotle's sense-organs. And, as I hope to show in the Con-
clusion, the study of the sense-organs can in return instruct us
on a number of these issues. Let me start therefore by briefly
sketching the basis of a functionalist interpretation.9

Functionalism understands mental states as analogous to
computer or machine states. Machine states are functional
states. That is to say, they are defined in terms of their rela-
tions to a causal input and a causal output. Compare the case
of a cash machine. You insert your card in the slot, enter your
code, and the machine issues some money. Whilst waiting for
the money to come out, the machine displays the text 'pro-
cessing your request'. You can define this state of the machine
as the state brought about by inserting the card (causal input)
which causes the machine to issue the money (causal out-
put).10 Similarly, functionalism suggests, we can define mental
states in terms of their causal input and output. For example,
we can define 'seeing red' as the state, say, that an animal is in
when its visual centre is affected by the light reflected from
pillar boxes, traffic lights, blood, etc. (causal input) and which
causes the animal to believe that or to say that or to behave as
if there is a red object in front of it (causal output). Defining
mental states in terms of their causal input and output allows
functionalists to say something about the relationship between
mental states and physical states which neither reductionists
nor dualists can say: a mental state can, as a functional state,
be realised by a number of different physical states. The

8 Cf. Ostenfeld (1986) ch. 5; Burnyeat (1992) 16.
9 Since the drafts of Burnyeat (1992) and Nussbaum and Putnam (1992) first ap-

peared, a range of more sophisticated functionalist interpretations has appeared. I
cannot hope to do justice to these within the scope of this study. But I hope that by
focusing on the multiple realisability claim I have addressed a claim that is central
to any functionalist interpretation.

10 Cf. Block (1980) 173-5.
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functions of a machine can be realised in all sorts of gadge-
try. Similarly, a mental state can be realised by any number
of physical states. A mental state cannot therefore be defined
as identical with any particular type of physical state. For ex-
ample, pain is not identical with the firing of one's C-fibres,
even though firing of one's C-fibres may be one of the physical
states that realise a feeling of pain. Functionalists may here
agree with identity theorists that each token, each occurrence,
of feeling pain is identical with a token of some type of physi-
cal state, for example my feeling pain at this moment is
identical with my C-fibres firing at this moment. But func-
tionalists will disagree with those identity theorists who claim
that a type of mental state can be identified with any one
type of physical state, for example that feeling pain is always
identical with the firing of one's C-fibres. They will disagree
with this claim because mental states as functional states are
in principle 'multiply realisable' or 'compositionally plastic',
that is they can in principle be realised by any number of
different types of physical state. In this sense mental states
cannot be reduced to physical states.

Avoiding reductionism, however, does not mean agreeing
with dualism. Dualists may argue that mental states are not
identical with physical states because mental states have
properties that cannot be properties of physical states. Des-
cartes, for example, held that awareness defined mental states
and could not be shared by physical states. Mental states were
therefore different from physical states. The dualist will say
not only that no types of mental and physical states are iden-
tical but also that no token of a mental state is identical with
any token of a physical state. No instance of, say, feeling pain
is identical with any physical state. Dualists and functionalists
therefore agree to reject type-type identity but disagree about
token-token identity: functionalists accept it, dualists do not.

Functionalism seems therefore to steer a middle course be-
tween reductionism and dualism. Modern philosophers have
tried to find such a middle course because they want to avoid
problems in both positions. On the one hand, they want to
avoid the problems that dualists have in explaining the inter-
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action between the mental and the physical. On the other
hand, they want to avoid the problems that reductionists face
in accounting for features that are considered characteristic of
'the mental', features such as subjectivity, intentionality and
privacy.11

So if functionalism did offer a 'third way' that avoided both
sorts of problem, then that was clearly welcome. If Aristotle
could be seen as a functionalist avant la lettre, then that too
was clearly welcome.12 Thus Putnam wrote that he 'was
pleasantly surprised to find that my view was substantially the
same as Aristotle's, although stated a bit more precisely with
the aid of the vocabulary of contemporary scientific method-
ology and cybernetics'.13 But was Putnam's surprise justified?
Was Aristotle really a proto-functionalist? The discussion that
followed focused on one point in particular: to what extent, if
any, Aristotle believed (A) that mental processes are realised
by material processes. For the specific functionalist claim (B)
that the same mental states according to Aristotle can be
realised by many different types of material process would
of course only be relevant if mental states are realised by
material processes in the first place.

In defence of A, Nussbaum related Aristotle's philosophy
of mind to his general hylomorphism.14 Hylomorphism is the
theory that natural beings are composites of form and matter.
Natural beings are in this respect similar to artefacts. A

11 The irreducibility of intentional states to computational states was one reason why
Putnam gave up his earlier functionalism, cf. his (1988) 73-4; Nussbaum and
Putnam (1992) 48-9.

12 Cf. the acute comments by Wardy (1990) 260-1 on this use of Aristotle:

at least in this instance [sc. Aristotle's anti-reductionism] Aristotle speaks the
truth directly to us, conveying a message that is not essentially antique, or
couched in a philosophical language that we can no longer speak. This ap-
proach is seductive ideologically, as it were: ancient and modern thinkers be-
come mutually supportive, the Greek icon lending a sort of authority to his
supposed philosophical descendants, while the moderns conversely ensure that
Aristotle continues to play an active role in contemporary discourse.

13 Putnam (1975) xiv.
14 Nussbaum and Putnam (1992).
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bronze sphere, for example, is a composite of some matter, the
bronze, and a spherical shape or form. Similarly, a human
being, for example, is made up of blood, bone, tissue, etc.,
materials that have a certain form, namely the structure and
organisation characteristic of a human being. So both arte-
facts and natural beings are essentially composites of form
and matter. They are essentially composites in the sense that
the form is always realised in some matter. The form does not
come without some matter.

In living beings the form is the soul and the matter the
body. It follows, so the functionalists argue, that the states of
the soul are realised by states of the body. If the states of the
soul change, so should the states of the body. We should
expect, then, on general hylomorphic grounds that perception
as a change of state of the soul is realised by a change of state
of the body. This would give us claim A.

However, Nussbaum and Putnam pressed the analogy be-
tween living beings and artefacts even further towards func-
tionalism, towards claim B. They argued that just as a sphere
can be made out of different materials, so the soul and its
states can be realised in different materials. The sphere, for
example, can be made of plastic or wood or bronze. Seeing,
similarly, can be realised not just by changes in a human eye,
but by changes in different material structures such as the eye
of a frog, a bird, etc. This seems to give us B, the thesis that
mental states for Aristotle are multiply realisable. So the
functionalists argue that Aristotle's understanding of living
beings as hylomorphic wholes by analogy with artefacts sup-
ports both the claim A, that the changes in the soul are
realised by material changes, and the specifically functionalist
claim, B, that the changes in the soul could be realised in
different sorts of material change.

Let me briefly try to characterise the explanatory procedure
of Aristotle's psychology and then ask whether it supports the
functionalist interpretation. Aristotle introduces De Anima
by suggesting that the study of the soul or psychology (f) -rrepi

iaropia) is part of the study of nature in general.
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Indeed, one of the reasons for studying the soul is that it
contributes greatly to our understanding of nature.15 The
reason for this is that the soul is like a principle (apxr)) of
animals.16 One thing that is meant by a 'principle' is 'what
you need to understand first if you are going to explain other
things'. Physica tells us that animals are prime instances of
natural beings, beings that exist by nature.17 So if you have
understood the principle of animals, you can start to explain
other things about some paradigms of nature. That is why
studying the soul as the principle of animals will contribute to
our understanding of nature.

In his psychology, Aristotle borrows the explanatory pro-
cedure from his physics. Physics, as he understands it, explains
things by reference to 'the four causes' (apxai/arriai).18 They
are: (i) form (elSos), (ii) matter (0Ar|), (iii) moving cause (f)
dpxri 66ev) and (iv) goal (TEAOS) or final cause (TO OU EVEKCC).19

For example, if you ask 'Why is this a frog?' I can answer you
in different ways, pointing to different explanatory and causal
factors.20 I can say that this is a frog because: (i) it has a cer-
tain shape, arrangement and structure characteristic of a frog
(formal cause); (ii) it is made of flesh and bones and skin
without which there would not be a frog (material cause); (iii)
its parents, and in particular its father, created it (moving
cause); and (iv) it is able to do certain things characteristic of
a frog, for example leap and croak (final cause).

When Aristotle says that living beings are to be explained in
the manner of physics he means that they are to be explained
by reference to all of the four causes. Living beings are ex-

15 De an. I . I 4O2a4~6.
1 6 De an. 1.1 4O2a6~7: EOTI yap olov apxTi TCOV £COCOV.
17 Ph. II. i I92b9~i2; cf. De an. I I . I 4 i2a i3 .
18 Ph. 11.7 I98a22~3: 'Since there are four causes, it is the job of the 4>UCTIK6S to know

about all of them. If he leads back the 'why' question to them all he will give a
"physical" account (&7TO6COCT£I 4>UQIKCOS).'

19 Ph. 11.3.
20 'ai-rioc' covers both cause and explanation in Aristotle. The moving cause is what

comes closest to what we would call a 'cause' or a 'Humean cause'; cf. Sorabji
(1980) 40.
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plained in terms of the four causes by being analysed in terms
of soul and body. In De Anima 11.4 Aristotle says that the soul
is the cause and principle (arria KCCI apx^i) of the living beings
in three senses: as the cause of motion, as the cause of being or
substance (ouaia) - and here Aristotle is thinking of the for-
mal cause - and, as the final cause, that for the sake of which
living beings live.21 The body, in contrast, provides the mate-
rial cause. Living beings are thus explained (|>UCTIKGOS by being
explained as composites of a soul, which is a cause in the first
three of the four required senses, and a body, which is a cause
in the fourth sense.22

The changes that the soul gives rise to and suffers cannot be
analysed in isolation from the body, for the soul is a cause of
living beings that are essentially composites of form and mat-
ter. Physics studies 'destructible things that change'.23 Physics
studies these things qua changing and that means that the
accounts that physics gives have to mention matter, for matter
is a principle of change. "YArj is what underlies any sort of
change.24 Without matter there would be no change.25 Hence
physics tries not just to give a formal account of its subject
matter. It tries to give an account that shows the formal fea-
tures as instantiated in matter. Physics here differs from
mathematics, since mathematics studies the formal features of
changeable objects in abstraction from the matter of these
objects and so in abstraction from their changeability. De
Anima 1.1 thus contrasts the ĉ uaiKos who is concerned with
'everything that is a function or affection of such and such a
body and such and such matter'26 with the |ia6rmaTiKos who
treats properties of bodies that are not separable from bodies
as if they were separate from bodies, for example he treats the

21 De an. 11.4 41509-12; cf. Metaph. v.i i o i 3 a i 6 - i 7 : 'cause' ( a m a ) is said in as
many senses as principle (ccpxri).

22 The soul thus provides an example of how the final, formal and efficient causes
often coincide; cf. Ph. 11.7 I98a24~6.

23 Ph. 11.7 I98a3i.
24 Cf. GC 1.4 32oa2-3.
25 Metaph. xn.2.
26 De an. 1.1 403b! 1-12.
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geometrical shape of a body in abstraction from the body
whose shape it is. Explaining a living being <(>ucjiKcbs means
accounting for its functions and affections as enmattered and
not treating them as functions and affections in abstraction
from the matter in which they are realised.27

As an example of this physical mode of explanation,
Aristotle in De Anima 1.1 mentions the explanation of anger.
Anger, he says, when defined in the physical mode is 'a certain
change of a body of such and such a kind or of a part or of a
potentiality of it as a result of this and for the sake of this'.28

The explanation mentions, first, the material cause of anger.
This is the boiling of the blood around the heart. But the ex-
planation mentions also the reason for or principle of (Aoyos)
anger, namely, a desire for retaliation. Here, giving the Aoyos
provides the formal explanation of anger.

The explanation of anger follows the example of 'snub' in
Physica 11.2. 'Snub' is defined as 'concave nose', where 'con-
cave' gives the form and 'nose' the matter in which the form
is realised. A physical explanation is like 'concave nose'. By
mentioning both the form and the matter, the explanation re-
flects the fact that the explanandum, what is to be explained, is
an enmattered form or Aoyos.

The important question as concerns the functionalist debate
is whether the claim that the affections of the soul are Aoyoi
evuAoi, and should be defined as such, implies that each men-
tal change is realised in a material change. When I see red, for
example, is there then necessarily a material change of some
sort in my eye? The example of anger seems to imply that
mental changes are realised by such material changes. For it
was said to be necessary that the desire for retaliation be
realised in a particular sort of matter such as boiling of the
blood around the heart.29 And the passage seems to imply
that similar material changes are necessary in the case of all

2 7 Ibid 4O3a25: 6f)Aov OTI TOC irdOri Aoyoi ivuAoi eimv.
2 8 Ibid 4O3a26-27: TO 6pyi£Ea6ai KIVT|CTIS TIS TOO TOIOU6I acoiaaTos f\ laepous "H 5uvd-

pecos OTTO TOOSE iveKCx TOOSE.
2 9 De an. I.I 4O3b2-3: 6 ^ev y a p Aoyos el6os TOO irpdynaTOs, dvdyKT) 6* eivai TOOTOV

EV OAT) T O t a S l , El EOTGU.

10
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affections of the soul. If so, material changes are clearly also
necessary in perception.30

However, the text is not as clear-cut as the functionalists
or Sorabji might wish. Aristotle need not be taken to say
that 'every mental process... requires a physiological process'.
He need only be taken to say that there is no mental process,
with the possible exception of thought, which is not a process
of the body. On Burnyeat's interpretation, this claim is easily
accommodated. Seeing red will be an affection of the eye in-
sofar as seeing red actualises the potentiality of the eye to see.
Seeing is an affection of the eye simply because the eye is
understood as a potentiality to see. But this is different from
saying that the eye undergoes a material change when we see.
The eye is affected in the sense that its potentiality to see is
affected. In this sense, the affection is an affection of the eye,
of matter. But it is not an affection in the sense that the eye
materially changes. In short, an affection of the sense-organ
need not be a material change once we have understood that
the sense-organ is a potentiality and a potentiality can be
realised without a material change.

That this is how we should understand what happens when
somebody sees red seems to be confirmed by De Anima 11.5
4i7b2-5, where Aristotle says that 'being affected' (-Trdaxeiv)
is said in two senses.31 It is said in one sense when something
is affected in such a way that one of its attributes is replaced
by an opposite attribute. Aristotle has in mind here what
happens for example to the colour of my milk when I pour
cocoa into it. It goes from white to its opposite, dark. But
'being affected' is said in another sense when a potentiality is
preserved and brought to actuality. Aristotle's example is
what happens to a builder who starts building. He already was
a builder and now simply actualises his potentiality to build.
So there is no change of attribute to an opposite attribute (cf.
ch. 6, sec. 3).

30 Cf. Sorabji (1992) 211: 'We have already encountered the illustrative example that
anger requires the boiling of the blood around the heart. And perception is ex-
plicitly included in the theory' (at De an. 1.1

31 Book 11 here, as we might expect, revises the aporetic statements of Book 1.
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Now perception is said to be an affection in this second
sense, involving no change of attributes in the perceiver. But if
the functionalists and Sorabji are right, we would expect per-
ception to be a change of attributes. For if perception neces-
sarily involves a material change, then how is that material
change to be described if not as a change of attributes? On
Sorabji's interpretation the material change that, for example,
the eye undergoes in vision is a literal coloration of the eye
jelly inside the eye. But this coloration seems to be just the
kind of change that would illustrate a change of attributes.
The change in the eye jelly would be like the change in the
milk when I pour cocoa into it.32 But Aristotle says that all
the changes of this sort that are required in order to perceive
have been completed by the time we are born.33

Whether or not we accept this line of argument, Burnyeat
seems right in saying that Sorabji's interpretation provides
an essential piece of support for the functionalist inter-
pretation.34 If perceiving does not involve a material process
in the sense-organs, then a fortiori perceiving is not a func-
tional state that can be realised by a number of different
material processes. Sorabji provides the only clear proposal as
to which material processes perception, according to Aristotle,
would necessarily involve. The key notion here is that per-
ception is a way of making the sense-faculty like a sensible
form, F.35 In perception, the sense-faculty receives the form
of the sense-object without its matter. The sense-faculty
thereby comes to have the same form as the sense-object. On
Sorabji's account, the sense-faculty becomes like F insofar as
the sense-organ literally becomes F. In seeing red, the eye jelly
literally becomes red, in smelling cheese the nose becomes
cheesy, in feeling heat the body literally becomes hot, and so
on and so forth.36 If the notion of the sense-faculty's becom-

32 Sorabji (1992) 221 deals with this objection by denying that the De an. 11.5 passage
is about a contrast between being physically and non-physically affected.

33 De an. 11.5 4 i 7 b i 6 - i 8 .
34 Burnyeat (1992) 15.
35 De an. 11.5 4 i 7 a i 8 - 2 i ; ra.4 429ai3~i8.
36 Cf. Sorabji (1992) 209-23 and Sorabji (1974) 52.
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ing like the sense-quality is to be cashed out in terms of
material processes, then it is difficult to see what these mate-
rial processes could be other than the ones Sorabji points to.
This weakens Putnam and Nussbaum's response to Burnyeat
that 'it is one thing to argue against a particular story of what
the physiological change is [i.e. Sorabji's], quite another to
establish that there need be no physiological change [as would
be required to refute Nussbaum and Putnam]'.37

Who is right, then, Sorabji or Burnyeat? Much of the lan-
guage in which Aristotle describes the processes of perception
would prima facie suggest that Sorabji was right. Terms such
as Kivr|ais, iraQos, dAAoicocris, 8uva|jiis, evepyeia, 0Ar| and eiSos
are all borrowed by Aristotle from his physics to form the
conceptual framework of his psychology. They are terms
which have initially been introduced to explain ordinary
material changes. In psychology, however, the terms are fre-
quently stretched to deal with other sorts of change in the
soul. So, for example, thinking becomes either a rrepov yevos
dAAoicbciEcos or not an dAAoicocris at all.38 In such cases it is
difficult to know when to stress the continuity between the
explanations of psychology and physics and when to stress the
abnormality of the psychological uses of the terms. In certain
cases, whether one favours Sorabji's or Burnyeat's inter-
pretation may depend on how one reads a claim such as CT6
ydp aicj6dv6CT6ai 7rd(7X6lv TI lo rn / {De an. II. 11 423b32-
424ai). Is this a claim that includes perception amongst the
sorts of change that we know from the physics, which would
make us think of perception as an ordinary material change?
Or is it a claim that, by means of the word TI, distances per-
ception from such ordinary changes, making perception a
change only in a very tenuous sense?39

As Sarah Broadie has suggested, it may be that 'in the ab-
sence of conclusive textual evidence either way, the debate on
[whether perception for Aristotle involves physiological pro-

37 Nussbaum and Putnam (1992) 36.
38 De an. 11.5 4^6-7.
39 Cf. Burnyeat (1993) 274.
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cesses] may never be closed'.40 Following Broadie's strategy, I
shall not try to argue for either position from the ground up.
My primary concern in this study is with the composition of
the sense-organs and the account that I present of the sense-
organs is one that ought to be acceptable on both positions.

However, if Aristotle's account of the sense-organs is ac-
ceptable on both positions, then that in itself might be con-
sidered remarkable, for the fact that we have sense-organs and
the fact that the sense-organs in Aristotle are apparently
structured with some complexity are facts with which we
might expect Burnyeat's interpretation to have particular dif-
ficulties. The present work may provide an indirect contribu-
tion to the functionalist debate in that it takes on one of the
potentially most embarrassing aspects of Aristotle's theory for
Burnyeat's interpretation, the fact that we have sense-organs.
On modern accounts of perception and on Sorabji's inter-
pretation of Aristotle, the reason why perception requires a
material basis is straightforward. Perception itself is a material
change and the sense-organs provide the matter in which the
material change occurs. On Burnyeat's interpretation, the fact
that we have sense-organs appears much more problematic.
Why do we have eyes in our heads rather than simply holes,
for why should the senses have a material basis if there is no
material change in perception? If perception is just a 'cogni-
tive' change, why does perception require a sense-organ? If,
however, as I try to show, the sense-organs in Aristotle's
theory can be explained sufficiently without the assumption of
material changes in perception, then that must count as in-
direct support of Burnyeat's interpretation.

This study follows Aristotle through his explanations of
each of the sense-organs. The intention is to fill a gap in the
literature, for there is to my knowledge no work that system-
atically sets out Aristotle's account of the sense-organs in de-
tail. Most of the work on the sense-organs in Aristotle is to be
found in piecemeal form in commentaries and editions, such
as G. R. T. Ross (1906), W. D. Ross (1955) and (1961), R. D.

4 0 Broadie (1993) 145.
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Hicks (1907), W. Ogle (1882) and A. L. Peck (1953), (1961)
and (1965-70). In J. I. Beare's (1906) we do have a full-length
study of the senses and their organs in Aristotle. The study is
valuable in bringing the sources together, but offers no philo-
sophical analysis of the sources. It relates Aristotle's views on
the sense-organ but shows no interest in why he held them.
The present study tries to make amends. It asks not only how
Aristotle thought the sense-organs were composed but also
why he thought as he did.

One of the great advantages for the person who sets out to
write on Aristotle's views about the sense-organs today is the
growing attention of scholars to the way in which Aristotle's
psychological views affect his biological views.41 In an im-
portant recent study, G. E. R. Lloyd shows the extent to
which Aristotle's zoology is determined by his psychological
doctrines.42 Lloyd argues that '[g]iven that zoology is a study
of living creatures and that what makes them the living crea-
tures they are falls under the rubric yuxr), [that zoology is
largely devoted to a consideration of yuxr)] should occasion
no surprise'.43 Aristotle's zoological writings require the
bodily parts of animals to be seen as organs or instruments
that serve the faculties of the soul, as defined in the psycho-
logical writings.

As Lloyd shows, a central example is perception. Animals
are in De Anima defined as living beings with perception.44

This definition leads Aristotle in the biological works to sug-
gest that the entire body must have the potentiality to perceive
if it is going to be the body of an animal. The flesh (or its an-
alogue), for example, is composed in such a way that it will be
able to perceive or mediate all the tangible qualities.45 The
other parts of the body, 'bones and skin and tendons and
blood-vessels, etc.',46 are said to be for the sake of the flesh.

41 Cf., for example, Gotthelf and Lennox (1987).
4 2 Lloyd (1992).
4 3 Ibid. 149.
4 4 De an. n.2 413132-4.
45 Cf. ch. 4, sees. 7-8.
4 6 PA 11.8 653b3O-654a3i; Lloyd (1992) 151.
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Though these parts do not themselves have the ability to per-
ceive or mediate perception, even they can be explained as
parts of the animal body since they are related, as supportive
structures, to the flesh, which does have the ability to perceive
or mediate perception.

One consequence of Aristotle's use of psychological defini-
tions to define the parts of animals is, as Lloyd points out,
that 'there can be no question of the souls/forms of living
creatures being realisable in matter other than the matter in
which they are found, and what has been called the "com-
positional plasticity" of yuxr) is minimal, if not zero'.47

Lloyd's point here against the functionalist interpretation re-
lates to a point emphasised by Wardy: the functionalists fail
to see how radical Aristotle's teleology is.48 The point is not
so much that the same form perhaps could be realised by dif-
ferent sorts of matter, though there are particular difficulties
with this idea when we go from artefacts to living beings (cf.
ch. i, sec. 2). The point is rather that the different sorts of
matter could not be identified and described without describ-
ing it as the matter of a particular form and function (cf. ch. 1,
sec. 5). Talk of 'boiling of the blood around the heart' is
already talk of a potentiality to feel anger. Saying, therefore,
that anger could be realised in different sorts of matter from
boiling blood around the heart is to miss the point that those
different sorts of matter are different sorts of matter because
they are potentialities for sorts of function different from an-
ger. When Aristotle talks about the flesh or its analogue as
what has the potentiality to perceive or mediate tangibles he is
not making a functionalist point about the compositional
plasticity of perception.49 He is making the point that what-
ever matter serves the same function in perception as flesh is
to count as the same matter. As Aristotle says in Physica,

47 Lloyd (1992) 165.
48 Cf. Wardy (1990) 261-2. Other important recent studies on Aristotle's teleology

include: Cooper (1982) and (1985); Charles (1984) ch. 5, (1988) and (1991); Sedley
(1991) (with which cf. Wardy (1993)); Sorabji (1980), esp. part in.

4 9 PA 11.1 647a 19-21; contrast the functionalist interpretation of this passage in Marc
Cohen (1992) 59.
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matter is relative: matter is matter of.50 In particular, matter
is relative to form and function. Hence 'there is different
matter for different forms'.51

Having made this fundamental point, we should acknowl-
edge that there are limits even to Aristotle's teleology. The
limits are set by the necessity of matter. If you make a house
out of wood, then some of the attributes of the wood, the
shape and length of the planks, for example, are going to be
dictated or necessitated by the fact that the wood is part of a
house. But the wood will still have some attributes that wood
has as such, irrespective of the fact that it has been turned into
a house, for example it will be inflammable. These attributes
are said to be necessitated by the matter as such. One such
case of 'material necessity', which I explore in chapter 4, sec-
tion 9, is eye colour.

This work tries to show that Aristotle's explanations of the
sense-organs can be seen as teleological. I treat the sense-
organs here as a specific test case of teleology in Aristotle. I
do not argue extensively for the basic claim that Aristotle is
a teleologist. This would require a much more comprehensive
investigation of Aristotle's biology, physics and metaphysics.
Instead, I try to strengthen the teleological claim by showing
how much of the detail of what Aristotle says about the sense-
organs makes best sense if understood in the context of a
teleological theory.

However, 'teleology' can mean many things. Aristotle's
account of the sense-organs is worth studying also because
it illustrates the point that Aristotle's teleology is no mono-
lithic theory. Aristotle's teleology is remarkably flexible be-
cause it employs different strategies in different cases. A tele-
ological explanation explains something by referring to its
telos, its goal or end.52 But there are different sorts of goal.
The goal may be the ability to do something, to function in a
certain way. I shall argue that this is the basic sort of expla-
nation of the sense-organs. The sense-organs are composed

50 Ph. 11.2 19^8-9. 51 Ibid 52 Cf. Charles (1991).
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the way they are so that we may be able to perceive. But in
Aristotle's zoology the goal may also be the ethical character
or life-style of the animal (ch. 4, sec. 10), its well-being or
survival (ch. 4, sec. 6) or what is appropriate or to be expected
(ch. 4, sec. 7). However, even where the sense-organ is ex-
plained by its contribution to perception, perception is not a
simple goal. Often we have to take into account other facts
about the animal to explain the composition of the sense-
organs. For example, the goal of perception will often explain
the composition of the sense-organs only if perception is seen
in the context of the animal's natural environment (ch. 3,
sec. 5; ch. 4, sec. 10; ch. 5, sec. 8). And often we need to con-
sider how perception has to be accommodated together with
the animal's other characteristic activities, such as respiration,
or flying, or swimming. As is now commonly recognised,53

Aristotle's teleology comes in different guises. The sense-
organs provide a specific test case for this point.

Of all the sense-organs in Aristotle the eye is perhaps best
served by the secondary literature. An article by G. E. R.
Lloyd analyses the information available on the composition
of the eye and underlines the difficulty of interpreting this in-
formation.54 What Aristotle says about the eye and, to gen-
eralise Lloyd's argument, about the other sense-organs is of-
ten tantalisingly vague. Though trying to find precision where
possible, I have frequently had to acknowledge vagueness in
Aristotle's description of the sense-organs. However, I argue
that the vagueness is philosophically pointed (ch. 1). It shows
something about Aristotle's attitude to the explanation of the
sense-organs. My thesis is that Aristotle is primarily interested
in the composition of the sense-organs to the extent that the
composition shows the presence of key functional attributes.
In the case of the eye, for example, the key functional attrib-
ute is transparency (cf. ch. 1, sees. 6-11). It is the transparent
that has the ability to be changed by colour as such, which for

5 3 Cf. e.g. Sorabji (1980) ch. 10; Cooper (1982); Charles (1991); Sedley (1991).
5 4 Lloyd (1978).
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Aristotle defines the ability to see. My general strategy is first
to identify the key functional attribute and then to identify the
parts of the sense-organ that realise this attribute. The de-
scription of the sense-organs stops when Aristotle thinks that
he has shown the material parts required for the presence of
the functional attribute. His account of the sense-organs is in
agreement with his declared policy in De Partibus Animalium:
'Just as in any discussion of parts or equipment we must not
think that it is the matter to which attention is being directed
or which is the object of the discussion, but rather the form as
a whole.'55 Vagueness is relative to our interpretative de-
mands. I argue that we find vagueness in Aristotle if we expect
empirical precision of a sort that is not envisaged by his
functional approach to the sense-organs.

Another interpretative issue, beside vagueness, is the ques-
tion of the unity and consistency of Aristotle's account of the
sense-organs. Does Aristotle have one way of accounting for
all the sense-organs? Or does his account of one sense-organ
sometimes differ in kind from his account of another? This is a
question that particularly arises when we compare the sense-
faculties of sight and touch. There is a discrepancy between
these two senses on at least two points. First of all, Aristotle
will mostly define a sense-faculty in terms of its proper sense-
objects. This is what he does in the case of the 'distance'
senses, sight, hearing and smell. But in the case of the contact
senses Aristotle seems to be more impressed by the fact that
we feel things by direct contact with our skin and flesh (ch. 4,
sees. 1-2). Here what singles out the sense of touch is not so
much what we perceive by touch but how we perceive by
touch. However, sometimes Aristotle will also try to define
touch in terms of its objects. But here he comes across the
problem that there are too many objects of touch for them to
deliver a neat definition of touch in terms of its proper object.
Aristotle's instinct here is to press for consistency by showing

PA 1.
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that in the case of the distance senses, too, the proper objects
are more varied than was at first thought.56

The wavering in definitional procedure is reflected in a
wavering as regards the location of the sense-organ of touch.
If we are said to perceive something by touch because we
perceive it by touching it with our skin and flesh, then that
suggests the organ of touch is the skin and flesh. But again
Aristotle is concerned with the consistency of this claim with
his analysis of the distance senses, for he has already argued
forcefully against Democritus that there is no perception when
you put a sense-object directly on the sense-organ. This datum
leads Aristotle to reconsider the sense-organ of touch, locating
it now inside the body in the area around the heart (cf. ch. 4,
sec. 8).

If we can generalise from these two examples, the im-
pression is that he tries, as he proceeds, to account for the
characteristic features of the different senses. But when these
features significantly diverge he tries to maintain a consistent
overall theory of the senses. He seems therefore to aim at rela-
tive consistency within a single theory of the sense-faculties.
My policy has accordingly been to show consistency where
possible; where not, to explore the theoretical pressures that
give rise to the inconsistencies.57

As shown recently by Richard Sorabji, the question of the
consistency of Aristotle's accounts of touch and sight goes
back at least as far as Themistius (4th cent, AD).58 There is a
tendency in the ancient commentators on Aristotle to make
touch a corporeal sense and vision an incorporeal sense.
When you feel something as hot, your sense-organ of touch
becomes literally hot. But when you see something as red
there is no literal coloration in the eye. As Sorabji says, 'the
diversity of the five senses in respect of their corporeality' is
'a subject mentioned, but certainly not emphasised, by Aris-

5 6 De an. i i . u 422028-35. On Aristotle's definitional procedure, cf. Sorabji (1971).
5 7 Cf., for example, the discussion of Aristotle's mixed methodology in his treatment

of smell in ch. 5, sec. 4.
5 8 Sorabji (1991).
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totle'.59 However, the ancient commentators, to varying de-
grees, did emphasise the diversity. Should we follow them on
this point, that some senses necessarily undergo material
changes in perception while others do not? Could Burnyeat,
then, be right about vision and Sorabji right about touch?

I argue not.60 When Aristotle raises the subject (in De an.
II. 12), he does so in terms of the effects that different sorts of
sense-objects can have. He asks, 'Are the only effects that
sense-objects can have to make themselves perceived?' When
asking this question, Aristotle is apparently assuming that
there is a fundamental difference between having a corporeal
effect on something and being perceived. He then suggests
that at least tangible qualities have to be able to affect bodies
that do not perceive, for otherwise no body can change its
qualities other than by perceiving them. Here it seems, for a
while, that a fundamental difference between the effect of tan-
gible qualities as bodily and the effect of other sense-qualities
as merely perceptual has opened up, making touch more cor-
poreal than the other senses. But again Aristotle at the end
presses for consistency and suggests that all sense-qualities
may have bodily effects but that these effects are not what we
call smelling, seeing, hearing, etc.: the effects of sense-qualities
that we call smelling, etc., are forms of perceiving or being
aware of something (aiaOdveaOai). In other words, though
Aristotle mentions the subject of the diversity of the senses in
terms of their corporeality, he tends to try also in this case to
maintain the overall unity of his account of the senses.

Aristotle may also seem liable to a charge that has been
raised against Western philosophers from Plato to Husserl.
The charge is that they base their theories of perception (if not
entire philosophies of mind) on the model of vision.61 As D.
M. Armstrong says, '[w]hen we think of sense-perception, we

5 9 Ibid. 231-2 . The attempt to distinguish the five senses in degrees of corpo-
reality may in some cases reflect the Neoplatonic tendency to look for a hierarchy
of higher and lower stages within each of the parts of the soul; cf. Blumenthal
(1976).

6 0 Cf. especially ch. 6, sec. 7.
6 1 Cf. Stigen (1961).
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have a strong impulse to think of sighf.62 The reason is that
'our eyes yield us remarkably detailed and precise impressions
of the world'. Aristotle would agree, for he repeatedly stresses
that vision is the most important of the senses. It is the most
important exactly because it reveals to us more differences in
the world than any other sense.63

Add to this Aristotle's practice of beginning most dis-
cussions of the senses with sight,64 and an analysis of the
senses biased towards sight might be expected. This would be
an analysis in which essential differences between the senses
were ignored and the other senses forced into a single pattern
applicable only to sight. However, the more characteristic
feature of Aristotle's analyses of the sense-faculties is that they
are conducted on the basis of a single causal theory. Bias to-
wards one sense is greatly reduced by the fact that a single
causal framework, taken from outside the theory of percep-
tion, is applied to all the senses. Aristotle's first move in De
Anima 11.4 before he starts his discussion of perception in 11.5
is to discuss nutrition. He picks up the key causal scheme from
the Physica and De Generatione et Corruptione and applies it
to nutrition. He thereby sets an example for how the other
faculties of the soul are to be analysed. He only then applies
the causal scheme to the sense-faculties, of which sight is first.
One could say that sight is here modelled on nutrition. Placing
all the senses within the same basic causal scheme leaves rel-
atively little scope for sight to dominate over the other senses.
With this in mind, I shall now, like Aristotle, begin the inves-
tigation of the sense-organs with the organ of sight.

6 2 Armstrong (1962) 118.
6 3 Metaph. I . I 98oa24~6; Sens, i 437a5~9; cf. PA n . io 65603-4.
6 4 For example, in De an. and Sens.
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i . The argument

This study aims to answer two questions in Aristotle. First,
why do we have sense-organs? Second, why are the sense-
organs composed the way they are? Aristotle's theory of the
sense-organs, I shall argue, is briefly this. We have five so-
called special senses: sight, hearing, touch, taste and smell.
The five senses are powers or potentialities (Suvdiaeis) that
animals have to perceive certain objects - for example sight
is the power to perceive colour while hearing is the power to
perceive sound. The power to perceive a sense-object consists
in the ability to be changed by the sense-object. When an
animal perceives a sense-object, its sense-faculty is changed
by the sense-object so as to become like the sense-object, for
example when I see a red pillar box then my faculty of sight
becomes red in a certain way. This ability that the sense-
faculty has to be changed by a certain sense-object is what
defines the sense-faculty, for example the faculty of sight is
defined as what has the ability to be changed by colour. The
faculty of hearing is defined as what has the ability to be
changed by sounds, and so on.

The ability to be changed by a sense-object is something
that is only found in matter. That is why we need sense-organs
which provide the matter that is required for the presence of
the ability to be changed by sense-objects. This answers the
first of the two questions, why we have sense-organs. But the
matter has to be matter of a certain sort because it is not in all
sorts of matter that the ability to be changed by a certain
sense-object is present, for example the ability to be changed
by colours is found only in transparent matter, such as water,
and the ability to be changed by sound is found only in matter
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that is resonant, such as air. The first stage of explaining how
the sense-organs are composed is therefore to find out in what
kind of matter the ability to be changed by a certain sense-
object is present.

The second stage of explaining the composition of the
sense-organs is to show why certain other features of the
sense-organs are required. If the sense-organ of sight is trans-
parent water, for example, why is it that the sense-organ of
sight, the eye, has a number of other parts? The eye has a
membrane, an eyelid, an iris, a white part and various chan-
nels. How are we to make sense of these other features of the
eye? If the eye is simply there to provide the necessary trans-
parent matter for the ability to be changed by colours, could it
not simply consist of water? Similarly, if the sense-organ of
hearing is resonant air, why is it that the ear has a membrane
and certain other external and internal features? This study
aims to answer these questions by showing how the further
features of the sense-organs can all be seen as necessary or
useful for the fundamental function of the sense-organs, which
is to help us perceive.

2. How to explain the sense-organs

In De Anima n. I Aristotle says that the sense-organs stand to
the senses as matter to form or as potentiality to actuality.
Thus 'the eye is the matter of sight' (4i2b2o). The sense of
sight is the form or first actuality of the eye. This claim about
the relationship between the sense-faculty and its organ
emerges out of a discussion of the relationship between the
soul and the body as a whole. Aristotle says that the relation-
ship between the parts of the body and the parts of the soul is
analogous to the relationship between the entire body and the
entire soul.1 The bodily parts stand to the psychic parts as
matter to form or potentiality to first actuality. Let us see
what he means by this.

1 De an. II.I 4i2b22~5.
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To illustrate the relationship between the soul and the body
Aristotle uses the example of an axe. Aristotle (4i2bn-i2)
says that if an axe were a natural body, then what it is to be
an axe (TO -rreAeKei eivoa) would be its substance (ouaia) and
soul. He then says that the substance and the soul are also the
form and the definition of the axe. The form and definition of
an axe are its ability to cut (4i2b29). The ability to cut is what
defines what it is for an axe to be. It is what makes an axe an
axe, rather than a hammer or a spoon, etc. If you take away
its ability to cut, for example by removing its blade, the axe
also ceases to be an axe. So being able to cut is what being an
axe is about or, as Aristotle puts it, what it is for an axe to be.
The axe's ability to cut is a potentiality (5uva|iis) rather than
an actuality (evepysia/evTeAexeia). For the axe has the ability
to cut even when it is not actually being used in cutting. Hence
what it is for the axe to be, its definition and substance, is a
potentiality of a certain sort.

Aristotle focuses on the potentiality as what defines what
it is to be an axe because he wants to make a similar point
about the soul. He wants to say that what defines the soul is
the presence of an ability to do certain things, in this case not
the ability to cut but the ability to do certain things which
are characteristic of living beings. This is an ability that liv-
ing beings have even when they are not actually exercising
it. For example, we want to say that an animal has a soul
and is alive even when it is asleep, when it is not actually
digesting, or perceiving, or actually doing any of the other
things that characterise an animal. Similarly, we said that
the axe was able to cut even when it was not actually used in
cutting. The soul is therefore, like the definition of the axe, a
potentiality.

Aristotle's analogy with the axe enables him to distinguish
the potentiality by which we define the soul from its actuality.
It also allows him to distinguish the soul from the body. The
soul stands to the body as the ability of the axe stands to the
matter of which the axe is made, the wood and iron. That is to
say, the soul stands to the body as form to matter, for the
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ability to cut is the form of an axe and the wood and iron of
which the axe is made are its matter.

Aristotle says in general that matter is potentiality and form
is actuality.2 However, in the example of the axe we can see
that something can be an actuality and a potentiality in dif-
ferent ways. Whether we call something an actuality or a
potentiality is relative to what we are comparing it with. In
comparison with actual cutting the ability to cut is a poten-
tiality, but in relation to its matter the ability to cut is an
actuality. You could imagine that the materials of which the
axe is made were not part of an axe and did not have the
ability to cut, for example the wood and the iron could have
been part of a fishing rod. Wood and iron as such are matter
that can be made into something with the ability to cut. But
if the matter has not been made into an object with the abil-
ity to cut, the matter is as yet a mere potentiality for cutting.
You cannot go and chop wood with any old wood and iron.
The wood and iron get the ability to be used in cutting only
if you give them the right shape and form. You need to
collect the wood and iron, shape the iron into a blade by
making it sharp, cut the wood into the shape of a handle, and
put the two together. Once you have in this way given the
right form and shape to the matter, you can straightaway go
and chop wood with your product. So it is really the form and
shape that gives the axe its ability to cut, not the matter as
such, the mere wood and iron. The form is therefore also
more closely related to actual cutting than the matter and,
because of this, it deserves to be distinguished as more of an
actuality than the matter. The matter as such is a mere po-
tentiality, but the form compared with the matter as such is
more like an actuality. That is why Aristotle calls the form a
'first actuality'.3

The example of the axe gives us three levels of potentiality
and actuality: potentiality, first actuality and second actuality.

2 De an. n.i 4i2a9-io. 3 De an. n.i 4i2a27.
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We find these three levels also in living beings. We can set
them out as follows:

An animal An axe

Second actuality
First actuality
Potentiality

Being awake
Being alive
The body of
a man, a
dog, etc.

Cutting
Being an axe
The material
of an axe
(iron, wood)

An eye

Seeing (opcccris)
Ability to see
The eye jelly

At the level of potentiality we are talking about living bodies
and their parts. It is not dead bodies, nor amputated eyes nor
things like that, that we are referring to, for a dead body
cannot really be said to be a human body and an amputated
eye cannot really be said to be an eye. A severed eye is more
like a replica of an eye. Aristotle says that a dead body is
a human body only homonymously.5 He explains what he
means by 'homonymous' by saying that two things are called
'homonymous' when they have the same name but the defi-
nitions of what they are differ. In this way you could call both
Michelangelo's painting of Adam and a living man 'a human
body'. But if you try to say what makes each of them a human
body, then you will have to say different things about each of
them. For the body of the living man is called a human body
because it is able to take part in the activities that are charac-
teristic of a human being - eating, drinking, dancing, etc. But
Michelangelo's painting can do none of these things. That is
why talking about a human body in the case of living humans
is not talking about the body in isolation from the activities
that define a human being. Talking about the human body
is rather talking about the body as a potentiality for these
activities. Stripped of this potentiality, the body ceases to be
the body of a human being. That is of course what happens
when the human being dies. The body ceases to be able to

4 For 'Kopti' meaning 'eye jelly', see below, sec. 8. 5 Cat. i iai.
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take part in human activities. If it is then still right to call
the body of a dead man a 'human body', then that must be
because the term is being used to refer to different attributes
from those potentialities which defined the living body. Ac-
cording to our definition, this will be a homonymous use of
the term. The same applies to parts of the human body as to
the whole. In the case of the eye, for example, the defining
potentiality is the ability to see. Take away its ability to see
and the eye becomes an eye in name only.

When Aristotle uses the analogy with tools in De Anima n. i
he places living beings and their parts within the general
causal and explanatory framework of the Physica. Art, Aris-
totle says, imitates nature.6 In art we can find the same four
aiTiai - form, matter, moving cause and final cause - which
operate in nature, though their manner of operation some-
times differs. It is because the same causes are present in art
and nature that Aristotle often thinks he can use artefacts to
illustrate a particular point about the causes of natural beings.7
Since living beings are a subset of natural beings, the point
extends to living beings. We would expect that if the analogy
with tools and artefacts can illustrate the relationship between
form and matter in natural beings in general it can also illus-
trate the relationship between form and matter in living beings
in particular.

There are at least two related reasons why Aristotle uses
artefacts to illustrate the relationship between the soul and the
body in living beings. The first is that matter can be seen as a
distinct cause in the production of an artefact. When a crafts-
man makes an artefact he imposes a form (eTSos) or shape
(|jop(|>f)) on some matter according to the rules of his craft. A
builder is given some bricks and timber. He arranges them in
the shape of a house according to the rules of architecture. We
can see here that the matter is something distinct from the
form. For the form of a house is something the matter only
gets in the process of building. It did not have that form
before. The matter can be described independently of the

6 Ph. 11.2 i94a2i-2,11.8 I99ai5-i7. 7 Cf. PA I.I 642a9~i3 and Introduction.
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particular sort of artefact it is going to be turned into. We
could talk about what the bricks and timber were, and still
are, as such before they were put into the house: they are
mixtures according to certain ratios of more basic elements -
earth, water, etc.; they have a certain hardness, weight and
durability, and so on. Some of these are attributes that make
the materials suitable building materials. That is why the
bricks and timber can be called a potential house. But the
materials might also be suitable for other purposes than to
build houses with. Whether or not they are in fact used to
build a house depends on what the craftsman has in mind,
what he intends to do with them. The matter has certain at-
tributes that will make it suitable for this or that artefact. But
whether the matter is turned into one particular sort of arte-
fact rather than another depends not on the matter itself but
on the form that the craftsman imposes on it. The matter can
therefore be talked about independently of its potentiality to
become a house, or a bridge, or a wall. In other words, the
matter of artefacts can be talked about independently of the
particular form it is going to gain in the production of a par-
ticular sort of artefact. That is why we can see clearly in the
production of artefacts that matter is a distinct causal factor
from the form.

In the creation of living beings, by contrast, it is not often, if
ever, possible to find matter that in this way appears distinct
from the form.8 Look, for instance, at the way in which a frog
develops from an embryo into an adult frog. Here there seems

The analogy between living beings and artefacts can therefore also be seen as
problematic. Cf. Lloyd (1992) 164:

in the case of artefacts the bricks or stones have the characteristics they have (as
bricks and stones) whether or not they are incorporated in a house. But that is
not true of the material parts of living creatures . . . As Aristotle says in so many
words at PA 645a35ff., the material the biologist has to deal with are things 'that
do not even occur separated from the being itself.

For the classic statement of the problem of specifying the matter of living beings
independently of the form, cf. Ackrill (1972) 69-70. Wilkes (1992) 112, with refer-
ence to Metaph. vii.ii iO36b3~7, stresses the complementary point that in living
beings the form is always found in a certain sort of matter, e.g. man is always found
in flesh and bones. The matter therefore enters into the definition of man; cf. also
Marc Cohen (1992) 68.
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to be no stage at which we can say that the matter of the frog
could develop into anything other than a frog. Aristotle says
that a frog is produced when the menstrual blood of a female
frog receives the semen of the male frog.9 The semen of the
male frog stands to the menstrual blood of the female frog as
form to matter. But all this means is that the menstrual blood
is at a lower level of actuality in terms of what it is to be a frog
than is the male semen. Considered on its own, the menstrual
blood is already well on its way to becoming a frog. Both the
menstrual fluid and the male semen are purified blood, but the
male semen is more purified than the menses. The menstrual
blood has already been 'cooked up', to use Aristotle's anal-
ogy, in the particular cooking process that produces frogs, but
the male semen has been even more cooked up and is hotter.
Because of this, it is required to continue the cooking process
in the menstrual blood that develops it into a frog. The men-
strual blood needs to be acted upon by the male semen in
order to carry on developing into a frog. The matter that the
female provides is already in quite an advanced state of
potential froghood, but requires the higher-level actuality of
the male semen to develop this potentiality further. What
constitutes the matter in the generation of a frog is already
endowed with the form of froghood to a considerable degree.

The menstrual blood of a female frog is neither just any old
blood nor even any menstrual blood nor is it the same men-
strual blood as that of a female cat or any other animal. The
menstrual blood is therefore not the potential matter of a frog
in the same way that the bricks, timber, etc., were the poten-
tial matter of a house. The bricks, etc., could be turned into a
house. But they could equally well be turned into something
else, say a wall or a bridge. The menstrual blood of a female
frog, however, is already so endowed with the form of frog-
hood that it can only be used to create a frog and no other
animal. That is why it is difficult to see the menstrual blood as
a clear example of matter contrasting with form. To be sure,
the menstrual blood is less informed by the form of froghood

9 Cf. for the following GA 1.19-22.
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than the male semen. That is why we can say that it stands as
matter to the semen's form. But it is also so informed by
froghood that it is not so easy in this case to distinguish the
matter from the form.

Another reason why artefacts are a good illustration of
natural beings is that artefacts have an end. A chair is made
so that one can sit on it, an axe so that one can cut wood
with it, a house so that it may give us shelter, and so on and
so forth. Aristotle is keen to show the goal-directedness of
nature. He believes that animals are born in order to live a
typically animal life of smelling, hunting, eating, etc., and that
human beings are born to live a typically human life of
thinking, talking, being friends, etc. These activities are all
thought of as the end of the living being in question. The
analogy with artefacts is supposed to spell this idea out.

The two reasons for choosing artefacts as an example of the
relationship between matter and form are connected because
the end towards which the artefact is produced coincides with
the form of the artefact. When you make an axe, you provide
it with the ability to cut by giving the matter a certain form
and arrangement. The form and arrangement of the axe
enable the axe to cut and cutting is the end towards which the
axe is produced. There is no difference between creating
something out of the material which has the form and
arrangement characteristic of an axe and creating something
which we can use to cut with in the way an axe cuts. Endow-
ing some matter with the form and arrangement of an axe also
makes the instrument able to cut and cutting is the activity
that is the end of an axe. That is why the two features of the
analogy with tools, goal-directedness and being composites of
form and matter, are connected.

Now one might agree with Aristotle that ^/living beings are
analogous with tools, then living beings are composites of
form and matter and have an end. But we might also want to
deny the antecedent here because we hold that living beings
in fact are not analogous with tools. We might agree with
Aristotle about the implications of the analogy between tools
and nature but deny that the analogy holds.
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To understand why Aristotle thinks that the analogy holds,
we should remember that for him living involves a range of
functions and functioning requires tools. The bodies of living
beings and their parts are the tools (opyocvoc) with which living
beings live. In De Generatione Animalium 1.2 Aristotle says
that male and female are differentiated by a potentiality and
function and 'since instruments are needed for all functioning
and since the bodily parts are the tools that serve the faculties,
it follows that certain parts must exist for the union and pro-
duction of offspring' (7i6a23~6). Aristotle is making the point
that all functioning requires tools. Therefore the functions of
the soul in particular require tools and it is the bodily parts
that provide these tools. The bodily parts are not just under-
stood by analogy with things in other domains such as art
which really are tools. They are themselves understood liter-
ally as tools within the general domain of things that have a
function. Just as the function of cutting requires a tool such as
a saw, so the functions of the soul require bodily parts as their
tools.10

3. Explanation from the top down

The text to turn to for more information on form as an end in
nature is Physica 11.9. Here Aristotle discusses the relationship
between form and matter from the point of view of necessity.
He argues against the position of the 'materialists' who hold
that form is necessitated by matter. By materialists Aristotle
has in mind people like Democritus and Empedocles. We need
not take Aristotle's description of the materialist position as
necessarily being historically accurate or fair to any of these
philosophers.11 What is important for present purposes is how
Aristotle sees a basic contrast between his own way of ex-
plaining nature and the way these other philosophers explain
nature. The materialists say that natural beings come into be-

1 0 Cf. De an. II. I 4 l 5 b l 8 - 2 0 : TravToc y a p Ta 4>UCTiKa oxbuaTa if\s yuxfis opyava, KCXI
KaOdcTrep TOC TWV £COGOV, OUTGO KOU TOC TCOV <|>UTCOV, COS evexa Tffc V^X ÎS OVTOC.

11 On the question of Aristotle's fairness to the materialists, cf. Wardy (1990) 256-8
and Sorabji (1980) 178-9.
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ing because of certain attributes that their matter has. Again,
Aristotle uses the analogy with artefacts to make his point
about the causes of natural beings. The materialists, he says,
explain natural beings as if they were explaining the con-
struction of a wall by referring exclusively to the attributes of
the wall's materials.12 If the wall has a foundation of stone, a
middle structure of earth and some wooden posts on top, the
materialists will say that the foundation is of stone because
stone is the heaviest material and therefore sinks to the
ground, whereas the earth is on top of the stone because it is
lighter, and the posts come on top of all because wood is the
lightest element of all.

In this way, the arrangement of the materials in the wall
would be explained from the point of view of the attributes
that the materials have as such. Stone is always heavier than
earth and wood is always lighter than earth. So these are
attributes that the materials have irrespective of their presence
in the wall. It is accidental that the materials come together
in the form of a wall. For the attributes that cause them to
come together, namely the different weights of wood, earth
and stone, are attributes that the materials would have any-
way. The attributes are not specific to wood, earth and stone
as the materials of a wall. They are specific to wood and earth,
etc., as such. For the materialists it is necessary that the
materials arrange themselves in the shape of a wall because of
their attributes qua stone, earth and wood.

For Aristotle, however, it is necessary that the materials are
arranged the way they are because that is the arrangement
that will serve the function or end by which we define a wall.
The materials have been put there in order to provide shelter,
or some such function. It is this function that defines what it is
to be a wall. The function makes the materials necessary be-
cause if the function is to be realised then it must be realised
in certain sorts of material. If you want a wall that protects
you, then you need a foundation for it that consists of heavy
materials, such as stone, which make the wall stable. You then

12 Ph. n.9 2Ooai-5.
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also need a middle structure that is made of lighter material
than the foundation, such as earth, so that the middle struc-
ture does not push the foundation down, and so on and so
forth. The matter is hypothetically necessary. It is necessary
only i/a certain form is to be realised. It is not necessary that
there should be a wall. But it is necessary, if there is going to
be a wall, that it should consist of such and such materials.

Contrast the materialist explanation, where it is necessary
that if the materials are present, a wall comes about. The con-
ditional here goes in the opposite direction. That makes the
presence of the materials a sufficient condition for the pres-
ence of a wall. On Aristotle's notion of hypothetical necessity,
there are no such sufficient material conditions of a wall. For
whether the materials are present in a wall depends on whether
there is a wall in the first place and that is a question of there
being a certain form present, not a question of there being
wood, stone and earth around.13 That is why he says that the
materials are necessary, only z/a certain form is to be present.

There is a good example of Aristotle's criticism of the
materialist explanation of living beings at De Anima 11.4
4i5b28-4i6a8. The question is, Why do plants grow? Empe-
docles says that plants take root because they have earth in
them. Earth naturally tends to move downwards. So too does
the earth that plants have in them. Plants' taking root is the
expression of this downward movement. By contrast, plants
grow upwards because they also contain fire, for fire tends
naturally to move upwards. The growth of plants in both
directions, upward and downward, is explained in terms of
the attributes that the material components of plants, earth
and fire have as such. As Aristotle would put it, plants move
upwards qua fiery and downwards qua earthy, but not qua
plants.

Aristotle's objection to Empedocles' explanation of plant
growth is symptomatic. Aristotle says that which part of the

13 Aristotle himself in certain cases explains features of living beings by reference
to the attributes that their matter has as such. I consider one such case in sec. 11
below, namely, eye colour.
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plant counts as being up and which part counts as being down
depends on the function that the part serves in the plant. The
function of the roots is to take in nourishment. The roots
therefore correspond with the head in an animal. For this is
the part of the animal body where the mouth is situated.14

This part, Aristotle says, is naturally the upper part of the
organism. So the roots in the plant too should be thought of
as being up, not down, as Empedocles says.15

The objection is symptomatic because it shows that for
Aristotle it is the function and form of an organism that de-
cides how we should describe its body and its parts. It is not
the attributes that the body has insofar as it is composed of
material elements. Thus we describe the plant's roots as being
up because they have the function of taking in nourishment
and not as down because they are composed of earth. The
function and form takes precedence over the matter. Nor can
we derive the function and the form from the attributes of the
matter as such. If the composition of the plant was determined
by the attributes of its material components as such, then the
roots would count as down, for they are made of earth and
the natural direction of earth as such is downwards. But in
fact the roots count as being up because of their function and
form.16

4. The application of top-down explanation to sight

The contrast between the Aristotelian and the materialist ex-
planations is a contrast between what are now commonly
known as explanation from the top down, that is to say, ex-
planation from the point of view of the form and the end, and
explanation from the bottom up, that is to say, explanation
from the point of view of the material attributes.

14 Cf. IA 7O5a28-b8; Juv. 468ai-i2; PA 686b34-687ai.
15 Similarly, the front of an animal is defined as the direction in which it moves and

perceives; cf. PA 665aio-i5.
16 This argument develops a passage in Ph. n.8 where Aristotle argues that plants

grow leaves for the sake of their fruits and send roots down (not up) for the sake of
nourishment. It is worth noting that the prime examples for goal-directedness in
nature as a whole are living beings.
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Towards the end of Physica 11.9, Aristotle again uses the
example of a tool.17 Again, the purpose of the example is to
explain the notion of top-down explanation and the way in
which matter can be said to be necessary from the point of
view of the form. A saw is an instrument with a certain func-
tion and end, cutting wood or some such thing, but this end
cannot be realised unless the saw consists of a certain material
that is rigid and hard. Since only iron is adequately rigid and
hard, it is necessary that the saw be made of iron for it to fulfil
its function and end. In other words, the matter, the iron, is
necessary from the point of view of the end or form of the
saw, its ability to cut. So this is how we explain the fact that a
saw is made of iron, from the point of view of its form.

In this book I shall try to show that the account in Physica
11.9 of the relationship between form and matter underlies
Aristotle's account of the sense-organs. The sense-organs are
understood as the matter of the sense-faculties. They are to be
explained, like other natural bodies and artefacts, from the
point of view of their forms and ends. That is to say, Aristotle
explains the sense-organs from the top down just as we ex-
plain the material of the saw and other tools from the point of
view of their forms and ends.

In this first chapter, I try to show how the definition of the
form and end of the sight for Aristotle determines the com-
position of the eye. In outline, Aristotle's explanation of the
organ of sight goes like this. We start out by considering sight
from the point of view of its highest actuality. This is the end
or function of sight. The highest actuality of sight, actual see-
ing (opcccris), is to be changed by colour so as to become
actually like it. This is what Aristotle calls the second actuality
of sight. Sight (oyis) itself is an ability, the first actuality, to
be so changed. This ability requires transparency, but trans-
parency is realised only in certain sorts of body, water or air.

If this outline of Aristotle's explanation of the eye is correct,
then his explanation follows the pattern of top-down expla-

17 2ooa28-b8.
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nation recommended in the Physics. It is thus necessary that
the sense of sight be realised in water or air or some such
transparent material if it is going to be able to see, just as it is
necessary that a saw be realised in iron or some such rigid and
hard material if it is going to be able to saw.

Let me now consider the account in more detail. We
understand perception in general as a way of being changed
(KIVETOOOCI) or affected (-rrdcrxeiv) by something.18 What hap-
pens in all change is that an agent acts on a patient. The agent
is actually something, say actually hot. The patient is not
yet like the agent but it is able to become like the agent. For
instance, it is not yet hot but it is able to become hot. When
the agent changes the patient, the patient is made to be like
the agent. When it is exposed to an agent which is already
hot, the patient acquires the heat from the agent. It becomes
hot itself like the thing that causes it to become hot.

When we say that an object has the ability or potentiality to
be hot, we explain what this potentiality is by first defining
what it is actually to be hot. For the potentiality to be hot
consists in being able to become like something that is ac-
tually hot. That is why we look first towards what is already
actually hot to explain the potentiality to be hot. What is ac-
tually hot also has the ability to make something else hot. So
by looking towards what is actually hot in order to explain the
potentiality to be hot we are also finding out about the cause
or agent that is able to actualise the potentiality to be hot.19

Aristotle applies the same method of definition to percep-
tion.20 In perception it is the sense-object which is the agent
and the sense-faculty which is the patient. The sense-faculty is
potentially like the sense-object. In perception the sense-object
acts on the sense-faculty so as to make the sense-faculty ac-
tually like it. As with other potentialities, we need therefore
to look first at the actuality for which the sense-faculty is a
potentiality. That is to say, we need to look first at the sense-
object. The sense-object will tell us what kind of potentiality

18 Cf. De an. 11.5 4^33-5. 19 Cf. Ph. 111.2. 20 Cf. De an. n.5 4i8a3-6.
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the sense-faculty is.21 The sense-object of sight is the visible as
such.22 The faculty of sight has the potentiality to be changed
by the visible as such so as to become actually like it. The
visible as such is colour, which has the ability to change
(KiveTv) what is actually transparent as such.23 But the actu-
ality of the transparent as such is light. That is why colour is
only visible in light. We do not see colours in the dark, though
we do sometimes, for other reasons, see phosphorescent things
in the dark.24

So far we have been told that transparency is a condition of
something's being visible. But what does Aristotle mean by
'transparency'? He explains that:
I call transparent what is visible, not what is visible in itself speaking with-
out qualification [CCTTACOS] but because of the colour of something else. Of
such a sort are air and water and many of the solid bodies. For it is not qua
water or qua air that they are transparent but because a certain nature is
present in them which is the same both in those two and in the eternal body
above. Light is the actuality of this, the transparent qua transparent. {De an.
II.7 4i8b4-io)

The occasion for this account of transparency is the claim
that vision requires a medium. Aristotle wants to show that
colour is the visible as such but, since it is only visible in a

21 Cf. De an. 11.4 4 ^ 1 4 - 2 2 ; De an. 1.1 4O2bi4~i6; Sorabji (1971) 77. The point that
Aristotle defines the sense-faculties by reference to their objects has been disputed
by Hamlyn (1959) 10, 14-15. He distinguishes the case of vision where there is no
internal connection between colour and vision from the case of hearing where it is
impossible to define the sense-object, sound, without referring to the sense of
hearing. It is difficult to see how this can work as an interpretation of Aristotle,
for, apart from De an. 11.4's insistence that we define the sense-object before the
sense-faculty, Metaph. v.15 iO2ia34~b3 shows that there are general explanatory
grounds for not accepting a definition of the sense-object that involves mentioning
the sense-faculty. Aristotle says here that we should not explain sight by saying
that it is relative to what is visible, for 'visible' itself means 'what sight is of . So
saying that sight is of the visible would be like saying that sight is of what sight is
of. Aristotle admits that it is true to say this. The problem is that it is trivially true.
That is why it does not explain what sight is to say that it is of the visible. It is
better, Aristotle says, to say that sight is of colour. The point seems to be that it is
better to explain sight with reference to colour because we can define colour in-
dependently of sight. Mutatis mutandis, the point applies to the other senses also.
Cf. also Everson (1995) 281-2.

22 De an. 11.7 4i8a26~7.
23 Ibid. 4i8a3O-b2.
2 4 Ibid. 4i9a2-7.
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medium, he needs to explain what the medium of vision is and
why it is required for colour to be visible. The point is that if
you put a coloured object directly up against your eye, you
cannot see it. There has to be something in between your eye
and the object for you to see it. That is what Aristotle calls the
medium. Aristotle takes the medium of sight to be light, the
actuality of the transparent.

In chapter 2,1 shall give a more detailed account of the role
of the medium. But for now let us note that Aristotle, so far,
has neither mentioned any organ of sight nor said anything
about how such an organ might be composed. However, his
discussion already has an implication for any organ of sight.
Not only is the medium changed by colour but also the sense-
faculty is changed by it. For perceiving colour is a way of
being changed by colour. But it is clear from the discussion of
the medium that if something is to be changed by colour, it
needs to be transparent. This applies to everything that is to
be changed by and receive colour. So the implication is that
the sense-faculty too has to be transparent. This implication,
as we shall shortly see, is confirmed by De Sensu 2 438^5-12.

In what way would the sense-faculty have to be trans-
parent? Aristotle is clear that transparency is something which
is present in matter of a certain sort.25 So if the faculty of
sight is somehow to be transparent this transparency too must
be present in matter of such a sort. From the range of exam-
ples of such bodies that Aristotle gives here, the transparent
matter must be either water or air, the body above being ex-
cluded perhaps because of its location. The body above is
above, not here.

In drawing out the implication that the faculty of sight has
to be transparent in order to be changed by colour, it is also
implied that the sense-faculty as transparent is present in a
certain sort of matter. There is no way that the sense-faculty
could be transparent unless it was in matter, for transparency

25 De an. n.7 41804-8; cf. Sens. 3 439a2i~5: 'What we call transparent is not pecu-
liar to air or water or to any of the other bodies so called. Rather it is a cer-
tain common nature or potentiality, which though inseparable, is in them and is
present in the other bodies, either to a lesser or greater extent.'
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is present only in matter of a certain sort. Compare again the
case of the hardness and rigidity of the saw. These are attrib-
utes which the saw must have if it is going to be able to saw,
but hardness and rigidity come only in certain sorts of matter,
for example iron, so in order to be hard and rigid the saw
must be made of that sort of matter.

5. The composition of the sense-organs in the De Sensu

We have to turn to De Sensu 2 to get a systematic discus-
sion of the matter of the sense-faculties. Notice Aristotle's
introduction:
We have talked earlier about the faculty that each of the senses has. But as
for the sense-organs of the body in which the faculties naturally occur, some
people now are inquiring into them with reference to the elements of bodies.
But because they are at a loss about how to bring together five senses with
four elements, they are trying to find the fifth. (437ai 7-24)

Thus Aristotle presupposes the definitions of the five sense-
faculties given in De Anima.26 However, as we shall see,
Aristotle does not just presuppose these definitions to leave
them on one side. He continues to use the definitions of the
faculties to infer which elements can realise the faculties as
they have been defined in De Anima. The definitions are
throughout his discussion of the composition of the sense-
organs a guide to his conclusions. This is as we would expect
given a top-down approach to the explanation of living be-
ings. If the sense-organs are to provide the necessary matter
for the realisation of the forms and ends of the senses, then we
can only understand why the sense-organs are composed in
the way they are from the point of view of the definitions of
their forms and ends.

This will appear to be an important point to hold on to, for
it will help explain the way in which Aristotle determines the
composition of the sense-organs. His discussion of the sense-

26 Cf. Sens. 1 436b8-io: 'But concerning perception and perceiving, it has been
said earlier in the work on the soul what it is and why this affection happens to
animals.'
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organs aims at establishing what kind of material composition
is necessary for the realisation of their sense-faculties' forms
and ends. It aims to show what matter is necessary if a certain
form is to be realised. That is to say, it explains the matter
from the top down in the way prescribed by Physica 11.9. If
this is Aristotle's aim, then it also suggests a terminus of how
far we need to describe the sense-organs. For once we have
described the matter of which the sense-organs are composed
to the degree that we can see how they are apt or necessary for
the realisation of the form, there is no incentive to describe the
matter any further because this is just the degree to which we
as natural students of the soul are interested in matter. We
have explained why 'this form in this matter' when we have
shown how this matter is the right matter if this form is to be
realised.

I return to the introduction to De Sensu 2. Aristotle accepts
that the composition of the sense-organs can be analysed in
terms of the four elements. This is the analysis that he himself
offers at the end of the chapter (438bi7-439a5). He says that
the organ of sight is made of water, the organ of hearing of
air, that of smell is made of fire, that of touch of earth. Finally
he mentions taste as a form of touch, with the implication that
its sense-organ too consists of earth. Otherwise, the five senses
would not match up with the four elements.

We may also recall here the discussion in De Anima m.i
where the composition of the sense-organs is also discussed in
terms of the four elements. However, here the assignments of
the elements come out differently. Water is the matter of the
eye, air of the organ of hearing, and the organ of smell is
composed of either water or air. But fire is said to be the
matter either of none of the sense-organs or common to all of
them insofar as there is no ability to perceive without heat.
Earth is said to be the matter of none of the sense-organs or
especially mixed with the sense-organ of touch.

There is some doubt here whether the elements can be as-
signed especially (i8icos) to some of the organs or whether they
belong commonly to all of them or perhaps to none of them.
So whether the assignment of the elements to the sense-organs
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can be achieved on a one-to-one basis is doubtful. But it is
clear that Aristotle thinks that the way to understand the
composition of the sense-organs is through some assignment
(or other) of the elements to them.

There are two initial points to be noted about the claim that
the sense-organs are composed of simple elements. The first
is that when Aristotle assigns an element to a sense-organ we
should probably understand him to mean something like this:
the sense-organ of touch is 'earthy' rather than simply made
of earth; the eye is watery rather than pure water; the organ of
smell is fiery, etc. For in Aristotle, something is called 'water'
even when it is not pure H2O but is merely wet or liquid.
'Water' often seems to mean no more than 'the wet' or 'the
liquid'.27 Aristotle defines water in De Generatione et Cor-
ruptione 11.2 as the cold and wet, a definition which is broad
enough to include a range of substances that we would not
think of as water (H2O). In this vein, Aristotle describes the
organ of sight alternately as made of 'water' (OScop) and 'the
wet' (TO uypov).28 Saying that the organ of sight is made of
water is therefore vague enough to allow for any sort of liquid
composition of the eye. Correspondingly, saying that the
organ of touch is made of earth need not mean it is made of
the sort of stuff we get when digging our gardens. It need
mean no more than that the organ of touch is solid, this being
the characteristic attribute of earthy substances.29 As we shall
see the sense-organ of touch is in fact made of flesh. Again, if
the organ of smell is said to be made of air, it can probably
consist of any gaseous substance.30

Vagueness attaches to the project of describing the sense-

27 Cf. Williams (1982) 178, ad GC 33^31 .
28 Cf. Sens. 2 438bi9 with HA 1.9 49ib2O-i.
29 There might seem to be a contradiction between the Sens, passage saying that the

organ of touch is made of earth and PA (discussed in ch. 4, sec. 7), which says that
the sense-organ of touch is flesh (or its analogue) because it is a mixture of all the
four elements. If flesh may be considered 'earthy' simply because it is solid, how-
ever, the contradiction disappears.

30 Cf. Lloyd (1968) 166: 'If we bear in mind that we are not dealing with pure
chemical elements, it is not too misleading or inaccurate to associate three of the
four simple bodies with the three primary states of matter, "earth" with the solid,
"water" with the liquid, and "air" with the gaseous.'
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organs from the very beginning because the terms used to de-
scribe the basic composition of the sense-organs - 'water',
'earth', 'fire' and 'air' - are taken from a physics that uses
'water' as a generic term for substances as different as iron
and H2O.31 We cannot determine the exact character of the
composition of the sense-organs merely on the basis of being
told what element they are made of. It is only when we are
told in addition that the eye is made of 'water' because 'water'
is transparent that H2O begins to appear a more plausible
candidate for the composition of the eye than certain of the
other substances referred to as 'water'. But even then we have
to remember that there is a range of transparent oily sub-
stances that Aristotle might equally well have in mind.

The second point to notice is that, though the elements are
supposed to provide the matter for the sense-organs, the ele-
ments are themselves already understood functionally.32 In
Mete. iv. 12 Aristotle explains the nature of simple (homoge-
neous) bodies:
For each of these elements has an end and is not water or fire in any and
every condition of itself, just as flesh is not flesh nor viscera viscera, and the
same is true in a higher degree with face and hand. What a thing is is always
determined by its function: a thing really is itself when it can perform its
function; an eye, for instance, when it can see. When a thing cannot do so it
is that thing only in name, like a dead eye or one made of stone, just as a
wooden saw is no more a saw than one in a picture. The same, then, is true
of flesh, except that its function is less clear than that of the tongue. So, too,
with fire; but its function is perhaps even harder to specify by physical in-
quiry than that of flesh. (Mete, rv.12 39oa7~i6, trans. Barnes (1984))

To find out what is meant by saying that the eye is made
of water we need to find out what the function of water is be-
cause it is the function that defines it and that function differs
in different contexts. The function of water in the eye is not
going to be the same as the function of water in the sea. Be-
cause the function determines the nature of the water, it is not

3 1 Plato in Timaeus 58d-59c takes metals to be a sort of water because they can melt
and so are found in liquid as well as solid form. Aristotle follows suit in Mete.
rv.io 389a7~9, as does Theophrastus in De Lapidibus i .

3 2 Cf. Marc Cohen (1992) 70.
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the same water that we find in the eye and in the sea. To
explain the kind of stuff that the eye is made of we cannot
therefore point to the stuff we find in the sea and say that this
is the matter of the eye. Saying that the eye is made of water
does not give us an external reference point for our under-
standing of the matter of the eye. We cannot point to other
specimens of water and say that we understand the composi-
tion of the eye because we have already understood the com-
position of those specimens. By contrast, when told today that
the eye is made of water, we can use our previous general
understanding of the composition of water as H2O and infer
on that basis that if the eye is made of water, it must be made
of H2O. But for Aristotle the function of water determines its
composition. That is why it is only when we have understood
the particular function of water in the eye that we can under-
stand what it means to say that the eye is made of water.

6. Aristotle versus Democritus

As we have seen, Aristotle does not wish to criticise the idea
that the four elements can be assigned to the sense-organs. He
agrees with that. Rather he wants to address the particular
ways in which the assignments should be made and have been
made by other philosophers. His own account of the compo-
sition of the eye is integrated into a critique of other accounts.
Two of these are picked out for special treatment, those of
Democritus and Empedocles, Empedocles being treated in
tandem with Plato in the Timaeus.

The first thing to notice about Aristotle's criticism of these
philosophers is that it deals with more than just the question
which organ is composed of which element. Aristotle is not
just interested in the correct assignment of an element to a
sense-organ. That is why it is not enough for Democritus to
say, for example, that the eye consists of water, even though it
is right. Democritus is criticised for not having understood
correctly the function that water has in vision. Democritus
said that the watery composition of the eye enables objects to
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cast reflections or mirror images in it, vision being a sort of
reflection (I|ji(|>aais).

It is this claim by Democritus about the function of the
water in vision that occupies Aristotle. To understand Aris-
totle's objection, we need first of all to keep in mind the origin
of the word kore. The word has its origin in the little image of
oneself that appears in another person's eyes when one looks
into them. The image that appears looks like a miniature or
'puppet' (kore) of oneself. Socrates in Alcibiades i 13267-
133^3 asks, 'Have you thought about the fact that the face of
the one who looks into the eye appears (eiJî aivETai) in the eye
(oyis) of the person opposite as if in a mirror, which we ac-
tually also call a kore because it is a kind of image (ei'ScoAov)
of the person who looks into the eye?'33 The little puppet seen
in the eye of the person opposite is a reflection of oneself.

The real explanation of this phenomenon, Aristotle argues,
is not one that lends support to a reflection theory of vision:

6* OTI \xkv 08cop elvcri <|>r)<ji, Aeyei KOCACOS, OTI 6' oiETcn TO opocv
elvai TT^V 6H9ac7iv, ou KOCACOS" TOUTO |i£v ydp ov|i|3aivei OTI TO omjia AeTov, Kai
ECTTIV OUK 6v £Keivco aAA* sv TCO opcovTr avccKAao-is y a p TO TTOCSOS. {Sens. 2

The detail of the text is open to interpretation.34 But the
general meaning, I take it, is clear. When I look into some-
body's eye I see a little picture of myself formed on his eye.
This is the l\x$a<j\%. Democritus says that it is this little picture
of me on that person's eye that allows him to see me. This,
Aristotle says, is mistaken, for the little picture of myself that I
see in his eye is only a picture that appears to me. It is only I

33 LSJ notes s.v. KopT] that the change of sense in 'yAr)vr|' (pupil, eyeball) is exactly
the converse of the change of sense in 'i<6pr|'. That is to say, where 'i<6pr|' first

imeant 'puppet' or 'girl' and then came to mean also 'pupil, eyeball, eye', 'y
originally meant 'pupil, eyeball' and then came to mean 'puppet, girl'. There is
evidence of this semantic expansion of 'yAr)vr|' already in Homer //. 8.164 (cf. Od.
9.390). So perhaps the semantic expansion of 'xopri' in the opposite direction was
influenced by that of 'yATjvri'. In any event, the author of Alcibiades 1 is not making
a new point when he says that the xopri is so called because of the reflection of
puppet image. He is making a point that is already well established through com-
mon Greek usage of the term.

34 Cf. G. R. T. Ross (1906) <w/438a8.
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who see this picture not he (KOU EOTIV OUK ev EKeivco aAA' ev TCO
opcovTi). I see the picture because I am mirroring myself in his
eye. This mirroring is possible because his eye is smooth and
all smooth surfaces can throw back mirror images. This is the
phenomenon called 'avdKAocais'.

But the case of me seeing myself in his eyes as in a mirror is
different from the case of him seeing me. In fact my ability to
mirror myself in his eyes has nothing to do with what it is for
him to see me. I could mirror myself in his eyes even if he were
dead just as I can mirror myself in all sorts of inanimate
smooth surfaces.

This is where the connection lies with the other objection
that Aristotle makes: 'It is also strange that it never occurred
to Democritus to ask why only the eye sees but none of the
other things in which images are reflected see' (Sens. 2 438a 10-
12). The little image (EÎ OCCNS) of me formed on somebody
else's eye is not what enables that person to see me. It is what
I see when I use that person's eye to see a mirror image
(ccvocKAacris) of myself in. The fact is that I can use all sorts of
smooth surfaces to mirror myself in, not just eyes. But none of
these other smooth surfaces can be said to see me just because
they display an image of me when I look at them.

Theophrastus in a criticism similar to Aristotle's gives the
good Aristotelian reason why these other smooth surfaces
cannot be taken to see me. He says that even soulless things
contain reflections.35 The point is too fundamental for him to
require spelling out. But the point is that soulless things by
definition would be without perception. For perception be-
longs only to a living animal and without a soul the animal is
dead.36 So no soul, no perception.

An eye cannot, then, be taken to see me just because there is
a reflection of me in it, and so the reflection does not explain
how we see. The fact that there are images formed in our eyes
does not explain how we come to see things. So the reflection
theory of vision has to be wrong.

Aristotle goes on to present his own side of the story. 'It is

35 De Sensibus 36. 36 Cf. De an. 11.2 4i3a2i-2.
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not insofar (rj) as the eyes are made of water that they see but
insofar as it is transparent, which it has in common also with
air' (438ai3~i5).37 Water is not alone in being transparent. It
is an attribute that air and other things also have. It is being
transparent, rather than being watery, that is the attribute
relevant to the eye's ability to see, for sight is understood as
the ability to be changed by colour and this is an attribute of
the transparent. Transparency is the condition of the sense-
organ that meets the definition of sight as the faculty to per-
ceive colour. So when the eye is described as transparent it is
described by the only term that is directly relevant to its power
to see.

There are reflections in things that are not transparent, for
instance in mirrors, but these things are not said to perceive
even though they cast reflections. It follows that the eye's
taking on a reflection cannot be a sufficient condition of its
seeing something. We can put Aristotle's case against the re-
flection theory of vision more strongly than this, however, for
it seems that if the eye sees qua transparent, then the occur-
rence of a reflection in the eye is not even a necessary con-
dition of vision.

For a start, let us consider what 'transparent' means. If you
look into some water, what makes the water transparent is
that you are able to see through it. If the water is transparent,
you can see what is on the other side of the water. That is
what it means for something to be transparent. Reflection, in
contrast, is something that appears on the surface or just be-
neath the surface of the object that you look into. So insofar
as you look at the water and see a reflection, say of yourself,
you are not seeing through the water. You are seeing some-
thing just behind the surface of the water. Therefore insofar as
you see a reflection in the water, you are not treating the water
as transparent.38

37 'ovals' is used here and elsewhere, in the singular, as a term for the eyes. For other
instances of this usage in Aristotle, cf. LSJ s.v. n.c.

38 There are further questions here about what transparency is if we take it, as I
do here, to mean primarily 'that which something can appear through'. I try to
answer these questions in ch. 2.
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That is also why it is important that Aristotle insists exactly
on this point against Democritus, that what enables the eye to
see is the transparent inside the eye, not a reflection on the
surface of the eye. The reflection that Democritus' theory is
based on is an image that occurs only on the surface of the eye
opposite to the perceiver. In the Alcibiades I I33a5~7 the idea
is that when you look into another eye and see an image you
see that by which (cp) the eye sees. That by which my eye sees'
is for Aristotle not an image on the surface of my eye which I
can see reflected in your eye. 'That by which my eye sees' is
something inside my eye, the transparent eye jelly in my eye.
By identifying the reflection not as part of the process of the
seeing but as what is seen, Aristotle excludes reflection from
his account of seeing. Reflection for him is something that
happens in certain conditions on the object side rather than
what happens always in the perceiver when she sees some-
thing. Reflection is not a condition, sufficient or necessary, of
seeing. It is a special sort of object of vision.

For Aristotle, as a special sort of object of vision, 'reflec-
tion' is a phenomenon that belongs less to the theory of vision
proper than to optics.39 Reflection is most commonly brought
in to explain meteorological phenomena, that is, the phe-
nomena that take place in the region around the stars. These
phenomena include the Milky Way, comets and the motions
of meteors, as well as such affections of the four elements
as bring about winds, earthquakes, haloes, rainbows, etc.40

Haloes and rainbows are caused by reflections.41 Reflection
occurs when a ray of light (oyis) hits a smooth surface and is
sent back to the eye. For instance, a rainbow happens when a
ray of light from the sun strikes a cloud in which the particles
of air and water have been condensed so as each to form a

39 Aristotle puts the confusion about reflection in Democritus' theory of vision
down to the insufficient development of optics at Democritus' time, Sens. 2 438a9~
10. Aristotle gives his own explanation of reflection in Mete. 111.3 3721334-
373ai9.

4 0 Mete. 1.1.
4 1 Ibid, m.2-4.
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little mirror. When all the particles are continuous they make
up one large mirror.42

Aristotle's emphasis on transparency as that by means of
which you see is inconsistent with a reflection theory of vision
in two respects. First, as mentioned, reflection is to be under-
stood in terms of the conditions of the object of vision, not
as one of the conditions of vision itself. Reflection happens
whenever vision, as already understood in Aristotle's way,
comes across a certain kind of smooth surface. Second, an
object is exactly not treated as transparent insofar as it reflects
the ray of light. By analogy, the eye is not treated as trans-
parent insofar as it reflects an image.43

7. The significance of Aristotle's criticism of Democritus

What does the criticism of Democritus reveal about Aristotle's
approach to the composition of the sense-organs? What Aris-
totle criticises is not the view that the eye consists of water. He
agrees with that. It is the way in which Democritus uses the
fact that the eye consists of water to explain how we see. Most
of Aristotle's criticism is taken up with refuting the view that
vision happens because of a reflection in the eye. At first
blush, we might say that this view had already been ruled
out because we began the discussion having already defined
vision, and in this definition reflection played no part. So
why focus on the reflection theory, which is a faulty theory of
vision, when what we are trying to establish is how the eye is
composed?

What is shown here is Aristotle's unwillingness to discuss
the composition of the eye in isolation from the actuality of
sight. He determines the composition of the eye from the
point of view of its ability to realise the actuality of sight,
from the top down. If we have misunderstood the actuality of

4 2 Cf. Beare (1906) 65-8.
4 3 Aristotle accepts the use of ovyis as a ray of light to account only for reflection, but

he rejects this use of 6yis to account for all vision. The two uses of oyis should not
be confused.
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sight, however, as Democritus has, then having 'understood'
the composition of the eye is like having 'understood' what a
dead eye is. Recall De Anima II.I 4i2b2O-2: 'The eye is matter
for sight, and if this fails it is no longer an eye, except ho-
monymously, just like an eye in stone or a painted eye.' Sim-
ilarly, if we fail to understand what sight is, then whatever we
may say about the eye will apply only homonymously to it. If
we define the eye as a smooth, watery object that has the
ability to reflect objects, then our talk about the eye will have
no more to do with a live eye than a dead eye has to do with a
live eye. We need to have the right definition of the eye, we
need to understand its ability to see, before we can understand
the matter of the eye. The matter of the eye can only be
understood in relation to the definition of sight. This is why it
is such an insignificant achievement for Democritus to have
said correctly that the eye consists of water, for he has not
understood what the matter is the matter of. Therefore he has
understood no more about the material composition of the
eye than somebody who has made an accurate painting of the
eye has understood about a live eye.

It is worth keeping the imagery of the painted eye in mind
when we talk about different theories of the eye. From Aris-
totle's top-down point of view, a theory of the eye, such as the
reflection theory, that applies equally well to a dead eye and a
living eye tells us nothing about the matter of the eye,44 for
this matter can be understood only in relation to the actuality
of the eye. This actuality reveals itself not to anybody who
looks into the eye or removes the eye and dissects it. It reveals
itself only to the person who understands the eye as part of
a living animal with the ability to see.45 The matter of the

4 4 Cf. again Theophrastus' point that even soulless objects cast reflections.
4 5 Cf. PA I . I 640b33-64ia5:

Now a corpse has the same shape and fashion as a living body. And yet it is not
a man. Again, it is impossible for a hand to be constituted in such a way, for
example of bronze or wood, except homonymously, just as a doctor in a draw-
ing. For it will not be possible for flutes made of stone to perform their proper
function, nor will it be for a doctor in a drawing. Equally, none of the parts of a
corpse is one of such things. I mean, for instance, an eye or a hand. So it is said
too simply and in the same way just as if a carpenter were to say about a
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eye can only be understood by somebody who has already
understood the potentiality of the eye for sight as Aristotle
defines it.46

8. Aristotle versus Empedocles and the Timaeus on the kore

A similar conclusion, I want to argue, is borne out by Aris-
totle's discussion of Empedocles.47 Unlike Democritus, Em-
pedocles gives a plainly wrong answer to the question what
the eye is composed of. He says that the inside of the eye is
made of fire.

The fire inside the eye lights up its surroundings. Empe-
docles explains this by analogy with a lantern in the following
passage which Aristotle cites:
And just as when somebody planning a journey through the stormy night
prepares a lamp, a flame of blazing fire, fitting to it lantern-sides as shields
against the various winds, and these scatter the blowing winds' breath, but
the finer part of the light leaps out and shines across the threshold with its
unyielding beams; so at that time did she [sc. Aphrodite] bring birth48 to the
round-faced49 eye [Kouprjv], primeval fire wrapped in membranes and in
delicate garments (penetrated by divine channels). These held back the sea

wooden hand [sc. that it was really a hand]. In this way the phusiologoi speak
about the formations and causes of the shape.

4 6 The functional attitude to anatomy in Aristotle is also suggested by his attitude to
vivisection; cf. Lloyd (1975) 128: '[Aristotle's] use of vivisection was generally
confined to observing the effects that maiming had on an animal's vital functions.'
The interest in the result of maiming on an animal's vital functions is of course not
exclusive to Aristotle. It is an interest that would be shared by modern medicine.
For instance, a good way of finding out what function the pineal gland had in an
animal would be to observe the result upon the animal's functions of its removal.

47 For the view that this does not do justice to Empedocles, cf. Archer-Hind (1888)
156-7; O'Brien (1970). For the opposite view, cf. Taylor (1928) 278-80.

4 8 Reading 'AoxeucrocTo' ('gave birth') for 'Aoxa£e-ro' ('entrapped'), following For-
ster's emendation; cf. W. D. Ross (1955) aid be. Lloyd (1966) 325, n. 2 retains
'Aoxoc£eTo' and translates 'so then did the primal fire, enclosed in membranes, trap
the round pupil in delicate tissues'. The advantage of Forster's emendation is
two-fold: (a) 'gave birth to' highlights the double sense of 'Koupri' as 'eye' and
'daughter'; (b) 'gave birth to' allows us more clearly to introduce Aphrodite as the
subject of the verb and thereby link up fr. 84 with fr. 86, 'From these divine
Aphrodite made the unfailing eyes', as argued by Sedley (1992) 22. 'Gave birth to'
gives us a more direct reference to Aphrodite or Love as the generative principle in
Empedocles; cf., for example, frs. 20 and 21.

4 9 Or, 'round-eyed' (KUKAOTTOC).
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of water that flowed around, but the finer part of the fire penetrated to the
outside. (Sens. 2 437b26-438a3 = DK84 = fr. 88 Wright (1981))50

The eye, the kore, is constructed like a lantern. The lantern
is made up of a light inside fitted with screens around it. The
light inside the lantern seems to correspond to the fire inside
the eye and the screens to the membranes composed of earth
and air. Outside the lantern blow winds which are compared
to water trying to get to the fire. If the water managed to get
to the fire it would, presumably, put it out. Similarly, if the
winds could blow inside the lantern they would put out the
light inside the lantern. Just as the screens of the lantern pro-
tect its internal fire from gusty winds, so the membranes of the
eye protect the fire inside the eye from the water surrounding
the eye.51

Now Aristotle could refute Empedocles' theory that there is
fire inside the eye simply on the basis of the empirical evidence
which Aristotle uses later in the chapter.52 When the eye
decays, it exudes water (Sens. 2 438ai7-i8). So the eye must
consist of water, not fire. However, this is not what interests
Aristotle here. If it were, he could have dismissed Empedocles
without further ado. What interests Aristotle is the way in
which Empedocles uses his idea of the internal fire in the
context of his theory of vision. Aristotle is interested not in
the fact that Empedocles thinks there is fire in the eye but
in the function that Empedocles supposes this fire to have in
vision.

It has been argued that Empedocles did not take the emis-
sion of light from the eye as playing a role in vision.53 If so,
fragment 84 presents a theory of the eye but not a theory of
vision. It is clear, however, that Aristotle does take fragment

5 0 Translat ion from Sedley (1992) 21 .1 have added the words ' (penetrated by divine
channels.)' «ai>xodvr|icn 8iavocTa TETpriotTo Qe<jjve(jir\i(jivi line 9 in DK) in
brackets simply to be able to refer to the possibility of this reading later in my
argument. Sedley excludes them on the same grounds as Wright (1981) 241.

5 1 Cf. Sedley (1992) 21 -2 .
5 2 Cf. GA v . i 779b2O.
5 3 Cf. O'Brien (1970) 143-6 and Barnes (1979) 308, n. 13. Contrast Long (1966)

263-4 , Wright (1981) 242 and Sedley (1992) 25, who, in different ways, argue that
the emission of light does play a role in vision.
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84 as presenting a theory of vision,54 for he introduces the
quotation by saying that 'Empedocles seems sometimes to
think that vision takes place when light leaves [the eye], as was
said earlier' (Sens. 2 437b24~5). He also sums up the quota-
tion by saying 'sometimes he says that vision happens in this
way' (438a4). It does not occur to Aristotle that Empedocles
might be describing the eye for any other reason than as part
of a theory of vision. If Empedocles did not intend fragment
84 as a theory of vision, then the fact that Aristotle does take
it as presenting a theory of vision says more about Aristotle
than about Empedocles. It suggests that when Aristotle is de-
scribing the eye he is describing it from the point of view of his
theory of vision because he thinks that the natural philosopher
should describe the eye as an organ of vision, as the matter
necessary for the sort of activity that the natural philosopher
takes vision to be. If this is what Aristotle expects of a natural
philosopher, it might explain his inability to see Empedocles'
theory of the eye as innocent of any theory of vision.

Because Aristotle takes fragment 84 to be presenting a
theory of vision he is also puzzled by the fact as he puts it
'that he [sc. Empedocles] sometimes says vision happens in
this way and sometimes by the effluences from the things that
are seen' (Sens. 2 438a4~5). The comment suggests that Aris-
totle thinks that effluence theory and an emission theory are
inconsistent. The reason why Aristotle thinks the two theories
inconsistent is likely to be his own preoccupation with the
question of the causal direction in perception. The question is
whether the sense-faculty is the patient in perception, as Aris-
totle holds and as the effluence theory might suggest, or the
sense-faculty is the agent, as the emission theory might sug-
gest. According to Aristotle, it seems Empedocles ought not
to believe both in the visual ray and in effluences for general
causal reasons, because if sight enabled us to see both by
emitting light and receiving effluences, then that would per

54 Notice, however, that Aristotle's language at 437b23~5 (EOIKE vo\x\tpvn; Aeyei youv
OUTCOS) suggests that he is not quite sure how to take fr. 84; on the possible im-
plications of this language, cf. Ross (1955) 190 and O'Brien (1970) 142.
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impossibile make sight both the agent and the patient of per-
ception. In sum, the reason why Aristotle thinks that what
Empedocles says in fragment 84 is incompatible with the
effluence theory is that he recognises in fragment 84 the visual
ray theory, and the causal direction in vision according to the
visual ray theory appears to him to be opposite to the causal
direction according to the effluence theory.

Aristotle expects then that a theory of the eye must express
a theory of vision. There is another reason, however, why he
takes fragment 84 as presenting a theory of vision: he is read-
ing Empedocles together with Plato's Timaeus.55 The Timaeus
says that the light that the eye sends out is part of what hap-
pens in vision. Aristotle identifies the light that leaves the eye
in Empedocles fragment 84 with the light that leaves the eye
in vision according to the Timaeus. To understand Aristotle's
criticisms of Empedocles, we should try, then, to read Empe-
docles with Aristotle's eyes as the philosopher who said what
Plato also said in the Timaeus. In what follows, I shall there-
fore by 'Empedocles' refer to the holder of the theory of vision
that Aristotle finds both in fragment 84 and the Timaeus.

Aristotle wants to show that fire will not serve the function
given it by Empedocles since it will not enable the eye to see,
and he tries to do this by reducing Empedocles' theory to
absurdity. Empedocles' theory is that vision takes place when
fire springing from the eye lights up the surroundings. This
theory implies, Aristotle argues, that the eye is able to light up
an object even in the dark, so that we ought to be able to see
even in the dark. Empedocles cannot say that darkness ex-
tinguishes the fire coming from the eye, for if anything were to
extinguish the fire coming from the eye, then it would have to
be the opposite of fire, namely, what is wet and cold. The wet
and the cold are not attributes of darkness, however, just as
the dry and the hot are not attributes of light. So darkness
cannot extinguish fire and the internal fire ought to be able to

55 Cf. Sens. 2 437bn-i3: 'if the eye was actually made of fire, as Empedocles says
and as is written in the Timaeus, and vision happens when the light leaves the eye
just as from a lantern . . . ' .
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light up objects even at night. On Empedocles' theory, there-
fore, we ought to be able to see at night,56 but we are not and
so his theory is wrong.

Strictly speaking, Aristotle does not argue against the claim
that the eye is composed of fire. He argues against the claim
that the internal fire can function so as to light up an object of
vision. As with Democritus, Aristotle is primarily interested
in function when he discusses the physiological theories of
Empedocles.

Now Aristotle himself goes on to use the image of a lantern
to describe what he calls the kore, namely, the transparent in-
side the eye. Aristotle says that:
The soul or the perceptive part of the soul is not at the surface of the eye,
but it is clear that it is inside. That is why it is necessary that the inside of
the eye is transparent and receptive to light. And this is clear also from what
actually happens. For to those who have been struck on the temple in battle
and who have thereby had the poroi of the eye severed [eKTuriGfivai] it has
seemed dark just as if a lamp [Auxvou] had been extinguished. For the
transparent, what is called the kore, has been cut off [&TroTnr|6f)vai], like a
lantern [AaiiTrrflpa].57 (438b8-i6)

In this passage Aristotle uses the lantern metaphor to present
his own theory of the transparent, the kore. His use of the
metaphor follows close upon Empedocles'. It seems likely
therefore that Aristotle is consciously appropriating the met-
aphor from Empedocles. In other words, he is adapting the
metaphor to fit his own theory of the eye as opposed to that of
Empedocles.

How does Aristotle appropriate the metaphor? To answer
this question let us look at the two most prominent elements
of the metaphor, the kore and the 'membranes'. I shall ask
first what these terms mean in Empedocles, then what they

5 6 Ibid. 4 3 7 b n - 4 3 8 b 2 3 .
5 7 In the Greek of W. D . Ross's edition:

ou y a p em £<JxaTOU T O U oniiaTos r\ yux"n "H T-ps yvxfis T O aiadr|TiK6v scrnv, dAAd
SfjAov OTI ivTos* SiOTTEp dvdyKT| 8ia<t>av£s elvai KOU 6EKTIK6V <|>COT6S TO EVTOS TOU
omiaTos. Kai TOUTO KOCI em TCOV avupaivovTcov 5f)Aov rjSrj y a p Tien TrAriyeTaiv ev
TToXE|icp Trapd TOV KpOTa<j>ov OUTCOS cocrr' diTOTpir|0<nvai TOUS iropous TOU oppaTOS
eSo^e yev6CT0ai CTKOTOS warrep Auxvou dTroa(3eCT0EVTOs, Sid TO otov AapTrrfipd Tiva
diTOT|iT)0fjvai TO 6ia4>aves, TT)V KaAou|jeVr|v KOpr|v.
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mean in Aristotle, and finally how the two uses differ. My
argument will show that we understand Aristotle's descrip-
tion of the eye best if we see it as redefining his predeces-
sor's descriptions in the light of Aristotle's own theory of
vision.

First the kore. The word kore is standardly used in Greek
literature to refer to the eye as a whole.58 The use of kore to
refer to the 'pupil' in particular occurs in the Hippocratic
corpus.59 Also, kore almost certainly means 'pupil' in the
Alcibiades passage that I discussed earlier, for the pupil is the
part of the eye in which you would see the mirror-image. In
Empedocles, however, kore seems again to refer to the entire
eye, the 'primeval fire wrapped in membranes and delicate
garments'.60 The kore is compared with a lantern as a whole,
that is, to the entire structure of a lantern including both the
internal fire and the protective screens. It is not just compared
with a particular part of the lantern. This leaves it rather in-
determinate from the outset what kore may refer to in Aris-
totle: it does not have a cut-and-dried reference that he need
subscribe to.

For Aristotle kore does not refer to what we call the 'pupil'
but to liquid inside the eye,61 which is transparent and re-
ceptive to light.62 It is the definition of kore as the transparent
that does the job of distinguishing the use of kore in Aristotle
from its use in Empedocles. The transparent, according to De
Anima, is what has the potentiality to be changed by colour as
such and is therefore that which has the potentiality of sight.
As De Sensu 2 shows, what Aristotle understands by sight is
different from what Empedocles understands by sight. This

5 8 Aristophanes Vesp. 7; Sophocles fr. 710; Euripides Ion 876, Hec. 972 (I owe these
references to Sedley (1992) 22, n. 6); cf. also Euripides Bacch. 1087.

5 9 Fo r example, in Internal Affections 7.284.16, where the korai are said to be dilated
because of an excess of bile in the medical condition called the 'thick disease'; cf.
also Cam. 8 606.7; Sedley (1992) 22, n. 7.

6 0 On the meaning of the 'garments ' , cf. Taillardat (1959).
6 1 Cf. Sorabji (1974) 49, n. 22. HA iv.8 533a8~9 says, more specifically, that the kore

is the liquid inside the iris (TO [xekav), on which more below.
6 2 Sens. 2 438b6-8 .
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difference is implied in the reference to 'the transparent'. The
implication of a different theory of vision in 'the transparent'
makes the comparison of the transparent with a lantern suffi-
ciently unlike that of Empedocles as to dispel any suggestion
for Aristotle that he is involved in the same theory of how the
eye is composed. The meaning of kore is for Aristotle fixed by
the definition of its potentiality qua transparent. It is this def-
inition of kore that Aristotle refers to when he says that the
inside of the eye is the transparent, for the transparent is what
can be changed by colour and this is how we understand sight,
as a potentiality to be changed by colour. But where the defi-
nition of its potentiality differs, there is no problem about a
superficially similar description of its material composition.
Again the case is like the case of a picture of an eye and a
living eye. They may look similar and have the same name,
but their definitions are different. Aristotle's appropriation of
the kore from Empedocles' lantern metaphor does not occur
to him as problematic, for Aristotle has redefined the term in
the context of his own theory of vision.

There is a parallel here to the argument against Democri-
tus. Aristotle agreed with Democritus that the eye consists of
water, but this agreement was trifling for him for he disagreed
with Democritus about the reason why the eye consists of
water. The water served a very different function in Aristotle
from the function it served in Democritus. Similarly, Aristotle
now agrees with Empedocles that the sense-organ of sight is
like a lantern and that it involves a kore that somehow lights
up, but he disagrees about the function of the kore. Aristotle's
use of the lantern metaphor is therefore only superficially
similar to Empedocles'. For Aristotle, his own and Empe-
docles' uses of the metaphor represent completely different
notions of the eye because they represent completely different
notions of what the eye does in vision.

Aristotle's ability to re-use his rivals' description of the
eye, be it the eye's watery composition or similarity to a lan-
tern, is founded in his own method of describing the eye from
the point of view of its function in vision. Where in his view
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the eye works in a different way from how his rivals thought,
Aristotle takes this difference in function to be sufficient to
differentiate his description of the composition of the eye from
his rivals' apparently similar descriptions.

9. The membrane of the eye

At De Sensu 2 438a25~b2, Aristotle raises the following ob-
jection to any theory (oAcos, 438a25) that says that we see by
means of a visual ray (oyis) which is emitted by the eyes:

In general it is unreasonable that the visual ray sees by something going out
of [the eyes] and that it [sc. the visual ray] extends as far as to the stars, or
that the visual ray goes out to a certain point where it coalesces [au|i(|)uecr-
8cu], as some people say. It is better than this [to say] that it coalesces in the
starting point [apxr)] of the eyes. But this too is naive. For what is the co-
alescence of light with light, or how is it able to occur? For not any chance
thing coalesces with any chance thing. And how does the light inside co-
alesce with the light outside? For the membrane [r\ pf|viy§] is in between.

This highly condensed passage raises a number of ques-
tions. Who are the people that talk about a coalescence of
light with light? What did they mean by 'coalescence'? What
does Aristotle mean by saying that it would be better to say
that the coalescence occurred in the 'starting point' of the eye?
And finally, what is the membrane he is talking about and
why does he think it provides evidence against the coalescence
of light inside with light outside the eye?

There are two emission theories mentioned in the passage.
One says that the visual ray extends as far as to the stars. The
authorship of this theory is uncertain. Alexander of Aphro-
disias says it is the theory of certain mathematicians. These
mathematicians argued that the visual ray is like a cone with
its apex in the eye and its base at the objects. We can perhaps
compare the visual ray again to a lantern. The lantern spreads
light on a wide area in the direction in which it shines. The
wide area lit up by the lantern is like the base of the cone.
The source of the light inside the lantern is only a small
flame, however, and is like the apex of the cone. Aristotle has
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nothing specifically to say about this theory.63 So let us leave
it to one side.

The other theory says that the visual ray leaves the eyes
and reaches a certain point where it coalesces with the light
outside. This is the theory that Aristotle criticises with the
Timaeus in mind. In order to explain why I think he has the
Timaeus in mind let me briefly summarise what the Timaeus
says about vision. There are two passages in the Timaeus
where Timaeus explains what happens in vision: 45b-46c and
67C-68C In the first passage, Timaeus says that vision takes
place as follows. The eye contains pure fire. Because the eye
is fine-webbed, the coarser elements are kept inside the eye.
Being pure and smooth, however, fire can flow through the
eyes. By day, when a ray of this pure fire exits the eye, it meets
with the daylight outside. The ray and the daylight are akin,
for they are both made of the same gentle fire. This fire does
not burn. It only brings light. Since the ray and the daylight
are akin, they form a single body of light when they meet.
This body of light can then hit upon an object. When it does
so, the object affects the body of light. The affection spreads
from the object all the way through the body of light into the
eyes and from there to the seat of the soul. When the affection
reaches the soul vision takes place.

The second passage, 67c-68e, explains how we see different
colours. Colour is 'a flame which flows from all bodies' (67C8-
9). In colour vision the particles of this flame impinge on the
visual ray that we described in the earlier passage. If the par-
ticles of the flame are of the same size as the particles of the
visual ray, no vision is produced. We call objects that emit
particles of this sort transparent. If the particles of the flame
are larger than those of the visual ray, they compress (cf.
cjuyKpivovTcc, 67d6) the visual ray. We perceive this as black.
If the particles of the flame are smaller than the visual ray's
particles, they disperse (cf. 8iccKpivovTa, 67d7) the visual ray.
In that case we perceive white. All the other colours are

6 3 Perhaps because he himself uses a similar theory at Mete. 111.3 372b34~373ai9 to
account for reflection.
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mixtures of black and white (68a9~ei). So we have to imag-
ine that whenever we perceive the other colours the visual ray
is to some extent dispersed and to some extent compressed.

Finally, there is a special sort of colour (67e6-68a8). This is
a flame which produces a particularly keen motion. When this
motion moves along the visual ray, it disperses the visual ray
all the way up to the eyes. There, it forcibly breaks through
and melts away the very channels (SIE^OSOUS, 68ai) of the eyes.
From the channels a body of fire and water then gushes out.
This body is what we call 'a tear'. When again the fiery mo-
tion from the outside meets the fire coming out of the eye in
this watery body, all sorts of colour arise in the mixture. This
experience is called 'dazzling', and the 'colour' which pro-
duces the experience is called 'bright' and 'shining' (Aaiiirpov
TE Kcci oriA(3ov, 68a8).

Timaeus' talk in these two passages of light from within the
eye merging with light outside the eye and his use of the term
opsis to refer to the light emitted by the eye identify the
Timaeus as the target of Aristotle's criticism. But Aristotle's
criticism of Timaeus is surprising on a number of points. First
of all, Aristotle said that it is not any chance thing that co-
alesces with any chance thing. If this was meant as an objection
to Timaeus it ignores that Timaeus was at pains to establish
that the eye contained a special sort of fire that was pure and
gentle (45b). This fire was akin (cf. ^uyyevous, 45d3; £u|j(j>ues,
64d6) to the daylight. That was why they could merge. So
Timaeus, far from implying that any chance thing can merge
with any other, stresses the need for kinship between the two
sorts of fire if they are to coalesce. This is also shown by what
happens when the light tries to leave the eye at night. The
light meets with darkness but, because darkness is dissimilar
to light, no coalescence between the two takes place and the
light is extinguished (45d).

Second, Aristotle objects that there can be no coalescence
between the light outside and the light inside because the
membrane is in between. What is this membrane and why
should it prevent the coalescence of the two sorts of light?
There is no mention of a membrane separating the light inside
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from that outside the eye in the Timaeus. Timaeus said that
the gods made the entire eye, and particularly the middle of
the eye, 'fine-webbed' (§u|xmAr]cravTes). That was why the
coarser elements were kept back whereas the pure and smooth
fire was allowed to leave the eyes. Timaeus had therefore
made explicit provision for the composition of the entire eye
to allow for the light inside to leave the eye and coalesce with
the light outside. How can Aristotle object against Timaeus'
theory that the membrane prevents the light inside coalesc-
ing with the light outside when Timaeus (a) says that the entire
eye allows for it, (b) does not seem to allow for any membrane
as part of the eye's composition, and (c) certainly should not
allow any membrane if it prevented the coalescence of lights?

Before we conclude that Aristotle is just an inept reader of
the Timaeus, we should reflect on two other suggestions. The
first reminds us again that Aristotle is reading the Timaeus
together with Empedocles. The second suggests that when
Aristotle refers to the membrane he has in mind his own de-
scription of the eye, not Empedocles' or Plato's. In the passage
Aristotle quoted from Empedocles (fr. 84), Empedocles de-
scribed the eye as 'primeval fire wrapped in membranes and in
delicate garments'. As Aristotle is criticising the Timaeus in
conjunction with Empedocles, is it possible that Aristotle has
Empedocles' references to the membranes in mind when he
says that the membrane prevents the coalescence of fires? No,
for Empedocles went on to say that the membranes 'held back
the sea of water that flowed around, but the finer part of the
fire penetrated to the outside'. So Empedocles explicitly says
that the membranes allow for the fire to leave the eye. Aris-
totle's criticism would have as little force against Empedocles
as against the Timaeus.

The other suggestion, which I think is right, is that Aris-
totle, by the membrane, is referring to the membrane as a part
of his own theory of the eye. At De Generatione Animalium
v.2 781 a 18-20, Aristotle says that just as in the case of sight
so in the case of hearing and smell the ability to differentiate
differences in sense-objects requires that the sense-organ
and the membrane (|jf)viy£) around the sense-organ be pure
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(Ka9ocp6v). Aristotle nowhere else uses the word 'membrane'
(liflviyQ when discussing the eye. Instead, he uses the word
'skin' (5gp|jia). We can be fairly sure that for Aristotle the
'skin' of the eye corresponds to the 'membrane' or 'skin' of
the other sense-organs, for the reason why Aristotle at De
Generatione Animalium v.2 78iai8-2O says that hearing and
smell like sight require a pure membrane is that he has just
explained how the skin of the eye determines accuracy of
vision (78oa26-36, b26). In addition, at De Anima n.8 42oai4-
15 Aristotle says that there is no hearing when the membrane
(lif)viy£) of the ear is damaged, just as there is no vision when
the skin (SepiJia) on the kore is damaged.

The function of skin, in general, seems to be to protect the
body. The function of the skin of the eye, in particular, seems
to be to protect the kore. The skin is located on the surface of
the kore (78ob25) and works together with the eyelids for the
protection of the eye. Thus animals which have thick skin
over their eyes need no eyelids to protect their eyes further.
Animals, however, which have thin skin over their eyes, like
humans, need eyelids for extra protection {PA 11.13 657a25~
b2). This ability of the skin and the eyelids to compensate for
each other suggests that they do the same job.

Empedocles compared the membranes of the eye to 'fine
garments' (AETTTTICJIV 6T6VT)CTI). The membranes of the eye, like
the screens of a lantern, were fine to allow the fire to pass
through. Like Empedocles, Aristotle stresses that the skin of
the eye must be 'fine' (AETTTOV). Also like Empedocles, he ex-
plains the composition of the membrane by means of the lan-
tern metaphor. At De Generatione Animalium v.i 78oa27~36
he argues that the skin of the eye must be transparent.64 If the
skin of the eye must be transparent, it is necessary (hypo-
thetically necessary) that the skin be composed in a certain
way. It should be thin (AETTTOV), even, and light (AEUKOV). It
should be thin 'so that the change from the outside will pass
straight through' (f| 0upcc6£v EuOuTropf) Kivricris, 78oa29). It
should be even so that there are no wrinkles that produce a

64 On the passage, cf. also Lennox (1983) 150.
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shadow on the eye. The vision of old people, Aristotle says, is
worse because they have wrinkly eyes. The reason why a
shadow on the eye impedes vision seems to be that it makes
the surface of the eye darker and therefore less transparent.
Similarly, the skin should be light. For the opposite of light is
dark (neAav) and what is dark is not transparent. That is also
why lanterns that are made of non-transparent skin are unable
to shine.

Why will the skin only let the change pass straight through
if it is thin? Because it is only if the skin is thin that it is also
transparent. But why should the transparent let the change
pass through? Here we have to keep in mind the reason why
the medium of vision has to be transparent. The job of the
medium is to allow the colour to reach the eye by first being
affected by the colour and then in turn by affecting the eye.
But since it is was only the transparent that could be changed
or affected by colour as such, the medium had to be trans-
parent. It is for the same reason that we are now told that the
skin of the eye must be transparent for the skin lies in between
the medium outside the eye and the kore. So if the skin was
not also transparent there would not be a transparent medium
all the way from the sense-object to the kore. If so, the colour
of the sense-object would not be able to affect the medium all
the way up to the kore in such a way that the medium in turn
could affect the kore. The skin, then, like the medium outside,
has to be transparent to allow the change going from the
sense-object to 'pass straight through', as Aristotle puts it, to
the kore inside the eye.

The other two requirements for accurate vision, that the
skin must be both even and light, also refer to the need for
transparency. Thus the skin must be light, for if it is not light,
it is dark, and if it is dark it is not transparent. The skin must
be even, for if it is not it casts shadows which, it seems, would
also make the skin dark. Aristotle clinches this argument by
saying that the skin must be transparent like the skin of a
lantern, for a lantern that is made of non-transparent skin will
not shine.

We were told earlier that the medium had to be not just
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transparent but actually transparent. Actual transparency was
light, whereas mere potential transparency was darkness.
Similarly, we have to assume now that the membrane of the
eye must be actually transparent, for if it were only potentially
transparent it would be dark which, as we saw, would prevent
the change from getting through to the kore. Another way of
presenting the lantern metaphor would therefore be to say
that the membranes of the eye have to be actually transparent
because it is only if they are actually transparent that there
will be light all the way from the coloured sense-object to the
kore, and we can only see in light.

Let us stop at this point and ask what has happened to
Empedocles' lantern in Aristotle's hands and, in particular,
what has happened to Empedocles' fine membranes. First of
all, in Empedocles the eye was like a lantern in that it allowed
the fire to pass out of the eye. This was in order to illuminate
the surroundings, just as a man on a dark night needed a lan-
tern to illuminate the road. The eye needed fine membranes to
let the fire out. In Aristotle, the membranes do not serve to
let anything out o/the eye. They serve to let the change from
the coloured sense-object into the eye, to the kore inside the
eye. Like the medium, the membranes can only let the change
through if they are transparent, but they are transparent only
if they are fine. So in Aristotle the membranes of the eye are
fine in order to let something (the change from the sense-
object) into the eye, not in order to let something (fire) out of
the eye.

This difference in the function of the membrane nicely re-
flects how Aristotle sees his view of the causal direction of
perception as differing from that of Empedocles. For Empe-
docles vision happens when the sight, that is the visual ray,
affects the sense-objects in a certain way. For Aristotle vision
happens when the sense-object affects sight, that is the sense-
faculty, in a certain way. Correspondingly, the membrane
in Empedocles lets the visual ray out of the eye where it can
affect the sense-object, whereas the membrane in Aristotle
lets the change from the sense-object into the eye where it can
affect the sense-faculty.
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This difference between the views of Aristotle and Empe-
docles about the function of membranes leads Aristotle to a
different view of the composition of the membrane. In order
fully to appreciate this point, we need to understand Aris-
totle's criticism of the view that light is a kind of fire. As
we have seen, Aristotle's view of light is that it is the actuality
of the transparent qua transparent.65 He distinguishes this
definition of light from any theory of light as 'fire or a body
or an effluence of a body' {De an. 11.7 418^14-15). When
Empedocles/Timaeus says that light is fire, Aristotle takes him
to hold that light is body. Aristotle agrees that some such thing
as fire or the body above plays a part in the account of light.66

But fire 'or some such thing' is not what light is in the sense that
Aristotle is looking for here. Fire does not provide the answer
to the request for a formal definition of light which Aristotle is
making: it does not answer the question, What is light?67 Fire
(if, indeed, it is fire and not ai6r)p or something else) does not
answer the definitional question. However, fire is connected
with light as that whose presence ('Trapoucria', 4i8b2o)68

actualises the transparent qua transparent (418b 12). It is this
actuality which provides the formal definition of light.

We are now in a position to understand Aristotle's appar-
ently inept objection to the visual ray theory. Aristotle ob-
jected that the fire inside the eye could not coalesce with the
fire outside the eye because the membrane was in between.
Now if light is a body, as Empedocles/Timaeus implies by
saying that light is fire, then there is no way that the light
inside the eye and the light outside the eye could coalesce
as long as a membrane separated them. As Alexander says, if
the two lights are bodies they have to be at least in contact
with each other to coalesce.69 But the membrane is in between

6 5 De an. 11.7 41809-10.
6 6 Ibid. 4 i 8 b i 2 - i 3 : OTTO irupos f| TOIOUTOU olov TO avco a a ^ a .
6 7 Cf. ibid. 4 i8b3~4: irepi <J>COTOS TTPCOTOV ASKTEOV TI ICTTIV.
6 8 Cf. Sens. 3 439a2O.
6 9 Alexander, in de Sensu 34.21. Alexander also explains Aristotle's observation ' that

it is not any chance thing that coalesces with any chance thing' as drawing our
attention to the fact that it is bodies that coalesce, or in Alexander 's and Aris-
totle's terminology 'mix' . In this way, the observation leads up to the difficulty
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them and prevents them from being in contact. On Aristotle's
theory, in contrast, there is no problem with the membrane
being in between the light outside and the transparent kore
inside the eye, for what is needed for vision to take place is not
a coalescence of bodies but a continuity of transparent bodies.
The membrane was not fine, as we saw, in order to let the
fire inside out. It was fine so that it would be transparent. By
being transparent, it ensured that there was transparency all
the way from the sense-object to the kore.

However, a membrane of the eye that lets through corpo-
real fire to illuminate the outside is a functionally different
part of the eye from a membrane of the eye that communi-
cates a kinesis of colour qua transparent. If it is a functionally
different part of the eye, it is also a different sort of matter
since the matter is only to be understood as relative to this
function. So, again, the superficial similarity of Aristotle's
description of the eye to that of Empedocles should not make
us think that their theories of the eye are the same.

We have seen that the notion of light as fire plays an im-
portant part in Aristotle's criticism of the visual ray theory.
Aristotle goes on in the next lines of De Sensu 2 to give his
own account of the role of light in vision. He first (438b2-3)
refers us to his earlier account of why light is necessary for
vision. This is the account in De Anima 11.7. Vision required
light because vision required a medium that was actually
transparent.70 For the proper object of vision, colour, could
only change what was actually transparent. Having referred
back to this account, Aristotle then (Sens. 2 438^4-5) says
that it is the change, that is the change brought about by the
colour, through this medium that produces vision. Finally, he
says that it is reasonable that the inside of the eye should be
made of water since water is transparent. The inside of the eye
must be transparent, for, just as there is no vision without

presented by the membrane. It is bodies that mix because mixture involves a
mixture of matter and form. For more on Aristotle's notion of 'mixture', cf. ch. 4
on taste.

70 De an. n.7 41802-10.
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light outside the eye, so there is no vision without light inside
the eye.

This suggests that the reason why there must be actual
transparency in the eye is the same as the reason why there
must be actual transparency in the medium. It is only the
actually transparent that can be changed by colour. However,
notice also the way Aristotle puts this point: 'just as there is no
vision without light outside so there is no vision without light
inside the eye' (438a6-7). The light outside is required for
mediation. It is required as that 'through which' the change
can produce vision. If light is required inside the eye for the
same reason, then it suggests that light is also required inside
the eye as something through which the change produces
vision. In other words, the light inside the eye too is a medium
of the change from the sense-object.

If this is right, the transparent kore acts as a medium in
vision. The kore is then a part through which the change from
the sense-object produces vision rather than the part in which
vision occurs. There is textual support for this notion else-
where in Aristotle.71 For the moment, I just note it as a
suggestion.

10. The poroi of the eye

Aristotle in De Sensu 2 438b8-i6 describes how soldiers be-
come blind when the poroi of their eyes are severed by a blow
to the temple. The example is part of Aristotle's argument
against the reflection theory to establish that the seeing part of

71 Cf. De an. 111.7 43iai7-2o: 'Just as the air makes the kore of such a quality and it
makes something else [of such a quality] and in the same way hearing, but the last
thing [that is made of such a quality?] is one and one mean [HECTOTTIS], though its
being is many.' The sentence is grammatically difficult in that, as Simplicius noted,
it has no apodosis. Nor is it very clear how the sentence fits into the general ar-
gument of the passage. However, it does make the point fairly clearly that the kore
takes on the quality of the medium and conveys it to something else. In this way,
the quality may affect a single mean whose being is many, by which most com-
mentators take Aristotle to mean the central sense-faculty in the heart; cf. Rodier
(1900) ad he; Kahn (1966) 12.
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the soul cannot be at the surface of the eye. But what exactly
are these poroil What is their function and where are they
located? As we shall see, these questions are of fundamental
importance to our understanding of not just the eye and vision
but of all the sense-organs and all perception.

Let us start again with Aristotle's citation from Empedocles
(fr. 84). If we could be sure that it said that the membranes
were 'penetrated by divine channels', then perhaps we could
see a reference to poroi in these words. But the text is un-
certain, so we had better not rely on this reading.

Nevertheless, Empedocles did operate With poroi both in his
theory of perception and in his theory of change. Aristotle, as
we saw, refers to Empedocles' 'other' theory that vision hap-
pens by means of effluences from the sense-object. He does
not specifically refer to the role that the poroi play in this
theory, but it must have been well known to him because he
had read Plato's Meno.12 Socrates at Meno 76c-d explains
Empedocles' theory of vision as follows. There are effluences
from objects. There are also poroi. Some effluences fit into
some poroi, others are too big or too small for these poroi. The
effluences that are symmetrical with the poroi of the eyes are
called colour and are perceptible.

Furthermore, a comparison of fragment 84 with Theo-
phrastus in De Sensibus 7 suggests that the poroi occurred in
the context of fragment 84. So even though the poroi are not
explicitly mentioned in the passage that Aristotle quotes they
must have been mentioned in the text before him. At De Sen-
sibus 7 Theophrastus first reports Empedocles' explanation of
why the different senses cannot perceive each other's sense-
objects. He then goes on to describe the structure of the eye:
. . . the passages \poroi] of some [of the sense-organs] are too wide for the
object and those of others are too narrow. And consequently some [of these
objects] hold their course through without contact, while others are quite
unable to enter. Then he attempts to tell us the character of the organ of
vision. Its interior, he says, is of fire; while round about this [internal fire]
are earth and air, through which the fire, by reason of its subtilty, passes like

72 As shown, for example, by APo I.I 7iai-b8.
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the light in lanterns. The passages [of the eye] are arranged alternatively of
fire and water: by the passages of fire we perceive white objects; by those of
water, things black; for in each of these cases [the objects] fit into the given
[passages].73 (De Sensibus 7)

Theophrastus seems, like Aristotle, to have had fragment 84
in front of him when reporting Empedocles' theory. Aristotle
and Theophrastus both mention the internal fire and the earth
and air that surround the fire. Further, they both say that the
fire can leave the eye because fire is subtle.74 The structure of
the eye as reported by Theophrastus and fragment 84 may
therefore be seen, at least roughly, to be the same. And the eye
is in both passages compared with a lantern.

But Theophrastus adds to the claims reported also by Aris-
totle an account of the role of the poroi of the eye. The
account seems to go like this. The eye has poroi. Some of the
poroi are made of fire. These poroi will let through white par-
ticles because white particles are like the poroi, that is they are
both fiery. Other poroi are made of water and will let through
black particles since black is the colour of water.75 It is be-
cause we have poroi in the eyes that are like the sense-objects,
like white and black, that we are able to see these objects with
our eyes. For perception, like thought, according to Empe-
docles, occurs by the action of like on like.76 It is because the
poroi are made up of the same elements as the sense-objects
that the sense-objects fit into the poroi.11

I have argued that Aristotle must have known of the role
that Empedocles assigned to the poroi in vision. It is also clear

7 3 Translat ion Strat ton (1917)
7 4 N o mention, however, of the surrounding water as in fr. 84. This has led some

scholars to emend the text to read OScop KCCI after Trepi OCUTO; cf. Stratton (1917)
163-4, n. 25. Sedley (1992) 2 4 - 5 solves the problem by identifying the surround-
ing water of fr. 84 with the liquid outside the eye (on the surface of the membranes
or the cornea). The membranes are there to protect the internal fire from the
external water, corresponding to the winds on the lantern metaphor. The water is
not par t of the structure of the eye but an element outside the eye. We should
therefore not expect Theophrastus to mention the water as part of the structure of
the eye.

7 5 Theophrastus , De Sensibus 8.
7 6 Cf. D K (B) 109; Theophrastus, De Sensibus 12; Aristotle, De an. 1.5 4 ioa27~b2.
7 7 M u c h is obscure and controversial in this account; cf. O'Brien (1970) 163-6 and

Sedley (1992).
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from De Generatione et Corruptione 1.8 32^26-32 that Aris-
totle takes perception to be the most prominent case of alter-
ation that has to be explained by the poroi theory or any other
theory of alteration. However, Aristotle, unlike Theophrastus,
does not criticise the specific role that Empedocles assigns to
the poroi in vision. Instead, he criticises the role assigned to
the poroi in alteration in general. This happens in De Gen-
eratione et Corruptione 1.8. Let us analyse this general criti-
cism of the poroi in this chapter. We shall then see how the
general criticism could be applied to vision by looking at
Theophrastus' specific criticism of the poroi in vision.

Empedocles' idea is that alteration in general (not just per-
ception) happens by an agent moving through small channels
ox poroi into the patient.78 The strategy of Aristotle's attack is
to argue that the poroi are superfluous. His first argument
(326b6-2i) has the disjunctive form of a dilemma: either the
poroi are full or they are empty. Whichever way, they are
superfluous. If the poroi are full, the patient will be affected in
the same way as it will be affected if the body of the patient is
continuous, for if the passages are already full, they will block
the entry of other bodies. So there will be no passage through
them.79

Let us instead assume that the poroi are empty (326b 15-
20). But, Aristotle goes on to show, if there are poroi at all,
they will not be empty. So the second disjunct has the same
result as the first. The poroi must in fact be full and, if so, they
are superfluous. If there were poroi in a body, Aristotle
argues, then they would not provide a vacuum, for there is
no reason why they should not already have been filled up by
another body. It makes no sense for Empedocles to object that
the poroi are too small to admit another body, that it is their

7 8 5ia Tfis TCOV -rropcov Kivriascos, GC 1.8 326b7. By 'an agent ' , Aristotle explains
(3241327), is meant the last agent in the alteration. It is the agent that directly af-
fects the patient. If the case had been locomotion rather than alteration, we would
have been thinking of something like the javelin hitting the target rather than the
m a n who hurls the javelin.

7 9 As it stands this argument seems to have little merit. It is of course quite possible
that the poroi are initially full and that their contents are then displaced by the
impact of the agent.
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size that ensures that they are empty. For 'vacuum' means,
Aristotle says, just 'place for a body'. So calling something
empty just means, whatever its size, that it will admit a body
and stipulating poroi that are especially small and invisible
to the eye to explain why they have not already been filled
up by other bodies is an irrelevance. The size of the poroi
has nothing as such to do with their ability or inability to be
filled by another body. Insofar as they are empty, they will
admit a body. If so, however, there is no reason why the poroi
should not already have been filled, that is, there is no reason
why the first disjunct should not be true, and in that case the
poroi have again been shown to be superfluous. For these
general causal reasons, then, Empedocles has got his poroi
wrong.

Theophrastus uses parts of Aristotle's criticism of Empe-
docles' poroi in his theory of alteration to criticise their partic-
ular role in Empedocles' theory of vision. What Theophrastus
has to say is therefore of interest to us. 'Furthermore', he asks,
'are these passages empty or full? If empty, Empedocles is in-
consistent; for he says that there is absolutely no void. But if
full, creatures would perceive perpetually; for it is evident that
a [substance] similar [to another] - to use his own expression -
fits [into that other]' {De Sensibus 13). Theophrastus' argu-
ment against the poroi of the eye has a disjunctive structure
similar to that of Aristotle's argument. Either the poroi are
full or they are empty. If they are empty, Empedocles is
inconsistent, for he also says there is no void. This part of the
argument obviously deviates from Aristotle's argument which
relied on the idea that Empedocles might argue that the poroi
exactly did provide a vacuum.

If, in contrast, the poroi are full, so Theophrastus argued,
then they fail to explain how perception arises. Aristotle in De
Anima 11.5 had argued that the sense-faculty must be under-
stood as a potentiality rather than an actuality to account for
the fact that the senses do not perceive themselves. It is only
when an external object acts on the sense-faculty that we per-
ceive, where the sense-object actualises the sense-faculty's
potentiality to perceive. But the people who say that there is
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fire, earth and other elements in the sense-organs and that it
is by means of these elements that the sense-organs perceive
elements like them cannot explain why the presence of these
elements in the sense-organs does not give rise to perception
without the action of an external object. If we already have
fire in our eyes and it is by means of fire that we perceive fire,
why do we not always perceive the fire in our eyes?

The problem is one for all theories of perception, such as
Empedocles', that hold that we perceive like by like. For if
we perceive like by like then we are already before actual
perception, as Aristotle would put it, actually like the sense-
object. But change happens when something that is poten-
tially like another object is made actually like it. So the like-
by-like theories fail to explain why it is a change that makes
us perceive, why we do not already perceive, given that we
already contain the fire, earth, etc., that are sufficient as
objects to make us perceive.

Theophrastus also applies Aristotle's criticism of the like-
by-like theory to the poroi of the eye. If we perceive white
objects by means of poroi that are made of fire because white
is the colour of fire and white objects fit into fiery poroi, why
do we not always perceive the whiteness of our own fiery
poroP. There is a strong similarity here between Theophrastus'
argument and the first disjunct of Aristotle's argument in De
Generatione et Corruptione 1.8. Aristotle's argument ran: if the
poroi are full, then the patient will already be affected. Theo-
phrastus' argument runs: if the poroi of the eye are full of
fire, water, etc., then the eye will already perceive (already be
affected by) white, black, etc.

We have seen how Aristotle in general causal terms criti-
cises Empedocles' poroi and how this criticism was specifically
applied by Theophrastus to the role Empedocles assigned to
the poroi in vision. The question now is: if this is the Aristo-
telian approach to poroi, how are we to understand De Sensu
2 43 8b 14 where Aristotle himself says that the eyes have
poroil Are not poroi necessarily channels for bodies to travel
through? Does Aristotle not therefore imply that the media-
tion of the sense-quality involves bodies travelling through to
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the seat of perception?80 If so, does he not invite the same
objections that he himself raised against Empedocles' theory?
How can the poroi work for Aristotle given his criticism of
Empedocles? The answer lies in De Generatione et Corruptione
1.9, where Aristotle corrects Empedocles' use of the term
'poros':
Let us say in what way it belongs to the things that are to generate and to
make and to be affected, taking as our principle the principle that has often
been mentioned. For if there is, on the one hand, what is potentially such-
and-such and, on the other hand, what is actually such-and-such, it is nat-
ural for it to be affected, not in this place rather than in that but everywhere,
to the extent that it is such-and-such, though to a lesser and greater degree
according to whether it is more or less such-and-such. And in this way, one
might rather speak of poroi, just as continuous veins [<J>A£(3ES] of what is
specially liable to be affected extend in ore. (326b29~327ai)

The 'rather' reveals that Aristotle is correcting Empedocles'
account of the poroi that Aristotle criticised in the previous
chapter of De Generatione et Corruptione. We should not
speak of poroi as empty passages through which particles
travel. We should rather call something a 'poros' if it is espe-
cially likely to be affected by a quality, or as he puts it, what is
'such-and-such' [TOIOUTOV].81 For Aristotle, then, a poros
is not, as for Empedocles, restricted to, nor does it primarily
refer to, something that allows for spatial change. By a 'poros'
we should understand primarily something that allows for
qualitative change since it is especially likely to be affected by
a quality. In other words, the poroi are here picked out by
their ability to allow for alteration, qualitative change, rather
than locomotion.

We can see, then, how Aristotle can assign a role to the
poroi in his theory of change. Change comprises generation
(change in the category of substance), locomotion (change in
position), growth and decay (change in quantity) and alter-
ation (change in quality). Aristotle has shown how we can
talk about poroi in the case of alteration. We can also now see
how Aristotle can assign a role to the poroi in his theory of

8 0 Cf. De an. 11.7 4i8b2O-6; Sens. 6 4 4 6 b 2 7 - 4 4 7 a n .
8 1 Cf. Joachim (1922) ad GC 1.9 326b3i .
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perception, since perception is a (rather special) kind of
alteration. So if it is legitimate to talk about poroi in con-
nection with alteration in general, there is no reason why we
should not also talk about poroi in connection with perception
in particular.

It should come as no surprise, then, that Aristotle refers to
poroi in his own theory of the eye. But we need to ask now (a)
what function exactly, if any, the poroi have in vision and (b)
what part of the eye they are supposed to be. Let us start with
(b): what part of the eye are the poroil C. H. Kahn takes the
poroi to be the optic nerves extending from the back of the eye
to the brain.82 G. E. R. Lloyd is more cautious. He argues
that 'the -rropoi referred to at 438bi4 might be any of a num-
ber of different passages, channels or connections behind the
eye'.83 He supplies three possible candidates from Historia
Animalium 1.16 495ai 1-18, where Aristotle speaks of three
sets of poroi leading from the eye to the brain:

From the eye three poroi [sc. sets of poroi] lead to the brain, the largest and
the medium-sized to the cerebellum [TT̂ V TrccpeyKec|>aAi5a], the smallest to the
brain itself, the smallest being the ones closest to the nose. The largest run
parallel and do not converge, the medium-sized converge (this is clearest in
the case of fish), for these are also closer to the brain than the large ones.
The smallest are furthest removed from each other and do not converge.

Lloyd argues that, by the medium-sized poroi, Aristotle
may be referring to the optic nerves and their chiasma, al-
though he did know their function as nerves** There is no
evidence in this passage that Aristotle distinguishes between

82 Kahn (1966) 18-19.
83 Lloyd (1978) 220.
8 4 Lloyd (1975) 175, discussing Alcmaeon's discovery of poroi behind the eye, says

that

it seems much more likely that they [sc. the poroi] were what we call the optic
nerves than that they were, for example, the arteries, veins or muscles of the eye.
The reason for this is simply that the optic nerves are by far the most obvious
and distinct features that an observer would remark behind the eye.

Aristotle in HA 1.16 distinguishes the three sets of poroi by their size. So perhaps
this helps us determine the largest poroi as what we would call the optic nerves.
However, this does not help us identify which poroi Aristotle has in mind in Sens.
2, for there is no reason why he should have thought the largest poroi played a role
in vision rather than the others.
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the functions of the three sets of poroi, let alone that he thinks
that any of them function as nerves.85

We cannot, then, pick out any of the three sets of poroi
mentioned in Historia Animalium 1.16 as more likely to have
a function in perception. As a consequence, when we turn
to the poroi at De Sensu 2 438b 14 it may be, as Kahn sug-
gests, that Aristotle is thinking of what we would take to
be the optic nerves. Equally, it may be that he is thinking of
one or both of the other sets of poroi, what we would take to
be the ophthalmic arteries and veins behind the eye.86 As
Lloyd says, the reference in De Sensu 2 to poroi is too vague
for us be able to identify these poroi with any particular set
of poroi. Historia Animalium 1.16 does not help because it
does not distinguish between the functions of the various sets
of poroi that could be referred to in De Sensu 2. So we do not
know which of them, if any, have a function in vision.

To make matters worse, there are more poroi described
at Historia Animalium iv.8 533ai2-i5. Aristotle says here
that 'there are two strong and sinewy poroi extending from the
brain, where they are connected with the marrow, alongside
[-rrapd] the seats of the eyes and terminating in the upper pro-
jecting teeth'. It is not clear whether these poroi are amongst
those mentioned in Historia Animalium 1.16, for none of
those mentioned in 1.16 were said either to connect with the
marrow or to run alongside the eyes or to end at the upper
teeth. So it may be that, in Historia Animalium iv.8, we are
dealing with a fourth set of poroi in addition to the three
mentioned in 1.16.

The poroi at Historia Animalium iv.8 533ai2-15 are
brought in to explain why the mole has such peculiar 'eyes'.
The process that generates the eyes in other animals is stunted
in the mole with the result that the mole's iris, pupil and white
part are too small to be serviceable for vision and only dis-
coverable underneath a thick layer of skin.87 That is why the

8 5 Lloyd (1978) 220.
8 6 Cf. also Solmsen (1961) 558.
8 7 HA iv.8 533a3- i2 ; cf. HA 1.9 4 9 ^ 2 7 - 3 5 .
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mole is blind. The process [yevecris] seems to be the one that
Aristotle describes in more detail at De Generatione Animal-
ium 11.6 743b32-744bn. Here the poroi have a role in the
formation of the eyes. The eyes are produced as the last stage
of a process whose first stage produces the brain as a con-
coction of cold fluid.88 When the brain has been formed an
especially pure part of its fluid is secreted (744a8~9). This fluid
travels down through the poroi that after the formation of the
eyes can be seen to connect the eyes with the membrane
around the brain (744a9-i2). At the end of the poroi the fluid
settles and, through a process of further concoction, forms the
eyes (744a 16-24).

If these are the poroi referred to also in Historia Animalium
iv.8, then we can see their relevance to the explanation of the
mole's stunted eyes: Aristotle mentions the poroi because they
provide the connection between the brain and the eyes that
allow the eyes to be formed by passing fluid from the brain to
the location of the eyes. It is this process of passing fluid from
the brain to the eyes through the poroi that has been stunted
in the mole.89 That is why the mole has only imperfectly
formed eyes.

These poroi thus play a role in the explanation of why the
mole, congenitally, cannot see, for the poroi are necessary if
the eyes are to be formed adequately. So at least we have now
discovered a function for some of the poroi behind the eye. We
have been given no reason to think that they should continue
to serve any function in vision after they have contributed to
the formation of the eyes, however, so there is no reason why
the poroi involved in the generation of the eyes should be at all
relevant to our ability to see now. However, it is our ability to
see now that is at issue when we say that people cannot see
when their poroi are cut off.90 We have no reason to think

8 8 This explains also why the eyes are the only other part of the head that is cold and
fluid (744an-i3).

8 9 Contras t Peck (1970) 61 , who brackets this passage on the grounds that it is 'of
general reference and has no special application to the mole ' .

9 0 In Book xxxi of the pseudo-Aristotelian Problemata, which deals with 'problems
connected with the eyes', the author states at 957b23~32 that those who suffer
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that the poroi involved in the generation of the eyes should be
relevant to our ability to use our eyes in vision now. So we
have no reason to think that these poroi are any more relevant
to the case of the wounded soldiers than any of the other three
sets of poroi mentioned in Historia Animalium 1.16.

So far, then, we have had no luck in determining the exact
identity of the poroi of De Sensu 2 by using the evidence from
the biological works. The crucial problem has been that there
is no way we can identify different references to poroi before
we know exactly what the function of the poroi referred to is.
Perhaps, then, we should consider another approach, such as
G. R. T. Ross's interpretation. He makes no use of the poroi
mentioned in the biological works. His interpretation is based
solely on a reading of De Sensu 2. Ross argues that the poroi
mentioned at 438b 14 lead from the surface to the inside of the
eye and not, like the poroi we have considered so far, from
behind the eye to somewhere further inside the body. That this
is the correct identification of the poroi, Ross argues, is shown
by the metaphor of the lantern: 'Aristotle is not here referring
to such a serious wound as one which would sever the optic

from running eyes can have the veins round their temples cauterised, for in this
way the poroi through which the liquid flows to the eyes are closed. The cauteris-
ing seems to close the poroi in such a way that the eyes do not get filled with the
water that is secreted. This procedure is connected with the reason why some
people are blind from birth. When there is too much water in the head during the
development of the embryo, the formation of the eyes is prevented. The eyes are
never formed because all the water is gathered in the head (as shown by their
abundant hair) rather than descending through the poroi to form the eyes. Sim-
ilarly, eyesight is damaged now if a large quantity of water gathers in the head, in
other words, it seems, if there is not a sufficient flow of water from the head to the
eyes. The problem here and with the people who are blind from birth seems to be
the opposite of the problem of running eyes. In the case of running eyes there is
too much water descending through the poroi so the poroi need closing. In the case
of people whose eyesight is damaged the problem is that not enough water is de-
scending through the poroi and so the water is accumulated in the head. It is in-
teresting here that the same poroi that are involved in the formation of the eye can
be involved in the explanation of damaged eyesight. Could an opening of the poroi
through a blow to the temple, like the one mentioned in Sens. 2, cause such a
gathering of water in the head and thereby bring about blindness? Does this
suggest that the poroi Aristotle is talking about in Sens. 2 are the same as those
posited in GA n.6 to explain the generation of the eyes? Unfortunately, the un-
certain authorship of the Problemata prevents us from exploring these possibilities
as genuinely Aristotelian.
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nerve but to a more superficial injury to the eye. This is also
borne out by the simile which follows. You cut the wick and
the flame goes out: and so you destroy the channel communi-
cating the external light to the pupil and sight is destroyed.'91

On G. R. T. Ross's interpretation, the light in the lantern
metaphor corresponds with the lighted-up kore and the wick
with the poroi which communicate the light from the surface
of the eye to the kore. Aristotle's point would then be that the
severing of the poroi from the surface to the inside of the eye
shows that there is no vision when there is no light inside the
eye. The light is admitted to the inside of the eye through the
poroi. If one cuts off the poroi, the light does not pass through
to the inside, so there is no vision. This shows that the seeing
part is inside the eye, for if the seeing part was on the surface
of the eye, there is no reason why one should not see as long
as there is light on the surface of the eye. Therefore the part of
the eye which does the seeing has to be located inside rather
than on the surface of the eye.

W. D. Ross argues in favour of G. R. T. Ross' inter-
pretation on the grounds 'that plainly Aristotle is not here
contrasting the eye with something else [sc. the seat of per-
ception in the heart], but the outer surface of the eye (eaxorrou
TOO 6ji|jiaTos) with its interior (TO EVTOS TOO omaaTos). It is true
that Aristotle makes the heart the seat of KOIVT) CCIO-QTICTIS {De
Juv. [=DI] 469a5-i2) but he is not speaking of that here, but
of the five senses.'92

W. D. Ross is not being quite fair here, however, for in an
important passage at De Partibus Animalium II.IO 656a27~
657a1293 Aristotle says that the area around the heart is the
seat of perception tout court, not just perception of the com-
mon sensibles. The passage as a whole argues that it is the
heart rather than the brain that is responsible for all percep-
tion. People only think it is the brain because they can see no
other reason why some of the senses should be located in the

91 G. R. T. Ross (1906) 143.
92 W. D. Ross (1955) 192, tf</438bio.
93 A passage Ross must have had before him, for he quotes 656bi6 immediately

afterwards in connection with the poroi.
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head.94 Aristotle starts by referring us back to De Sensu
where,
it was determined that the principle [apx1!] of the senses is the area around
the heart and why, on the one hand [JJEV], two of the senses, the senses of
tangibles and flavours, are clearly connected with the heart, and, on the
other hand [6e], of the other three the sense of smell is in the middle, and
hearing and sight primarily in the head because of the nature of their sense-
organs, and of these sight is in all animals [located in the heart].95

The reason why touch and taste clearly depend on the heart
is given by the context. Only if the organ of these senses were
in the head would there be reason to think that touch and
taste took place in the brain rather than in the heart. So the
problem is not with touch and taste but with the other three
senses whose organs, mostly or always, are located in the
head. What Aristotle has to explain is why these three senses
are mostly or always located in the head without saying that
the brain is the seat of perception. Aristotle first mentions
animals that hear and smell even though they apparently have
no sense-organs of hearing or smell in the head (656a35~7).
This shows that one does not need a sense-organ in the head
in order to hear and smell. The implication is that it is possible
that the seat of hearing and smelling is always in the heart,
even in animals that do have sense-organs in their heads.96

As far as sight is concerned (656a37~b6), Aristotle explains
that animals that see always have eyes in the head. There are
two reasons for this: because the eyes are of the same cold and
wet material as the brain and because the cold area around
the brain is more conducive to the more accurate perception

9 4 PA n.io 656a23~7; cf. Juv. 3 ^6<)2i22-y. 'some of the senses are in the head, which
is also why some people think that the animals perceive because of the brain'.

9 5 PA 11.

OTi \xkv ouv dpx"n TCOV aicrOrio-ecbv ior iv 6 Trspi TTJV KapSiav TOTTOS, Sicbpiorai
TrpoTEpov EV TOTS TT£pi aia6r|orEcos, Kai S I O T I a i \xev Suo <J>avEpcos fjpTrmevai Trpos
TT)V KOCpSlCCV EICTIV, f| TE TCOV &TTTCOV KOU f) TCOV XV|iCOV, TCOV 5 E TplCOV f) |i£V TT\S

6cr4>pT|CT£Cos near], aKof] 5E Kai oyis ndAicrr' Iv TTJ KECJXXATJ 6 id TTJV TCOV aiCT0r|-
TT|piCOV <|>U(TIV ElCTl, K a i TOUTCOV T) OVfAS TTaCTlV, K T A .

9 6 Cf. Juv. 3 469a 13-14: 'we see that two of the senses, taste and touch, clearly
extend to the heart: so it is necessary that the others also do so'; cf. Lloyd (1978)
222.
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performed by sight. Both reasons explain why the eyes should
always be near the brain. Neither says anything about the
head being the area in which perception naturally takes place
and, most importantly for Aristotle's argument, neither says
that the eyes are located near the brain because this is the seat
of perception. The eyes are located in the head not because
the brain is the seat of perception but, as Aristotle puts it,
'because of the composition of their sense-organs' (6s6a33).

Aristotle goes on in the next lines (656bi3~657ai2) to give
specific reasons why also the sense-organs of hearing and
smell should be located in the head. For example, the head
has a space called the 'vacuum' (TO KEVOV) which is full of air.
Since the organ of hearing is composed of air, it is natural that
this organ should be in the head. This is shown also by the
fact that there are poroi connecting the ears with the back of
the head, where, presumably, the vacuum is located. Sim-
ilarly, as we have seen, it is suitable that the eyes are in the
head because the eyes are made of the same material as the
brain. Again this is shown by the fact that there are poroi
connecting the eyes with the brain. The poroi in both cases
serve as testimony to a compositional affinity.

In short, there are reasons why each of the sense-organs
that are located in the head should be located there. None of
them says that the sense-organ is located in the head because
the brain is the seat of perception. We have shown therefore
that the best reason for saying that the seat of perception is
the brain, namely, that some of the sense-organs are located
in the head, is in fact not a reason for saying that the seat
of perception is the brain. So there is no longer any good
reason for preferring the brain as the seat of perception. Since
the only acknowledged alternative to the brain is the heart,
this suggests the heart rather than the brain is the seat of all
perception.

The passage shows that W. D. Ross cannot say that Aris-
totle must be referring to a contrast between the surface of the
eye and the inside of the eye (rather than the heart) because
Aristotle is speaking of the five (special) senses and not the
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common sense for, as we have just seen, even where Aristotle
is talking about all perception, including the perception of the
proper objects of the five senses (and therefore not just about
perception of the common sensibles),97 he claims that the
seat of perception is in the heart rather than in the proper
sense-organs.

However, G. R. T. Ross and W. D. Ross had another
argument in support of their claim that the poroi lay between
the surface and the inside of the eye. They mentioned the
contrast between the outer surface of the eye (ECJXOCTOU TOU
omaccTos) and its interior (TO EVTOS TOU omaonros). Does this not
show that Aristotle is contrasting the surface of the eye with
the seeing part inside the eye? If so, must not the poroi lie in
between the surface and the inside of the eye? For if the poroi
lay behind the eye, their severing would not in itself provide a
reason for the interruption of vision. As long as there was
light in the transparent inside the eye, the sense-quality could
be received and seen by the eye. Whatever happens further
inside the body need not be relevant to vision. In other words,
there is no reason why poroi behind the eye should be relevant
to vision for vision takes place when the sense-quality is
received by the transparent inside the eye.98

9 7 Fo r the distinction between special and common sensibles, cf. De an. n.6 4 i 8 a i 2 -
25, in. 1 425ai4~3O.

9 8 It might also seem that Aristotle's reference to the blinding of soldiers who receive
a blow across their temple should make us decide in favour of locating the poroi
behind the eye. If you visualise a blow across the temple, the blow must surely cut
behind the eye. Whichever features the blow severs must therefore lie behind the
eye. However, the evidence is not so conclusive. A blow to the temple may well cut
across the eye. It all depends on the angle of the blow, about which we are told
nothing. N o r is there any reason to think that Aristotle himself necessarily knew
the precise nature of the injury, for there is no need to suppose that he himself
inspected such injuries. Case histories that tell of the blinding effect of head
wounds occur in the Hippocrat ic corpus; cf. On Wounds in the Head 14 .38^ ;
Epidemics 7.32. It is possible that Aristotle obtained his evidence second-hand
from sources such as the Hippocrat ic and adapted it to his own ends. If so, Aris-
totle need not himself have a had a very clear idea as to the exact nature of the
injury mentioned in his sources. W h a t is important is that he thought it provided
evidence in favour of the point that the inside of the eye is transparent. For
the influence of the Hippocrat ic writings on Aristotle's biology, cf. Byl (1977)
313-26.
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To meet the challenge we need to look more carefully at the
text:
The soul or the perceptive part of the soul is not at the surface of the eye,
but it is clear that it is inside. That is why it is necessary that the inside of
the eye is transparent and receptive to light. And this is clear also from what
actually happens. For to those who have been struck on the temple in battle
and who have thereby had the poroi of the eye severed [aTroT|jr|6f}vai] it
has seemed dark just as if a lamp [Auxvou] had been extinguished. For the
transparent, what is called the kore, has been cut off [diTOTjir|6fivai], like a
lantern [AaiiTrrfipd].99 (Sens. 2 438b8-i6)

In the context it may initially look more likely that Aristotle
is talking about the transparent kore as the place of the per-
ceptive soul, that is the place where the sense-faculty of sight
is located. As W. D. Ross says, Aristotle is interested in the
five senses, and particularly in the composition of their sense-
organs. In this context, Aristotle wants to show that the eye
is composed of water because water is transparent. He also
wants to show that this transparent seeing part is situated
inside the eye (TO EVTOS TOU omaaTos, Sens. 2 438bn), not on
the surface of the eye as the reflection theorists say. Also, the
story I told suggested that if the eye jelly goes dark when you
cut off the poroi, then we experience darkness because the
seeing part in us is no longer in a state in which it can be
affected by sense-qualities. Since it is the eye jelly that is cut
off surely that shows that the eye jelly is the seeing part.

Aristotle appears to say first that the perceptible soul is in-
side and then that the perceptible soul is, specifically, inside
the eye. For 'the inside of the eye' (TO EVTOS TOU omjorros)
looks like an expansion of what was said in the previous line,
namely, that 'it is clear that the perceptive part is inside' (aAAcc
SfjAov OTI EVTOS). However, this is not the only way to read the

99 I quote the Greek of W. D. Ross's edition again:
ou y d p hri eaxocTou TOU 6|j|jiaTOS f) yuxTl r\ TT\S yuxfjs TO aiadTiTiKOv icrnv, dAAd
Sf̂ Aov OTI EVTOS- Sioirep dvdyKT| 5ia9aves EIVOCI KOU SEKTIKOV <|>COT6S TO EVTOS TOO
oi^aTos. Koci TOOTO KOCI ETTI TCOV CTUH|3O:IV6VTCOV 5f)Aov f\5r\ ydp TICTI TrATiyETmv iv
TroAeiJcp TTcepd TOV KpoTa((>ov OUTCOS GOOT' aTTOTiiTidfivai TOUS Tropous TOU 6ji|jonros

i CTKOTOS oborrEp Auxvou dTroa|3Ea©EVTOs, 8id TO olov Aa|iTrTf)pd Tiva
TO 5IOC(|>O:VES, TTJV KaAou|iEvr|v Kopr|v.
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text. Aristotle can simply be saying that the perceptible soul is
inside the perceiver and that is why the inside of the eye must
be transparent and receptive of light. In other words, the pas-
sage states two claims: (i) 'the perceptive part or the soul is
not at the surface of the eye but clearly inside' (438b8-io: ou
yap . . . evTos) and (2) 'therefore it is necessary that the eye be
transparent, that is that the inside of the eye be receptive of
light' (438bio-i 1: Sio-rrep .. . omjcnros). To understand how (2)
follows from (1) we need not identify the seeing part of the
soul with the inside of the eye. It is open to us to say that
the inside of the eye must be transparent because otherwise
the seeing part of the soul further inside cannot see.100

This suggests again that the role of the transparent inside
the eye is not to perceive the sense-quality but rather to me-
diate the sense-quality to the seeing part further inside the
perceiver. This suggestion should be understood in relation to
the preceding lines, 438b6~7, where Aristotle says that just as
there is no vision if there is no light outside, so there is no
vision if there is no light inside the eye. If the inside of the eye
is not actually transparent, then that has the same effect as
switching off the light outside you. The light outside is neces-
sary as a medium. So saying that there is no vision if there is
no light inside the eye, just as there is no vision if there is
no light outside, suggests that the light inside the eye is also
required as a medium. Both when the light outside goes out
and when the light inside the eye goes out the problem is that
the medium is not working. Just as actual transparency is a
necessary medium outside the perceiver, so it is inside the
perceiver. The reason why the inside of the eye has to be
actually transparent is, then, that there must be light inside the
perceiver to mediate the sense-quality, just as there must be
light outside. If so, the role of the transparent inside the eye is
to mediate the sense-quality to a perceiving part further inside
the perceiver.

1 0 0 Cf. De an. n . n ^2^h22-y. T) KCCI Sf̂ Aov OTI IVTOS TO TOO OCTTTOO OUCT0T|TIK6V.
Though Aristotle here, as at Sens. 2 438b 10, does not make it explicit what he
means by IVTOS, it is clear that he must be referring to the area around the heart.
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Lloyd's interpretation, then, stands strengthened by the at-
tack, for if the transparent inside the eye serves as an internal
medium of the sense-quality then the sense-quality will not be
perceived simply by being transmitted to the inside of the eye.
The sense-quality will have to be transmitted in turn from the
inside of the eye to the perceiving part further inside the per-
ceiver. Connectives called poroi might be required for this
transmission to take place. If so, vision will be interrupted
when these poroi are severed.

But is this conclusion compatible with the example of the
wounded soldiers? Aristotle said that when 'the poroi of their
eyes are cut off,101 it appears dark just as when a light has
been extinguished because the transparent, the eye jelly, which
is a sort of lamp, has been cut off' (438^3-16). The metaphor
suggests that when the poroi are cut off the eye jelly is cut off
from what provides it with light. As G. R. T. Ross argued, it
therefore suggests that the poroi transmit light from the source
of light outside the eye to the inside of the eye. To do this the
poroi would have to be in between the outside and the inside
of the eye, for surely the light is not provided through the
poroi to the eye jelly from further within the perceiver? If the
poroi do not just mediate the sense-quality to the perceiving
part but also provide the inside of the eye with light, then
surely the poroi have to connect the inside of the eye to the
outside of the eye?

In response to this objection, let us start by noticing that
there is something curious about the idea that poroi should be
required to transmit light from the surface to the inside of the
eye as what is needed for the light to shine through to the
inside of the eye is simply that the eye be transparent at its
surface. De Generatione Animalium v.i 78oa27~36 first sug-
gests that what is required for the change from the sense-
quality to go straight through to the kore is for skin at the
101 Or, 'cut out', if we read £KT[iTi0f|vai with some manuscripts rather than

&7TOT|jr|0'nvai; cf. W. D. Ross (1955) critical apparatus ad 4381313. There is rea-
son, however, to prefer diroTuriOfivai, for in Aristotle EKTEHVEIV usually either
means very specifically to castrate or it has a mathematical sense, OCTTOTEIJVEIV, on
the other hand, is used in general for cutting off hair or parts of the body; cf.
Bonitz (1870) s.v. with examples.
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surface of the eye to be transparent. There is no suggestion
that poroi are required for the colour to go through to the
kore. Aristotle next compares the eye with a lantern (78oa35).
He says that the skin of the eye has to be transparent for the
colour to pass through to the kore just as the skin of a lantern
has to be transparent for the light to shine through the lan-
tern. The question for G. R. T. Ross to answer is then: why
should there be poroi for the light to pass through to the kore,
when poroi are not required for colours to pass through and
when Aristotle's analogy with the lantern strongly suggests
that what is required both for light and colours to pass
through is simply transparency?

Second, there is a problem with understanding what to be
'cut off' [&uoT|jr|6fjvai, Sens. 2 438bi5; cf. a7TOT|jir|0'nvai,
438b13] means in this passage. When Aristotle says that the
poroi are 'cut off' it is no more problematic than if he were to
say that any other part of the body was cut off. The poroi are
physically severed. But what does it mean for a lantern 'to be
severed' or 'cut off'? G. R. T. Ross suggested that the lantern
'is cut off' when its wick is cut off and the light inside is
extinguished. In other words, the lantern is cut off just insofar
as its wick is cut off. Hett, in contrast, translates Aainnrfjpd at
De Sensu 2 438b 15 as 'lamp screen', thereby implying that
the lantern is severed when its screens are cut off.102 Hett's
translation may be influenced by Empedocles' use of the lan-
tern metaphor, for Empedocles said that the lantern was fitted
with screens to protect the light inside from the winds outside.
So if the light inside was extinguished one might think that it
was because the protection of the screens had gone. The lan-
tern is cut off, then, on Hett's interpretation insofar as its
screens are cut off. Neither Hett nor G. R. T. Ross, however,
gives any specific sense to what it means for the whole lantern
'to be cut off'. For both scholars a lantern is cut off only in the
extended sense of one of its parts being cut off: the lantern is
cut off insofar as either its wick (G. R. T. Ross) or its screens
(Hett) are cut off. Can we do better?

102 Hett (1957).
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I suggest that we can. The answer lies again in observing
the way in which Aristotle appropriates the lantern metaphor
at 438b15-16. Aristotle appropriates the lantern metaphor
from Empedocles, but he uses it to sum up both Empedocles'
theory of vision and Plato's in the Timaeus. This is because
Aristotle takes Empedocles' and Plato's theory to be the
same.103 We need to keep this point in mind, for I want
to argue that the Timaeus contains the clue to our problem.
Timaeus explained why we do not see at night as follows. At
night there is no light outside the eye, so when the ray tries to
exit the eye it meets with no kindred fire. Timaeus says:
when the kindred fire disappears into the night, it [sc. the fire trying to
exit the eye] is cut off [&7roT6T|jr)Tai]. For being no longer akin to the sur-
rounding air, inasmuch as the air no longer has fire, it [the fire from within]
when going out to something dissimilar is changed and extinguished

]. (77.

When this happens there is no vision, we feel tired and close
our eyes. Our eyelids shut up (Ka8£ipyvucri, 77. 45ei) the
power of the fire within, which makes us calm (77. 45d6-e3).

What is meant by saying that the fire is extinguished when it
meets with darkness is not that the fire inside the eye is ex-
tinguished, for the fire inside the eye continues to exist inside
the eye, shut up and, as Timaeus says, protected by the eye-
lids. Being cut off means, rather, that the fire inside the eye
has been shut off from the kindred fire outside the eye in such
a way that the fire inside the eye cannot leave the eye. Dark-
ness has come between the eye's fire and its kindred outside. It
is therefore no longer possible for the two to merge and form
the single, continuous body of fire that is required for vision.
The eye's fire is extinguished when trying to leave the eye be-
cause it meets with what is opposite, darkness. But the fire
is preserved inside the eye. This is what it means to say that
the fire is cut off (d-rroT£T|jiT)Tai). When the fire is cut off in
this sense a visual ray cannot be formed and there can be no

1 0 3 Cf. Sens. 2 437b10-14: CTTEi E! ye m/p r\v [sc. 6 6<|>0aA|i6s], Kadoarep 'EnTTESoKAfjs
<j>r|cri Kcci EV TCO Tipaico yeypaiTTai, Kai ovvs|3oavE TO opav E^IOVTOS axJTTEp EK

<J>COT6S, 6ia TI OU Kai EV TCO CTKOTEI icopa av f)
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vision. If we again compare the eye to the lantern, the lantern
is cut off in that it is prevented from shining. It no longer
illuminates its surroundings. So we can no longer see.

If we keep in mind this sense of 'to be cut off' in the Timaeus
and the changes that Aristotle makes to the lantern metaphor,
we can deduce what Aristotle means by saying that the lan-
tern is cut off in De Sensu 2. The lantern in Aristotle is the
transparent kore. Aristotle compares the kore to a lantern be-
cause it enables us to see by having light in it. To that extent
his use of the lantern metaphor is similar to that of Empe-
docles. But for Aristotle the kore does not enable us to see by
illuminating its surroundings. It enables us to see because light
is actually transparent and it is only what is actually trans-
parent that can be changed by colour. We have also seen that
for Aristotle light is a state and not a body that travels
through space. For Aristotle cutting off the kore at De Sensu 2
438b 15-16 can therefore no longer mean preventing fire in-
side the eye from travelling outside the eye, as it did in the
Timaeus. Instead, what it must mean is preventing the kore
from being actually transparent, for this is the state that for
Aristotle qualifies the kore to be compared with a lantern.
Being actually transparent corresponds, in Aristotle's use of
the metaphor, with illuminating the surroundings, in the
Empedocles/Timaeus account.

Now on the interpretation I wish to defend, the kore must
be transparent not just for itself to be changed by the sense-
quality but also, in turn, to relay this change to the seat of
perception located in the area of the heart. For when our kore
is changed by the sense-quality then that does not in itself
make us perceive colour. No vision will take place until the
change has been received by the seat of perception. The role
of the kore, then, is not just to be changed by the colour. It is
more specifically to be changed by the colour and convey the
change to the seat of perception. To do so, the kore must be
transparent in exactly the same way as the external medium,
for the external medium too is transparent in order not only
that it may be changed by the colour but also that it may
mediate the colour to the eye. The medium and the kore have
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the function of mediating colour and are both transparent for
that reason.

If we keep the point in mind that the kore is actually trans-
parent so as to mediate the sense-impression, we can under-
stand the way in which the kore is said to be cut off when the
poroi are severed. Cutting off the transparent means destroy-
ing its actual transparency insofar as it prevents you from
seeing through it. Compare the case of a telescope. If the
lenses at both ends are uncovered, you can see through a
telescope but if you put a cap on the eyepiece you can no
longer look through the telescope. By putting the cap on, you
do not prevent the light from entering the telescope at the
other end: light can still enter, as you find out if you look into
the telescope at the uncovered end. However, you do ensure
that there is no light, that is no actual transparency, all the
way through the telescope. Because there is no longer con-
tinuous light or actual transparency all the way through the
telescope, it ceases to be useful as a medium through which
you can see other objects.

Similarly, when you cut off the poroi from the transparent
kore, you need not prevent the light from entering the kore
from the outside. However, you are disrupting the required
continuity of transparency from the external medium to the
central seat of perception through the kore, thereby prevent-
ing the perceiver from seeing through it. I suggest that this is
the way the lantern metaphor should be taken at De Sensu 2
438bi5-i6. The kore is compared to a lantern insofar as it is
actually transparent, as Aristotle's theory of vision under-
stands this phrase. There may still be light in the kore if you
cut it off from the poroi, but it no longer amounts to con-
tinuous actual transparency all the way to the central seat of
perception.

To sum up the argument so far. Aristotle, like Empedocles,
compares the kore with a lantern because he thinks that the
kore has to have light in it for vision to take place. However,
Aristotle and Empedocles/Timaeus have different ways of
construing the claim that the kore must contain light. For
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Empedocles/Timaeus the kore must have light in it because
the light illuminates the surroundings of the eye. In contrast,
Aristotle says that the kore must have light in it because actual
transparency implies light. It must be actually transparent in
order to mediate the colour to the perceiving part further in-
side. In the Timaeus, cutting off the light meant preventing it
from illuminating its surroundings. For Aristotle, since illu-
mination was not the reason why the kore had to have light in
it, cutting off the light had to mean something else. I suggested
that it meant preventing the kore from being transparent, the
quality that makes Aristotle compare the kore with a lantern,
by cutting it off from the poroi that connect it to the seat of
perception, for the kore has to mediate the sense-quality to the
seat of perception through the poroi before you can see the
sense-quality.

The difference between Aristotle's and Timaeus' ways of
construing the notion of cutting off the kore relates to the
different directions of causation in Empedocles/Timaeus' and
Aristotle's theories of vision. In the previous section I argued
that the views of Empedocles/Timaeus and of Aristotle on the
function of the eye's membrane reflected how Aristotle saw
the causal direction of perception as different from that of
Empedocles. For Empedocles, vision happened when sight,
that is the visual ray, affected the sense-objects. For Aristotle,
vision happened when the sense-object affected sight, that is
the sense-faculty, in a certain way. Correspondingly, the mem-
brane in Empedocles let the visual ray out of the eye, whereas
the membrane in Aristotle let the change from the sense-
object into the eye. We can usefully see the difference between
the notion of cutting off the visual ray in Empedocles/
Timaeus and Aristotle in the same terms. Because the direc-
tion of causation in Empedocles/Timaeus goes from eye to
sense-object the visual ray has to be cut off in the direction
of the sense-object, namely, at the surface of the kore. How-
ever, because the direction of causation in Aristotle goes from
sense-object to the inner sense-faculty, which as I have argued
we should at De Sensu 2 438b8-io take to be the central
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sense-faculty, the cut-off point for the kore lies in the direction
of the central sense-faculty. That is to say, the cut-off point
lies behind the kore.

One final disambiguation is required to understand the
passage. Aristotle says that when the transparent is cut off it is
as if a light has been extinguished. However, it is important to
notice that Aristotle makes two different comparisons when
he says first that 'it seems to have become dark to those whose
poroi have been severed' (438b 14-15) and then that this is
because the transparent, the so-called kore, like a lantern has
been cut off (438^5-16). We should be careful not to run the
two comparisons together. The first comparison illustrates
how the soldiers experience having their poroi severed. They
experience darkness just as if the lights had been extinguished
in a room. The second comparison shows how, through the
severing of the poroi, the transparent has been cut off. It im-
plies, I have argued, that the transparent has been cut off from
the poroi that it has to be in contact with if it is to establish the
continuity of transparency between the external medium and
the central sense-faculty required for vision.

G. R. T. Ross runs the two comparisons together, for he
says that the light in the kore is extinguished when the poroi
are cut off. But, as the analogy with the telescope showed, to
say that the kore has been cut off does not mean that the light
in it has been extinguished. This is clear also from the Timaeus
where it is made clear that when the fire is extinguished it is
extinguished outside the eye while the fire inside the eye is
preserved. Similarly, there is no need to say that the light in
the kore is extinguished when it is cut off. What we should say
is that the kore is prevented from doing what in Aristotle's
theory corresponds to lighting up the outside, that is, media-
ting the sense-quality to the perceiving part further inside the
perceiver. This is what happens when the poroi are severed,
which is why the soldiers experience darkness as if a, light had
been extinguished.104

1 0 4 Cf. Alexander, in de Sensu 36.7-37.5. Alexander starts by interpreting the part
that Aristotle says is not at the surface of the eye as the part that perceives the
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The answer to the puzzle of the poroi is therefore not as
G. R. T. Ross argues to posit poroi in between the surface and
the inside of the eye. Instead, the answer is to take the poroi in
De Sensu 2 to be features that mediate the sense-quality from
the transparent kore to the heart. Aristotle's discussion of
poroi in De Generatione et Corruptione 1.8 shows that poroi
should, if at all, be spoken of as features especially likely to be
affected by a quality. Such features make good media of per-
ception, for mediation is a case of being affected by a quality,
namely, the sense-quality, and in turn affecting something else
with that quality. Given this understanding of the poroi as
good media of sense-qualities, all that is required for Aristotle
is to establish that the kore is continuous with the seat of
perception in the heart. He does so at at De Generatione
Animalium n.6
The reason105 is that the sense-organ of the eyes is, just as the other
sense-organs,106 set upon poroi: but the organ of touch and taste is simply
the body or some part of the animal's body. Smell and hearing are poroi
connecting with the outer air and full of connate pneuma, and ending in the
veins [c|>AE|3ia] from the heart that extend around the brain.

This passage may suggest that pneuma is the content of all
the poroi that extend from the sense-organs and that it is in

proper objects of all the sense-faculties {Sens. 2 438b8). He then (36.22-37.5)
argues that the reason why the soldiers experience darkness when their poroi have
been severed is that

the kore has been cut off from the transparent behind the kore, the kore being
like a lantern that spreads light, through which all of what is inside up to the
faculty of vision is lit up by the light outside. The blow separates the continuity
of light and prevents it [sc. the inside all the way to the visual principle] from
being lit up just as if the light in it had been extinguished. But if we do not see
with the extremity of the eye it is also necessary that the inside is transparent
all the way to the perceiving soul.

Alexander's interpretation agrees with mine on two points: (a) it takes the kore as
part of a continuous medium extending to the seat of all perception; and (b) it
makes the point that the kore is a lantern insofar as it establishes transparency in
the direction of the seat of perception rather than in the direction of what lies
outside the perceiver.

1 0 5 Aristotle is explaining why the eyes are large at the beginning of the animal's
formation but then shrink. The reason why the poroi explain this phenomenon is
that the poroi are a key element in the process that explains the formation of the
eyes, as we are about to be told at GA n.6 7 4 4 a 8 - b n ; cf. above pp. 75-6 .

1 0 6 Platt finds wcm-Ep KCU TOC aXKa aia6r|-rripia suspect; cf. Peck (1953) 224.
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virtue of containing pneuma that the poroi are able to mediate
sense-qualities to the heart. The subject of pneuma is a highly
complex one. It can, if at all, only be tackled through an
analysis of its role in Aristotle's physiology as a whole. I shall
not attempt such an analysis.107 There is, however, a poten-
tial challenger to pneuma, for a passage in De Insomniis says
that the blood plays a role in mediating sense-impressions
from the sense-organs to the central sense-faculty in dreams.108

This passage might be taken to suggest that it is generally
the blood in the blood vessels (CJ>AE(3£S, 4>Aepia) that mediates
in perception between the sense-organs and the central sense-
faculty. However, the concern in De Insomniis is with how
the movement in the blood may distort the sense-images.
There is no need to assume on that basis that the blood, or
movements in it, play a role in the mediation of normal per-
ception. On the contrary, Aristotle's claims that the blood
has no perceptive power and that it is no part of the animal
body seem to rule out any role for the blood in perception
proper.109

There is thus no clear statement in Aristotle as to the
contents of the passages that mediate in perception. However,
we can see how he might think that he need not commit him-
self as to the exact contents of the poroi if he (a) takes the
function of poroi in perception to be one of being especially
affected by the sense-qualities and therefore an appropriate
medium of the sense-quality and (b) finds sufficient evidence
for there being poroi with this function of mediating between
the sense-organs and the heart from the fact that he observes
features that connect the sense-organs with the heart.110 To

107 Cf. Peck (1953), 'Appendix B', 578-93. For the (possible) role of pneuma in
perception as a medium between the sense-organs and the seat of perception in
the heart, cf. Beare (1906) 334; Solmsen (1961) 172-8; Verbeke (1978) 197-9;
Lloyd (1978) 222-3; Freudenthal (1995) 130-4.

108 Cf. D / 3 46ibn-3O.
109 Q - p A UIQ 6 5 6 a 2 i _ 2 , bi9-22; 111.4 666ai7~i8. (Contrast the way in which the

flesh mediates tangible qualities; cf. PA 11.3 65ob2-8.)
1* ° GC 1.9 326b34~327ai quoted above (p. 73) said that, 'in this way, one might rather

speak of poroi, just as continuous veins [<|>AE(3ES] of what is specially liable to be
affected extend in ore'. The illustration of poroi with continuous veins (<|>Ae|3es)
that are specially liable to be affected suggests that there need be no functional
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establish that sense-qualities are mediated in perception from
the sense-organs to the heart, it is enough for him to establish
that there are features that connect the sense-organs with the
heart and to identify these features as having the function of
poroi as he understands it. So once features connecting the
sense-organs to the heart have been identified as poroi, there
is no need to inquire further into their exact contents in order
to show that the sense-qualities can be mediated by them to
the heart, for he understands a poros as something that has
mediating qualities. The point is again that Aristotle's func-
tional interest in the sense-organs motivates an inquiry into
the material composition only to the extent that it shows the
necessary material conditions of perception to obtain but no
further.

On this interpretation of poroi, Aristotle finds his place in a
tradition of thinking about poroi and veins as mediating in
perception between the sense-organs and the seat of percep-
tion. Alcmaeon's poroi went from the eyes to the brain, which
he took to be the seat of perception. Alcmaeon seems also to
have held that our perception is at least impaired if the poroi
are blocked. This suggests that the poroi for him had the
function of mediating between the senses and the brain in
perception. Similarly, in Diogenes of Apollonia, according to
Solmsen, 'the transmission of perception from the nostrils and
the ears to the brain materialises by way of the veins, and
there is room for the impression that veins in the eye had a
similar function'.111 But as we have seen, Aristotle's poroi are
also importantly different from this tradition. For Aristotle,
the seat of perception is the heart and not the brain, so the
poroi have their destination not in the brain but in the heart,
and perception involves qualitative change and no spatial
change. So the poroi do not function as conduits that allow
particles to travel from the sense-organs to the seat of per-
ception. They function instead as a continuous medium be-

distinction between the poroi that connect the eyes with the brain and the veins
(<(>A6|3ia) just because the ones are called 'porof and the others 'veins'.

111 Solmsen (1961) 540.
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tween the sense-organs and the seat of perception that allows
the sense-quality that affects the sense-organ also to affect the
seat of perception.

As Lloyd argues, the precise identity and location of the
poroi in De Sensu 2 must remain vague. The poroi could be
any of the poroi mentioned in connection with the eye in the
biological works. Lloyd argues that the vagueness of the ref-
erence to the poroi is significant because it shows that Aris-
totle does not specify his physiological evidence beyond what
is required to make a particular point: 'once he has given evi-
dence, or what he believes to be evidence, for his immediate
point - that the faculty of sensation cannot be located at the
outer extremity of the eye - we hear no more of the Tropoi'.112

However, we can now see Aristotle's vagueness about the
poroi as more philosophically pointed. The vagueness shows
that his interest in the poroi is restricted to pointing to the
need for a mediating feature between the kore and the seat of
perception around the heart. The severing of the poroi pro-
vides evidence of the need for mediating features and it
therefore furthers the argument that the kore must, in Aris-
totle's sense, be actually transparent. To the extent that the
identity of the poroi is determinable, it is so only within Aris-
totle's theories of vision and causation. The poroi, like the
terms that we have so far seen him use to describe the eye,
have been fixed by ascribing a function to them within his
theory of vision. They have not been fixed by pointing to a
specific part that we can clearly identify by observation,
whether or not we share that theory.

We have seen how Aristotle establishes the reference of
these terms within his own theory of vision at the same time as
he criticises the theories of vision of his predecessors, particu-
larly those of Democritus, Empedocles and Plato. He appro-
priates his predecessors' descriptions of the eye by redefining
them within his own theory of vision. As we saw, Aristotle
receives from Democritus the view that the eye is composed of
water. But he was less interested in the fact that the eye is

112 Lloyd (1978) 220.
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composed of water than in the question of what attribute of
water it was that makes water useful for vision. His answer
is that the attribute is transparency and he therefore insists
against Democritus that we should refer to the matter of the
eye as water qua transparent. The superficial agreement be-
tween Democritus and Aristotle on the watery composition of
the eye is thus dwarfed by the disagreement on the function of
this water. It is this disagreement that is really important to
Aristotle because his own interest in the matter of the eye is
functional. Similarly, his discussion of Empedocles and Plato
allowed Aristotle not only to appropriate the kore and the
membranes by redefining their function in vision within his
own theory but also to refute the emission theory of vision.
When Aristotle has ascribed a different function to the parts
of the eye from that of his opponents, he feels free to use the
same physiological description of the eye as his opponents
without implying that he has the same theory of the eye. This
is as we would expect if Aristotle's theory of the sense-organs
is functional or formal all the way down. For Aristotle, then,
there is no point at which different theories of the sense-organs
meet up at the level of material description once different
functions have been ascribed to the sense-organs. Therefore
the appropriation of terms that Democritus, Empedocles and
Plato used to describe the eye requires no further justification
for Aristotle and he gives none.

I I . Eye colour

I conclude the discussion of the eye by considering eye colour.
Besides those mentioned, the eye has two further features:
what is called 'the black' or 'the dark' (TO neAocv), corre-
sponding to what we would call the iris, and the white, that is
the white surrounding the iris.113 The white is fat and oily in
sanguineous animals. It serves the purpose of preventing the
transparent liquid in the eye from freezing.114

113 Sens. 2 437bi; HA 1.9 49ib2i; cf. Lloyd (1978) 218 and 231, n. 13.
1 1 4 Sens. 2 438a2O-3.
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By TO [jieAav we are probably to understand the dark rather
than simply the black. For in Historia Animalium I.IO 492a2-
3, Aristotle says that TO |jeAav, so called, in some animals
indeed is laeAav, whereas in other animals, most notably man,
it can also be blue, grey or yellow/green.115 If brown eyes are
not to be excluded here, the contrast must be between dark-
eyed animals, whose eyes may be brown or black, and light-
eyed animals, whose eyes are blue, grey or yellow/green.

Historia Animalium I.IO makes it clear that when Aristotle
talks about eye colour he, like us, means the colour of the
iris, for he says that the iris has different colours in differ-
ent species of animal, whereas it is only in human beings that
eye colour differs from individual to individual. The colour of
the eye is here identified with the colour of the iris.

Now water is transparent, a quality which Aristotle in De
Anima 11.7 4i8b28 says is colourless. So how can the eye be
coloured? If the transparent is colourless, and the whole point
about the eye is that it should be made of water because water
is transparent, should the eyes not be colourless too?

To answer the question we need to turn to Aristotle's gen-
eral account of colour in De Sensu 3 where he says that water
has a colour. As evidence, he points to the sheen (ocuyfj) that
both water and air have. He says that the sheen is a quality
like colour (439b 1-3). The colour of the water appears at its
surface. The colour, indeed, of all bodies, both those that by
nature have a limit of their own and those, such as water, that
do not, appears only on the body's surface. Aristotle defines
colour as a limit. He says that colour is 'the limit (jTspas) of
the transparent in a body when the body is limited (cbpicr|ji£vco)
(439bu-i2) . Since the surface is the limit of the body, this
definition explains why colour appears only at the surface of
bodies.

However, there is a difference between the colour of those
bodies that by nature have their own limit and the colour of

115 Literally, 'goat-eyed', aiycoiTov. Peck (1965), vol. 1, 41, n. (c), suggests 'greenish'
as an alternative translation; cf. also GA v.i 779a27-bi.
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those bodies which have no such limit by nature, that is those
bodies which, when they are limited, have their limit imposed
on them by another body. The difference is that the colour of
the naturally unlimited bodies is changeable, whereas the col-
our of the limited bodies is fixed. Aristotle contrasts the lim-
ited with the unlimited bodies by saying that 'unless what
surrounds the [limited] bodies causes some sort of change, the
appearance of their colour is also limited (obpio-Toa)', that is
their colour as well as their bodies is limited (439b5~6). As
Alexander comments, 'just as the unlimited bodies get their
limit from another body, since they do not have a determined
limit of their own, so indeed they also get their colours'.116 In
other words, if a body has its own fixed limits, then it has its
own fixed colour too. But if its limits are changeable, so are its
colours.

Neither water nor air has a natural limit. Both elements
have to be limited by something else. Now the eyes consist of
water because water is transparent. But the reason why the
eyes consist of water rather than air, which is also transparent,
is that water is more easily limited than air.117 This suggests
that though water as such has no limit it is given a limit when
confined in the eye. What it is about the eye that limits the
water we are not told. Perhaps it is the skin around the eye
that I discussed in the previous section. However this may be,
the point that the water gains a limit in the eye also explains
why the water in the eye appears to have a colour. If the water
in the eye had simply been unlimited water, it would not have
a colour, for Aristotle says that the same conditions that cre-
ate colour in a limited body create light and darkness in an
unlimited body (439b 16-18). So if the eye consisted of un-
limited water it would not be brown or blue but just light or
dark. The eyes, then, have colour because they consist of a
transparent body, which insofar as it is limited has a colour at
its surface. This answers the question posed above: how was it

116 in de Sensu 45.18-20.
117 Sens. 2 438ai5-i6; cf. PA 11.10 6s6b2.
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that Aristotle could, on the one hand, say that the eyes are
transparent and that the transparent is colourless and, on the
other hand, say that eyes have colour? The answer is that the
eyes insofar as they are made of transparent water are col-
ourless. However, insofar as the transparent water they are
made of is limited the eyes have a colour which appears at the
limit or surface of the water in the eyes. It is this coloured
surface of the eye's liquid that constitutes the iris.

It is important to notice that this means that the colour
appears only at the surface of the eyes and not also inside the
eye (Sens. 3 439a3i-bi). It is important to notice this because
it explains why what we see is not coloured by the colour of
our own eyes. A brown-eyed person does not see the world
tinted by brown. The colour that appears at the surface of the
eye to us looking at the eye from the outside does not appear
to the perceiver from the inside, for Aristotle says that there is
no colour inside a transparent body.

I have tried to explain why our eyes have a colour. But why
do eyes have different colours, some brown, others green, and
others again blue? Aristotle introduces his account of eye col-
our by saying that he will assume the reason why the eyes are
composed of water was the one given in De Anima and De
Sensu (GA v.i 779b2i-6). In other words, he assumes that the
eyes are made of water because water is transparent. As before,
a reference to transparency as what determines the composi-
tion of the eye serves to rule out rival explanations. Empe-
docles said that eyes that have more fire in them were blue
while eyes that have more water in them than fire are dark
(GA v.i 779bi6-2i). This explanation has to be wrong. If the
eyes have to be transparent in order to receive colour, then the
eyes cannot have a fiery composition, for fire is not trans-
parent. If the eyes have no fire in them, then, a fortiori, the
colour of lighter eyes cannot be explained by saying that they
have more fire in them than darker eyes.

Against Empedocles, Aristotle then says that the explana-
tion given in De Anima and De Sensu of why the eyes are
made of water also explains why eyes have different colours
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(GA v.i 779b2i-6).118 The point, in other words, is that
transparency is also what explains variation in eye colour:
Some eyes contain more water, some less, than the fitting
change, others have a fitting amount. Those eyes which contain much water
are dark. For you cannot easily see through large amounts of water. Those
which contain a little are blue, just as it appears also in the case of the sea.
For the seawater that is easy to see through appears blue, the less easy to see
through appears pallid and water of unfathomable depth appears black or
dark blue. Eyes intermediate between these eyes differ only by degree. (GA
v.i 779026-34)

Eye colour is explained by the fact that different volumes of
water have different colours. Large volumes of water are less
transparent. Smaller volumes of water are more transparent.
The key to understanding how these different degrees of
transparency are expressed in different shades of colour lies
again in the idea that colour is how the transparent appears at
its limit. There is no difficulty in understanding how a larger
body of transparent water may appear darker, that is less
transparent, than a smaller body of water. The difficult point
is to understand how this degree of transparency translates
into different coloured eyes, that is eyes of different hue. It is
well known that Greek colour terms generally tend not to
distinguish between hue and luminosity. As G. E. L. Owen
and others have pointed out, this bit of information is crucial

118 Platt's translation in Barnes (1984) and Peck's Loeb translation in Peck (1953) of
GA v.i 779b26 are both unsatisfactory. The passage in full (779b21-6) goes: ocAA*
gnrep ioriv warrep EAE)(0TI irpoTEpov Iv TOIS rapi TCCS aicr6r)aeis KOCI TOUTCOV ETI
TTpOTEpOV £V TOIS TTEpl VfUX^S 5lCOpiCT|iEVOlS, KOCl OTl O80CTOS, KOCl 8l* f|V OUTIOCV OScXTOS

aAV OUK ocEpos r\ irupos TO ai(j0r|Tr)piov TOUT' ECTTI, TOCUTTIV a m a v UTToA-nTTTEov
ETVOCI TCOV EiprjiJEVGov. Platt translates the last line ' then we must assume the water
to be the cause of the colours mentioned' (my italics). But TOCUTTIV naturally refers
back to Si* f\v amav, not OSOCTOS. SO Aristotle is saying that the reason why the
eye is composed of water, namely, that water is transparent, is also the reason
why the eye can have different colours. In other words, eye colour is to be ex-
plained with reference to the fact that the eyes are transparent rather than simply
with reference to the fact that they are composed of water. Peck translates, 'then
we should take it that the following is the cause responsible for the phenomena just
described' (my italics). It is no doubt possible to take TOCUTT|V as referring forward.
However, this translation makes it vague what it is in the following that explains
the things said. It seems better, therefore, to avoid Peck's translation when a clear
reference for TCCUTTIV is available in the immediately preceding context.
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in order to make sense of Aristotle's view that the other col-
ours can be produced by a mixture of TO [\SKCXV and TO Aeu-
KOV.119 By TO iJieAav we should, as we saw, understand dark
colours, not just black, and by TO AEUKOV light or bright col-
ours, and not just white. The point that Aristotle uses colour
terms to refer also to degrees of luminosity seems to fit well
with his view that both colour and light are states of trans-
parency, colour being the appearance of transparency at the
surface of a limited body and light the actuality of trans-
parency in an unlimited body. It may be because Aristotle sees
both colour and light as states of transparency that he can see
degrees of hue and saturation to correspond with degrees of
luminosity. The less transparent a body is the darker its hue;
whereas if the body is more transparent, its surface will ap-
pear a darker colour. Though Aristotle makes no explicit
statement to this effect, this interpretation would make sense
of why having more or less transparent eyes translates into
having a colour of a particular hue such as blue or brown at
their surface.120

We may, of course, still wonder why eyes seem to have
colours that we hardly ever, if at all, observe in other bodies
of water, such as the sea. When, for example, was the last time
you saw the sea as yellow-green?121 However, the difficulty of
determining with any precision the semantic ranges of colour
terms such as 'goat-eyed' (aiycoTrov) makes it difficult for us to
say whether Aristotle applies colour terms to the eye that we
would not apply to other bodies of water, whether for exam-
ple he would be willing to call the colour of the sea 'goat-eyed'
as well.122 We may tend to use colour terms such as 'yellow'

119 Cf. Sens. 3 4391319-44(^25, 4 442a i2- i3 ; Owen (1965) 253.
120 It seems to me obvious that one can make this point without being committed to

any position in the debate about the defectiveness or otherwise of Greek thinking
about colours; cf. Maxwell-Stuart (1981) 1-5.

121 I ignore here the sense in which the sea appears yellow when you see yellow sand
through the water, for in this case the sea becomes coloured by taking on the
sand's colour as a medium of vision. It is not therefore the sea itself that appears
yellow.

122 Notice that the pseudo-Aristotelian Physiognomica 6 8i2b6 describes the eyes of
goats as oivcoTToi. This might be taken to support Aristotle's analogy between the
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to the exclusion of other colours which may be within the
semantic range of the nearest equivalent Greek term.

Aristotle's introduction to De Generatione Animalium v.i
shows that the account of eye colour has a different ex-
planatory status from the accounts of the other features of the
eye that we have met so far. Aristotle says that we must now
study the 'affections by which the parts of animals differ'
(778ai6-i7). By 'affections' (7ra6r)|jiaTa), he explains that he
means conditions such as blue or dark eye colour or different
colours of hair. He then (778a2O-2) says that in some species
of animal all the members of the species have the same affec-
tion. In other species, notably in man, different members of
the species have different affections, for example in some spe-
cies all the animals have the same colour of hair whereas dif-
ferent human beings have different hair colour (JJSSL26-J).

By this distinction Aristotle wants to draw our attention to
an important difference in the way that we explain these affec-
tions. If all the members of a species have the same affection,
say, if all lions have the same colour of coat, then we can ex-
plain the affection by reference to the nature of the animal.
We can say that the animal has the affection because it is the
kind of animal that it is. For if all the members of the kind
have the affection, then it follows from being a member of
that kind that the animal has the affection.123 In other words,
we can refer to the animal's nature, what makes it an animal

colours of the eye and the sea even in the case of the colour 'goat-eyed', olvoy
(as in Homer's oivoira TTOVTOV) is, of course, famously applied to the sea (cf.
Maxwell-Stuart (1981) 6-11 for other examples and a discussion of the consid-
erable literature). Maxwell-Stuart (197, n. 24) further notes, in support of his own
view that olvoy means a deep reddish-brown, that 'the eyes of most goats are
amber or dark reddish-brown'. If so, perhaps we have to complicate matters
further by adding amber and reddish-brown to the semantic range of aiycoTrov.
In any event, these comments should illustrate the difficulty of determining the
precise range of meanings of Aristotle's colour terms.

123 Cf. GA v. 1 778a3O-2 where the affections that the animal has by virtue of being
the kind of animal it is include both its essential attributes and its 'properties' (TOC
i5ia). 'Property' is defined at Top. 1.5 iO2ai8-22 as

something which does not indicate the essence of a thing, but yet belongs to
that thing alone and is predicated convertibly of it. Thus it is a property of
man to be capable of learning grammar; for if he is a man, then he is capable
of learning grammar, and if he is capable of learning grammar, he is a man.
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of a certain kind, as the cause of the animal's having that
affection. However, if the affection differs in different animals
of the same kind, then we cannot say that the animal has the
affection because it is the kind of animal that it is, for other
animals of the same kind do not have the affection and they
are still animals of that kind.

Eye colour may fall into either category of affection. In
some species of animal there is no variation in eye colour
between individual members of the species. In these species,
Aristotle says, 'it is not natural for the animal to have more
than one eye colour' (GA v.i 77(^2-3). However, in other
animals, such as the horse and especially man, individual
members of the same species display a wide variety of eye
colours. In this case, we cannot put the affection down to the
nature of the animal. Where the eye colour is not even a
property of the animal (cf. 778a3O~4), we should look for the
cause of the eye colour in 'the matter and the moving princi-
ple' (778a35-bi).

The contrast is here one between looking for the cause in
'the matter and the moving principle' or looking for it in the
animal's form and final cause. It is the form and the final
cause that tell us what kind of animal an animal is. That is
why in cases where all the members of the species have the
same affection we can explain the affection by the form and
the final cause, for we say that the animal has the affection
because it is the kind of animal that it is. (If it did not, then
it would be accidental that all the animals of the kind had
the affection and there would be no reason why a particular
member of the species should not have a different affection.)
And the reason why the animal is the kind of animal it is we
said was the form and final cause. Hence we can explain the
affections that all members of the species share by their form
and final cause.

Earlier in this chapter, we saw in connection with Physica
11.9 that a particular notion of necessity accompanied the
notion that the parts of the body should be explained by ref-
erence to their form and final cause. This was the notion of
hypothetical necessity. For example, if the form and goal of
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the eye was to be realised, then, necessarily, the eye had to be
composed of a certain sort of matter. The matter was only
necessary in relation to the realisation of a certain form. By
contrast to the notion of hypothetical necessity there was
also the notion 'material necessity'. Here the conditional went
in the other direction. We said that if certain materials with
such-and-such attributes were present, then necessarily some-
thing with this form and function would be realised.

Now Aristotle says that eye colour is necessary in the sense
of material necessity.124 But it is important to notice that this
only applies to eye colour in those species where it varies from
animal to animal. We cannot, therefore, say generally without
qualification that eye colour is to be explained by material
necessity, for in species where all the animals have the same
eye colour the eye colour can be explained by the form and
final cause of the animal. In these species, therefore, eye col-
our can be explained by hypothetical necessity. Thus if all
lions have grey eyes, then that can be explained by reference
to hypothetical necessity, but if I as a human being have grey
eyes, then that is to be explained by material necessity since it
is a fact that cannot be put down to my membership of my
species.

We saw that it was necessary for the eyes to have a colour
because they were made of a limited transparent body. What
is transparent on the inside appears coloured at its limit.
Colour simply is the limit of the transparent that we observe
from the outside. So colour is what we call the transparent at
its limit. Since the matter of the eye, by hypothetical necessity,
is a transparent body, the limit of that transparent body will
be a colour. In this way, the fact that the eye appears coloured
on the outside is a necessary consequence of the fact that the
eye is transparent. But here we need to be careful, for though
it is hypothetically necessary to have transparent eyes and it is
a necessary consequence of having transparent eyes that one's
eyes are coloured, the hypothetical necessity does not carry
over to the fact that one's eyes are coloured. Eye colour is

124 GA v.i 778a35, bi6-i9.
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merely consequential on having transparent eyes. It is not it-
self the result of hypothetical necessity, for eye colour is not
for the sake of anything as it is simply a necessary result of
transparency which is for the sake of vision. As Aristotle says,
'though the eye is for the sake of something its blueness is
not, unless this affection is proper to the species' (GA v.i
778a33-4).

There is a connection between an affection's not being for
the sake of anything and its varying within the species. We
can explain the connection as follows. The fact that my eye
colour is different from that of other human beings ensures
that I cannot have this eye colour in order to execute any of
the functions that are essential to my species. More particu-
larly, it ensures that it cannot be in order to see that I have
blue eyes, for, if so, why do I have blue eyes when other of my
fellow human beings do not? Since the fact that I have blue
eyes, unlike the fact that I have eyes, cannot be put down to
my nature as a human being, my eye colour cannot be ex-
plained hypothetically with reference to my human nature. It
remains for it to be explained by material necessity.

The explanation by material necessity is the following. If I
have eyes that are made of water of a certain volume, then it
is necessary for my eyes to have a certain colour. The specific
eye colour is here an attribute of water qua having a specific
volume. Contrast again this explanation with the explanation
that the eye is made of water. It is hypothetically necessary for
us to be able to see that there is water in the eye, but that the
water has this specific volume and this specific colour is not
hypothetically necessary.

Aristotle's comparison with the sea brings out the point
further that eye colour is not to be explained by reference to
the form and final cause of the eye. He compares the water in
the sea with the water in the eyes. If you find water in this
volume in the sea it is blue and so is the water in eyes. The
water in the sea and the water in eyes are both blue for the
same reason, namely, that the water is present in a certain
volume. This shows that the reason why the water in the eyes
is blue is nothing to do with the fact that the water is the water
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of eyes. In other words, the fact that the water in my eyes is
blue is not explained by the fact that the water is the matter of
my eyes for, given its volume, the water in my eyes would be
blue wherever it was located.

We explained the matter of the eye as hypothetically nec-
essary by showing that this matter was necessary if the eye
was to be serviceable as a sense-organ of vision. As we saw, it
was the ability to serve as a sense-organ of vision that defined
the eye as an eye. Take away the eye's ability to see, we said,
and what you are left with is an eye only homonymously.
Since the eye would no longer have sight, it would no longer
have the attribute by which we define an eye. So, it could
no longer be called an eye by reference to the definition of an
eye.

The explanation of eye colour in this way contrasts with the
explanations of the other features of the eye that we have
looked at. Most notably, the explanation contrasts with the
explanation of the kore. We said that the kore was made of
water because water was transparent and transparency was
required if we were going to be able to see. So this was an in-
stance of explaining the matter by reference to the form and
function, that is, an instance of hypothetical necessity. Sim-
ilarly, the membranes, the poroi and the white were all neces-
sary in order either to protect the eye's transparency or to
transmit the kinesis from the sense-object to the transparent
kore.

However, with the explanation of eye colour in species of
animals in which it varies, we have passed from explanation
by hypothetical necessity to explanation by material necessity.
It is important to mention Aristotle's explanation of eye col-
our because it shows that not all features of the eye are always
to be explained by means of hypothetical necessity. Similarly,
Aristotle reminds us in PA iv.2 677a! 5-19 that we should not
try to find a final cause for all the features of the body.
Sometimes features are simply due to (material) necessity.

But does that mean that eye colour is of no interest to
somebody who is interested in the features of the eye only in-
sofar as they are hypothetically necessary for vision? And if
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eye colour is of no interest to such a person, why should
Aristotle bother with it? Does not Aristotle's interest here
show that he is not just interested in the eye's potentiality as
an organ of vision?

Notice first that in the quotation above from De Gen-
eratione Animalium v. I 77(^26-34 the specific eye colour was
not simply said to depend on whether there is more or less
water in the eyes. It depends on whether there is an amount
which is in the right proportion to the change. The change in
question, as 780a 1-3 makes clear, is the change from the
sense-object. To contain too little water is understood as being
so transparent that even the smallest impulse from a sense-
object changes the eyes. Next, Aristotle says that:

We should suppose that there is the same cause of the fact that blue eyes do
not see accurately by day and that dark eyes do not see accurately at night.
For blue eyes are changed, qua liquid and qua transparent [TJ uypov KOCI TJ
8ia<|>av£s], more easily by the light and the sense-objects because there is
little water in them. Dark eyes are changed less easily because there is much
water in them, for nocturnal light is weak. Add to this the fact that water in
general becomes difficult to change at night. It is necessary therefore that
the liquid qua transparent [TJ 6icc<|>avEs] neither does not change nor changes
too much. (779b34~78oa8)

This, at first, suggests that the eye undergoes both a mate-
rial change {qua liquid) and a formal change {qua transpar-
ent). In 'T) uypov KOCI T) Siocc|>aves', however, KOU is to be under-
stood as corrective.125 This is clear from the next line, which
says that 'seeing is the change of this part qua transparent but
not qua liquid'. The right translation is therefore 'qua liquid or
rather qua transparent'. This is further confirmed by the final
sentence of the quotation where Aristotle has dropped the
qualification r) uypov KOU TJ Siacjxxves in favour simply of t)
6io«|>av6s.

The change, then, is a change that affects the eye insofar as
the eye is transparent, not insofar as it is liquid. Another way
of putting this point is to say that vision takes place insofar as
the eye's form, its transparency, is changed and not insofar as

125 For this use of KOU, cf. Smyth (1920) §2870; Denniston (1953) 292, s.v. KCU, 1(8).
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the eye's matter is changed. This, of course, does not exclude
that the eye in vision is also affected in terms of its matter. It
simply says that whether or not there is an affection of the eye
qua matter, it is not in terms of such an affection that vision
should be explained.

What decides, therefore, whether the eyes have the right
amount of water is whether that amount of water gives the
eyes the right degree of transparency. In other words, it is not
the amount of water as such that determines whether the eyes
will see well in certain circumstances but the degree of trans-
parency that the eyes have. Thus it is not the fact that blue
eyes contain a smaller amount of water than brown eyes that
explains why blue-eyed people see better at night than do
those with brown eyes. Rather, it is the fact that blue eyes are
more transparent than brown eyes that explains why they see
better at night. For it is properly speaking the eyes qua trans-
parent that are changed in vision. Blue eyes are more easily
changed because they are more transparent and not because
they contain less water.

One might think that being more easily changed always
means being able to see better, for if to see an object is to be
changed by it, then being changed easily by an object suggests
being able to see it without difficulty, or, in other words, being
able to see it well. So having blue eyes should always make
you able to see better. But things are not that simple. Eyes do
not simply get better the more transparent they are. This was
the point of saying that there should be the right amount of
water in the eyes in proportion to the change by the sense-
object, for if the change coming from the sense-object is very
strong, it will be better for the eyes to be less transparent be-
cause if the eyes are very transparent, the change in them will
be too intense. For example, the change that bright light sets
up in dark eyes might be moderate since dark eyes insofar as
they are less transparent are less easy to change, but the same
change will be much more intense in blue eyes because they,
insofar as they are more transparent, are easier to change.
This, indeed, explains why blue-eyed people see worse than
brown-eyed people by day. Blue eyes are too sensitive to light.
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They are so easily changed by the daylight that there is no
scope for any other sense-objects to affect them when they are
already affected by daylight. As Aristotle says, the stronger
change knocks out the weaker (GA v.i 78oa8~9). He com-
pares it to the experience of going out of a dark room into the
sun. You are blinded because the change brought about in
your eyes by the sunlight is so strong that no other changes
from sense-objects can affect you. Similarly, if you have blue
eyes, the change that the daylight constantly brings about in
your eyes is so strong that it excludes the eyes' ability to react
to other objects.

The best state for your eyes, then, is not to be too trans-
parent. In contrast, the eyes should not have too little trans-
parency either, for then the danger is that they will not react
at all to the weaker changes. This is what may happen to
dark-eyed people at night. Because their eyes are less trans-
parent they fail to react to the changes at night which are
weaker because there is less light. Dark-eyed people are
therefore prone to night-blindness. By contrast, it takes only a
little impulse to set up a perceptual change in eyes that are
more transparent. The changes at night are much weaker be-
cause there is less light at night. (Remember that the change
from the sense-object requires an actually transparent me-
dium, that is light, in order to affect the sense-faculty. Since
the transparency of the medium is less actualised at night, that
is there is less light, the change from the sense-object is less
able to affect the sense-faculty.) Eyes that are more trans-
parent will be better able to pick up weaker changes. So more
transparent, that is blue, eyes will see better at night. By con-
trast, the changes are much stronger by day, for then the me-
dium is more transparent and therefore mediates the change
from the sense-object better. However, here the change may
well be too strong for the more transparent eyes which are
over-stimulated by the stronger changes. Less transparent,
that is darker, eyes come into their own in these circumstances
since, because they are less transparent, they are less easily
changed and therefore less affected by the stronger changes
coming from outside.
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In general, the best state for the eyes to be in is somewhere
in between the very transparent and the less transparent. The
best eyes [oyis]', Aristotle says at De Generatione Animalium
v.i 78oa23~5, 'have a medium amount of liquid. For such eyes
neither interfere with the change from the colours by being
disturbed, as when there is little liquid, nor are they difficult to
change because there is too much liquid.' There is the right
amount of liquid in the eyes in proportion to the sense-object
when the change set up in the eyes by the sense-object is
neither too strong nor too weak but in between these two ex-
tremes. The eyes should be in a condition such that we are
neither unaffected by colours nor completely dazzled by them.

We can use the comparison of the mean in action to clarify
the notion of a mean degree of transparency.126 If you are a
champion wrestler like Milo you should eat much more than
if you are a sedentary office worker. The mean in eating for a
wrestler is different from that for the office worker. What is
just right for the one is too much for the other, what is just
right for the other is too little for the first. The mean in rela-
tion to office work is different from the mean in relation to
wrestling. So the important point is that the mean is relative
to an activity and not an absolute mean.

Similarly, the mean degree of transparency in the eye is not
determined absolutely. It is determined relative to an activity,
namely, the sort of change that the sense-object sets up in the
eye. The mean condition of the sense-organ is not a mean
condition that can be determined apart from this change. To
be in the mean condition is to be in a condition such that the
change set up by the sense-object will neither fail to take place
nor take place too violently. The mean is in other words not
an absolute condition of the sense-organ that can be de-
termined simply by looking at the sense-organ. It is a mean
determined in relation to the activity that the sense-object sets
up in it. What is, to use Aristotle's example at De Generatione
Animalium v.i 78oaio-n, an appropriate degree of trans-
parency for us in relation to the stronger changes that sunlight

126 Cf.Etfn.6uo6a28-b7.
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sets up in the eyes is not an appropriate degree of trans-
parency when we enter into a dark room. Like brown-eyed
people at night, we may temporarily be struck by blindness
until the changes in us from the sunlight have subsided.

In Historia Animalium I.IO 492a2~3, Aristotle said that
eyes could be dark, blue, grey or yellow/green. He says that
yellow/green is 'a sign [ormeTov] of the best character [f|6ovs]
and best in relation to accuracy of sight' (492a3~4).127 There
are two different means in play in this passage: one is a moral
mean, the other is what one could call a 'perceptual' mean,
that is to say a mean that will enable us to perceive as well as
possible. The moral mean may or may not coincide with the
perceptual mean. In the case of eye colour the moral mean
and the perceptual mean do coincide. For having green eyes is
both the best in relation to accuracy of vision and a sign of the
best character. In other cases, the two means may not co-
incide. For example, with regard to accuracy of vision deep-
set eyes are the best, whereas eyes in between deep-set and
protruding are 'a sign of the best character' (492a 10).

Let us focus on the perceptual mean. What does having
yellow/green eyes have to do with having sharp eyesight? De
Generatione Animalium v. 1 suggested an answer. For if an eye
has a colour in between dark and blue, then that would, on
the account in De Generatione Animalium v.i, indicate that
the eye contained an intermediate degree of liquid. The eye
would therefore also have an intermediate degree of trans-
parency. This was the degree that was recommended as the
best because it made the eye neither too easily changed by
colours nor too difficult for colours to change. What makes
eyes able to see accurately is having the right degree of trans-

127 It is clear that KOCI cannot be explanatory here. The context makes it clear that
having a good character is not the same as having accurate eyesight. Aristotle
goes on to say that people's eyes may blink a lot or not at all or with intermediate
frequency. The people who blink with intermediate frequency have the best
character, whereas those who blink a lot are shameless and those who do not
blink are shifty (&|3e|3aios, 492a 14). So, by 'character', Aristotle here means
ethical character. In other words, when Aristotle talks about the sense-organs
being a sign of a good or bad character (f]0os), he is making what we would call a
physiognomical point.
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parency, that is having neither too much nor too little trans-
parency. Eye colour indicates the amount of water in the eye,
which in turn determines the degree of transparency in the
eyes. Yellow/green eyes are the best, then, because they in-
dicate the intermediate degree of transparency which is overall
best for vision.128

Now it is important to distinguish this point about the de-
sirability of having a mean eye colour from another point that
Aristotle sometimes makes. Aristotle on occasion says that the
sense-faculty is a mean.129 By this, he has in mind that the
sense-faculty is a mean between the extremes of the sort of
sense-object that is able to exert change upon it, for example
the sense of sight is in between the very dark and the very light
colours. But Aristotle makes it clear that we should not take
this to imply that the sense-faculty has a colour in between the
very dark and the very light, for it is only a potentiality to be
coloured. In other words, the sense-faculty qua potentiality is
only potentially coloured and not actually coloured.

An analogy may clarify the point. Think of a car whose
gearbox has five gears and a neutral position. First position is
the lowest gear, fifth the highest. The numerical mean is third.
Now when Aristotle says that the sense-faculty is a mean he is
not saying that the sense-faculty is in third position. He is
saying that the sense-faculty is in neutral position. The sense-
faculty's being a mean corresponds, not to being in a middle

128 Notice that it is only overall that yellow/green eyes are the best, for we can still
say that it is better to have blue eyes at night and brown eyes by day. By having
yellow/green eyes, you avoid the disadvantage of being too easily blinded which
blue-eyed people experience by day and the disadvantage of being night-blind
which brown-eyed people experience at night. But you also miss the correspond-
ing advantages of these eye colours. The perceptual mean seems to be determined
as what avoids the disadvantages of either extreme rather than as what combines
the advantages of either extreme.

129 Cf. De an. i i .n 42434-7. These lines are directly about touch (cf. De an. in. 13
435a2i) and we may be concerned about the extent to which we can here gen-
eralise from touch to all perception. However, insofar as Aristotle says that the
mean is discerning (KPITIKOV) and we know from elsewhere (cf. De an. ra.2
426b8-i3) that all perception for him is a form of discernment (Kpiveiv), the lines
suggest that the sense-faculties in general can be understood as a sort of mean.
Notice also that in the following lines Aristotle goes on to make the point about
the sense-faculty's being only potentially the same as its objects quite generally.
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gear, but to being in no gear, for neutral is the position from
which you can change into all gears, including third. Similarly,
the sense-faculty is transparent, and therefore colourless, be-
cause this is the position from which you can change into all
the colours.

It is important not to confuse Aristotle's statement that the
sense-faculty is a mean with his point that it is best for the eye
to have a mean colour. For Aristotle does not believe that eye
colour as such is relevant to how we see. Blue eyes do not see
well at night qua blue. They see well at night qua highly
transparent. The sense of sight is a mean insofar as it is able to
be changed by colours, and it is able to be changed by colours
insofar as it is transparent. Having a certain degree of trans-
parency enhances your ability to be changed by colours. Also,
having a mean colour, that is being yellow/green, coincides
with having this favourable degree of transparency.

We see, therefore, that for Aristotle eye colour is highly
revealing of the eye's ability to function as a sense-organ of
sight. The discussion of eye colour is cast in terms of degrees
of transparency because transparency rather than eye colour
as such is the feature of the eye that is relevant to its ability to
see. So even here, where Aristotle, exceptionally, refers us to
material necessity to explain a feature of the eye, his interest in
function and form shines through.

There is one further point to be made about eye colour, for
Aristotle said more than what I have focussed on so far. He
said not just that eye colour is to be explained by reference to
the matter of the eye. He said that eye colour was to be 'led
back to the matter and the moving principle. We have seen
how it may be led back to the matter, for we have seen how
the variation in eye colour within the same species is to be
explained by the necessity of the matter.

But how is it also to be led back to the moving principle? By
the moving principle, or efficient cause, Aristotle seems to
have in mind the process by which the eyes are formed that
was described at De Generatione Animalium n.6 743b33~
744bn. The main result of the concoction that produces both
the brain and the eyes is that the amount of fluid is reduced.
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In the beginning of the process, the brain is very big (relative
to the rest of the body, presumably), which also makes the
head of the foetus very big. Later, the brain is smaller (again, I
presume, relative to the rest of the body), for by then its fluid
has become more concocted. For the same reason, the eyes
are larger in the early stages of their formation and smaller
later on (744ai8-2i).130 Aristotle says that the process of
concoction continues in the baby's brain even after it has been
born (744a26). Since the concoction of the eyes is said to be
completed after that of the brain (744b2-3), it seems reason-
able to suppose also that the concoction of the eyes continues
after birth.

Aristotle says that it is by necessity that the eyes are con-
cocted (744ai3-i4). Whether we can relate this necessity to
the necessity which in De Generatione Animalium v. i is said to
explain why the eyes have a particular colour is doubtful. It
might seem relevant to the discussion of eye colour that the
account of the formation of the eyes includes reference to a
process (concoction) by which it is possible that some eyes
contain more fluid than others because the concoction may
have progressed further in some people than in others. There
does not seem to be any simple correlation between the degree
of concoction in the eyes and eye colour, however, for if
the more concocted eyes contained less fluid of the sort that
determines eye colour, then we would expect new-born babies,
with their less-concocted eyes, to have darker eyes, for their
eyes would contain more fluid. In fact we are told at De Gen-
eratione Animalium v.i 779bio-n that young animals have
blue eyes, which would indicate that they had less fluid in their
eyes than older members of the species, in other words, that
their eyes had been more concocted. All we can say, then, is
that Aristotle thinks the process by which the eyes are pro-
duced can explain their final colour. But how exactly this
explanation would go is unclear.

What general conclusions can we draw from the discussion
of eye colour as to Aristotle's method of explanation? At the

130 Cf. HA vi.3 56iai8-bi on the details of this process in bird embryos.
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start of his discussion of eye colour in De Generatione Ani-
malium v. i 77^22-3 Aristotle referred us back to De Sensu 2
and De Anima, assuming that the eye is composed of water for
the reason given in these works, that is because water is
transparent and transparency is what enables the eye to serve
as an organ of sight. The reference was required in De Gen-
eratione Animalium v. 1 since it was only if we kept in mind
the reason why the eyes have transparency that we could
understand why blue eyes see better at night and brown eyes
worse. The eyes were transparent so that they could be
changed by colours and it was this susceptibility to change by
colours that defined vision. Hence different degrees of trans-
parency would show different degrees of ability to see. The
discussion in De Generatione Animalium v.i, just as the dis-
cussion in De Sensu 2, therefore continues the focus in De
Anima on the eyes as organs of sight insofar as it too focuses
on transparency. The point, however, is not simply, as in De
Sensu 2, that transparency gives the eye the ability to see. The
point is, more specifically, that different degrees of trans-
parency make you able to see better or worse in different
circumstances.

12. Conclusion

The eye, both as a whole and in respect of its individual parts,
is identified and explained in terms of the contribution those
parts make to its transparency. Transparency is the attribute
that gives the eye the potentiality to see, the attribute that
gives the eye the potentiality to be changed by colour, the
potentiality that in De Anima 11.7 defines the faculty of sight.
Showing how the different parts of the eye contribute to
transparency is therefore showing that the eye provides the
matter necessary for the potentiality that defines sight. It is
difficult to identify both the location and the composition of
many of the parts with any degree of precision. The empirical
data that lie behind the physiology of the eye are, as Lloyd
argues, vague. This may of course be because the research
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behind the data is incomplete131 or because Aristotle's pre-
sentation of the data is incomplete. But his vagueness about
the precise structure of the eye becomes philosophically
pointed when we take into account his explanatory procedure.
Aristotle is interested in showing how animals have the parts
required for perception. The eye is therefore approached from
this point of view as the matter that gives the animal the
potentiality to see. Aristotle is therefore interested in the phys-
iology of the eye to the extent that he can identify the parts
that are required to fulfil this potentiality. Firstly, there is the
transparent kore; secondly there are such features as are re-
quired for the transparent to be transparent all the way to the
seat of perception in the heart, hence the poroi; and finally,
there are such features as are needed to preserve and protect
the transparent eye jelly - hence the membranes and the
white. In short, Aristotle draws a functional map of the eye in
terms of his notion of transparency and then identifies features
of this functional map with its material parts. Once this is
done, he shows no further interest in the composition of the
eye.

131 PA II. 10 656a9-io might suggest that Aristotle thinks more research is needed on
the external sense-organs of animals other than man.
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THE MEDIUM

i . Introduction

In this chapter I want to explain how, according to Aristotle,
the medium of perception works. The discussion focuses on
the medium of vision, that is, the transparent. In chapter i we
saw how the transparent dominates Aristotle's account of the
sense-organ of vision. Aristotle said that the inside of the eye
had to be actually transparent (light) just as the medium in
between the sense-object and the eye had to be actually
transparent. I argued that this meant that the inside of the eye
had to be transparent in order to be able to receive the sense-
quality and mediate it to the seat of perception around the
heart. The role of the transparent both outside the eye and
inside the eye was to mediate the sense-quality.

In this chapter I shall inquire into the role of the trans-
parent as a medium. This inquiry follows on the argument of
chapter i. For if I was right in chapter i, this inquiry will not
only affect the way we understand the transparent medium in
between the eye and the sense-object as working but also the
way in which we understand the transparent inside the eye as
working for, according to chapter i, the role of the trans-
parent inside the eye was the same as the transparent outside
the eye.

I shall have more to say specifically about the mediation of
hearing and smell in the relevant chapters on hearing and
smell (chapters 3 and 5). However, the discussion in this
chapter aims to be generalizable to the media of hearing and
smell, for it focuses on two aspects of the medium of vision
that ought to be aspects of any medium of perception: (1) the
medium as a causal link between sense-object and perceiver
and (2) the medium as that through which the sense-object
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appears to a perceiver. My aim, then, is to give an account of
the basic causal role of the medium in perception.

2. What the medium has to be like if we are going to see the
sense-object and not the medium

The 'transparent' is literally that through which something
can appear. So if I wave a red flag in front of you and what is
in between you and the flag is all transparent, then the flag
will appear to you. In contrast, if I hold up the same flag in
front of you but something has been put in between you and
the flag that is not transparent, say a dark screen, then the flag
will not appear to you. What you will see instead is the screen
- provided again that what is in between you and the screen
remains all transparent.

The presence of something transparent in between you and
an object allows you to see that object through it, for the
transparent will not introduce anything else in between you
and the object so that you will see it rather than the object.
Aristotle considers the proper object of sight colour. So when
you see the red flag it is the redness of the flag that affects your
sense of sight as such. Now it is clear that if what is in between
you and the red flag in your line of vision also has a colour,
then that will be the colour that affects your sense of sight,
rather than the redness of the flag.

Another possibility is that the redness of the flag will merge
with the colour of what is in between you and the flag. A blue
dress in yellow light, for instance, might appear green, for
when you mix blue and yellow you get green. But even so, it is
clear that you will not properly speaking be seeing the colour
of the dress. Rather you will be seeing another colour, green,
one of whose ingredients is the colour of the dress, blue.

So one problem that the transparent medium seems to solve
is this: how can we ever see something at a distance in its own
right without having to see something else because of the in-
terference of what is between us and the object? Or, in other
words, how can our perceptions at a distance ever be repre-
sentative of how things are, if what we perceive is influenced
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and changed by what is in between us and the things we
would like our perceptions to represent?1 If I am trying to find
out what colour the flag is by looking at it, then it is no good
if I am able to see only the colour of what is in between me
and the flag or a mixture of the medium's and the flag's col-
our. If the medium is transparent, however, and does not have
its own colour, then this problem does not arise.

3. What the medium has to be like if there is no perception by
direct contact

This line of thought is connected with a second problem about
what the medium has to be like given that there is no vision,
hearing, or smell by direct contact between the sense-organ
and the sense-object. As Aristotle says, in De Anima 11.7
419a 12-13, 'if one places something that has colour upon the
eye itself, it will not be seen'. And he says the same about
sound and smell at 4^25-30 . So the object will only be
perceived if it first affects the medium and the medium then
affects the sense-faculty. That was also why Democritus was
wrong to say that we would see an ant in the sky clearly if
there was nothing in between us and the ant (419a 15), for if
there was nothing in between, then there would be no medium
that the ant could affect first and that in turn could affect our
sense of vision.

So we need a medium in vision. But it follows immediately
from what Aristotle says that if the medium itself had a col-
our, then we would be unable to see it for the medium
stretches all the way up to the eye and we cannot see some-
thing that is put directly upon the eye. The medium cannot
then be coloured. If it were, then that colour could not be
seen. It is the role of the medium to be continuous all the way
up to the sense-organ. Therefore the medium will be in direct
contact with the sense-organ. But if so, its colour will not be

1 Aristotle's claim that we become one with the sense-object in form when we per-
ceive it suggests that our perceptions are representative of the sense-object; cf. De
an. n.12 424ai7~26, m.4 429ai4~i8; Int. 1 i6a4~9.
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visible to the eye, for nothing that directly touches the sense-
organ can be perceived by it.

This argument affects any interpretation of Aristotle which
would have him say that the medium mediates by itself be-
coming coloured and that what sight perceives directly is the
colour of the medium and only indirectly the colour of the
sense-object. In fact, saying that what is perceived directly is
the colour of the medium is a natural corollary of saying that
the medium becomes coloured, for, as we saw above, if the
medium becomes coloured, then it will no longer be trans-
parent in such a way that something else can be seen through
it. The medium would itself become an object of vision. But if
so, it would no longer be a medium.

The same conclusion applies to the other mediated senses.
We cannot say that the air becomes noisy when it mediates
sound, for just as putting a noisy object directly up against the
ear produces no hearing, so also putting a noisy medium up
against the ear will produce no hearing.2 And, again, because
smelling does not happen by direct contact with a smelly ob-
ject, being in direct contact with a smelly medium will not af-
fect the sense-organ perceptively either.3

So this brings us back to the point that the medium itself
has to be without any of the sensible qualities that it mediates
in perception. This applies to the medium both before and
during the mediation. If the medium had any of the sensible
qualities before perception, then it would not be able to re-
ceive the sensible quality. The medium would already have
this quality. So there would be no alteration. But if, during
perception, the medium received any of these qualities when
mediating the sensible quality, it would lose its purpose. Its
purpose was to establish an indirect contact between the
sense-object, the red flag, and the sense-organ, the eye. If there

2 Aristotle, if presented with a Walkman, might say that though you hear the music
on a Walkman through ear plugs inserted in the ear, the ear plugs are still not in
direct contact with the proper sense-organ of hearing since this is set further inside
the ear. More on the proper sense-organ of hearing in ch. 3.

3 Cf. De an. 11.7 4i9a25~b3. For the idea that smell occupies a middle position be-
tween the distance and the contact senses, cf. Sens. 5 445a4~i3 and ch. 5, sec. 4.
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is a problem about seeing an object that is laid directly upon
the eye, then there is equally a problem about perceiving a
medium that is in direct contact with the eye. Of course we do
not want to say that it is the medium we perceive. But if the
idea is that the medium mediates by itself taking on the sen-
sible quality and, as it were, laying it before the eye, then the
implication is that the medium is required because the sensible
quality cannot be perceived at a distance as it is not directly in
touch with the sense-organ. This is obviously a wrong notion
of how the medium works, for if the sense-quality directly
touched upon the sense-organ it could not be perceived.

4. The medium as what sense-objects appear through and the
medium as a causal link

The problem that I now want to raise is this. If the medium is
not affected by the sense-object by itself becoming coloured
and if the medium does not affect the sense-organ by passing
on its own colour to the sense-organ, what exactly is the
causal role of the medium? Let me start out afresh by setting
up two approaches to the medium. The question will then be
how the two are to be reconciled. The first approach is the one
I started out with. It says that the medium makes the colour
accessible to the sense-organ by allowing it to appear through
it. The medium mediates exactly by being free of any of the
sensible qualities that the sense-object has because having any
of those qualities would make it, the medium, the sense-ob-
ject, for example it is the sense-object, the flag, that is red and
it is its redness that is seen, not some redness in the medium
caused by it. Let me call this a 'phenomenal' approach be-
cause it focuses just on the role of the medium in allowing the
sense-object to appear to a perceiver unhindered and undis-
torted through it.

Another approach to how the medium makes the sensible
quality accessible to the sense-organ starts out from asserting
that the medium bridges a 'causal gap' that the distance in-
troduces between the sense-object and the sense-organ. Be-
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cause the two are not in direct contact, we need a medium in
between them. The medium is at one end in direct contact
with the sense-object and at the other end in direct contact
with the sense-organ and thereby establishes an indirect con-
tact between the sense-object and the sense-organ. This is how
Aristotle describes the causal connection between the sense-
object and the perceiver in Physica vn.2 245a2-n:

So when what is being altered is altered by sensible objects certainly in all
such cases it is clear that the last thing that alters is together with the first
thing that is being altered. For the air is continuous with the first and the
body is continuous with the air. But again the colour is continuous with the
light, and the light with sight [TX\ oysi]. And in the same way also with
hearing and smelling. For what changes first with relation to what is being
changed is the air. And that equally applies to taste. For the flavour is to-
gether with the sense of taste. But the same holds also for soulless things
and things which cannot be perceived. Thus there will be nothing in be-
tween what is being altered and that which does the altering.

Aristotle thinks perception is a case in favour of his general
thesis that there can be nothing in between the agent and the
patient in alteration. To get to this conclusion, however, we
first have to realise that by agent and patient Aristotle under-
stands the immediate agent and patient. So the agent and the
patient are the last agent and the first patient in the causal
chain. They are, as it were, the neighbouring links in the
chain. Now perception might at first seem a counter-example
to Aristotle's general thesis, for we do see a ship at a distance
or hear a train approaching from afar and we say that it is the
ship or the train which, though distant, causes us to perceive
it. But this is where the medium comes in, for even though the
sense-object and the perceiver may be apart from each other -
they are not 'together' in the way that a flavour and the
tongue are together - the sense-object and the medium are
together and so in turn are the medium and the perceiver. So
in perception the medium ensures that there is an unbroken
chain of agents and patients which are in direct contact with
one another. That is why perception serves as inductive
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evidence for the general thesis that there is no alteration at
a distance.4

It is this causal role ascribed to the medium in Physica that
we are reminded of in De Anima 11.7. Here Aristotle explains
his statement that there is no perception of an object that
touches (&TTT6|JIEVOV, 4i9a26) the sense-organ by saying that
the intervening medium, on the one hand, has to be changed
by the colour or the sound, and the sense-organ, on the other
hand, has to be changed by the medium. I recall here that
Aristotle's word in Physica for there being nothing in between
the mover and the moved is 'aTTToiisvov'.5 When Aristotle in
De Anima 11.7 points out that there is no perception by direct
contact with the sense-object, he means only that there is no
perception if the sense-organ directly touches the sense-object,
not that there is no perception if the sense-object touches
something that in turn touches the sense-organ. For the point
in Physica VII.2 is that there is no alteration, including per-
ception, unless there is at least indirect contact between agent
and patient, that is unless they are both continuous with
something that touches upon the other. So by pointing to the
medium and the fact that mediation is necessary to alteration
in respect of the senses, Aristotle in extension of the Physica
passage also points to what establishes the necessary causal
contact between the sense-object and the perceiver.6 This is
the reason for saying that the medium bridges a causal gap
between the sense-object and the perceiver.

Now to explain how the medium is first affected by the

4 Cf. Phys. VII. 2 24^3 : TOUTO 6e §r\hov ££ iiTaycoyfis.
5 Cf. Phys. vn.2 244b!.
6 Cf. Sens. 3 440a 16-20:

But to say, as the old philosophers also did, that the colours are effluences and
that they are seen for such a reason is absurd, for it is necessary for them anyway
to account for perception through contact. So they had better straightaway say
that perception is brought about by the perceptible through the medium of per-
ception, that is by means of contact and not by means of effluences.

The 'old philosophers' thought that the contact between the sense-object and the
sense-organ had to be a direct contact. That is why they stipulated effluences
emitted by the sense-object and impinging directly on the sense-organ. Aristotle
shows that the contact between sense-object and sense-organ not only is but must
be indirect.
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sense-object and then affects the sense-organ Aristotle uses as
his analogy local movement. He talks about pushing, for in-
stance, in De Anima 111.12
For that which produces movement in respect of place produces a change
up to a point, and that which has pushed something else brings it about that
the latter pushes, and the change takes place through something interven-
ing. The first thing that produces change pushes without being pushed, and
the last thing alone is pushed without pushing, while that which intervenes
does both, there being many intervening things. So it is too with alteration,
except that things are altered while remaining in the same place. For in-
stance, if something were dipped in wax, the wax would be changed as far as
the object was dipped, whereas a stone is not changed at all, while water is
changed to a great distance. And air is changed to the greatest extent and acts
and is affected as long as it remains and is one.

The causal mediation in perception is similar to a case of
transmitting motion from one body to another through an
intermediary body that is moved by the one body and in turn
moves the other body. The intermediary body thereby both
moves and is moved.7 We are supposed to understand medi-
ation in perception as similar to this but without the change of
place. Nothing changes place when the medium mediates in
perception.

But what is left then of the comparison with local move-
ment? What at least must be left is the claim that the first
agent, the sense-object, brings about a change in the medium
and that the medium then brings about a change in the pa-
tient, the perceiver. So there remains the idea of what I shall
call a 'causal sequence' or 'chain'. But it is not clear why a
local movement should be a better illustration of a causal se-
quence than an alteration, if it is not simply for the general
reason that when we think of change or causation we think
first of local movement.8 So it would be to local movement
that we first turned to understand other kinds of change.

However, in addition to the idea of a causal chain, there is
the idea that in such a chain the first link changes its sequent
without itself becoming changed, the last link in the chain is

7 Cf. also Phys. vm.io 266b25-26ya2O.
8 Cf. Phys. iv. 1 2o8a3i-2, vn.2 243aio-n.
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changed without changing anything itself (it is of course the
last link, so it has no sequent) and the intermediary links are
both changed by their antecedent and change their sequent.

5. Teleological and 'mechanical' explanations

Now the question I want to ask is: If our notion of the causal
role of the medium in perception involves a causal gap and
this causal gap is bridged by a medium that both changes and
is changed, how does this notion fit in with the other approach
to the medium, what I called the phenomenal approach,
according to which the medium operates by letting the sense-
object appear through it to a perceiver?

There seems to be at least one difficulty here. For what
happens when the medium is moved in local movement is that
there is an effect on the medium that can be described inde-
pendently of the movement that the medium in turn brings
about in the object that it moves. For instance, if I move my
hand, which in turn moves the pencil, then it is possible to
describe the movement of my hand without referring also to
the further movement that it brings about in the pencil. But
the case of the sense-object appearing through the medium is
different for, on the phenomenal approach, there seems to be
no description of the change in the medium apart from re-
ferring to the effect that this change has or would have on
a perceiver at the end of the causal chain, namely the sense-
object's becoming apparent to a perceiver in perception. The
medium changes only insofar as the sense-object becomes
apparent to a perceiver through it, and this too is just how we
would describe the change in the perceiver. Both the medium
and the perceiver change insofar as the sense-object appears to
the perceiver.

Now the notion of 'descriptive independence' is relative to
what we are trying to explain. Thus if I am trying to explain
why I am moving my hand, in the sense of what I am trying to
achieve by doing so, the answer may be because I am writing
a letter. So I move my hand in order to move the pencil that
my hand holds; and I move the pencil in order to write on the
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paper; and thereby I write the letter, which was my goal. Here
is a causal chain in which we understand each link as neces-
sary for bringing about the next link and all links as jointly
sufficient for achieving the goal. So if I am trying to explain
why I am moving my hand with a view to the goal of this
movement, then the movement of my hand cannot be de-
scribed independently of what happens next, for insofar as the
movement is considered as a means to an end, letter-writing, it
cannot be described independently of the end to which it is a
means. Let me call this kind of explanation of my movements
'teleologicaP insofar as it explains them in terms of their TEAOS
or goal.

But if I am trying to explain how I am moving my hand, the
answer may well be independent of what happens next. The
answer I give may be that I move my hand in this way by
moving my wrist in this way and my lower arm in such and
such a way, etc. None of this need make reference to the fur-
ther fact that I am also holding a pencil in my hand and that
my hand's movement brings about a certain movement in the
pencil and that the pencil's movement produces letters on the
paper.9 So from the point of view of the way in which the
movement occurs, the 'how', the movement seems to be de-
scriptively independent of what happens further down the
causal chain. Let me call this a 'mechanical' explanation of
the movement, since it explains the mechanism by which or
the way in which (Gr. |jrixavr|) a movement happens. A 'me-
chanical explanation' is an explanation of a causal sequence
that says what moves what and how the movement occurs.
Thus my wrist moves my hand and my hand moves the pencil
by moving its fingers, etc.

However, the point about the phenomenal approach to the
medium of perception seems to be that it is not just a teleo-
logical approach to a causal sequence that could also be ex-
plained mechanically. If this were so, we could say that there
are such and such changes happening in the medium when a
sensible quality affects it and these changes in turn give rise to

9 Cf. Frede (1992)101.
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such and such changes in the sense-organ. So far the me-
chanical explanation. We could then add a teleological expla-
nation. This would say that the reason why these changes
occur is in order for the sense-quality to appear to a perceiver.
And when all the changes in the medium and the sense-organ
happen, then the sensible quality appears to the perceiver.

The problem is rather that if we give a purely phenomenal
account of the medium, then we seem to be excluding a causal
sequence that could also be explained mechanically. This is
because of the way in which transparency is understood. A
teleological account of the movement of my hand when writ-
ing a letter explains why I move my hand the way I do. But it
supports rather than excludes a mechanical account, for given
the mechanical account we can then say why the causal chain
proceeds in the way it does. But the phenomenal account of
the medium denies that the medium undergoes any other
change in perception than letting the sensible quality appear
through it. And this is not the kind of change in the medium
that can support a mechanical explanation, for it is not based
on there being any causal sequence that we could recognise as
having a mechanical explanation.

If we look at an ordinary case of alteration the point may
become clearer. I light a gas ring and put on the kettle. The
heat of the gas heats up the kettle, which in turn heats up the
water in the kettle. The kettle thereby mediates the heat from
the fire to the water in the kettle. But it does so by itself be-
coming hot. So the effect that the fire has on the kettle is the
same as the effect that the kettle has on the water. Both the
kettle and the water become hot.10

Now the medium of perception cannot work just like the
kettle for, if it did, the problems that I described earlier would

At DI2 459a28-b5 Aristotle himself uses the analogy of one body heating up the
next as an analogy for perceptual mediation. The analogy applies because both
change of temperature and perception are alterations, that is changes in quality.
Notice also, however, that Aristotle can be seen as immediately qualifying the
analogy in line with De an. 11.5: the actuality of perception is only a sort of alter-
ation (dAAoicoCTis TIS); cf.
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arise since it would be possible to perceive the sense-object
without a medium. It would be possible to perceive a sense-
object which was put directly upon the sense-organ just as it
is possible to heat up something without a medium. Thus it is
possible for the fire to heat up the kettle without any media-
tion. But, as I tried to argue above, what we would perceive
would not strictly speaking be the sense-object but the medium.

It was to avoid these consequences that the medium had
to be free of the sense-qualities it mediated. Being free of
the sense-qualities was a reason for saying that the medium
in vision had to be the transparent, for the transparent is
colourless (De an. 11.7 4i8b28). But if it is free of the sense-
qualities it mediates in actual perception, then it is very dif-
ficult to see what it receives from the sense-object and what it
imparts to the sense-faculty. If this is difficult, how are we to
understand the notion of a causal sequence in perception?
How can the medium both affect (iroieTv) and be affected
(Trdcrxeiv) in mediating, as De Anima m.12 435a<4~5 says the
air does when it mediates; 7Tdcrxeiv insofar as the sense-object
affects it and TTOIETV insofar as it affects the sense-faculty, for
the medium is not affected by taking on the sense-quality from
the sense-object and it does not affect by passing the sense-
quality on to the sense-faculty?

So if the only change in the medium that happens in per-
ception is the phenomenal change of letting something appear
through it to a perceiver, then the mediation of sensible qual-
ity to a perceiver is quite different from the mediation of heat
because, in the mediation of heat, we can say something about
the change that the medium undergoes apart from the change
that the medium in turn brings about in another object. Sim-
ilarly, we could describe the movement of the hand without
describing the movement of the pencil. But we cannot describe
the change in the medium of perception without also describ-
ing the change in a perceiver, namely, that the sense-object
becomes apparent to him. So here there seems to be a funda-
mental difference between the medium of perception and the
medium in other causal sequences.
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6. Can sensible qualities have non-perceptual effects?
An argument by Sarah Broadie

My argument is connected with a wider issue pointed out
by Sarah Broadie.11 She argues that even if Aristotle does
allow of mediating 'physical' events in the medium or in the
sense-organ or in both, the way in which these mediating
events have to be understood is radically different from how
modern philosophers understand the role of physical events
in mental acts. As a consequence, it is impossible to assimi-
late Aristotle's theory of perception to any post-seventeenth-
century philosophy of mind. The radical difference lies in the
causal role of sensible qualities in Aristotle's theory. Aristotle
thinks that sensible qualities are real features of physical
objects in the world. They are there even when we are not
perceiving them. Indeed if they were not there before our
perception of them, there would be no way that they could
cause us to perceive them for, according to Aristotle, the cause
has to be prior in actuality to its effect. That might be taken as
an Aristotelian way of saying that the sensible qualities are
real: they exist in actuality before the perception of them. The
sense-qualities' only causal effect on the world is to be per-
ceived.12 We would agree with Aristotle that a colour as such
has only the effect of being seen. If we put a coloured thing

11 Cf. Broadie (1993).
12 Smell as such can also act on the air so as to make it smelly. But even in this case,

as Broadie points out, the effect of the smell is to be understood with reference to
perception. For the air becomes smelly insofar as it can act on the sense of smell so
as to be smelt. It might be argued, however, that if the causal efficacy of sense-
qualities is restricted in a way that includes being able to make other things per-
ceptible, then the causal efficacy is not so very restricted after all, unless we want
to say that the only effect that sense-qualities have on those things that they make
perceptible is to make them just that, perceptible. But it is much more doubtful
whether Aristotle would hold this than whether he would hold that there are no
'physical' intermediary changes in actual perceiving. For example, I heat up the
air in a balloon. I thereby make it perceptible, able to cause a perception of heat.
But Aristotle would accept that heating the air causes also an expansion of the
air's volume (cf. the way in which the parts of animals expand because of heat and
contract because of coldness, MA 70^13-16). So heat has both the effect of
making the air hot and the effect of making it expand. One is an effect that is
properly described as making the air perceptible, the other is not. For further dis-
cussion of this point, cf. ch. 6, sec. 6 below.
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next to anything other than a perceiver, qua coloured it will
have no effect on that thing. But when we, unlike Aristotle,
think of colours as having this kind of restricted causal effi-
cacy on the world, then that is based on our understanding of
colours as secondary qualities. There are primary qualities,
such as extension, which things have as such. For us it is the
primary qualities that are the real features of things, not the
secondary qualities because the secondary qualities exist only
insofar as they appear to us in perception.

Because we think of only the primary qualities as being the
real features of objects, we also ascribe the causal efficacy in
perception to the primary qualities rather than to the second-
ary qualities. Thus what ultimately explains the power of an
object's colour to cause perception is that the object's primary
qualities have the power to act on us. So the reason why we
see red is not that the phenomenal quality of red as such
causes us to see it. The reason is that the phenomenal quality
of red is based on some primary qualities in the sense-object,
for instance, those features of the object's surface that reflect
light with a certain wave-length. These primary qualities act
on us not as perceivers as such. They act on us insofar as we
are also physical objects with certain primary qualities. For
instance, we have sense-organs and a nervous system that be-
have in such and such a way given such and such electro-
chemical impulses. So our belief in the causal efficacy of col-
ours in perception is not based on the phenomenal qualities of
colour as such, how red appears to us in perception. It is
based on the primary qualities that underpin these phenom-
enal qualities.

Let me quote at length how Broadie contrasts Aristotle
with the 'modern' idea that the causal efficacy of sense-qualities
rests with primary qualities:

. . . since [Aristotle] thinks of the so called secondary qualities as literally
qualifying the physical objects perceived in terms of them, and since he
thinks of the objects qua thus qualified as causing the corresponding per-
ceptions, he should positively avoid any theory that seeks to bridge some
presumed gap between awareness and the external stimulus by means of a
series of micro-changes in respect of primary qualities. For this would
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damage his causal account of perception, not only because it involves the
strange notion that, say, a colored object as such gives rise to primary
quality events, but also because it threatens to make color causally re-
dundant. If the perception of color can be directly caused by those primary
quality changes, then why suppose that the color is what indirectly causes
the former rather than anything else that can trigger the latter? For if a
color can do this, having so little affinity with its immediate effect, there is
no limit to what else it might be able to do, no less normally and naturally.
We can neaten the situation theoretically by supposing that the mediating
changes are caused not by the color as such, nor by just any other quality
happening to have those effects, but by the primary quality configuration of
the object's surface. But now the color itself does no work at all, and it is
absurd to continue to believe that colors, etc., are genuine qualities of ob-
jects. This is absurd because it ascribes colors, etc., to physical things while
at the same time implying that the colors are incapable of making them-
selves known to percipients - percipients who are meanwhile experiencing
colors as a result of quite other causes! A color that is real but incapable of
being seen is more repugnant to the intellect than a color (considered as an
external quality) that gets itself seen without mediation by special physio-
logical events.13

So a theory of perception that requires there to be other
features of the sense-object to explain the causal efficacy of
colour in perception is also a theory that undermines the
causal efficacy of colour as a phenomenal quality. But Aris-
totle says that the phenomenal qualities are real features of
objects. That commits him to saying also that they have
causal efficacy in their own right. They are able to bring about
a perception in a perceiver in suitable circumstances. The col-
our that I perceive is the colour that the object has and it is
because the object has this colour that it causes me to see it.
There is no further 'primary' quality of the object in terms of
which the colour's ability to make me see it has to be ex-
plained. If there were such a 'primary' quality, then there
would be little point in saying that the colour was a real fea-
ture of the object, for if the colour did not in its own right
have at least this causal power, to bring about perception of
itself in a suitably disposed perceiver, then it is very difficult
indeed to see what other causal power it would have. But

13 Broadie (1993) 144-5.
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something without any causal power at all is no candidate for
being a real feature of an object.14

So far Broadie's argument. I should like now to bring this
argument to bear on the question I asked earlier. The question
was: how are we to understand the medium's role in a causal
sequence if the medium does not change in perception in any
other way than by letting the sensible quality appear through
it to a perceiver? The difficulty was that the only change that
the medium undergoes is the change that the perceiver under-
goes: the sense-quality appears to him through the medium.
There is no change we can say that the medium first under-
goes and that the medium in turn imparts to the perceiver
apart from what happens to the perceiver.

Now if, as Broadie says, the causal efficacy of sensible
qualities is restricted to causing a perception in a suitable
perceiver, then that would also seem to be a good reason for
saying that the sensible quality cannot cause any change in the
medium apart from just this, that it actualises its potentiality
to be seen through by a perceiver. But the medium actualises
this potentiality only when the perceiver perceives the sensible
quality. So this does not seem to be an actuality which we can
use to explain the medium as a mediating cause in a causal
sequence, for if the actuality of the medium is to cause the
actuality in the perceiver, then the actuality of the medium has
in some sense to be prior to the actuality in the perceiver.15

When the fire heats the water in the kettle, then the fire ac-
tualises the kettle's potentiality to become hot and the kettle's
heat then in turn actualises the water's potentiality to become
hot. There is no significant difference here between the effect
that the heat of the fire has on the kettle and the effect that the
heat of the kettle has on the water.

But in the case of the medium of perception, there is no ef-
fect on the medium apart from the effect that the medium has

14 As Plato's Eleatic Stranger might agree; cf. his definition of TO 6V as what has the
power either to change something else or to be changed (even by the most insig-
nificant thing and even if only once), Soph. 247d-e; cf. also Geach (1969) 65-6.

15 Prior, but not necessarily chronologically prior; cf. Sens. 6 446a2O~447ai 1 and
sec. 9 below.
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on the perceiver, namely, that the perceiver comes to perceive
through the medium. This is as it should be if the sensible
quality has no other efficacy than making itself perceived.
That is why it is so difficult to understand the medium's role in
terms of a causal sequence similar to the one we see when the
fire heats the water in the kettle.

But if this is correct, then the consequence of understanding
the causal efficacy of the sensible quality as restricted to
causing perception in a suitable perceiver is not only as
Broadie shows. It is not just that referring to other causal
mechanisms in order to bridge the 'causal gap' between the
sensible quality and the perceiver undermines the power of the
sensible quality as such to cause a perception in the perceiver.
The problem is also that this power is undermined by any
reference to a causal intermediary in perception that is
affected by the sensible quality but does not perceive it and
that in turn may affect the perceiver so that he perceives it.

Any reference to a further causal sequence involving inter-
mediary causes that are not affected perceptively by the sense-
object suggests one of two possibilities. Either there are then
changes in the medium that might occur even if no perception
was brought about at the end of it. Thus the fire can heat the
kettle even when there is no water in the kettle. The effect that
the heat has on the kettle is in this respect independent of
whether the hot kettle brings about any further changes in
something. Similarly, I can move my hand even when I am
not holding a pencil and writing. If this is the case also in
perception, then the causal efficacy of the sensible quality is
not restricted to causing perception. For it can cause changes
in the medium irrespective of whether the changes in the me-
dium cause further changes. Or perception involves changes in
the medium that are not sufficiently explained by the efficacy
of the sensible quality as a phenomenal quality. It is not the
redness that appears to us that causes the changes in the me-
dium. For this redness has only the power to appear in per-
ception, not to cause other changes in a medium that does not
perceive. So it has to be some other aspect of the redness. But
if so, we seem to have gone back to assuming that there is
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another feature of the sense-object than its phenomenal qual-
ities that brings about the causal changes in perception. We
have returned to assuming causal powers other than the phe-
nomenal quality of red in explaining perception. But this sort
of assumption was part of the modern approach from which
Broadie extricated Aristotle.

7. A solution

Now it seems to me that in order to get out of this difficulty
one need give up neither the idea that the causal efficacy of a
sensible quality is restricted to causing perception nor the idea
that the sensible quality as such is a sufficient cause of per-
ception. Rather one needs to have a much clearer idea of what
it means to say that there is a 'causal gap' between the sense-
quality and the perceiver and a much clearer idea of how
'transparency' is supposed to bridge that gap.

What I have said up till now suggests that perception in-
troduces a causal gap of cause and effect. The suggestion is
that we need more causes and effects in the medium in order
to fill in a causal chain in which the sense-object and the per-
ceiver occur as the first cause and the last effect only at either
end. It is as if we needed intermediary causes and effects in the
medium different from the sense-object and the perceiver in
order to bring us from the first effect that the sense-object has
on the medium to the last effect that the medium has on the
sense-organ.

But in fact the gap seems much rather to be a gap in con-
tinuity between the sense-object and the perceiver. The 'causal
gap' is the gap that has to be bridged because the sense-object
and the sense-organ will be discontinuous if there is nothing
between them that they are both continuous with. But there
has to be continuity between the sensible quality and the
sense-organ in order for the sensible quality to act upon the
sense-organ. This was the point of the passage in Physica
vn.2. The point was not to introduce further causes and effects
in between the sense-object and the perceiver. It was to show
that they were continuous in such a way that the one could act
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upon the other; to show, in other words, that the sense-object
could be the cause of the perception, not that the sense-object
could be the cause of something else which could be the cause
of perception.

Once this continuity has been established we do not need
further causes than the sensible quality, for it is the sensible
quality that holds the causal agency all the way through the
medium. It is the kinesis of the sense-quality that continues all
the way through the medium because the medium is con-
tinuous. Aristotle says, in De Sensu 2 438b4~5, 'whether the
medium between what is seen and the eye is light or air, it is
the change through this which causes seeing'. But the medium
does not have its own kinesis just as the transparent does not
have its own colour and just as the wax does not have its own
seal. The change in the medium is the change o/the sense-
object in the sense that it is the sense-object that continues
causing the change throughout the medium. Similarly, it is the
seal of the signet ring that in the image of De Anima in. 12
continues all the way through the wax to its other end. When
Aristotle says that the change in the medium is the change of
the sense-object he means that the sense-object is the cause of
the change.

This is a notion of the sense-object causing a change
through the medium that we can well make sense of on the
'phenomenal approach', for we say that the colour appears all
the way through the transparent. There is no other causal
agency than that of the sense-quality at any stage in this me-
diation. If we were to say at any stage of the mediation what
the immediate cause of the change in the medium was, we
would say that it was the sensible quality, for the medium has
changed just insofar as the sensible quality is apparent up to
that point in the medium. The change is a change in the me-
dium but it is a change by the sensible quality. Aristotle says
of colour that it is its nature to be able to change what is
transparent in actuality {De an. 11.7 4i8a3i-b2). Perhaps one
can see more clearly now why this power of colour to change
the transparent is an important corollary of its power to cause
vision. The two powers are not distinct as it is impossible to
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actualise the one without actualising the other. The colour will
not be seen unless it changes the transparent. But nor will the
transparent be changed by the colour unless the colour is seen,
for the transparent is changed only when the colour appears
all the way through it, and here appearing implies appearing
to a perceiver. It is only insofar as the colour appears to a
perceiver that it appears through the medium at all. So the
transparent could not be changed by the colour unless there
was a perceiver at the other end of it to whom the colour
appeared through the transparent.

So the phenomenal approach is consistent with the idea that
the medium bridges a causal 'gap' between an object and the
sense-faculty if we understand this idea correctly, that is, if we
understand that the gap is not to be bridged by introducing
intermediary causes other than the object's sense-quality but
simply by establishing a continuum between the object and
the sense-faculty through which the sense-quality can act on
the sense-faculty.

What are we to say on this account about the effect of the
sense-quality on the medium? The medium is said to be af-
fected by the sense-quality and in turn affect the sense-faculty.
If I am right, this means that the medium is affected by the
sense-quality all the way up to the sense-faculty. The medium
does not itself become the sense-object, for the medium is in
direct contact with the sense-organ and nothing that is in
direct contact with the sense-organ can be perceived.

The way in which the transparent medium receives colour
therefore has to be rather different from the way in which an
ordinary object receives the colour. For example the way in
which the transparent medium takes on the red colour when I
see a red pillar box has to be rather different from the way in
which the transparent water goes red if you mix it with red
dye. The transparent medium does not literally go red the way
the water does. This is borne out also by everyday experience.
If you look at a red pillar box and I look at the air in between
you and the pillar box I do not see the air as red. But when I
mix water with red dye everybody can see the water as red.
Nevertheless there is a sense in which we can say that the
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transparent in between the pillar box and me goes red, for in
my line of vision the transparent is red.16 This is not a redness
that the medium has in itself, for if you take away the pillar
box the transparent is no longer red in my line of vision. The
medium goes red insofar as the area of my visual field that the
transparent occupies goes red. It is clear that the medium goes
red only in a perceptual way. This is shown also by the fact
that the redness does not appear to somebody who is not
looking at the pillar box but at the air in between me and the
pillar box. If the medium went red in any other way, how
could it be that the medium only appears red in the perceiver's
line of vision? Since there is no redness in the area of his visual
field that the transparent occupies whereas there is redness in
the area of my visual field that the transparent occupies the
difference between the two cases must be that I am perceiving
a red pillar box through the transparent whereas he is not.
So the transparent goes red only in the sense that it mediates
redness in vision.

The medium, then, goes red only insofar as redness appears
in the part of the transparent that occupies the eye line in be-
tween the perceiver and the sense-object. The medium is red
only insofar as the redness of the object acts on the perceiver
through the medium. This is a notion of the medium's being
coloured that nicely matches Aristotle's claim that the trans-
parent is 'what is visible not in itself but because of the colour
of another object'.17 You do not ever see the transparent
as such. You see it insofar as you see another object's colour
through it.

8. Mediation and 'Cambridge' change

It might look as if my account of mediation makes the change
in the medium into what has been called a mere 'Cambridge'
change. Let me explain. Peter Geach defined a 'Cambridge'

16 Cf. Burnyeat (1993) 425. For a similar suggestion for Plotinus, cf. Emilsson (1988)
85-93.

17 De an. 11.7 4i8b4~6.
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change as follows: something has undergone a Cambridge
change if a predicate that was true of it at one time is false of
it at another time.18 To use the example Geach took from
Plato: if Theaetetus has grown to be taller than Socrates, then
Socrates has changed, according to the Cambridge criterion,
even though his height has remained the same throughout, for
it is true that Socrates was taller than Theaetetus before and
that he is not taller than Theaetetus now. That is sufficient, on
the Cambridge criterion, for Socrates to have changed, for
one of the predicates previously true of Socrates, namely,
'taller than Theaetetus', is now false of him.

Socrates has 'changed' insofar as his relation to Theaetetus
has changed. And his relation to Theaetetus has changed only
because Theaetetus has undergone a real change. Another
way of describing Socrates' 'change' in becoming smaller than
Theaetetus is therefore to say that he has undergone only a
relational change, for he has changed insofar as his relation to
Theaetetus has changed: before, he was taller than Theaetetus,
now he is smaller. Socrates has not changed in relation to
what Socrates was before. By contrast, Theaetetus has
changed in himself. He is not just different now in relation to
something else. He is different from what he himself was be-
fore the change. The same cannot be said for Socrates, whose
change is therefore a mere Cambridge change.

Now it might seem that on my interpretation mediation is a
mere 'Cambridge' or relational change. I argued that the me-
dium is changed by the sense-object insofar as the sense-object
appears to the perceiver through it. Unlike the kettle which
itself had to become hot to mediate the heat to the water, the
medium only became coloured insofar as the colour appeared
through the medium to a perceiver. In other words, the
medium only took on the colour insofar as the colour acted
on the sense-faculty through the medium. It seems therefore
that the medium only changes insofar as its relation to some-
thing that really does change changes. For the medium only

18 Geach (1969) 71-2. As Geach notes (72), all real changes are also Cambridge
changes, but not all Cambridge changes are real changes.
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changes insofar as it comes to be in between that which causes
a change and that which is changed. The only thing that really
changes is the perceiver. The medium changes only insofar as
its relation to the perceiver has been changed by the perceiver
undergoing the real change of perceiving the object.

To use an analogy, 'mediates' is a relation like 'is in be-
tween'. If I travel to Britain from Africa I can say that France
is now in between me and Italy, which it was not when I was
in Africa. The 'change' that France has undergone is of course
a mere relational change. I am the only one in the equation
who has really changed position. All the countries are where
they were before. Could we not similarly say when I am seeing
an object that a certain stretch of transparent air or water is
now in between me and the object? The fact that I see the
object through the transparent involves no more of a change
in the transparent than the fact that France is now in between
me and Italy, which it was not before, involves a change in
France. Both the medium and France have only changed in-
sofar as their relation to something that really has changed
has changed.

For various reasons we should resist this account of medi-
ation. First of all, Aristotle has no truck with the notion of
relational change. He denies that we can talk about change in
the category of relation.19 Second, in De Sensu 6 he denies
that the relationship between sense-object and sense-faculty in
perception is merely a relation like being equal:
it is certainly not the case that the one thing is seen and the other sees
because they are related to each other in a certain way, just as equals are
[equals because they are related to each other in a certain way]; for then
there would be no need for either of them to be in a certain place: for the
things that become equal it does not matter whether they are close to or far
away from each other. (446b 10-13)

The sense-object is not perceived by the sense-faculty sim-
ply by standing in a certain relation to the sense-faculty. An
object is not perceived by a sense-faculty the way an object is
equal to another simply insofar as there is a certain relation

19 Cf. Phys. v.2 225bu-i3, vii.3 246bn-i2; Williams (1989) 43.
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between them, for if the sense-object being perceived by the
sense-faculty was like an object being equal to another object,
then there would be no reason why vision should not take
place even if the sense-object was very far away from the
sense-faculty. I could be in Europe perceiving a panda in
China, just as I can be in Europe being equal in height to the
panda.

'Being perceived by' is not just a relation like 'being equal
to' for the reason that perception happens when the sense-
faculty is acted on by the sense-object. The sense-object makes
the sense-faculty like itself. It is only if the sense-faculty is not
too far from the sense-object that the sense-object can act on
the sense-faculty. The colours, for example, of the panda
make me see them; but only if I am within a certain distance
from the animal. By contrast, the size of the panda does not
cause me to be equal in height to the panda any more than my
height causes the panda to be equal in height to me. There are
independent causes of why the panda and I have the heights
we have. Our heights only happen to be equal.

The fact that perception is not just a relation like equality
imposes constraints on the medium. As we have seen, there
must be a medium in between the sense-object and the sense-
organ. For only then is the sense-object in contact with the
sense-organ in the way required for the one to act on the
other. For the same reason, the medium must be continuous.
In the case of the medium of vision, for example, the medium
must be transparent in the line of vision all the way from the
sense-object to the perceiver's eyes. Asked why we do not see
around corners, Aristotle could answer 'because the corners
are non-transparent obstacles'.

The necessity of a continuous medium is relevant, then, to
the question why we perceive objects only when we are in a
certain spatial relationship to them. The continuity of the
medium is relevant also to the question why it takes time for
some sense-objects to be perceived. Aristotle says that there is
a delay between the emission of the sound or smell and its
reception by the perceiver (cf. Sens. 6 446b5~6). The delay is
explained by the fact that the medium, though continuous, is
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divided. 'It is reasonable', Aristotle says, 'that this [sc. the de-
lay] happens both in the case of sound and smell: for like air
and water they are continuous though their change is never-
theless divided into parts' (Sens. 6 446^3-15). Aristotle's
reasoning seems to be this. The medium is divided into con-
tinuous parts (Sens. 6 446b 14). The change from the sense-
object 'travels'20 through the medium. Because the medium
has parts the change must arrive at one part before it can ar-
rive at the adjacent part (446^3-15). The change through the
medium can be said to have parts insofar as the change arrives
at successive parts of the medium (cf. 447a4~5). There is
therefore a part of the medium which the change arrives at
before it has 'travelled' through all of the medium. Let us
imagine that I am standing at a certain location L1 perceiving
an object located at L2. For me to perceive the sense-object
the change from the sense-object has to 'travel' from L2 to L1.
The change 'travels' through the medium in between those
two locations. There will then be a part of the medium which
the change arrives at before it arrives at L1 for, as I said, there
is a part of the medium which the change arrives at before
it has 'travelled' through all of the medium. Let us call the
location of this part L3. Now if you stand at L3 the change
from the sense-object will reach you before it reaches me at L1

since the change arrives at L3 before it arrives at L1. This is
why people who stand closer to the source of a sound or a
smell perceive the sound or smell before those who stand fur-
ther away (446a24~5). For example, if you stand close to the

20 Sens. 6 446a2i-2 says that it is either the sense-object or the change from the
sense-object that travels. But Aristotle's answer to the aporia at 446b 17-20 (how
can many people perceive the same object?) shows that his considered position is
that it is the affection and form of the sense-object, without the matter of the ob-
ject, that 'travels' through the medium rather than the sense-object itself; cf.
446b25~6. It is the sensible form rather than the form and the matter that is con-
veyed through the medium. That is why many people can perceive the same ob-
ject. If the matter had to travel to different people, as suggested by the effluence
theory, it is clear that different matter would reach different people and that they
would therefore not perceive the same object. Burnyeat (1993) 429-30 argues, in
line with his general interpretation, that the 'travelling' is only a quasi-travelling,
not a literal motion through space. I flag the possibility of such an interpretation
by using quotation marks around 'travelling'.
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lightning you will hear the thunder before somebody who
stands further away.

There will be a time, then, at which the change has 'trav-
elled' through some parts of the medium but not through all
of the medium. The time that it takes for the change to 'travel'
through the medium to the perceiver can then be said to be
divisible too (446a3O-bi), for there is a time at which the
change is 'travelling' through the medium which is different
from the time at which the change has 'travelled' through the
medium. The time it takes the change to reach L3 from L2 is
not all of the time it takes the change to reach L1 from L2. So
the time it takes the change to reach L1 from L2 must have
parts.

For Aristotle to say that the change through the medium
has temporal parts implies that it is what he would call 'a
change' (kinesis) as opposed to what he would call 'an ac-
tuality' (energeiajentelecheia). One of the ways in which he
distinguishes kinesis from energeia is by saying that in a kine-
sis there is a time at which it is true to say that the kinesis is
happening but has not yet happened. Take for example the
kinesis of building a house. When you build a house there is a
time at which it is true to say that you are building the house
but false to say that you have built the house, for whilst you
are building the house the house is not yet built. It is only
when you have finished building the house that you can say
that you have built the house. But when you have finished
building the house you cannot say that you are building it. In
other words, when you are building the house you have not
(yet) built the house. But when you have built it you are not
(still) building it. There is therefore no time, either during
or after the kinesis, at which you can say both that you are
building a house and that you have built it.

By contrast with the kinesis, it is always true to say of an
energeia when it happens that it is both happening and has
happened. In Ethica Nicomachea x.4 Aristotle seeks to show
that pleasure is an energeia rather than a kinesis. The test is
whether we can always say when we are having pleasure that
we have had pleasure. The answer is that we can, just as we
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can say whenever we are enjoying ourselves that we have
(already) enjoyed ourselves. However, the interesting point for
our purposes is that Aristotle in Ethica Nicomachea x.4 also
uses perception as an example of an energeia. So whenever I am
perceiving I have at the same time (already) perceived. Percep-
tion, then, is an energeia rather than a kinesis on the criterion
that whenever one is perceiving one has already perceived.

In contrast, it is clear that the mediation of sounds and
smells takes time, for there is a time at which the change is
'travelling' through the medium but has not yet finished
'travelling'. This implies that the mediation is a kinesis rather
than an energeia. There is a time at which it is true to say that
the change is being mediated but has not yet been mediated.
Similarly, there was a time at which it was true to say that the
house was being built but had not yet been built and that was
what picked building a house out as a kinesis rather than an
energeia. We have the interesting situation, then, that whereas
perception is an energeia the mediation of the change to the
perceiver is a kinesis. Let us explore.

At De Sensu 6 446b2-io Aristotle distinguishes the point
that perception is an energeia from the point that the media-
tion of the sense-quality is a kinesis.
even if everything at the same time hears [or 'is hearing'] and has heard, and
in general perceives [or 'is perceiving'] and has perceived, and if there is no
coming to be of them [sc. hearing and perceiving], but they are without
coming into being, nonetheless [6|icos ou8ev TITTOV] just as the sound when a
blow has just happened is not yet at the organs [TTJ OCKOT)] - that this happens
is clear also from the transformation of the letters since the motion [q>op&s]
is happening in the medium: for people clearly have not heard what was
said because the air is transformed whilst being moved - are the colour and
the light also like that?21

He makes it clear that he does not want to repeat the point
made in Ethica Nicomachea x.4 that it may not take time for

2 1 Aristotle does not use the word 'energeia' itself here. However, he seems to assume
that his audience are familiar with the distinction between an activity that has
taken place already whenever it is taking place and an activity that when it is
taking place has not yet taken place. The fact that in these lines he does not label
this as a distinction between energeia and kinesis is less important.
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the perceiver to perceive once the sense-quality has acted on
his sense-faculty. He wants to make a point about whether
the mediation takes time, that is whether it takes time before
the sense-object reaches the perceiver, and not whether the
perception takes time once the sense-quality has reached the
perceiver. In short, Aristotle wants to focus on the time the
change in the medium takes rather than on the time the change
in the perceiver does or does not take.

It is only some of the sense-qualities whose mediation takes
time. Aristotle takes it to be clear from experience that the
mediation of smells and sounds takes time. We can see this
from the fact that people nearer the source of the smell or
sound perceive the smell or sound sooner than people stand-
ing further away. It is also clear that the delay is put down to
what happens in the medium rather than what happens in
perception, for the change from the sound or smell 'travels'
through the medium. There is evidence of this again from ex-
perience, for the reason why people mishear what has been
said to them is that the sound whilst 'travelling' is transformed
by the movement in the air.22

Vision, however, presents a special case, for whereas the
mediation in sounds and smells takes time the mediation in
vision is instantaneous. The difference is explained by the fact,
as Aristotle sees it, that the change by sound and smell
through the medium is a different sort of change {kinesis) from
the change by colour through the transparent. The change by
sound and smell is a sort of locomotion (phora). The change
by colour is a sort of alteration (alloiosis). Locomotion takes
time, for when the change from the sound 'travels' through
the medium it has to arrive at one part of the medium before
it can reach the next. Alteration, by contrast, can be in-
stantaneous. To illustrate the point, Aristotle uses the example
of a (small) lake that freezes over all at once. This shows how
a qualitative change can affect every part of a body instanta-
neously. Similarly, when the colour acts on the transparent
the transparent is affected all at once.

22 On this passage, cf. Burnyeat (1993) 430.
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Again we should think about the implications for the ques-
tion whether mediation is a mere Cambridge change. Geach
argues that it is a sign of real change that it takes time. The
implication may therefore seem to be that if a change takes no
time it is a mere Cambridge or relational change. Consider
again the case of Socrates' becoming smaller than Theaetetus
because Theaetetus has grown. It has taken time for The-
aetetus to become taller than Socrates because Theaetetus
had to grow for a while before he could become taller than
Socrates. However, when Socrates became smaller than The-
aetetus there had been no corresponding process in Socrates
leading up to the event. He did not have to shrink but only to
remain the same throughout the time during which Theaetetus
was growing. After a while, when Theaetetus had grown suf-
ficiently he reached a height at which he was taller than Soc-
rates and when this happened Socrates ipso facto became
smaller than Theaetetus. So no process took place in Socrates
that led him at this time to become smaller than Theaetetus.

One could, perhaps, say that it took Socrates as long to
become smaller than Theaetetus as it took Theaetetus to be-
come taller than Socrates. But if we reflect that Theaetetus'
becoming taller than Socrates was constituted by his growing
taller than Socrates whereas there was no corresponding pro-
cess in Socrates of shrinking, we can see why for Theaetetus
becoming taller than Socrates had to take time whereas for
Socrates becoming smaller than Theaetetus happened imme-
diately when Theaetetus had reached a certain height. The-
aetetus had to suffer growing pains for years before he could
outgrow Socrates. Socrates could stay the same.23 You could
say that Theaetetus when he was growing was in the process
of becoming taller than Socrates. But to say during that time

23 Cf. Williams (1989) 43:
Socrates' coming to be shorter than Theaetetus is no more or less instantaneous
than Theaetetus' own growth. The most we can say is that it may be possible to
set up a contrast between them in terms of the present continuous tense: we say
'Theaetetus is becoming taller than Socrates', but not 'Socrates is becoming
shorter than Theaetetus'. This may reflect the fact that there has to be a relevant
process going on in Theaetetus, but not in Socrates. Nevertheless, there are not
two distinct events, one instantaneous and one which takes time.
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that Socrates was also in the process of becoming smaller than
Theaetetus would be to ignore the asymmetry between the
two cases. The reason why we can say that Theaetetus is in the
process of becoming taller than Socrates is that Theaetetus
is in the process of growing. And there is no process corre-
sponding to Socrates becoming smaller than Theaetetus. To
say that it took Socrates as long to become smaller than The-
aetetus as it took Theaetetus to become taller than Socrates is
to suggest that there was a process in Socrates during that
time that corresponded to Theaetetus growing taller. But
there was no such process.

Because the mediation of colour is instantaneous it might
look like a relational or mere Cambridge change such as
Socrates becoming smaller than Theaetetus, for the mediation
of colour is instantaneous, and Geach said that it was char-
acteristic of mere Cambridge changes to be instantaneous. But
Aristotle does not explain the fact that the mediation of col-
our is instantaneous by saying that it is because the mediation
is not a 'real' change. As his analogy with the frozen lake
shows, his point is not that the colour does not really affect
the medium; the point is that it affects the medium all at once.
The alteration in the medium is contrasted with locomotion
not in terms of being less of a real change than locomotion
but in terms of belonging to a different species of change,
alteration, that can happen at once. The mediation of col-
our, insofar as it is instantaneous (that is not necessarily in
other respects), is simply like the ordinary and unexceptional
alteration of a lake freezing over all at once. So the oper-
ative contrast for Aristotle is between two different species of
change, alteration, which can be instantaneous, and locomo-
tion,which takes time. The contrast is not between a real
change that always takes time and mere Cambridge change
that is instantaneous.

9. Conclusion

Mediation for Aristotle, then, is not a mere Cambridge
change. It is a 'real' change insofar as it falls into the species
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alteration and alteration is a species of the genus 'change'
{kinesis). The fact that some mediation is instantaneous is
explained by saying that it is an alteration, not by saying that
it is a relational change. However, just because we should
describe mediation as a 'real' change by contrast to a mere
Cambridge change it does not follow that we should think
that mediation shares all the features of normal alteration and
locomotion. The conspicuous feature about mediation is the
way in which the medium undergoes a 'phenomenal' change.
The medium takes on the quality of the sense-object only in-
sofar as the quality appears to a perceiver. For example, the
transparent becomes coloured only insofar as the colour ap-
pears to a viewer through it. I argued that we should make
sense of this by imagining the colour of an object appearing in
the transparent in the viewer's line of vision.

In chapter i I suggested that the role of the transparent in-
side the eye is to mediate the sense-quality to the seeing part
further inside the perceiver. The sense-organ was an internal
medium. This suggestion emerged from a reading of De Sensu
2 438b6-8. Here Aristotle said that just as there is no vision if
there is no light outside, so there is no vision if there is no light
inside the eye. The light outside is necessary as a medium of
the sense-quality. Saying that there is no vision if there is no
light inside the eye just as there is no vision if there is no light
outside suggested that the light inside the eye was also re-
quired as a medium. Just as actual transparency was a neces-
sary medium outside the perceiver, so it was a necessary me-
dium inside the perceiver. If so, the role of the transparent
inside the eye is to mediate the sense-quality to a perceiving
part further inside the perceiver.

If the medium and the sense-organ are transparent for the
same reason, namely, to mediate the colour, it suggests that
what happens in the external medium when it mediates colour
is also what happens in the sense-organ when it mediates the
colour. Since there is no literal colouration but only a phe-
nomenal change in the medium, this suggests that there is no
literal colouration but only a perceptual colouration in the
kore also. The colouration of the medium was not a normal
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colouration of the sort that, for example, happens when you
pour dye in water. It was a colouration of the medium only
in the sense that the colour appeared in the medium to a
perceiver.

If the kore is a transparent medium there can be no literal
colouration of it for the same reasons that there can be no
literal colouration of the transparent. The change in the kore
must then be that the colour of the object appears to the
viewer through the kore. The colour that changes all the parts
of the medium and the colour that changes the sense-organ
remains squarely the colour of the sense-object, for neither the
medium nor the sense-organ becomes coloured in the way that
a sense-object is coloured. This is important for it means that
we can say that it is the colour of the sense-object that we
see rather than the colour of the medium or the sense-organ
even though both the medium and the sense-organ in a way
receive the colour in vision. The analogy, then, between the
transparent medium and the transparent kore tells against a
literalist interpretation of vision.24

2 4 In ch. 3, sec. 3 and ch. 5, sec. 4, I argue against a literalist interpretation of the
mediation of sound and smell.
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i. What is hearing?

The explanation of the faculty of hearing and its organ, the
ear, follows the same pattern as the explanation of sight and
the eye. We need to understand first of all what sound is, for
sound as the proper object of hearing is the actuality that ex-
plains the potentiality of hearing. Once we know what the
potentiality of hearing is we can explain the sense-organ as the
matter required for the presence of this potentiality.

2. The production of sound

Sound is produced, Aristotle says at De Anima n.8 41^4 -7 ,
by objects that are solid and smooth, a gong, for instance.
Such objects are said to 'have sound' and to have the po-
tentiality to make a sound. Aristotle explains the potentiality
of such objects as the ability 'to produce an actual sound in
between itself and the sense of hearing'. So direct reference is
made to the sense of hearing in this initial explanation of what
a potentiality to make a sound is. The reference to the sense of
hearing is obviously not just meant to locate the sound spa-
tially, that is it is not just supposed to tell us that the sound
occurs somewhere in between the sounding object and the
sense of hearing. The reference implies rather that the sound is
set up so as to reach a sense-faculty of hearing. 'In between'
is the language of perceptual mediation. What is in between
what has sound and the sense of hearing is what mediates the
sound from the one to the other in a perception of the sound.
So saying that what it is for something to have sound is an
ability to produce actual sound in between itself and the sense
of hearing is another way of saying that to have sound is to
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have the ability to produce something that can be heard. To
produce a sound is to produce something that can be mediated
to a perceiver in an act of hearing. This is as we would expect
if Aristotle's interest in sound is in sound as an object of per-
ception, as what is audible, just as his interest in colour was in
what was essentially visible.

How does what has sound actualise its potentiality to make
sound? First, what has sound must receive a blow from an-
other solid body. It is the blow that produces the sound.1 But
you cannot produce a blow if you just have one thing. You
need to have something that you hit it with. This is the thing
in relation to which (rrpos TI, De an. n.8 4i9bio) the sound
arises. The blow is described as involving a <t>opd, that is, a
locomotion or spatial movement.2 When you strike some-
thing, you move one object against another. The second con-
dition is that the blow should occur in something (iv TIVI,
419b 10). This condition relates specifically to the medium of
hearing. The reason why the blow has to occur not just in
something but more specifically in air or water is that sound is
only audible in air or water. This is because air and water are
the only elements that will mediate sound to a perceiver. So
only if the blow occurs in air or water will it produce an
audible sound.

When Aristotle picks up the 'sv TIVI condition' at 4i9bi8, it
is to say that 'sound is heard in air and, albeit less so, in
water'. Throughout the passage, this condition continues to be
a condition of audibility. Sometimes this is not immediately
apparent from Aristotle's discussion. But that is because the
air in which the sound is mediated has to resound or resonate
in order for sound to be audible. So some of Aristotle's dis-
cussion is taken up with the issue of under which condition the
air will resound. But this discussion is required only because
the air has to resound in order to mediate the sound from the
thing that has sound to the sense of hearing. The discussion of

1 De an. n.8 4 i 9 b i o .
2 De an. n.8 4 1 ^ 1 1 - 1 3 : 616 KOU aSvvccTov evos OVTOS yeveaflou yocpov ETEpov yap TO

TUTTTOV Kcci TO TUTTT6|JI£VOV wore TO vf o<|>o0v Trpos TI yo<|>ET- TrAr|yf) S'oO yiverat avsu
s. Striking something against something else involves a spatial movement.
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the conditions in which the air will resound is parallel to the
discussion of the transparent medium of vision. The actuality
of the transparent as such, that is, light, was the condition
under which colour could be seen, the condition under which
colour was visible. Similarly, resonance in the air is now the
condition under which sound is audible.

There is a difference between having sound, like a gong,
and having the ability to resonate. Resonance is the ability
to be affected by something else that has sound. In this sense,
air is resonant to the sound of the gong when you hit it. But
the air is not, as Aristotle goes on to explain at 419b 19,
responsible (Kupios) for the sound. What is responsible for the
sound is the blow of one solid object against another. For in-
stance, it is the blow of the hammer against the gong that is
responsible for the sound. But the blow also has to be against
(irpos) the air for there to be a sound. In other words, the air
itself has to be one of the things that are struck when a sound
is produced. However, air is easily dispersible. So unlike the
solid objects, objects that themselves have sound, air is not
something one can naturally strike. It is only under special
conditions that air can be struck. These special conditions
obtain when the air, against its natural tendency, is prevented
from escaping or dispersing. However, the air can only be
momentarily prevented from dispersing. That is why the blow
to the solid object has to be quick and hard so that by its
speed and force the blow can also hit the air before the air
disperses.

Perhaps Aristotle has something in mind like tapping one's
finger against a table. If one lowers one's finger slowly and
softly till it rests on the top of the table, it will make no sound.
But if one beats one's finger quickly on the table, there will be
a sound. The difference is then, as Aristotle sees it, that the air
has no time to escape when one moves one's finger quickly.
The movement, as he puts it, anticipates or outstrips (<t>6dcrai)
the escape of air, just as if one were quickly to strike a heap of
sand before it collapsed (4i9b23~5). So the speed with which
the blow is made has to be greater than the speed with which
the air naturally disperses in order for a sound to occur.
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In order for the air to convey the sound to the sense of
hearing the air has to resonate. The air resonates when it is
struck. But in order for it to be struck its natural tendency to
be dispersed has to be kept in check. The air has to be con-
tained, in other words. As an indeterminate body, however,
the air has no natural limits of its own. Therefore the air has
to be bounded by something else which will keep it together.
By this reasoning, then, Aristotle is led to specify the kind of
object that will contain the air. He says that:
Void is said correctly to be responsible [xupiov] for hearing. For it seems
that air is void, and this [sc. the air] is what produces hearing, whenever it is
changed as a continuous unity. But because of its tendency to disperse
[yocGupos] the air does not make a sound [yeycovsT] unless the thing that is
struck is smooth. For then the air at the same time becomes one because of
the surface. For the surface of a smooth thing is one. (4i9b33~42oa2)

So it takes a smooth object to unify the air, for the surface
of a smooth object is a unity and the air borrows the unity
from the smooth object that encloses it. The air is one when
next to a smooth surface. But when the air is one, it will res-
onate and can produce hearing. So, for instance, a smooth
table will contain the air as a unity and prevent it from dis-
persing. But a rough carpet, for instance, will not. This is why
tapping my finger on the table will make a noise whereas
doing so on the rough carpet will not.

It is worth noting here that Aristotle says that air is re-
sponsible for hearing. For we have just (419b 19) been told
that air is not responsible for sound. Again the point is that air
itself does not have sound in the way that a gong may be said
to 'have sound'. But air may resonate to the sound of some-
thing else that does have sound in such a way that the reso-
nance reaches a perceiver. In that case, we could say that it
was the thing struck or the blow on that thing that was re-
sponsible for the sound. We would say that we heard the bell
ring because the bell was responsible for the sound. But it is
the air that is responsible for the sound being audible to the
perceiver because it resonates. The reason why I do not just
say that the air is responsible for hearing, as Aristotle puts it,
is that it is strictly speaking also because a suitably disposed
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perceiver is present that the sound is actually heard. The res-
onance of the air, though necessary, is not sufficient for actual
hearing. Hearing only occurs when the resonant air affects a
perceiver.

3. The mediation of sound

The next point to address, then, is how the resonance of the
air reaches the sense of hearing. De Anima 11.8 42oa3~5 starts
out by redefining the ability to make sound, taking into ac-
count the results of the intervening discussion. The discussion
has established that whether something has sound depends on
whether it can contain the air around it in such a way that the
air will resonate and will be able to cause hearing. That was
why it was smooth objects that we said had sound since they
make the air around them one and continuous. This idea that
the air will only resonate if it is one and continuous, de-
termines the rest of what Aristotle says about the mediation of
sound:
That then has the ability to produce sound [yo<t>r|TiK6v] which is able to
change the air, which is one and continuous as far as the sense-organ of
hearing [aKoffc] because the sense-organ of hearing is of the same nature as
the air. Because the sense-organ of hearing is in the air, the air inside will
change whenever the air outside changes. (42oa3~5)

So the condition under which the air mediates the sound to
the inside of the ear is the same as the condition under which
the air will resonate, namely, when the air is one and con-
tinuous. This condition of unity and continuity we recognise
from the medium of vision and all the other mediated senses.3

Resonance serves the same function in the mediation of
sound that transparency serves in the mediation of colour.
Resonance is the ability to take on the sound of something
else which has sound, just as transparency is the ability to take
on the colour of something else. This is a mediating function
because the air does not make its own sound (it is not re-

3 Cf. ch. 2, sees. 2-4.
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sponsible for the sound) but resounds to the sound of some-
thing else. So when the air resonates it is not the air's own
sound that can be heard but the sound of the object that
is responsible for the sound. Similarly, when I see a colour
through the transparent the transparent takes on the colour of
the object but it does not have its own colour. That is also
why the transparent is transparent. Something else appears
through it. It is not itself that appears to the perceiver.

Aristotle lacks a term similar to 'the transparent' for that
through which a sound is heard. The ancient commentators
aptly provided the term 'transsonant'.4 This suggests the es-
sential function that the resonant serves. The resonant is that
through which the sound of another thing can be heard.5

The resonant takes on the sound of something else and
conveys it as long as it remains resonant. That is to say, the
air continues to convey the sound as long as it remains in the
condition it was in when it first received the sound, that is,
when it resonated around the object struck. It is the same
fundamental condition of continuous unity that applies both
to the air's ability to be struck and resonate and to its ability
to convey the sound to a perceiver.

The condition that the medium should be one and con-
tinuous is not only fundamental to the mediation of sound
but, as De Anima in. 12 makes clear, applies to all media of
perception. Aristotle {De an. 111.12 435a2~5) compares the me-
dium with a wax block that conveys the impression stamped
onto one side of it all the way through the block to the other
side as long as the block remains continuous and one. We
can imagine how the transmission of the imprint might fail if
there was a hole in the wax in which the imprint was lost, or

s'; cf. Burnyeat (1993) 425, n. 14.
The argument of ch. 2 was that the transparent medium would not be a medium if
it literally took on the sense-quality as its own quality. The medium must remain
colourless throughout the mediation and take on the colour only to the extent that
it appears through the medium. We see now that the resonant is described as what
is soundless but which can take on the sound of something else just as the trans-
parent was described as what is what is colourless but which can take on the colour
of something else. The parallel suggests that the medium's taking on the sound
must also be understood in a non-literal way; cf. Burnyeat (1993) 429-31.
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a foreign body blocked or intercepted the imprint. Just as
the transmission of the imprint through the wax would fail if
the wax ceased to be one and continuous, so also would the
transmission (the kinesis) of the sense-object through the air
fail if the air ceased to be one and continuous.

4. The sense-organ of hearing

We saw in the case of the eye that the sense-organ recreates
the conditions of the medium. Like the medium, the eye had
to be composed of transparent matter, for it is the transparent
that has the ability to take on colour from something else and
taking on the colour of something is what defines vision in
something that has perception.6 The same applies mutatis
mutandis to the sense-organ of hearing. Just as the seeing part
of the eye consists of transparent water, so the hearing part of
the ear consists of resonant air. The sense-organ of hearing is,
as De Anima 11.8 42oa5 puts it, 'in air'. The description of
the air in the ear repeats the description of the air around the
object struck. The ear in fact is composed so as to recreate the
conditions under which the air will resonate.
For this reason the animal does not hear with every part of it, nor does the
air penetrate everywhere. For the part which will be changed and which has
soul does not have air everywhere.7 The air itself is soundless because it is
easily dispersed. But whenever it is prevented from dispersing, the change in
it is a sound. The air in the ears has been walled up so as to be unchange-
able [OCKIVTITOS] in order that it may perceive accurately all the differences of
the change. (42oa5-n)

6 Cf. Sens. 2 4 3 8 b 2 - i 2 .
7 SIOTTEP ou TrdvTri TO £coov OCKOU61, ou6e TrdvTT| SiepxETOci 6 drip-

dspa TO KivT|CTopevov piepos KOU inyuxov. I read eijyuxov at a8 with the manuscripts
rather than Torstrik's emendation hxyotyov. I do not agree with Ross that iijyvxov
is pointless, for the reason why hearing will take place in the ear when the still air is
moved by sound is exactly that this air, unlike any other air, is ensouled. But if
there is this point to s\iyuxov, it must count against Torstrik's £|jyo<t>ov that, as Ross
(1961) observes ad loc, it requires us to make further changes to the text. We must
add a further future participle after EM̂ O<J>OV, such as yevriaoiJEvov (thus: TO 8E
Kivrio-ojiEvov |iepos xai £|ivyo(|>ov yevrio-oiiEvov), for Aristotle goes on to say that the air
in the ear is soundless so that it may, in a certain way, become sounding in hearing.
Note also that iuyo<j>ov is found nowhere in Aristotle and that the only occurrence
mentioned by LSJ is as late as the sixth century AD.
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The statement The air itself is soundless because it is easily
dispersed. But whenever it is prevented from dispersing, the
change in it is a sound' mirrors the statement at 41(^22-3
that a sound is produced 'when the air remains after being
struck and is not dispersed. For this reason the air makes a
sound if it is struck quickly and forcibly.' The air needs to re-
main confined and not dispersed if it is going to resound to the
sound that has already been produced. It need not receive
another blow in order to resonate in the ear, for the blow that
produced the sound is also sufficient to make the air in the ear
resonate if the air in the ear is continuous and one with the air
in which the blow was produced. So we do not need an addi-
tional spatial movement or <|>opd apart from the movement of
the blow on the thing struck. We do not need the production
of another sound in the ear but the preservation of the sound
already produced. The air in the ear must be in a condition
where it will receive a sound. This is what Aristotle refers to
when he says that the air is itself ayoc|>ov but will have a sound
if prevented from dispersing.

Aristotle goes on to say at 420a 15-20 that it is a sign of
'hearing or not hearing that there is a sound in the ear just as
in a horn'. It is clear that we should take this to mean that it is
a sign of not hearing that there is a sound in the ear and a sign
of hearing that there is no such sound, for Aristotle goes on to
say that the air that moves in the ear (when there is sound
such as the sound in horns) has a 'movement' (KIVTICTIS) of its
own whereas (dAAd) the sound, that is the sound that we nor-
mally hear, comes from another object and is not 'native to
the ear', as Hicks translates '1810s'. If the ear has a sound of its
own, then that exactly prevents the ear from receiving the
sound from without. Hence it prevents us from hearing.8 The
point is exactly analogous to the point made about the eyes in
chapter 1. The eyes should be transparent, that is have no
colour of their own, so that the faculty of sight is able to be
changed by the colour of an external object. Similarly, the ear

Cf. Burnyeat (1993) 429 with note 28.
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should have no sound of its own in order for the faculty of
hearing to be able to be changed by external sound.

We are now in a position to approach the composition of
the ear from the same point of view from which we ap-
proached the composition of the eye, for we can understand
why the ear is composed as it is by referring to conditions of
resonance just as we could understand the composition of the
eye with reference to conditions of transparence. Both reso-
nance and transparency are functional attributes. They desig-
nate the ability to receive a sense-object at a stage in the act of
perception.

A sign that we are dealing with a functional attribute in
hearing too is that different elements may mediate sound. We
hear both in air and in water (De an. 11.8 4i9bi8). This sug-
gests that it is not qua air or qua water or qua such and such a
body that these elements can mediate sound but qua having a
certain attribute. As Aristotle says of the sense-organ of vision
in De Sensu 2 438ai2-i5: 'It is true that the eye consists of
water. However, seeing takes place in it not qua water but qua
transparent, and this is something water has in common with
air.' Similarly, we see through water just as we see through air
because they are both transparent. By the same reasoning, we
hear through water and through air because they have some
common attribute by which they can receive and transmit
sound. This is the same attribute that enables the sense-organ
of hearing to receive the sound in hearing, the attribute I have
identified as resonance.

5. The composition of the organ of hearing

The ear has air walled up inside it and this internal air is the
part that receives the sound because it is continous, through
poroi,9 with the external air that carries the sound from the
object struck. The connate pneuma said at De Generatione
Animalium 11.6 743b36~744a5 to be the content of these poroi

9 Cf. GA 11.6
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is probably the same as the internal air referred to in other
passages.10 Thus at De Anima n.8 420a 12 Aristotle calls the
air walled up inside the ear connate (au^uris).11 It is note-
worthy that this is all that he has to say about the composition
of the inner ear. The proper sense-organ of hearing is, as
Burnyeat and Lloyd have emphasised,12 without any inner
structure. The inner air is confined and connate but otherwise
it is (and importantly, as we have seen, should be) no different
from the external air with which it is continuous.

The air is inside the ear in order to be protected from the
dispersal which would otherwise destroy its resonance. One
way in which the air can be dispersed is if another body enters
the inner ear. However, the fact that the air is hidden inside
the ear makes this difficult and Aristotle suggests that the ex-
ternal structure of the ear also serves to prevent dispersal, for
instance, by water entering the ear {De an. 11.8 42oai 1-13). He
says that we can hear in water because water not only does
not enter as far into the ear as the ear's own air, that is as far
as the hearing part of the ear, but also does not even enter the
external ear. This is because of the outer ear's convolutions

What Aristotle says here is that the water does not even
enter eis TO OUS 5id TOCS EAIKOCS. Since the contrast is with the air
inside the ear, 'TO OUS' seems to be referring to the external ear.
This is confirmed by passages in the biological works where
Aristotle ascribes hearing to animals that do not have an
ous. One such passage is Historia Animalium 1.11 492ai6-29.
Aristotle first says that the whole of the ear is composed of
gristle and flesh. A part of this is called the lobe and another
part does not have a name. He then says that the inside has a
composition, a c|>ucris, like spiral-shells (oi cn-p6|ji(3oi, 492a!7)

10 Cf. Peck (1953) 591, appendix B (29).
1 x In Aristotle's similar discussion of the connate pneuma by which insects smell, the

connate pneuma is contrasted with the external air, thereby indicating that we
should think of the connate pneuma as a sort of internal air; cf. ch. 5, sec. 7 below.
Again, however, I must defer to the literature mentioned in ch. 1, n. 107 (p. 92) for
a discussion of the complexities of Aristotelian pneuma.

12 Burnyeat (1993) 422-3; Lloyd (1991) 227.
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and that the innermost part of it is a bone similar to TO OUS. It
is here that the sound finally arrives 'just as in a vessel'. It is
clear that in order for there to be a comparison between the
composition of the inner part of the ear and TO OUS the two
have to be distinct. To ous seems therefore specifically to be
the external ear.

Having determined the reference of 'ous' in this way, Aris-
totle goes on to discuss which animals have (external) ears and
which do not. He says that some animals such as the animals
with feathers or horny scales do not have ears though they
have a clear passage (iropos).13 This must be the passage that
leads from the outside into the inner ear that was mentioned
in De Generatione Animalium n.6 743b36~744a5,14 where
Aristotle said that 'smell and hearing are poroi connecting
with the outer air'. The seal is, accordingly, an example of an
animal that has no external ear but obvious aural passages by
means of which (rj) it hears.

The seal is mentioned in another passage in De Generatione
Animalium v.2 78ib22-8, where its lack of (external) ears is
said to have been reasonably devised by nature.15 The reason
why it is reasonable that the seal should have no external ear
appears to be that it lives in water. The external ear is 'a part
of the body which is added to the aural passages in order to
preserve the change of the air from a distance and it is there-
fore of no use to the seal; indeed ears would be counter-
productive since they would receive a large amount of water'
(78ib25~8).16 Living in water, the seal hears in water and not
in air. But the external ear serves to preserve the change only
when it is air that mediates sound. It does not serve to pre-
serve the change in water when it is water that mediates
sound. That is why the seal does not have external ears. As
Historia Animalium suggested, the seal can hear simply by
means of passages with no added external ear. Nature does

13 Cf. HA n . io 5O3a5-6, iv.8 533a2i-2 .
14 Quoted in full in Ch. 1, sec. 10 (p. 91).
15 sOXoyoos 6* dTreipyacnrai f] (J>UCTIS KOCI TOC TTEpi TT̂ V <j>coKr|v . . .
16 It is not clear that this sentence is consistent with the De an. passage which said

that the convolutions of the outer ear prevent water from entering.
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nothing in vain. So since the seal does not need external ears it
does not have any.

In De Anima n.8 Aristotle ignored what happens when
water mediates sound. Perhaps that was because the focus was
on human hearing and humans hear less well in water than
in air (419b 18). It cannot have been because sounds as such
are heard less well in water, for at Historia Animalium iv.8
533b4~9 Aristotle says not only that fish hear but also that
they hear extremely well, a fact that is exploited by fishermen
in their fishing techniques (533b9~534an). Fish hear well de-
spite having no visible ears or apparently even such poroi as
those with which birds hear. Aristotle suggests that this is be-
cause they live in water. He says that 'though a sound is very
slight in the open air, it has a loud and alarming resonance to
creatures that live in water' (533b6-7).

We know from De Sensu 2 438a 15-16 that water is more
easily confined than air. That was the reason why the eye
consisted of water rather than air. So it may be that the reason
why sounds are better heard in water than in air is that water
is less easily dispersed than air. It therefore preserves the
changes from the sense-object better than air. Water is natu-
rally more resonant than air. This would explain why fish
have less-developed ears. Less is required to preserve sounds
in water than in air. So they do not need an external ear to do
this job.

There may be an analogy here between the way in which
fish hear in water and the way in which human beings see by
day. Recall that by day the transparent medium is more fully
actualised than at night because there is more light, which is
why we see better by day than by night, the change from the
sense-object being much stronger than at night. However, for
people who had very transparent eyes, that was to say, blue-
eyed people, the change from the sense-object could be too
strong by day. It was preferable to have less transparent eyes
when the medium was in such a condition that the change
from the sense-object was conveyed very strongly to the sense-
organ.

It seems that the hearing of fish in water is rather like the
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sight of people by day. In both cases the medium transmits the
change from the sense-object exceptionally well. And in both
cases it is preferable not to have a sense-organ that further
increases the intensity of the change from the sense-object. In
the case of human beings, it is preferable not to have eyes that
are too transparent as that makes the change from the colour
even more intense than it already is because of the excellent
mediation. In the case of fish, it is preferable not to have an
outer ear that further increases the resonance in the ear,
thereby making the change from the sound even stronger than
it already is because of the excellent mediating qualities of
water.

The outer ear seems to be the functional analogue to the
continuous tube that Aristotle in De Generatione Animalium
v.2 78ia8-io imagines to extend from the sense of sight to the
sense-object. This tube would create the optimal conditions of
vision because it would prevent the change from the visible
object from being dissipated. That is why animals see better at
a distance if they have eyes that to a greater extent are like
such a tube. For instance, animals with sunken eyes see better
than animals with protruding eyes because the recess acts like
the tube. (Compare using a rolled up newspaper as a tele-
scope!) The recess prevents the dissipation of the change from
the object. Similarly, the Laconian hound smells better be-
cause it has long nostrils that prevent the dissipation of the
change from the fragrant object.

Aristotle suggests that the same applies to the ears. Thus
'animals that have ears which are big and stick out like the
cornice of a house and a long internal spiral (eAiKriv) hear
better at a distance because they grasp the change from afar
and transmit it to the sense-organ' (78^13-16). The function
of the external ear and the function of the inner spiral seem
clearly to be the same, to preserve the sound. This explains
their similar construction.

However, Aristotle suggests that there is an aspect of per-
ceiving well other than being able to perceive well at a dis-
tance. This is the ability to perceive accurately, that is the
ability to perceive the finer details and differences in objects.
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In this respect, the membrane surrounding the air walled up
inside the ear (corresponding with the skin over the eye) is
more important than the projection. If an animal has a long
projection over its eyes but does not have pure liquid in its
eyes and a thin skin covering the eyes, it may be able to spot
objects at a great distance, but it will not be able to see them
accurately (GA v.i 78ob22-9). (If having a long projection
from the eyes is like having a camera with a zoom lens, then
having a fine membrane is like having a clean lens with no
scratches.)

Human beings see more accurately than other animals but
less well than some at a distance, for they have the most deli-
cate skin on their eyes. As De Partibus Animalium 11.13 657a34
says, 'it is to ensure keenness of vision that the skin over the
kore is fine and delicate'. Therefore animals with hard skin
over their eyes see less accurately.17 The same applies to the
membrane covering the inner ear. At De Generatione Animal-
ium v.2 78ibi7, he seems to generalise his point to cover at
least all the distance senses. The exceptional thinness of the
skin around the sense-organ in man ensures that human be-
ings, at least for their size, have the greatest accuracy of per-
ception of all the animals.

What conclusions can we draw concerning Aristotle's ex-
planatory procedure from his account of the ear? First, both
the external ear and the membrane covering the inside of the
ear are determined with direct reference to the function they
serve, which is to preserve the change from the sense-object,
thereby ensuring that the sound of the object will resonate in
the ear. The external ear prevents the change from the sound-
ing object from being dispersed when it arrives from afar. The
membrane preserves the accuracy of the change. The outer ear
and the membrane inside the ear do for resonance what the
projection over the eye in some animals and the skin of the eye
do for transparency. Like the composition of the eye, the com-
position of the ear is explained from the point of view of the
sense-organ's potentiality to be changed by the sense-object.

17 Cf. ch. 1, sec. 9.
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Second, the differences between the organs of hearing in
different animals tell us that whether a certain aural part be-
longs to an animal or not depends on the purpose that the
part will serve for the animal in hearing and whether or not
the part improves the animal's ability to hear, for example
animals living in water do not need an external ear in order to
hear. So the organ of hearing in fish has no further features
than the inner sense-organ. In their case, the sense-organ
proper is more than sufficient for these animals to receive the
sound from the outside, for fish hear even better than many
animals with complex organs of hearing.

6. How the environment determines the sense-organs

We can put the last point as follows: Aristotle ascribes those
parts to the sense-organ that are necessary for a given species
of animal to realise the actuality of perception given its natural
environment.

How are we to understand the role of the environment in
the composition of the sense-organs? We should notice first
that the environment plays an important role for Aristotle in
the explanation of animals in general. In Historia Animalium
VIII.218 he says that animals have been divided according to
their places: 'for some animals are land animals (TTÊ O) and
others are water animals (evu5poc)' (589aio-n).

The animals have the sort of parts that are serviceable to
their natural activities given their natural environment. Thus
animals are said to have lungs because they live on land (PA
ni.6 668b33). The explanation is as follows (668b34~669a7).
All blooded animals are likely to get very hot. They therefore
need cooling from the outside. The cooling can come either
from taking in air or from taking in water. If the animal is a
land animal it lives in air. So air is the element that is avail-
able to the animal to take in for which it must have suitable
organs. These organs are the lungs. If the animal is a water
animal, however, it must take in water to cool itself. Just as

18 Book vn according to Balme (1991).
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lungs are suitable organs for taking in air, so gills are suitable
organs for taking in water. Hence water animals have gills
instead of lungs.

The reason why water animals and land animals have dif-
ferent sense-organs is exactly parallel to the reason why they
have different refrigeratory organs. Fish, insofar as they are
animals, need perception. But if you are an animal that lives
in water, then water is the medium that is available for you to
perceive through. Perceiving through water requires you to
have certain organs of perception. The organ of hearing that
you need when hearing in water should not include an outer
ear, for the outer ear might harm your hearing either by
letting water into the inner ear or by increasing the resonance
to a level that makes you over-sensitive to sounds. If you are a
land animal living in air, however, you do need the outer ear
in order to increase the resonance of the air in your ear to
compensate for the fact that the air outside you is less reso-
nant than water.

The mediating abilities of air and water are reversed in the
case of sight, for whereas water is more resonant than air it is
less transparent than air. It is therefore also a worse medium
of sight than air. Water animals consequently need to enhance
transparency in their sense-organs. Their sense-organs must be
more transparent to compensate for the poor transparency of
the medium. A medium that is less receptive to the sense-
object requires a sense-organ that is more receptive.

Consider, for example, Aristotle's explanation at De Parti-
bus Animalium 11.13 658a3~io of why fish have fluid rather
than hard eyes. Fish move about over long distances. They
therefore need to see well at a distance. Fluid eyes are more
transparent than hard eyes (seeing through hard eyes is a bit
like trying to see through one's eyelids; compare De Partibus
Animalium 11.13 657b35~6), so fluid eyes enable them to see
better.19 There is a further difference between water animals
and land animals, however, that is determined by their natural

19 For the same reason birds that fly long distances have fluid eyes; cf. PA IV.II
69^24-7.
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environments. Air contains many objects that can hit the eyes,
thereby damaging them. Land animals that live in air there-
fore need protection for their eyes. Hard eyes in themselves
provide protection by being hard, but fluid eyes need extra
protection because they are soft, which is why animals with
fluid eyes have eyelids.20 Fish, however, are the exception.
Because they live in water they can do without eyelids for
there are far fewer objects in water that can hit the eyes than
in air. Since 'nature does nothing in vain' (658a8~9), fish,
then, have no eyelids.

This point also shows that it may be the environment, not
on its own but in combination with the animal's characteristic
life and activities, that determines features of the sense-organ.
Fish have fluid eyes not just because they live in water but
because they are very mobile. Quadrupeds normally have ears
that are movable and which stand up well in the air. This
allows them when they move about to pick up sounds from
afar and from all directions. The fact that determines the
composition of the quadruped's ears is not just that it hears in
air but that it moves about on all fours. For this explains why
quadrupeds that live in air as opposed to bipeds that also live
in air have ears that stand up. The fact that the quadrupeds
have ears that stand up is to be explained by the environment
together with the quadrupeds' ways of life and their charac-
teristic activities. Where the animal lives cannot be separated
from its way of life and characteristic activities and it is these
that define the animal as a certain species of animal. The
animal's natural environment is therefore part of the defi-
nition of the animal.21

I started this section by stating that 'Aristotle ascribes those
parts to the sense-organ that are necessary for a given species
of animal to realise the actuality of perception given its natural

20 Cf. Aristotle, Protrepticus B15; During (1961) 188.
21 At HA 1.1 48 7a 10-48 8b 11 Aristotle does distinguish the natural environment from

the differences in animals' lives and activities (5icc4>opai KOCTOC TOUS pious Kai TCCS
Trpd^eis). However, the subsequent examples show how closely the two are related.
You cannot, for example, separate the fact that fish swim from the fact that they
live in water.
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environment. We can now see that the clause 'given its natural
environment' is in a way redundant for the environment is
part of the definition of the animal. So the animal's natural
environment is already implied in our understanding of what
the animal is.

7. How a 'mixed environment' determines the sense-organs

So far we have seen how animals have sense-organs that are
suited to perceiving in either water or air. The situation,
however, is complicated by the fact that there are different
ways of being a land or a water animal. An animal can be said
to be a water or land animal (1) because it takes in water or
air (HA vm.2 589a! 1—13). (By taking in water or air Aristotle
has in mind an animal's taking in water or air through its gills
or lungs as a means of cooling itself down.) But (2) an animal
can also be said to be a land or water animal because it lives
and feeds in either air or water.22 Because there are these two
ways of talking about water and land animals it is possible to
be a land animal in one way but not in another.23 There are
animals that spend most of their time in water and get their
food from the water. So they would be water animals accord-
ing to (2). However, they also take in air. So according to (1)
they would be land animals (589a!8-21). For example, the
seal, the crocodile and the hippopotamus all live in water but
die unless they can breathe air at regular intervals (589a26-
30).24

The problem of identifying some animals as (exclusively)
water or land animals makes it difficult to draw any clear

22 HA vm.2 589ai6- i7 . HA vm(vn).2 59(^14-15 mentions a third way (3) of divid-
ing animals, namely, according to their 'bodily blend'. Balme (1991), note ad be,
argues that (3) must coincide with (2). Whether he is right or wrong does not affect
the present argument. All that matters here is that there is more than one way of
understanding water and land animals, not how many ways there are.

23 Balme (1987) 86ff. argues that such animals that escape classification illustrate
that the aim of HA is not to classify animals in a system of genera, species and
subspecies, but rather to find the causes of the differences between animals. For a
different view, cf. Lloyd (1992) 160 with n. 60.

2 4 Cf. HA 1.1 487aio-488bn.
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distinctions between the sort of organs that a 'land animal'
must have and the sort of organs a 'water animal' must have.
In De Partibus Animalium iv.13 697b 1-4 the seal 'tends to-
wards both'25 the water animals and the land animals. The
seal belongs either to both groups of animal or to neither
(697b4).26 That is why even though the seal has feet, an at-
tribute of land animals, its hind feet look like fins, an attribute
of water animals.27

The intermediary position of some animals affects the
composition also of their sense-organs {PA iv.n 690b 17-23).
Aristotle observes here that the crocodile has no tongue,
though it has the space for a tongue. This is explained by the
fact that the crocodile lives in water but also spends some time
on land. Insofar as the crocodile is a water animal it has no
tongue. Insofar as it is also to a certain extent a land animal, it
has the space for a tongue.28

The Libyan ostrich is one of those animals that escape clear
classification {PA iv.13 697b!3-26). Some of its parts are the
parts of a bird, others those of a quadruped. For example, it
has feathers like a bird but, unlike a bird, its feathers are
hairy. That seems to be why it cannot fly. Also, like a bird and
unlike a quadruped, it has two feet. But unlike a bird and like
a quadruped, it has cloven hoofs and not toes. The reason is
that the Libyan ostrich has the size of a large quadruped. It
does not have the size of a bird.29 The ostrich is therefore
heavier than normal birds, so it needs the sort of feet that larger
quadrupeds have to support themselves with, namely, hoofs.

The ambiguous position of the Libyan ostrich determines
at least one feature of its sense-organs, namely its eyelashes
(697b 17-21). The eyelashes exist for the protection of the

2 5 Balme's recommended translation of 67raiJ<t>oTepi£eiv; cf. Balme ad HA
Peck (1965) lxxiii-lxxv, prefers 'dualize'.

2 6 PA IV.13 697b3—4: 8lOC TOOTO OC|i4>OT6pCOV TH |i£T6XOUai [SC. a ! <|>cbKOU KOCl a! VUKTEp-
i6es] Kai ouSeTEpGov. (Logic requires us to take TE . . . KCU to mean 'either . . . or'; cf.
Smyth (1920) §2976.)

2 7 Cf. I A 18 7 i4a2o-b2: the reason why fish have fins and land animals feet is again
to do with what parts are useful for an animal naturally living in water or air.

2 8 For more on the crocodile's tongue, cf. ch. 4, sec. 10 below.
2 9 Birds are generally smaller because it is difficult for a heavy body to fly.
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eyes. They keep things out of the eye, like palisades put up in
front of an enclosure (PA 11.15 658b 14-26). Generally, it is
only animals that have a hairy body that have eyelashes. The
reason seems to be that since eyelashes are made of hair it is
only animals that otherwise have hair that can have eyelashes.
Because birds have feathers instead of hair they are therefore
excluded from having eyelashes. However, the Libyan ostrich,
again, is the odd one out (PA 11.14 658^14-15), because it is
both like a quadruped and like a bird. Like a bird, its lower
parts are covered in feathers. Like a quadruped, its upper
parts are covered in hair (excluding, however, the top of the
head and the upper neck, which are bald). Since the upper
parts of the Libyan ostrich are hairy, it is possible for it to
have eyelashes.

The example is much like that of the seal's feet. The seal
had feet insofar as it was a land animal but its hind feet
looked like fins insofar as it was also a water animal. The ex-
ample of the Libyan ostrich, however, shows a further point.
It shows how different ways of classifying animals can work
together in explaining a feature of the sense-organs. On the one
hand, there is the distinction between quadruped and biped
animals. On the other, there is the distinction between birds
and land animals. The ostrich cannot fly but spends its time
on land. So it has some of the features of a land animal (such
as cloven hoofs). However, it does not just have some features
of a land animal. It has some features of a quadruped land
animal, which is why it has only upper eyelashes rather than
both upper and lower eyelashes like man, a biped land animal.

There are two different distinctions involved here: bird ver-
sus land animal and quadruped versus biped.30 The two sorts
of classification work together in a way that allows Aristotle
to explain the peculiar features of the ostrich. It would have
been even more difficult than it already is for Aristotle to ex-
plain the peculiarities of the ostrich had he not been able to

30 The classes sound more different in English than in Greek since Aristotle's word
for land animals is TOC TTÊ OC, literally, 'the footed'. On the meaning of 'TTE£6V' and
'evuSpov', cf. Peck (1965) lxxvii-lxxxix.
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bring in a second sort of classification, if he had had to oper-
ate solely with the distinction between bird and land animal
and had not been able to combine it with the distinction be-
tween quadruped and biped.31 For example, saying that the
ostrich is also like a land animal explains only why it can have
eyelashes. It does not yet explain why the ostrich only has
upper eyelashes and not also lower eyelashes. To explain this
we need to bring in the distinction between bipeds and quad-
rupeds. For whereas man, a biped, has both upper and lower
eyelashes the quadrupeds all only have the upper eyelashes. It
is then insofar as the Libyan ostrich is like a quadruped that it
has only upper eyelashes.32 The ability to combine different
sorts of distinction thus makes Aristotle able to explain some
features of the parts of animals that he would not have been
able to explain had he insisted that all the features should be
explained according to one classificatory distinction such as
bird and land animal.

8. How functions other than perception may determine
the sense-organs

We have seen how the ambivalent position of the seal, the
crocodile and the Libyan ostrich determines their peculiar

3 1 PA 1.3 argues that it is necessary that each species of animal have many differentiae
that cannot be captured by one line of division (what Aristotle calls 'dichotomy').
For example, if we defined animals first as 'winged or wingless', we cannot then
bring in 'tame or wild' as a subdivision of winged and wingless, except per accidens
(in which case tame and wild are not introduced as essential differentiae of
winged). To use 'tame' and 'wild' as essential differentiae we need to introduce
another division. So the animal must be defined by a number of different divisions
that cannot all be ordered under one division such as 'winged or wingless'; cf.
Balme (1987) 73-8 . Balme argues that 'the genus - e.g. animal - must be differ-
entiated straightaway by all the differentiae that are exhibited by the definiendum.
If it is a species of bird, then it is biped, winged, has beak, neck, tail, etc.; these are
its generic differentiae' (73). If the definiendum is differentiated straightway by all
the generic differentiae, it might help explain why Aristotle thinks he can move so
easily from one sort of division, e.g. bird/land animal, to another sort of division,
e.g. biped/quadruped, when explaining the parts of a particular species, e.g. the
ostrich's eyelashes.

3 2 For a similar example, see the explanation of why the bat has no tail (PA iv.13
697b7- io) . The bat does not have a quadruped's tail insofar as it is a winged an-
imal, but nor does it have a bird's tail, for it is also a land animal. Cf. also GA m. 1
74
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sense-organs. However, even when an animal is clearly either
a land animal or a water animal we cannot always predict
exactly what sort of sense-organ it will have. We do not al-
ways find that the animal has the sort of sense-organ we
would expect it to have given its natural environment. The
reason for this is that the need for the animal to be able to
perceive well in its natural environment is just one of the many
needs an animal has. Perception is indispensable to animals
since it is this activity that defines them as animals. However,
perception is not the only activity that animals engage in.
Animals also move about, digest, reproduce, take in water or
air to cool themselves, and so on. The whole animal body is
suited to the range of different activities that the animal en-
gages in. Since the sense-organs are a part of the whole animal
body, they will often also serve the animal's other activities. If
(per impossibile) the sense-organs had existed on their own,
then perhaps they could have been determined by perception
alone. As it is, the sense-organs are one part amongst others in
the whole animal body that cooperate to fulfil all of its natural
functions.

A favourite example of Aristotle's of how a sense-organ
may serve different functions at the same time is the elephant's
trunk.33 The trunk is the elephant's organ of smell. But that
does not explain its unique shape and enormous size. This is
to be explained by the fact that the trunk doubles (i) as an
organ of breathing and (2) as a hand.

(1) The elephant spends much of its time in the water but,
unlike animals that live exclusively in water, it breathes air.
Because of its enormous size the elephant cannot move quickly
out of the water onto land every time it needs to breathe. So
nature has devised a trunk for it in such a way that the ele-
phant when it is submerged in water can hold the trunk out of
the water and breathe through it. Aristotle compares the trunk
to a diver's snorkel.

(2) The trunk also doubles as a hand, again because of the
elephant's enormous size. In small four-footed animals the

33 Cf. PA n.16 658b33-659a36,11.17 66^25-9.
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feet have fingers. The feet can therefore serve as hands as well
as support the animal. The elephant, however, is so heavy that
no feet can both support it and have fingers. Presumably,
Aristotle's point is that if the feet had fingers they would not
be sturdy enough to carry the enormous weight of the ele-
phant. So the elephant needs to have another part that can
serve as hands. This is where the trunk comes in. It doubles as
a hand.

If we put (i) and (2) together, we can understand why the
elephant's trunk has its peculiar shape and size. The trunk is
long so that the elephant can breathe through it even when the
rest of the elephant is submerged in water. It is flexible so that
the elephant can manipulate objects with it in the way other
animals manipulate objects with their fingers. The elephant's
trunk then is not composed simply to be useful for smelling
but also to enable the elephant to breathe and manipulate
objects, given its intermediary status as both a land and a
water animal and given its extraordinary size.34

So sometimes the sense-organ has to provide for a number
of functions. Its composition will then not be determined by
the function of perception alone but by a combination of dif-
ferent functions. The elephant's trunk is from this point of
view a success story for nature. Not just two but three differ-
ent functions are well served by the trunk: smelling, breathing
and manipulating objects. Sometimes, however, the different
functions cannot all be so well accommodated by the sense-
organ. In that case, what may happen is that the need to per-
ceive well is overridden by an even more important function.

An example. We saw that land animals have external ears.
We might therefore expect that birds too have external ears.
Birds, admittedly, are both winged animals and land animals.
Nevertheless, they live in air, and this was the reason why
land animals had external ears. Birds, however, have no ex-
ternal ears because they have feathers instead of hair.35 Be-

3 4 As we shall see in ch. 5, animals that take in air smell by taking in air. So there is
no way the elephant would be able to smell (at least when submerged in water) if it
could not also breathe in water. The two functions are therefore not quite distinct.

3 5 Feathers are the analogue of hair; cf. GA v.3 7 8 2 a i 6 - i 8 .
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cause they have feathers, Aristotle says, 'they do not have the
sort of matter [TOIOCUTTIV 0Ar)v] out of which they could form
ears' (PA 11.12 657ai9-2o). In this case it is not the demands
imposed by the form and function of the sense-organ as such,
that is, the ability to hear well, that explain the absence of the
external ear. It is rather the restraints imposed by the matter
(the feathers). However, this is not simply a point about
material necessity. For the feathers are there because of an-
other function (for example the birds have feathers in order to
be able to fly). The birds might have had an external ear. But
in that case the birds could not also have had feathers. So the
birds would not have had the parts that, given the sort of an-
imal that birds are, serve a more important function for them
than hearing well, namely, the function of flying.

To see that this is not just a point about material necessity
compare the case of a teapot. If you have some potter's clay
you can make a teapot. If you make your teapot out of clay,
the teapot will break if you drop it on the floor. That follows
from the necessity of matter. Clay is breakable. So anything
that is made of clay, teapots or whatever, is likely to break.
However, the point that Aristotle is making in the present
context is more like saying that if you use your clay to make
a teapot you cannot also use the same clay to make a plate.
Whatever implement serves the one function cannot also serve
that other function.

The case is similar with the ears of birds. Aristotle says not
just that there is no matter for ears in birds. He says that the
sort of matter is not there out of which ears could be made.
The sort of matter is here matter determined by the form and
function. Given that the birds have the matter determined by
the function of flying, there is no available matter that can
also serve the function of preserving resonance, that is no
matter available for an external ear. This is like saying that
given that the clay has been made into a teapot there is no
way that the same matter in that arrangement can also serve
the function of a plate. The point then is that given the de-
mands that the two functions impose on matter there could
be no matter that simultaneously is the matter of both the
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function of preserving resonance and of the function of flying,
because the two functions are mutually exclusive.

Compare also the case of the eyelids of oviparous quad-
rupeds, such as the lizard. The lizard is covered in horny
scales, that is hard skin which serves to protect the animal.36

Hard skin is not very flexible but eyelids must be flexible,
which is why the lizard has no upper eyelid (lower down the
skin is softer and so allows for a lower eyelid).37 Just as the
feathers of birds do not allow them to have external ears, so
the hard scales of oviparous quadrupeds do not allow them to
have upper eyelids. Since the lizard has no upper eyelids to
protect its eyes the skin over its eyes must be harder to protect
the eyes. But, as we have seen, if the skin over the eyes is
harder vision will be less accurate. So the need for the lizard to
protect itself leads to its having hard skin, which leads to its
having hard skin over the eyes, which leads to its having less
accurate vision.

So in both the birds and the lizard the demands of other
functions than sense-perception (flying, protection) outweigh
the demands of sense-perception (hearing and seeing accu-
rately). Their sense-organs are therefore composed in a way
that makes them less than ideal for perception, because the
sense-organs are parts of the whole animal body. The sense-
organs may therefore have features that serve other functions
than sense-perception. In other words, not all the features of
the sense-organs need be features of the sense-organs qua
sense-organs.

9. How the available matter may determine the sense-organs

Sometimes the restraints that the matter imposes on the com-
position of the sense-organs come not, as in the case of the
birds' ears, from the fact that the matter has to serve another
function. Sometimes they come from the fact there is not
enough matter to go around for all the parts that the animal

36 Cf. GA n.6 743bi4: TT)V TOU
37 Cf£4n
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might have had. 'Nature', Aristotle says, 'gives something to
one part of the body only after it has taken it away from an-
other part' (PA II. 14 658a35-6). So when we explain why a
particular part is present or absent we should take into ac-
count the composition of the entire body. We should ask what
matter was available for the formation of one part given that
matter has to go into all the other parts that the animal re-
quires. For example, there is only so much matter available
for an animal's hair. If, then, an animal's torso is particularly
hairy, there may not be enough matter to go around for the
animal's tail. This is why the bear, for example, does not have
a hairy tail (658a36-b2).38

The point affects the sense-organs too. At De Generatione
Animalium n.6 744bi6-26 Aristotle says that nature is like a
good housekeeper. A good housekeeper gives the best food to
the freemen first and then gives the servants the inferior left-
overs. Similarly, nature first 'gives' the best materials to the
most important parts of the body and then distributes the left-
overs to the less important parts. Since perception is the most
important part of an animal, that which defines it as an animal,
the sense-organs (including the flesh) get the purest matter.
The less important parts, such as the bones, hair and nails are
made out of the residual matter from the formation of the
sense-organs. In other words, these parts get the leftovers.

We would expect, therefore, that there would always be at
least enough matter for the formation of all the necessary or
useful features of the sense-organs. When nature doles out the
available matter we would expect the sense-organs always to
be at the front of the queue and not at the end, like the bear's
tail. However, it seems that even here the fact that the sense-
organs are part of the whole body means that matter may be
diverted to other parts of the body that could have have been
usefully spent on the sense-organs. For example, the quad-
rupeds could have had lower eyelashes if nature had not spent

38 In the case of the eyelashes of the Lybian ostrich (mentioned above) it seems to
work the other way around: the fact that the matter available for hair is not spent
on covering the top of the ostrich's head and its upper neck seems to make matter
available for the eyelashes to be extra hairy; cf. PA iv.13 697b 17-20.
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all the matter available for hair on covering their backs with
hair. Since eyelashes protect the eyes, quadrupeds could have
had greater protection for their eyes, but then they would have
had less protection for their backs, for the matter now going
towards hair on the back would have been diverted towards
the eyelashes. Given that there was not enough matter for both,
nature made a choice in favour of protecting the back rather
than the eyes. So nature, like a good housekeeper, acted for
the best given the possible means.39

10. Conclusion

The composition of the ear is primarily determined by its
function as a sense-organ of hearing. Hearing is the actuality
of a potentiality to be changed by sound. This potentiality is
present only in matter that is resonant to sound. That is why
we have a sense-organ of hearing composed of matter reso-
nant to sound, namely, the air inside the ear. The sense-organ
proper of hearing is simply this confined air. It contains no
internal structure. For land animals the air inside the ear is
continuous with the air outside through poroi.40 In some ani-
mals an external ear is further needed to protect and promote
the resonance of the inner sense-organ. By contrast, other an-
imals, such as fish, have no features observable to us. So we
assume that these animals have the inner sense-organ only.
Exactly what further features, if any, are needed apart from
the sense-organ proper depends on the conditions in which
hearing takes place. That is why the ear of an animal that lives
and hears in air is different from that of an animal that lives
and hears in water. Quadrupeds normally have an external
ear, but fish do not. However, some animals spend their time
both in air and in water. These animals have sense-organs that

3 9 Cf. PA n.14 658a23~4: OCEI y d p IK TCOV EVBEXOHEVCOV a r r t a TOU (3eATiov6s ecrnv [sc. f)

4 0 These poroi are also connected with veins that lead to the heart, thereby ensuring
the mediation of auditory impressions to the central sense-organ; cf. GA 11.6
744a3~5 and ch. 1, sec. 10 on the general function of poroi.
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reflect their 'mixed' environment. For example, the crocodile
has no tongue but nevertheless space for a tongue.

However, which features the sense-organ has does not just
depend on its function as a sense-organ. The sense-organs are
part of the whole animal body and may therefore serve other
functions than just perceiving. For example, the elephant's
extraordinary sense-organ of smell, its trunk, was explained
by the animal's need also to be able to breathe and manipu-
late objects. (Here too the mixed environment of the elephant
played a role.) We must always assume that the animal has
organs that enable it to perceive, for without perception there
is no animal. However, sometimes it seemed that other func-
tions might be more important than the ability to perceive
accurately. In that case, nature might divert matter from the
sense-organ to make organs for functions other than percep-
tion. The missing ears of birds and the missing lower eyelids
of lizards seemed to be examples of this. The fact that per-
ceiving accurately is not always the first priority for an animal,
given its particular nature, might explain why some animals
perceive some sense-objects better than others. Sometimes
there simply is not enough matter to go around. Just as there
was not enough matter for hair on the bear's tail, so it seemed
that there was not enough matter for lower eyelashes on
quadrupeds. On all these points, we are reminded that nature
does the best job possible given the available means.

What are the implications for the thesis of this study, that
the sense-organs are composed as the matter necessary for the
ability to perceive? The thesis only holds true if we qualify it
by saying that the sense-organs qua sense-organs are com-
posed in this way, for they may have functions other than
perception. This qualification makes the thesis more plausible,
however, for the qualification relieves the thesis of the impos-
sible task of having to find perceptual functions for all the
features of the sense-organs that Aristotle describes. This is
important also for another reason, for if a feature of the sense-
organ cannot be explained from the point of view of its use-
fulness to perception, then we might think that it had to be
explained by material necessity. In this way, we saw in chapter
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i that when the particular colour of a human eye did not
contribute to eyesight it meant that it had to be explained in-
stead by the attributes of the matter as such. However, it now
appears that when we cannot find a perceptual function for a
feature of the sense-organ, we may be able to find another
function for it. This shows that we do not need to resort to
material necessity since the feature after all can be explained
by hypothetical necessity. It is not a hypothetical necessity
that says that the sense-organ must have that feature in order
to be able to perceive. Rather it is a hypothetical necessity
that says that the sense-organ must have the feature in order
to do some other function.

For example, some animals such as the ant and the gadfly
have a hard tongue.41 This variation might seem difficult to
explain from the point of view of the tongue as an organ for
taste. After all, humans have a soft tongue which enables
them to taste better than any other animal. Since a hard tongue
does not contribute to better perception we might feel tempted
to attribute the hardness of their tongue to the attributes of
their matter as such. But that would be to ignore the second-
ary function that the tongue serves in these animals, namely,
as a sting or a bore. Like the elephant's trunk (Aristotle ex-
plicitly makes the analogy, PA 11.17 66ia27), nature here em-
ploys the sense-organ for more than one function.

The sense-organs thus display the complexity and flexibility
of Aristotle's teleology. It is correct to say that their primary
function is to be organs of perception,42 which is why we can
explain most of their features from the point of view of their
usefulness to perception. But if we proceed to explain the sense-
organs exclusively qua sense-organs, then the picture we will
have of them will to a certain extent be an abstraction because
we need to consider the secondary or even tertiary functions
that the sense-organs may serve in order to explain all their
features. But not only that. We need also to consider the sort
of matter and the amount of matter available for the formation

4 1 Cf. PA 11.17 66iai2-3O.
4 2 Cf. De an. 11.12
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of the sense-organs given that the matter might already have
been formed to serve different functions (compare the lizard's
eyelids and the bird's ears) or similar functions in other parts
of the body (compare the quadrupeds' eyelashes).

At the end of chapter i, I concluded that Aristotle drew a
functional map of the eye. It appears now that this map is part
of a larger functional map of the whole animal body, where
all the functions of the animal combine. To understand all the
features of the smaller map of the sense-organ we need to be
able to read the larger map of the whole body.
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4

THE CONTACT SENSES

i . Touch is the sense of direct contact

The verb 'to touch' can be used in two ways. We can say that
a bottle touches the table. By this we may mean that the bottle
is in direct contact with the table, that there is nothing in be-
tween the two. However, when I say that I touch the hardness
of the table I may mean something different, namely, that I
feel or perceive the hardness of the table. I touch the table in
this way only when I am using my sense of touch. Similarly,
we can say that the touch of your hand is cold. In that case
too it is implied that I perceive your hand as cold by my sense
of touch.

Perhaps it is more usual to use the verb Ho feel' rather than
the verb 'to touch' as a verb of perception.l One would say 'I
feel the hardness of the table' rather than 'I touch it' if one
wants to say that I perceive the table rather than that I am
simply leaning on it with some part of my body. That is per-
haps also why it seems more natural to use the verb 'to touch'
when the idea is just that there is contact between two things
and no perception takes place. So one says, for instance, that
the bottle touches the table, but the bottle does not and can-
not feel the table for a bottle is not such a thing as to have
perception. English has a verb 'to feel' which can be used in-
stead of 'to touch' where perception is particularly referred to,
and so 'to touch' will normally be taken to mean simply 'to be
in contact with'.

'To touch' then has two uses in English, of which 'to be in
contact with' is the most common. The situation is similar in

1 As noted by Sorabji (i971) 85.
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Greek. The verb 'a-nroijai' means primarily 'to fasten oneself
onto' or 'to grasp', secondarily 'to grasp with one's senses'.
The cognate noun 'd<|>r)' correspondingly means 'grasp' and
'perception' but, in particular, 'perception by touch'.

These lexicographic observations are relevant to Aristotle's
theory of touch, for he argues that touch is the sense of that
with which one is in direct contact. For instance, when I feel
the hardness of the table, there is a part of my body which
touches the table. That, Aristotle says, is exactly why this sort
of perception is called touch. Perceiving something by touch
involves that one is in direct contact with the sense-object.2

2. Taste is a form of touch

The sense of taste, Aristotle believes, has this feature in com-
mon with touch, that we are in direct contact with the object
that we taste. You taste something by putting it directly on
the tongue. So you taste things by direct contact. That there
is direct contact between object and perceiver in taste is in
Aristotle's view enough for taste to qualify as a form of touch.

'Touch' therefore picks out not just the one sense-modality
that we normally call 'touch', as when we talk about touching
the softness of the hand. It picks out the group of all sense-
modalities with which we perceive objects by direct contact.3
This group, as we saw, includes touch in the narrow sense and
taste. But we might imagine there to be other senses than taste
and touch that operate by direct contact. In that case we
should also call those senses 'touch'.

3. Two criteria of defining a sense-faculty

This claim seems to go against Aristotle's normal method of
defining the senses, which is first to define the proper sense-

2 De an. 111.13 4 3 5 a i 7 - 1 8 : f) 6' d<|)f) TCOV OCUTGOV aTrreoOai ecmv, 616 KOCI TO\JVO\X<X TOOTO

3 Cf. De an. m . l 4 2 ^ 2 7 - 8 : Kai oacov \xkv OCUTCOV oarronevoi aicj6av6pi60a, TTJ d<J)fj
aia0r|Td EOTIV.
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object of a sense-faculty and then to define the sense-faculty as
that which has the potentiality to be changed by that sense-
object as such.4 Thus the proper sense-object of hearing is
sound and the sense of hearing is that which has the poten-
tiality to be changed by sound as such. The proper sense-
object of vision is colour and the sense of vision is that which
has the potentiality to be changed by colour as such. On this
criterion two senses are the same if and only if they have the
same proper object. I shall therefore call this criterion the
'object criterion'.

But the previous section suggested that there is another way
of defining a sense-faculty than by its proper object. The sug-
gestion was that one can define a given sense as the sense of
touch if it operates by direct contact with its sense-object,
whatever its sense-object might be. Thus if it had been the
case, as it is not, that colours were perceived by direct contact
instead of at a distance, then the sense that perceived colour
would qualify as a form of touch.

In De Anima i i .n 423a5~io Aristotle imagines that the
medium of the distance senses, air, was part of the body. In
that case, he says, we would think that the three distance
senses were the same because they operated by means of a
single instrument. In this passage Aristotle is trying to distin-
guish the organ of touch from the medium of touch. He wants
to establish that the organ of touch lies inside the body,
whereas the flesh and skin are only the medium of touch. The
difficulty in distinguishing the organ from the medium is
caused by the fact that the organ is affected along with the
medium. This is just the way in which the distance senses
would be affected if the medium was part of the body.

I shall return to the notion that the flesh is the medium
of touch in section 7. For now, the interesting point is that
Aristotle imagines that the three distance senses would be
thought of as one if they operated like the sense of touch. This
is so irrespective of the fact that the three distance senses have

4 Cf. De an. 11.4 4^14-22.
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already been separately defined by their different sense-objects.
When Aristotle talks about touch he often focuses on the way
in which something is perceived, that is by direct contact,
rather than on what is perceived. In this passage the distance
senses are, temporarily, being dragged into this way of think-
ing. On this criterion a sense is a sense of touch if and only if
it operates by direct contact with its object. Let me call this
criterion the 'contact criterion' of touch.5

The contact criterion is not only different from but also in
potential conflict with the object criterion. For Aristotle some-
times uses the object criterion to define the sense of taste as
the sense that has the ability to be changed by flavour, that
is to say, the sweet and the bitter.6 Again, he uses the object
criterion to define touch as the sense that is changed by the
hot, the cold, the wet and the dry. Touch has some other ob-
jects as well, namely, the hard and the soft, the fine and the
coarse and the viscous and the brittle.7 However, he thinks
that the other tangible qualities can be 'reduced' (dvdyovToci)
to the hot and the cold and the wet and the dry.8

5 Following Sorabji (1971) 86, who also mentions Aristotle's criticism of Democritus
at Sens. 4 442a29~b26: Democritus reduces all the senses to touch because he says
that all perception happens by direct contact between the body of the perceiver and
the effluences from the object perceived. The criticism again reflects Aristotle's own
preoccupation with the sense of touch as the sense-faculty that perceives by direct
contact in that the criticism ignores what Democritus might have to say about
different effluences giving rise to different sorts of perception.

6 Cf. De an. 11.6 4i8ai3; 11.10.
7 Cf. De an. n . n 423b27~9; GC 11.2.
8 Cf. De an. 11.11 422b25~7. A word on 'reduction': in GC11.2 33oa25 Aristotle says

that the other tangible differences can be 'reduced' (dvdyovTai) to the dry, wet, hot
and cold. But 'reducing' should not be taken to mean 'reducing away', in the sense
that one often associates with reduction, viz. showing something to be nothing else
than what it can be reduced to. The word 'dvdyco' is used in the APr for the way in
which the other figures of a syllogism can be reduced to the first figure; cf. APr 1.32
46b4O. The reduction is here to be understood as 'leading back' the other figures to
the one that is more clearly understandable and immediately persuasive. In other
words, the leading back is explanatory. In Ph. 11.3 I94b22 'dvdyEiv' is the word used
of leading back a problem to the four causes. Aristotle's explanatory 'reduction' of
the other tangibles to the primary four should be contrasted with the attempt to
reduce them away as we find it in, for instance, Armstrong (1962). The point is
worth making because the other tangibles cannot be reduced away if they are to be
causally active as such. For instance, it is viscosity as such that causes a perception
of viscosity.
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As appears from this list, flavour is not among the proper
objects of touch. Conversely, the hot, the cold, the wet and the
dry are not among the proper objects of taste, for they are not
flavours and the proper object of taste is just flavour. Ac-
cording to the object criterion, then, it seems that taste and
touch have to be distinct sense-faculties, for they have distinct
objects.

We call sight and hearing different senses because they have
different objects. We do not call sight and hearing the same
sense just because they both happen to operate through a
medium. So given that taste and touch too have different ob-
jects, why should we call them the same sense just because
they both operate by direct, rather than mediated, contact?
What is so special about direct contact that should make us
identify senses that we would otherwise, that is if these senses
both operated by means of a medium, have said were different
because of their different objects?

4. What is flavour?

The two questions, however, are based on a faulty premise.
The last section suggested that the proper objects of taste and
of touch were completely distinct, that they had no more in
common than, say, sound and colour. It was important to
make this suggestion to bring out the point that the contact
senses are not defined in quite the same way as the distance
senses. But the suggestion is wrong. For Aristotle insists on
several occasions that flavours are a sort of tangible object. If
he can show this, if he can show that the proper object of taste
is somehow one of the proper objects of touch, then applying
the object criterion to taste will give us the same result as ap-
plying the contact criterion. Both criteria will give us the re-
sult that taste is a form of touch. Since the objects of taste will
also be objects of touch, taste will not be distinct from touch.
As regards taste and touch the two criteria will be consistent
in their results after all.

Let us consider then how Aristotle shows that flavour is a
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tangible object. In his run-down of the senses in Book n of the
De Anima Aristotle arrives at taste in chapter 10. He starts the
chapter as follows:
The object of taste is a form of the tangible which is why it is not perceptible
through another intermediary body, for neither is touch. And the body in
which the flavour, the tastable, resides, namely the wet, it resides in as in
matter, but this is something tangible. (422a8-n).

In Greek:
TO 5e yeuorov ioriv OCTTTOV TI* Kai TOUT' aiTiov TOO \XT\ slvai aicrdr|T6v 5ia TOO

dAAoTpiou OVTOS oro|jaTos- OU5E yap r\ dc()T].9 Kai TO acoiaa 5e ev co 6
S, TO ysuciTov, ev Oypco cos v/Arj* TOUTO 6J CCTTTOV TI.

Notice that the claim 'KO\ TO acoiaa Se ev cp 6 \\J[x6^ is linked
to the previous sentence by a 'Kai' rather than by an expla-
natory 'yap'. 'Ka*' may, but certainly need not, introduce an
explanation. So one might argue that the fact that the tastable
is in the wet is not presented as a reason for saying that the
tastable is something tangible. The meaning of the passage
would then be that it is also (KCCI) because the tastable is in a
body that it is not mediated. So this would be a further reason
not for saying that the tastable is a tangible, which at least
here would be axiomatic, but for saying that the tastable is
not mediated. In other words, it would be a reason for saying
that the tastable is not perceived through another body rather
than for saying that the tastable is a tangible; and it is of
course the immediacy of taste that Aristotle goes on to argue
for.

However, in CTO0TO 8J d-rrTov TI', CTO0TO' must be taken to
refer to 'TO crcbfia' rather than to 'TO yEucrrov'. The wet body
that the tastable has as its matter is something tangible. So
this is a rather different claim from the initial claim that the
tastable simply is something tangible. How are these two
claims related? On the interpretation that I would like to argue

9 I follow the reading of the MSS and take O05E yap r\ d<t>r) to be Aristotelian short-
hand for: 'For neither does touch perceive through the medium of another body.'
Ross's emendation of f) dcj>ri to TT] 6c<J>fi is thus unnecessary.
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for, call it interpretation A, the argument of the passage runs
as follows:
(1) the tastable is in a tangible body;
(2) the tastable is not in a tangible body in the way that a mediated

sense-quality is in a medium;
(3) (axiomatic) the tangible is not mediated; therefore
(4) the tastable is a tangible quality.
On the alternative interpretation of the passage, interpretation
B, the argument would be:

(i) the tastable is a tangible quality;
(ii) the tastable is in a tangible body; therefore

(iii) the tastable is not mediated.

But this is a rather impoverished argument, for here it is not
clear how (iii) follows from (i) and (ii) jointly.

I cannot exclude that interpretation B is correct. I can only
show that interpretation A is both possible and more explana-
tory than B. In particular, interpretation A is more explanatory
when it comes to understanding the crucial relationship be-
tween taste and touch. I call this relationship crucial because
it determines how we are to understand the criteria by which
Aristotle defines both taste and touch as forms of touch.
Again, why is it that Aristotle can define two senses that ap-
parently have diflferent proper objects as both being the same
sense? Why does Aristotle apparently deviate from his normal
procedure of defining a sense-faculty exclusively by its proper
object when it comes to these two senses?

On interpretation A the discussion that follows 422a 11
about the role of the wet in taste is meant to establish, first,
(2), that the tastable is not in a tangible body in the way that a
mediated quality is in the medium, in order then to establish
(4), that the tastable is a tangible quality. De Anima 11.10
thereby starts out by making the claim that the tastable is
something tangible in order to prove it by investigating what
it is to be mediated on the assumption that if something is not
mediated then it is perceived by touch. The discussion of taste
thereby serves to emphasise this assumption, that touch is
essentially unmediated perception.
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The discussion of taste in De Anima II.IO therefore also
leads naturally up to the discussion in n. 11 of the question
whether the flesh acts as a medium in touch. Here too the
central problem is to understand whether there is a medium in
touch. The conclusion is that flesh does in a way act as the
medium of touch. But it does not act as a medium in the im-
portant sense that characterised the medium of the distance
senses, namely, that it is another body through which the
perception happens. Touch does not happen 'Sid TOO iJETa£u
dAAoTpiou OVTOS crcb|jaTos' {De an. i i .n 422a9). In touch the
mediation happens in the perceiver's own body insofar as it is
affected along with the sense-organ. Both II.IO and II.I I would
then be concerned with the same basic question, What con-
stitutes mediation? Aristotle would be concerned in both
chapters to find out whether, and if so in what sense, taste and
touch can be said to be mediated, because he starts out from
the position that direct contact is what singles out taste and
touch as a distinct group of senses.

What, then, does Aristotle mean by saying (i) that flavour
is in a tangible body, the wet? At 422a 17-19 he says that:
Nothing produces a perception of flavour without moisture, but (only) what
has moisture actually or potentially, such as salt. For it is easily dissolved
[EUTT|KTIK6V] and acts as a solvent [OVVTT|KTIK6V] on the tongue.

Let us consider Aristotle's own example of a flavoured sub-
stance, salt. Salt is something soluble. Salt dissolves when im-
mersed in liquid. That, presumably, is what Aristotle means
by saying that salt 'potentially has moisture'. Salt has mois-
ture in the sense that even when it is not actually dissolved,
that is, actually in a liquid state, it will dissolve if immersed in
liquid. In modern terminology, we would say that salt has a
disposition to dissolve. Aristotle thinks that it is a character-
istic of everything that has flavour that it is soluble.10

The reason why flavour has to be soluble is more clearly

10 Aristotle's word for 'flavour' is 'xupos'. But 'xuiaos' can also be translated as 'juice'
(as seems appropriate in PA iv. 11 6901)29). So the connection between flavour and
moisture is already suggested by the term Aristotle uses for 'flavour', 'x^uos' is
cognate with the verb for dissolving or making something liquid (XECO).
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explained in De Sensu 4 44ia2O-bi5. So let us look at this text
first. The reason Aristotle gives here is presented as a general
point about the conditions of causal agency. That is to say,
the reason why flavours have to be soluble is a point about
what flavours have to be like in order to act in a certain way.
Salt, Aristotle says, is naturally dry for it is a kind of earth.
This is just what is meant by saying that it is something
earthy, for dryness is the proper attribute of earth.11 How-
ever, if the dry is going to act on anything then it has to be on
what is wet.

There is a general causal reason for this claim which we
are familiar with from De Generatione et Corruptione12 and
De Anima 11. 4-5.13 Aristotle reminds us of it again in De
Sensu.14' The reason is that before change the patient has to
be potentially like, but actually unlike, the agent so that the
patient in actual change can be changed by the agent from
being potentially like it to being actually like it. Thus the cold
is the opposite of the hot and it is able to be acted upon by the
hot so as to become itself hot. This, in my earlier example,15 is
what happens when the cold water in the kettle is heated by
the hot stove.

From these considerations about the conditions of causal
agency it follows that there must be something wet, some
moisture, if the dry is going to realise its ability to act. The dry
and the wet form a causal pair, the dry as the agent, the wet as
the patient. It is out of the action of the dry on the wet
that what is tastable arises. Thus Aristotle defines flavour as
an affection that is produced in the wet by the dry.16 In the
example of salt, salt is identified with the dry element. But in
order, as it were, to bring out the flavour of the salt the salt

11 Cf. GCn.3 33iai-6.
12 GC1.7 and passim; cf. Ph. 1.5 i88a3i-bio.
13 De an. n.4 4i6b3~9,11.5 4i7ai8-2i, 4 ^ 2 - 3 .
14 Sens. 4 4411514-15: 'everything acts and suffers insofar as there is an opposition in

each thing [sc. in the agent and patient]'.
15 Cf. ch. 2, sec. 5 (p. 126).
16 Sens. 4 44ibl9~2O: KOCI SOTI TOOTO X^OS, TO yiyvonevov OTTO TOU sipTiiJievou £r|poO

Trddos ev TCO Oypw . . .
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has first to act on some moisture. Aristotle seems to imagine
this action on the moisture as a form of percolation of the
moisture through the salt.17

Perhaps we can update his idea by imagining the action of
the dry on the wet along the lines of an espresso machine. An
espresso machine works by letting hot steam pass through a
funnel that contains coffee. In the funnel the steam, the wet,
is acted upon by the coffee, the dry, in such a way that the
flavour of the coffee is brought out in the steam, which is then
condensed into liquid coffee. The wet is sent through the dry
coffee and thereby acquires the taste of coffee.

The example is apposite also because Aristotle thinks that
heat plays a special role in bringing out the flavour of the dry
in the wet. He says that it is by the agency of heat that the wet
is sent through the dry and earthy.18 Similarly, the espresso
machine heats up the water to the point where it evaporates
and presses through the coffee in the funnel. Heat is in this
way an efficient cause in giving the liquid flavour.

Flavour is primarily associated with the dry element, but it
is only tastable in a liquid state. Similarly, we might associate
the ground coffee with the flavour in the liquid coffee insofar
as it is what gives flavour to the water. The water is in itself
tasteless.19 But Aristotle would say that the dry element needs
to act first on the wet before it is in a state in which we can
perceive the flavour. It is only 'the affection produced in the
liquid by the dry' which is 'capable of altering potential into
actual taste'. Since Aristotle is concerned with flavour as an
object of taste, the flavour is primarily identified by him with
the flavoured moisture, with \\J\I6S as a juice, rather than in a
dry state.

This is an important point for another reason, for it shows
that Aristotle is concerned with explaining the process which
makes flavour something tastable: the dry needs to act on the

17 Ibid. 4411317-19.
18 Ibid.
19 Cf. Sens. 4 44ia4.
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wet in order to become tastable. Aristotle does not describe
flavour as a quality independent of its potentiality to cause
tasting. Flavour has to be in moisture because flavour can
only be tasted in a liquefied state. We saw earlier that he de-
scribes the transparent medium in the context of colour be-
cause he wanted to explain the colour as what is visible and
colour was only visible in the transparent medium. Similarly,
he now describes the moisture as that which is necessary in
order to make the flavour tastable. Though, as we shall see
shortly, he denies that moisture is a medium of flavour, mois-
ture is introduced because it is a necessary condition of tast-
ability. So Aristotle's description of flavour, like his description
of colour, is meant to explain flavour essentially as a potential
object of perception. Flavour is essentially something that has
the ability to cause perception. It is necessary that the flav-
oured dryness should act on the moisture first if it is going to
be a potential object of perception.

The De Sensu story of how flavour comes about appears
in one respect different from the story told in De Anima II.IO.
The example of salt in De Anima II.IO suggested that the dry
agent was completely dissolved in the moisture, for there was
a mixture of dry and wet, and in mixtures there is no residue.
De Sensu, however, suggests instead that the heat extracts the
flavour from the dry agent in the moisture, thereby leaving a
residue. The image I used was the way the flavour is extracted
from the coffee in the espresso machine leaving behind some
dregs. Nevertheless, the important point seems clear: the dry
needs to act on some moisture (be it by solution or percolation)
in order for its flavour to be brought out. It is in this liquid
state only that the affection is produced which, as Aristotle
puts it, is able to alter the sense of taste from potentiality into
actuality.20

2 0 Sens. 4 4 4 i b i 9 - 2 2 : KGCI ECTTI TOUTO XU^OS» TO yiyvopevov OTTO TOU eiprmevou £npoO
Trd6os sv TCO Oypco Tf̂ s yeuaecos TT\$ KOCTCX Suvapiv OCAAOICOTIKOV [6V] eis IvEpyEiav
dy£i y a p TO aiaOriTiKov E!S TOOTO SvvdjjiEi iTpouTrdpxov . . .
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5. Why moisture is not a medium of taste

This, then, is the reason why Aristotle says that flavour is
found in moisture. It is clear that moisture thereby assumes a
different role from the role that, for instance, light plays in
vision. Light is a condition of the visibility of colour but in a
different way from the way in which moisture is a condition of
flavour being tastable, for the dry acts on the moisture by
being mixed with it.21 For instance, salt dissolves in water and
is mixed with the moisture, but colour does not become visible
by being mixed with light.

In order for there to be mixture there has to be a mixture of
matter. Thus when red wine and white wine are mixed to
make a kind of rose, both the colours of the two wines and
their liquid blend into one. It is quite clear that Aristotle
thinks that there is no such blending of matter when the col-
our acts on the transparent medium in vision. In De Anima
in. 12 435a2-3, he uses the image of a seal being impressed all
the way through a block of wax to illustrate the way in which
the sense-object acts on the medium. The image should be
taken to mean that it is only the form of the sense-object, the
seal, which acts on the wax, not also its matter, the iron or
gold of which the seal is made. That this is the right inter-
pretation of the image is confirmed by De Anima 11.12 424a 17-
24, where Aristotle says of the sense-faculties that they receive
the sensible form of the sense-object without its matter. He
compares this reception with the way in which the wax re-
ceives the imprint of a ring without the iron or gold of which
the ring is made. It is crucially only the form that is trans-
mitted when the sense-object acts on the medium and the
sense-faculty.

There is then no mixture of matter when the sense-object
acts on the medium, but there is a mixture of matter when the

21 De an. II.IO 422ai3~i6: 'But the perception does not arise for us through a
medium, but by the flavour's being mixed with moisture, just as in the case of a
drink. But the colour is not seen thus by being mixed, nor by means of effluences.
Therefore there is no medium [sc. in taste].'
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dry acts on the moisture. So the moisture is not a medium of
flavour in the way in which the transparent is a medium of
colour. Aristotle in De Anima II.IO refers to an imaginary sit-
uation in which human beings lived in water rather than air.
The point is that even if our natural habitat was water, water
could not be said to be the medium of flavour. This strengthens
the case for saying that moisture is not a medium of flavour,
for Aristotle himself tends to identify the element in which we
live with the medium through which we perceive.22 Thus ani-
mals that live in air hear through air qua resonant, see through
air qua transparent, and smell through air qua the air's ability
to 'wash and clean a flavoured dryness'.23 As I argued in
chapter 2 it is because we live in air and not in water, that air
{qua its different mediating qualities) and not water is the
medium of our distance senses. The fact that in the case of all
the senses recognised as mediated air alone is the medium
would make us think that taste (i) does not have moisture as
its medium and, more strongly, (ii) does not have a medium at
all for those animals that live in air, for if taste had a medium
it would be air. It is against this background that Aristotle
says that 'even if we lived in water, we would perceive some-
thing sweet thrown into the water, but the perception would
not arise for us through the medium, but because the sweet is
mixed with the wet, just as in the case of a drink'.24 This
shows that it is not just a fact about human beings that mois-
ture is not the medium of taste because we live in air rather
than in water, for even if we lived in water moisture would
still not be the medium of flavour.

Let us imagine, then, that I spent my life under water in a
swimming-pool. If you threw a certain amount of sugar into
the water of the pool, the sugar would gradually dissolve and
mix with the water until all the water would be mixed with the
sugar. Aristotle says that something is a mixture (laî is/Kpacris)25

as opposed to a mere 'composition' (auvdeais) when its in-

22 Cf. De an. in. 13 435b2i -2 .
23 Sens. 5 443a 1-2; on smell, cf. ch. 5.
2 4 De an. 11.10 422an-i4-
25 Cf. De an. II. 10 422a 14: nEixOfjvai; 442a 15: niyvucrOai.
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gredients react to each other in such a way that the result is
actually different from each of the ingredients.26 So if we have
a mixture of sugar and water in the pool, we do not have two
separate substances in the pool, water with bits of sugar
floating about, for this would be a mere composition of water
and sugar. Instead we have a mixture which is a new and dif-
ferent substance from the sum of the two ingredients that went
into it. We have sugary water, not water plus sugar. If so, it is
clear that when the sugary water hits my tongue when I am in
the water I do not perceive the sweetness of the sugar. I per-
ceive the sweetness of the sugary water. That is why we can-
not say that I perceive the sweetness of the sugar through the
water. I am not perceiving the sweetness of the sugar that you
threw into the pool but that of a different substance, the sug-
ary water. It is clear that this is different from what happens
when I see a coloured object, say a red flag, through the
transparent air, for there it is not the redness of the interven-
ing air that I see but the redness of the flag that I see through
the air.

The difference between perceiving the sugary water and
perceiving the red flag nicely illustrates the difference between
perception by direct contact and perception through a medium.
For when I taste the sugary water I perceive a substance with
which I am in direct contact. I am not perceiving the sugar at
a distance through the water the way I see the red flag through
the transparent. What enables me to taste the sugary water is
that water stretches all the way to my tongue. What enables
me to see the red flag is that the transparent medium, not the
flag, stretches all the way from the flag to my eyes. In other
words, in vision the object that is in direct contact with the
sense-organ, that is, the medium, is not perceived. But in
tasting, it is the object that is in direct contact with the sense-
organ that is perceived and only this object. There is no way
you can perceive the sweetness at a distance. Lying in my pool
there is no way that I can perceive the sweetness of the sugar
that you throw into it. The sweetness has to be that of the

26 GC1.10 327b22-3i.
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mixture that I am directly in touch with, the sugary water, for
me to be able to taste it.

There would be an analogy between the mixing of the sugar
and the water and the transparent medium in vision if the
redness of the flag made the transparent medium red and it
was the redness of the medium which the eye saw. That this
would be the relevant analogy is confirmed by a passage in De
Sensu 4. At 441b 15-19 Aristotle says that
just as those who wash colours and flavours out in the wet make the water
have such a quality [sc. colour or flavour], so also nature washes out the dry
and the earthy and by sending the water through the dry and earthy by the
agency of the hot invests the wet with a certain quality.

If mediation of vision were like the dry acting upon moisture,
then the colour would make the transparent coloured. When I
see a red flag the transparent air would literally go red for the
red flag would make the transparent air 'have such a qual-
ity',27 that is it would make the transparent go red like itself.
The medium would, as it were, be dyed red by the redness of
the flag. It therefore becomes a reason in itself for saying that
the medium of vision does not become coloured in vision, that
if the medium did go red, then it would act like moisture in
taste. But, as we have seen, moisture is no medium of taste.
Similarly, if the medium of vision went red it would not be a
medium either.

What the analysis of the role of moisture in flavour shows is
that flavour is liquefied in moisture and that the flavoured
moisture acts on the sense of taste not as a medium but by
being in direct contact with the tongue. In other words, the
analysis of the role of moisture shows that it is not a medium.
But if the moisture is not a medium, then by implication it is a
direct object of taste, for either it is a medium or it is a direct
object, tertium non datur. So the moisture is a direct object
of perception. But then the moisture, or more precisely, the
flavoured moisture, is also a sort of tangible object, for any
direct object of perception is a sort of tangible object. As we

27 Sens. 4 44^16-17: TOIOUTOV eyeiv TTOIOOCTI TO OScop; 44^18-19: TTOIOV TI TO Oypov
TTa
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saw at the beginning of this chapter, this was the crucial point
about tangible objects, that they are perceived by direct con-
tact. If flavour is a tangible, then on the object criterion, too,
taste is a form of touch.

My argument for interpretation A (p. 184) in De Anima
11.10 has come full circle. It has been shown what flavour is,
how it is in the wet, how this is not a case of being in a me-
dium, why taste is therefore not mediated perception, and why
taste is therefore a form of touch.

6. The sense-organ of touch

The fact, as Aristotle sees it, that taste is a form of touch is
reflected in the fact that both senses have the same sense-organ,
the flesh. If, as has been argued, the sense-organ is determined
by the sense-faculty's potentiality to be changed by the sense-
object, it is to be expected that two senses that have the same
sense-object also have sense-organs that are similar in com-
position. We shall see that in the case of both taste and touch
the sense-organ is flesh, though it is only the flesh of the
tongue with which we can taste. Let us first consider what the
sense-organ of touch is. In De Anima in. 12 Aristotle says:
But if a body has perception, it must be either simple or complex. And it
cannot be simple, for then it could not have touch, which is indispensable.
This is clear from what follows: An animal is a body with soul in it. Every
body is tangible, that is, perceptible by touch. Hence necessarily, if an animal
is to survive, its body must have touch. All the other senses, for example
smell, sight, hearing, apprehend through media. But where there is imme-
diate contact the animal, if it has no perception, will be unable to avoid some
things and grasp others. So it will find it impossible to survive. That is why
taste also is a sort of touch. It is relative to nourishment, which is a tangible
body, whereas sound, colour and odour are not nutritious and bring about
neither growth nor diminution. Therefore taste also must be a sort of touch,
for it is the sense of what is tangible and nutritious. {De an. 111.12 43^8-22)

The first point made in this passage is that since an animal
has a body and every body is tangible, an animal is a tangible
thing. The reason why every body is tangible has been given
in De Generatione et Corruptione 11.2, namely that the princi-
ples of body qua body are the tangible qualities, hot and cold,
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dry and wet. As a consequence of having a body an animal is
then said to need the sense of touch. The point is that the an-
imal body is going to get into contact with other bodies. If an
animal has no way of detecting which other bodies will be
harmful to its body and which will be beneficial, the animal
will quickly come to grief.

The passage starts by making a claim about what the body
must be like in order to have perception. The body is here
understood as an organ of touch. The body cannot be simple
for then it would be unable to perceive by touch. In De Gen-
eratione Animalium 11.5 74iaio-i3 Aristotle says that
it is impossible for any part of the body whatever (face, hand, flesh or any
other part) to exist unless there is perceptible soul in it, be it in actuality or
potentiality, and be it in some respect or simpliciter. For it will be like a
corpse or a part of a corpse.

It is only the tongue, the eyes, the ears and the nose that have
perception otherwise, that is, as the organ of taste, sight,
hearing and smell respectively. The flesh of the body has the
perceptible soul in it insofar as it is an organ (alternatively,
medium)28 of touch. The remaining parts of the body, bone,
tissue, tendons, etc., are there in order to support the flesh.
These parts can be seen as also belonging to the animal body
because they are indirectly instrumental in touch, for without
the support of these parts the flesh would not be there to
enable us to perceive by touch.

In the passage quoted from De Anima in. 12 Aristotle says
that if the body is going to have touch, then it must be a
complex body. He does not explain this other than by saying
that if the human body is a tangible body amongst other tan-
gible bodies then it needs touch to discern other tangible
bodies in order to survive. Turning to De Partibus Animalium
11.1, however, we can give a more precise reason why the body
must be complex for us to be able to perceive by touch. In 11.1
Aristotle explains the difference between homoiomerous parts
and anhomoiomerous parts. Something is homoiomerous if
you can divide it into any parts and find that each part is of the

28 Cf. sec. 7.
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same kind as the other parts. That is what 'homoiomerous'
literally means, having similar parts. For instance, flesh is
homoiomerous. Divide it in any way you like and all the bits
will still be flesh. Anhomoiomerous are simply those parts
which are not homoiomerous, say a face. If you cut off a bit of
the face, the cut-off bit will not also be a face.

Aristotle wants to argue that an animal body is composed
both of homoiomerous and anhomoiomerous parts. The
instrumental parts, like a hand or the face, are generally
all anhomoiomerous, but the instruments of perception, the
sense-organs, are all homoiomerous. The reason why they are
homoiomerous is that:
Perception happens in all animals in the homoiomerous parts since each
sense is concerned with one kind [of sense-object]. And the organ of each is
receptive of the sense-objects. But what is potentially is acted on by what is
actually, so that the two are of the same kind and if the second is simple so
is the first. That is why none of the physiologists [c(>ucrioA6yoi] tries to claim
of a hand or a face or any other such part that one is earth, another water,
or another fire. But they do link each of the sense-organs with one of the
elements. (PA II.I 647a6-i2)

The sense-organs are homoiomerous because they are made
of a single element. If something is all made of water, it is
clear that if you take some of it away what you get is more
water. Similarly with the sense-organs when we say that each
of them is made of a single element. The sense-organs too are
homoiomerous.

We recognise of course the principle of assigning single ele-
ments to the sense-organs from De Anima in. I and De Sensu
2. But here we are given the rationale behind the principle.
The rationale is that what is to be changed by something must
be like what will change it. The patient must be like the agent.
That means that the patient of the change has to be the same
in kind as the agent. Aristotle solved the question whether the
agent must be like or unlike the patient in order to change it
by saying that before the change the agent must be like the
patient in genus but unlike it in species.29 When the change
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happens the agent acts on the patient so as to make it like
itself in species. Aristotle's point here is that if the patient is
going to be changed by an agent that is simple in kind, then
the patient must be simple in kind too, for if it is not it will not
become actually like the agent when changed by it. It will not
become like the agent insofar as the agent is one in kind
whereas the patient is not.

The argument still looks a bit weak. But it is strengthened
when we recall that the sense-faculty is in potentiality just
what the sense-object is in actuality, nothing more, nothing
less. The faculty of sight is a faculty of sight just insofar as it is
able to be changed by colour so as to become like the colour.
So if the sense-object is one in kind, for the sense-faculty to be
of more than that kind would mean that it had attributes that
were extraneous to its ability to be changed by that sense-
object.

The simplicity of the sense-faculty is inherited by the sense-
organ on the principle that has been the basis of my explana-
tion of the sense-organs up till now, the principle that the
sense-organs provide the necessary matter for the potentiality
to be changed by a certain sort of sense-object. For example,
that which is potentially coloured is the transparent since the
transparent is what has the ability to be changed by colour as
such. So the sense-faculty is transparent. But transparency is
present only in a certain sort of matter. So the sense-faculty
must have a material side, which is the transparent water in-
side the eye, the kore. Transparency is here a simple poten-
tiality. It is of one kind in the sense that it is a potentiality to
be coloured and coloured only. The matter qua transparent is
simple too, for one sort of matter, water, is sufficient for the
simple potentiality of transparency. So the sense-organ inherits
the simplicity of the sense-object. That is why the kore only
consists of water. Aristotle continues:
Though the ability to perceive is present in the simple parts, it happens very
reasonably that the faculty of touch is found in the least simple of the sense-
organs, though it is still homoiomerous. For the faculty of touch seems to
be most [of all the senses] of several genera, and what is perceptible under
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it seems to have many oppositions, hot and cold, dry and wet, and
the sense-organ of these [sc. oppositions], the flesh and its analogue, is the
most corporeal of all the sense-organs. (PA II.I 647ai4~2i)

The same argument that gave us the simple composition of
the kore now gives us the more complex, though still homo-
iomerous, composition of the sense-organ of touch. The organ
of touch inherits the complexity of the objects of touch. The
objects of touch belong to different genera. Heat and cold
belong to one genus, wet and dry to another. We would ex-
pect then that if the ability to be changed by the one genus is
an attribute found in one kind of matter and the ability to be
changed by the other genus is found only in another sort of
matter, then the sense-faculty of touch by having both abilities
must have a sense-organ composed of more than one sort of
matter. This is in fact the case, as we see in De Anima in. 13:

It is clear that the body of an animal cannot be simple. I mean it cannot be
made of fire or air for without touch it is not possible for it to have any
other sense for the entire ensouled body is able to perceive by touch, as was
said. Now all the other elements, except earth, could become a sense-orgu...,
but they all bring about perception through something else and through a
medium. Touch, however, is by direct contact with the objects, which is why
it has its name ... Consequently, none of these elements would be the body
of an animal. Nor indeed can the body be made of earth, for touch is as it
were a mean between all the tangibles and the sense-organ is receptive not
only of the differentiae of earth but also of the hot and the cold and all the
other tangibles ... The organ of touch is not of earth nor of any of the other
elements. (435ai 1-04)

By 'not of earth nor any of the other elements' Aristotle
here means 'not of a single of any of the elements'. So the
sense-organ of touch cannot be something simple. It has to be
a complex body. The last part of the passage fits with the ex-
planation in De Partibus Animalium of why the sense-organ of
touch is less simple than that of the other senses. The expla-
nation was that the proper object of touch was not a single
contrast within one genus but several contrasts within several
genera. Compare again the case of the kore. Sight is con-
cerned with the contrasts between white and black that fall
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within one kind, colour. Sight needs only to be potentially
one kind, coloured, so it needs only to be transparent. Trans-
parency is present in one kind of matter, water. So the sense-
organ of sight is simple.

In the case of touch, there are at least two contrasts, hot
and cold, dry and wet, and so two different kinds. The sense
needs to be potentially both contrasts. The potentiality to
become hot and cold or dry and wet is, like transparency,
something that you only find in a certain sort of body. That
is why the sense-faculty needs a material side to it, a sense-
organ. But there is no simple body, no element, which is both
hot and cold and dry and wet. Instead we find that earth is
cold and dry, water wet and cold, air wet and hot, and fire hot
and dry.30 So in order for touch to have all of these qualities,
it needs a sense-organ that is a complex body, a body consisting
of all the elements.

Somebody might ask, 'Why cannot the organ of touch
simply be composed of fire and water, since these two ele-
ments would give the sense-faculty all the four tangible qual-
ities potentially? It would get the hot and the dry from fire and
the cold and the wet from water.' One answer is that if the
organ of touch needs to be a mixture of those two elements,
qua mixture, it cannot be a mixture of just those two and no
other, for De Generatione of Corruptione n.8 tells us that all
mixtures are mixtures of all four elements.

Flesh is a complex body. As Aristotle says at De Anima
11.11 4 2 3 a i 2 - i 5 :

It is impossible for the ensouled body to consist of water or air, for it is
necessary that it be something solid. It remains that it is a mixture of earth
and these elements, such as flesh and its analogue profess to be.

Flesh is a suitable sense-organ of touch because it consists
of all the elements, with the possible exception of fire.31 It is

30 GCn.3330b3-5.
31 Fire plays a special role in the composition of all the sense-organs. It seems to be

connected more with the natural heat than with the particular constitution of any
of the sense-organs. Cf. De an. m.i 425a6.
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suitable because all of the contrasts that the sense of touch
need potentially to have are present in these elements taken
together. Hence also the conclusion of the De Partibus Ani-
malium passage that 'the organ that deals with these varied
objects is of all the sense-organs the most corporeal, being
either flesh or the substance which in some animals takes the
place of flesh', in other words 'flesh and its analogue'.32

7. Flesh as the medium of touch

There is a complication, however, for Aristotle sometimes
says that flesh is only the medium of touch and taste, whereas
the proper sense-organ of these senses is in the heart or some-
where around the heart.33 At De Anima 11.n 423b7 he insists
that we perceive all things through a medium, but the presence
of a medium in touch and taste escapes our notice because the
medium, the skin and flesh, is directly attached to our bodies.
The mediation of the sense-objects of touch and taste occurs
simultaneously with our perception of them. This is compared
with the way in which the body of a soldier receives a shock
when his shield is struck. The blow on the shield and the blow
to the body occur simultaneously. Similarly, in perception by
touch and taste the skin and flesh are affected simultaneously
with the sense-organ.

Touch and taste then seem to be mediated after all. Aristotle
concludes by saying that:
It seems in general that just as air and water are to sight, hearing and smell,
so the flesh and the tongue are to their sense-organ as each of those is. And
neither in the one case nor in the other would perception occur when con-
tact is made with the sense-organ itself, for example if someone were to put
a white body on the surface of the eye. From this it is clear that that which
can perceive the object of touch is internal, for then the same thing would
happen as in the other cases; for we do not perceive what is placed on the
sense-organ, but we do perceive what is placed upon the flesh. Hence the
flesh is the medium for that which can perceive by touch. {De an. n.n
423b 17-26; transl. Hamlyn)

32 Cf. PA n.8. 33 Sens. 2 439ai-2.
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The passage shows that the fact that we do not perceive
what is directly placed on the sense-organ overrides the ten-
dency to think that the sense-organ of touch is that which is
in direct contact with the sense-object. We feel something hot
when a hot object is placed directly on our flesh. But this
should not make us think that flesh is the sense-organ of
touch. It should only make us think that the affection of the
flesh occurs simultaneously with the affection of the sense-
organ around the heart. In a way this is inconsistent with what
was said earlier, namely, that the contact senses are those
senses that perceive by direct contact with their sense-objects,
for this meant that touch and taste were singled out as having
no medium. But now we are told that what is in direct contact
with the sense-objects, the tongue and the flesh, is in fact not
the part of the body in which the sense-faculties of touch
and taste are located. The tongue and the flesh are only the
medium of taste and touch.

In another way, however, what we are told now is not in-
consistent with what was said earlier, for the contact senses do
operate by direct contact, not in the sense that excludes a
medium, but in the sense that when you put something tangi-
ble directly on the body then you perceive it instantaneously.
The tangible does not have to act on a different body before it
can act on the sense-organ in the sense that a colour has to act
on air or water before it can act on the eye. The operative
distinction between the contact senses and the distance senses
here is not the distinction between the sense-object's acting
indirectly on the sense-organ through a medium and its acting
directly on the sense-organ. It is rather the distinction between
the sense-object's acting indirectly on the sense-organ through
a different body, as in vision, and the sense-object's acting in-
directly on the sense-organ through the perceiver's own body,
as in touch and taste. 'The medium' has been shown to be
ambiguous, meaning, on the one hand, what is in between
the sense-organ and the sense-object, and, on the other hand,
what is in between the perceiver's body and the sense-object.
In the first sense touch and taste do have a medium, in the
second sense they do not.
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In De Partibus Animalium n.8 Aristotle continues the dis-
cussion of the homoiomerous parts of the body initiated in 11.1
(quoted above, p. 195):
Let us first of all consider flesh in those animals that have flesh, but the
analogue in the other animals. For this is the origin [ocpxr)] and essential
body of animals. And this is clear according to reason. For we define ani-
mal by its having perception, but first of all by having the first sort of per-
ception. But this [sc. the first sort of perception] is touch and the organ of
touch is such a part [sc. flesh] either as the first sense-organ of touch, just as
the kore is the first sense-organ of sight or as the medium of touch taken
together [sc. with the first organ of touch] just as if somebody were to add
all of the transparent to the kore. {PA 11.8 653^9-27)

I want to show that this passage is crucial to understanding
the ambiguity in Aristotle's location of the organ of touch.
The entire body insofar as it consists of flesh is first considered
the organ of touch. But a distinction is then introduced be-
tween the primary sense-organ of touch, which Aristotle pre-
sumably also here would take to be the heart, and the flesh. It
might be that the flesh rather than being the primary sense-
organ of touch is the medium of touch. So far the story is
familiar. But the story does not end there, for we can take the
sense-organ of touch to be the flesh and the primary sense-
organ taken together, just as if we were to take the kore and
the transparent medium of sight together to be the sense-
organ of sight.

I have already argued that the sense-organ of sight and the
medium of sight are determined by the same functional re-
quirement of transparency, that is the ability to be changed by
colour. The eye jelly had to be transparent like the medium
for the same reason.34 The kore and the medium were there-
fore identical qua transparent. The functional identity of the
eye jelly and the transparent medium would therefore give
some licence to a person who wanted to add the medium of
sight to the eye jelly and call the compound of these two the
sense-organ of sight.

34 Sens. 2 438b6-8. 'Just as nothing is seen outside without light so also inside
nothing is seen without light. It is necessary then that the inside be transparent.'
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However, there is an obstacle to calling the transparent
medium part of the organ of sight for the medium of sight
is not part of the body. It is only the body and its parts that
can be said to be a sense-organ of the soul. There is no such
stumbling block when it comes to the medium of touch,
however, for the flesh is part of the body. If the soul uses the
flesh in perception by touch, there is no reason why the flesh
should be not be called the soul's organ in touch, though we
would still want to reserve for the heart the role of primary
sense-organ of touch. The heart is the primary organ of touch
for it is when the tangibles are received by the heart that they
are perceived, though this fact escapes our notice since the
affection of the flesh coincides with the affection of the heart.
Again, as in the case of sight, we have here a licence to take
the flesh and the first sense-organ of touch together, for com-
pare De Partibus Animalium II.I

Since the ability to perceive and move the animal and the nutritive faculty
are in the same part of the body, just as it was said earlier in other works, it
is necessary that the primary part that possesses such principles, insofar as it
is able to receive all the sense-objects, should consist of all the simple parts,
but insofar as it able to initiate movement and action it should be made
of anhomoiomerous parts. That is why the analogue [sc. of the heart] in
bloodless animals and the heart in sanguineous animals is such a part, for
the heart divides into homoiomerous parts just like the other viscera but
owing to its shape of appearance it is anhomoiomerous.

In the same way as the flesh was said earlier in De Partibus
Animalium II.I to be composed of all the simple bodies in
order to be able to receive all the various tangible objects, so
the heart is said to consist of 'all the simple parts' in order to
be able to receive all the sense-objects. So the same principle
of composition is involved both in the case of the flesh and in
the case of the heart. The parts are composed in such way that
they are able to receive all the sense-objects that they are re-
quired to perceive insofar as they are organs of perception. In
the case of the heart, the sense-objects include all the sense-
objects of the special senses, not just those of touch, for the
heart is the ultimate sense-organ of all the senses. But it is
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clear that insofar as the heart is also able to receive the sense-
objects of touch in particular, it should be composed of all the
elements that the flesh is composed of. The heart too therefore
has to be fleshy, which is why it is said to be a homoiomerous
composition of the simple parts. We see then that the heart
qua organ of all perception is composed according to the same
basic requirement as the flesh qua organ of touch. That is, the
composition should contain all the elements that are required
to perceive the sense-objects. However, in the case of the heart
that means that it is not just composed by those elements re-
quired to perceive tangibles. It is also composed by those ele-
ments required to perceive colour, sound, etc. So again we are
back at the procedure of explaining the composition of the
sense-organ in terms of providing the necessary matter for the
reception of the sense-objects. In vision, we saw that the nec-
essary matter was water, in hearing air. In touch, we now see
that the matter for the ability to receive all the tangibles is a
homoiomerous mixture of the four elements. This is the mix-
ture that the flesh and the heart both provide.

The argument shows that whether we consider the flesh or
the heart or both taken together to be the sense-organ of
touch is indeterminate if we approach the question solely from
the point of view of the ability to receive the tangibles. For
both the flesh and the heart are composed in such a way that
they can do this. Similarly, both the medium of vision and the
eye were composed in such a way that they could receive col-
our. Because the flesh and the heart qua having the ability to
receive tangibles are functionally equivalent, we have a licence
to take the heart and the flesh together as a sense-organ of
touch. From the functional point of view, that is from the
point of view of being able to be changed by the tangible
qualities, it really does not matter too much which we say is
the sense-organ of touch. We can take either of them or both
of them together.

There are, however, other reasons for preferring the heart.
These reasons emerge when we consider those contexts in
which Aristotle mentions the heart or the head as the only
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possible locations for a sense-organ. We saw in chapter i how
Aristotle made the point in De Partibus Animalium II.IO that
the heart rather than the brain is the seat of all perception (pp.
78-81). He referred us back to De Sensu 2 for the view that
touch and taste were clearly dependent on the heart (656a28-
30). The relevant passage seems to be De Sensu 2 438bi6-
439^5, where he argued that the organs of touch and taste
were situated in the heart whereas those of the vision, hearing
and smell were placed in the head.

It is clear then that when Aristotle says that the heart is the
seat of all perception then he thinks that this is consistent with
also saying that the sense-organs of some of the senses are sit-
uated in the head, that is near the brain. So when we are say-
ing that the heart is the organ of touch and taste we are saying
something rather different from saying that the heart is the
seat of all perception and therefore also of touch, since we say
also about the other senses that the seat of perception is the
heart at the same time as we say that their organs are in the
head and therefore not in the heart.

However, it is also clear from Aristotle's argument in De
Partibus Animalium 11.10 that saying that the heart is the seat
of all perception creates the expectation that the organ of a
sense will be the heart unless we can find other reasons why
there should be a separate organ for the sense in the head. For
having pointed out that taste and touch clearly depend on the
heart, he goes on, as we saw in chapter 1, section 10, to argue
that there are specific reasons why the distance senses should
have their sense-organs in the head, reasons which do not
include saying that their organs are in the head because the
brain is the seat of perception. The implication seems to be
that unless one can find such specific reasons for why the
sense-organ should be located in the head the natural location
for the organ is in the heart since the heart is the seat of all
perception.

The reference to De Sensu 2 438bi6-439a5 is not particu-
larly helpful because of the difficulty of this passage. But let us
see what we can make of it. Aristotle starts by reminding us of
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the task set at the beginning of De Sensu 2 - to find a way in
which five sense-organs could be assigned to four elements.
The organ of sight is composed of water, the organ of hearing
of air, the organ of smell of fire and the organ of touch and
taste of earth, taste being a form of touch. By saying that the
organ of smell is made of fire, he seems to mean no more than
that the organ of smell is potentially hot in order to be made
actually hot by smells. This also explains why the organ of
smell is located near the brain which is cold and it is the cold
that is potentially hot. The brain is not only cold, however,
but also liquid, which explains why the eyes are near the
brain, for the eyes are made out of the brain's liquid.35 We
see, then, that it is appropriate for sense-organs that need to
be liquid and potentially hot to be situated near the brain.

Next, Aristotle says that the organ of touch and taste is
earth and 'this is why their sense-organ is near the heart . . . for
the heart is opposed to the brain in that [KOCI] it is the hottest
of the parts [of the body]' (439a 1-4). Saying that the organ of
touch is made of earth cannot be taken to mean that the organ
of touch is composed solely of earth, for at De Anima in. 13
43 5a 11-b4 he says that no sense-organ is made of earth
because nothing that is composed of earth has perception. As
I suggested in chapter 1, section 5, saying that the organ of
touch is made of earth should probably instead be taken to
mean that it is solid as opposed to being either liquid (water)
or gaseous (air). We have seen that the organ of touch is a
complex body. Since, according to De Anima 11.11 423a 12-15,
complex bodies are also solid, the organ of touch can be de-
scribed as earthy in the sense of solid.

Rather paradoxically, however, the organ of touch now
appears to be earthy insofar as it is composed of all the four
elements. But the air of paradox disappears when we recall
that none of the other organs contains earth, whereas they do
contain either fire or air or water. The sense-organ of touch
can therefore be said to be earthy both insofar as it is unique

35 Cf. ch. 1, sec. 10, above; PA n.io 656a37-b2.
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in containing earth as well as the other elements and insofar as
it is therefore solid.

A second point to bear in mind has been made above: the
organs that are near the brain are either wet (the organ of
sight) or potentially hot (the organ of smell),36 for the brain is
wet and cold and the heart is opposed to the brain, for the
heart is very hot.37

Now in De Anima in. 13 435a22~4 Aristotle says that the
sense-organ of touch is receptive not only of the qualities of
earth but also of both the hot and the cold and all the other
tangibles. This is as we would expect given the claim in De
Anima n .n that touch is a mean between all the various tan-
gibles in order to be able to receive all the tangibles. However,
the way Aristotle puts it in De Anima 111.13 suggests that the
sense-organ of touch first and foremost is receptive of the
qualities of earth. De Sensu 2 too highlights the qualities of
earth amongst the sense-qualities of touch. For Aristotle says
that the tangible principle is of earth, but the tastable principle
is a sort of touch; and this is why their sense-organ is next to
the heart. Following on what he has said about the location of
smell, the relevance of the point that the tangible principle is
of earth to the question of the location of the sense-organ of
touch seems to be this. It is right that the sense-organ of smell
should be near the brain, for the brain is cold and therefore
potentially hot. The sense of smell needs to be potentially hot
as its proper object, odours, are actually hot. Being near
the brain makes the sense-faculty of smell the temperature it
should be to receive its proper object. Similarly, it is right that
the organ of touch should be near the heart. The heart is hot
and therefore potentially cold. Earthy qualities and particu-
larly the cold are predominant amongst the tangible qual-

3 6 N o reason is given here for why the organ of hearing, being made of air, should be
near the brain. However, in PA I I . I O 656b 15-16 Aristotle explains this location by
saying that there is a space in the head called ' the vacuum' (TO KEVOV) which is full
of air. So the airy organ of hearing is in the head because there is another airy par t
in the head and again the explanation is that the sense-organ is close to what it is
like.

3 7 Sens. 2 439a2-4 .
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ities.38 So by being actually hot, the sense-faculty becomes
potentially like its primary sense-object, the cold. Its organ's
location near the heart ensures that the sense-faculty is actually
hot. Similarly, both the sense-organs of smell and taste are
located near parts of the body that make the sense-faculties
potentially like their proper objects.

Aristotle in this way departs from his earlier claim at De
Anima ii.n 424aio-n that the sense-faculty should be nei-
ther hot nor cold in order for it to be able to become either
hot or cold. As we have seen, the departure is the result of
focusing on one quality, the cold, as the primary object of
touch. Methodologically, however, there is no departure from
earlier claims insofar as the sense-faculty and its organ are still
determined by the potentiality to be like their proper object. It
is only that the proper object has here been narrowed down
to one quality rather than a range of opposite qualities. The
motivation for this narrowing-down is to explain the location
of the sense-organ according to the same principle that ex-
plained its composition. That is to say, Aristotle is concerned
to show which location is necessary for the sense-organ to
provide the sense-faculty with the ability to be changed by its
proper objects, just as he was concerned to show which com-
position of the sense-organ gave the sense-faculty this ability.

When discussing the location of smell and touch Aristotle
focuses on the contrast between two qualities, hot and cold.
What is potentially hot is actually cold. So the sense of smell
is attached to matter that is actually cold but potentially hot,
the potentially hot being potentially like the fiery odours. So
by being attached to matter that is actually cold the sense of
smell is appropriately attached to matter that, like the sense of
smell itself, is potentially like the object of smell, the fiery
odours. On the same principle, the sense of touch is located
near matter that is actually hot, for the actually hot is poten-

38 Sens. 2 438b3O~439ai: TO 6' OCTTTIKOV yps, TO 6e yEuoriKov 6i8os TI d ^ s ioriv. The
genitives may cause confusion. The first genitive is an objective genitive, the
second a partitive genitive. In other words, Aristotle is saying first that earth is
something we perceive by touch and second that taste is a part of touch; cf. Ross
(1955) 193-
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tially cold, like earth. But we saw that the qualities of earth
were first amongst the proper objects of touch. So by being
attracted to warm matter, the sense of touch is appropriately
attached to matter that, like the sense of touch, potentially has
the qualities of earth. The sense of touch is therefore attached
to matter that is potentially cold and actually hot. Given the
alternatives, being attached either to the brain or to the heart
and given that the brain is actually cold and the heart actually
hot, the sense of touch must be attached to the heart.39

W. D. Ross finds Aristotle's argument objectionable and
immature. 'It will be seen', he writes, 'that the organs of sight
and hearing are brought into relation with water and air in
one way, viz. as being composed of them, and those of smell
and touch are brought into relation with fire and earth in
quite a different way, viz. as perceiving them.' He concludes
that 'the whole passage is not to be taken very seriously. It
does not express Aristotle's mature view about the sense-or-
gans.'40

However, Ross's description of the difference between
Aristotle's treatment of sight and hearing, on the one hand,
and his treatment of smell and touch, on the other, is not quite
apposite. In the case of sight and hearing, as we saw in chap-
ters i and 3, the organs are composed in such a way as to give
the corresponding sense-faculty the potentiality to be changed
by its proper sense-object, for sight colour, for hearing sound.
This meant that the organ of sight had to be made of trans-
parent matter, namely water, and that the organ of hearing
had to be made of resonant matter, namely still air. In the
case of touch, the organ is similarly composed of earthy flesh
in order to be able to be changed by the proper objects of
touch, for these include the hot and cold and the wet and dry.
Aristotle's point, however, throughout is that the sense-organ

39 Aristotle is generally careful to say that the sense-organ of touch is either near (as
here: -rrpos rfj KocpSia) or in the region of the heart (irepi TTJV KapSiav) rather than
to say that it is in the heart or simply that it is the heart. One reason might be that
the extreme heat found in the heart itself is not conducive to accuracy of percep-
tion; cf. PA ii. 10 656153-6. But the point is never explained.

4 0 Ross (1955) 193.
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has to have the properties potentially that the sense-object has
actually. This is spelt out in slightly different ways for sight
and smell, for example. For in the case of smell, the sense-
organ must be potentially hot because the proper object of
smell is actually hot. In the case of sight by contrast, the sense-
organ must be wet because the wet (water) is potentially col-
oured. To be sure, Aristotle mentions the fact that the eyes are
wet also because they develop from the brain. But this point
only follows after the long argument in De Sensu 2 to show
that the eyes are made of water because water is transparent.
Transparency gave the eyes their ability to be changed by
colour, the change that defined vision, so transparency refers
to the form and function of the eyes, vision. It is for the sake
of this form and function that the eyes develop as they do. So
when Aristotle says that the eyes are liquid because they de-
velop from the liquid brain he is not making an observation
about the development of the eyes that can be read in iso-
lation from the argument of the rest of De Sensu 2. He can
rely on the argument that the eyes are made of water in order
to be transparent so that we can use them in vision. Aristotle
should not be read therefore as departing from the principle
that the organs are explained by the potentiality to be like the
sense-objects when he says that the eyes are made of water
because they develop from the brain in order that they may
become transparent and thereby also able to become col-
oured. So when Ross says that the location of the eyes is ex-
plained by their composition rather than by the object of sight
it is misleading because the talk of the composition of the eyes
refers back to the discussion of the eyes as transparent and
therefore to the principle that the sense-faculty should be
potentially what the proper object is actually.

This interpretation, of course, may not make us happier
with the argument, because we may think that Aristotle is
playing loose and fast with the principle that the sense-faculty
is potentially what the sense-object is actually. He starts by
saying that the sense-organ of smell is made of fire. But what
this turns out to mean is that the sense-organ is made of fire
in the sense that it is potentially hot which means being in a
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location that is actually cold and liquid. We shall see in the
next chapter that Aristotle also argues that the sense of smell
is potentially dry and that it is made actually dry by perceiv-
ing odours. We can understand now how he can also say {De
an. in. i 425a5) that the sense-organ of smell is made of either
water or air. Being made of water will make the sense-organ
actually cold and wet and so potentially hot and dry: being
made of air will make it actually hot and wet and so poten-
tially cold and dry. Either composition will therefore make the
sense-organ potentially dry. So either water or air would be
suitable matter for the sense of smell.

Similarly, we can say about touch that by being composed
of all the elements it will have all the tangible qualities
potentially insofar as it actually has the qualities of a different
element. For instance, the organ of touch will be potentially
cold insofar as it is actually hot. So the organ of touch is
potentially like earth, that is, potentially cold insofar as it
actually is like fire, that is, actually hot.

However, it seems now that any description of the sense-
organ as belonging to a certain element or as being made of a
certain element needs disambiguation. Do we mean that the
organ is actually made of the element in question in the way
for example that the eye is actually made of water? Or do we
mean that it potentially has the qualities that the element
actually has, for example in the way that the sense-organ of
smell is made of fire? Disambiguation is needed. For it now
seems that at least touch, taste and smell can all be said to
consist of any element according to whether we take the sense-
organ to have the qualities of the element potentially or ac-
tually. We may complain that there is now a certain arbitrari-
ness in whether we describe the organ of touch, for example,
as being made of earth or as being made of fire. The organ of
touch is fiery insofar as it is actually hot through its location
near the heart, but it is also earthy insofar as its proper object
is like earth, cold. And earlier we saw that it was earthy in yet
another sense, for it was solid because it actually contained
earth as well as the other elements.

Considerable confusion is thus possible when Aristotle says
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that an organ is made of or belongs to an element unless we
specify exactly what we mean. However, what is important to
underline is something common to all these different ways of
saying that the organ is composed of an element. In whichever
way we describe the organ of touch, the organ is described in
relation to the proper objects of touch. When the organ is de-
scribed as fiery it is described as actually unlike but therefore
potentially like earth, that is, potentially cold. When the organ
is described as earthy it is described as potentially like earth.

We saw, then, that the location of the sense of touch near
the heart, rather than in the head, is determined by one of the
proper objects of touch, the cold. The sense of touch needs
to be actually hot in order to be potentially cold. Aristotle's
explanation of the location of touch, like that of the other
senses, is functional in that it shows how this location is the
right location for touch given the potentiality that defines it.
The location of the sense of touch near the heart is right given
the sort of sense-object that it is the job of touch to perceive,
just as the location of the sense of smell near the brain was the
right one given that we perceive hot odours by smell.

One final consideration also points to the heart as the loca-
tion of touch. Touch is the sense that all animals must have
qua animals.41 An animal is a living being with perception.
Perception is the potentiality that defines the animal qua ani-
mal. Touch is the basic form of perception. Not all animals
need have sight or smell but they must all have touch. That is
why the animal dies if its organ of touch is destroyed, whereas
the animal need not die with the destruction of any of its other
sense-organs. Now Aristotle believes that the heart is the part
that the animal foetus develops first. Since the possession of
touch is the minimum condition of being an animal, to have
the organ of touch develop together with the heart as the first
part ensures that the animal satisfies the minimum condition
of being an animal from its conception. The sense-organ of
touch is the first part that the animal needs to become an
animal in the sense of a living being with the potentiality to

41 Cf. De an. 11.2 4 ^ 2 - 5 , in. 12 43^7-18 and 13 435au-bi9; PA 11.8 653IH9-24.
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perceive. The location of the sense-organ around the heart
thus ensures that the animal has the potentiality that defines it
as an animal right after its conception.

8. Variations in the organ of touch

We have seen why Aristotle's considered position is that the
heart rather than the flesh is the organ of touch. However,
there are some animals that have no heart but nevertheless
have touch. Bloodless animals are the prime example accord-
ing to Aristotle.42 Indeed, they in general lack the viscera of
blooded animals. However, bloodless animals have something
analogous to the heart because they are animals. As we have
seen, animals must have a perceptual soul, and therefore there
must be also a part of the body in which the perceptual soul is
located. The heart in blooded animals is this part. Since the
bloodless animals do not have a heart, they must have some-
thing analogous to the heart.

We are told nothing about the composition of this analogue
apart from what Aristotle says at De Partibus Animalium 11.2
647a27~3i, that the heart must be composed of the simple
parts (that is the four elements) since it is the origin/principle
(arkhe) of perception and must be able to receive all the
sensible qualities. In contrast, the heart is also the origin of
motion and action. Aristotle says that it must therefore also
be composed of awhomoiomerous parts. The description of
the heart applies equally to its analogue that must enable
the bloodless animal to perform all the basic functions that
the animal has qua animal just as the heart must enable the
blooded animal to perform all the basic function that it has
qua animal. The material composition of the analogue is not
specified beyond saying that it must be both to a certain extent
homoiomerous and to a certain extent anhomoiomerous to
fulfil these functional demands.43 Aristotle's interest in the

42 Cf. PA 11.1 647a3O-i.
4 3 Cf. HA 1.4 489a25~6 which underlines that whether the organ of touch is flesh or

something analogous it must be homoiomerous.
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analogue of the heart is purely as the functional analogue of
the heart.

Let us next consider the skin and the flesh. On reflection, I
argue, we do not want to say that the skin and the flesh are the
organ of touch. Nevertheless, they are still clearly important
to touch insofar as they are the medium. Some animals, like
the testacea (e.g. oysters) and Crustacea (e.g. crabs) have their
flesh inside a shell.44 The shell is made of bone that serves to
support the flesh, for the flesh is soft and therefore needs
a hard structure such as bones to keep it in place. In other
animals, such as man, the bones support the flesh from the
inside, but in Crustacea and testacea the flesh is supported by a
shell outside the flesh because these animals have little body
heat. By having the shell outside, the heat of the flesh inside is
preserved. The shell is like the lid on a saucepan that keeps the
food inside the saucepan warm.45 There is an advantage,
then, for these animals in having their protective part outside
the flesh. Again, like a good housekeeper, nature has put the
same part of the body to multiple uses.

However, there is also a potential disadvantage for the tes-
tacea and Crustacea in this arrangement, for does the shell not
prevent the flesh inside from responding to the tangibles out-
side the shell? Does their flesh not become insensitive to what
the shell comes into contact with, just as when somebody
puts on armour he becomes insensitive to what touches the
armour? How, then, do these animals manage to perceive
the tangible qualities? The answer seems to be: only with great
difficulty. Aristotle is clear that accuracy of touch depends on
the softness of one's skin and flesh.46 Thus he says that
because man has the most delicate sense of touch his flesh

4 4 Cf. PA n.8 653b36-654a9.
45 PA n.8 654a7-8.5 4 7
4 6 De an. n.9 42ia20-6. Freeland (1992) 231 notes that Aristotle shows no interest in

appendages such the insect's antennae, the cat's whiskers and the octopus's feelers
as playing a role in touch. These appendages might be thought to compensate for
the lack of sensitivity of the flesh in these animals. Freeland's explanation is that
Aristotle is being anthropocentric: he exclusively focuses on the role of the flesh in
all animals because of its importance in humans.
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is softer than that of any other animal.47 We expect therefore
those animals which like insects have no flesh but only a hard,
sinewy body to have a reduced sense of touch. Animals with a
shell would seem to count as an extreme case of hard-skinned
animals.48 Since, in general, an animal is more sensitive if
its skin is thin and soft, having not only hard skin but also a
shell around one's flesh must make for very poor sensitivity to
tangibles.

We must of course assume that the testacea and Crustacea
do have touch since they are animals and all animals require
touch. Also their behaviour insofar as they respond to objects
that they come into contact with suggests that they have
touch.49 Yet it is difficult to see how these animals can have
an adequate sense of touch given that their shells would seem
to block out any tangible impressions. For example, just as
the shell keeps the heat inside the flesh, so one would suppose
that the shell isolated the flesh from heat or cold outside the
shell. It is hard to understand, therefore, how the flesh could
be sensitive through the shell to anything but extreme tem-
peratures. Nor is it easy to understand how the softness or the
hardness of an object could affect the flesh through the shell.
The flesh, then, would seem to be protected from the impres-
sions of tangible objects because of the shell.

However, we should notice here that it is generally not so
easy to understand how the flesh even in soft-skinned animals
reacts to a wet or a smooth object through the skin. The flesh
of course does not go literally wet or smooth. The skin pro-

4 7 PA II.16 6 6 o a n - i 3 . Notice that Aristotle says that man's flesh is soft because his
sense of touch is delicate rather than the other way around. The flesh is composed
to serve one of man's characteristic functions, namely, delicate touch. It is not the
case that man's flesh happens to be soft for other reasons and that the fact that his
flesh happens to be soft accidentally enables him to have the most delicate sense of
touch. On the contrary, having a delicate sense of touch is implied by being a man.
It is one of the functions he has insofar as he is a man. His body is composed to
serve those functions.

4 8 Aristotle says at HA iv.2 5 2 5 ^ 2 - 1 3 that the shell of Crustacea takes the place of
their skin.

4 9 Cf. HA rv.6 53ia3 i -b7 where Aristotle says that sea-anemones, which are like
testacea but have no shell, perceive and grab the things that come up against them
with their hands.
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tects the flesh just as much from getting wet as a hard shell
would. Similarly, whether you are wearing armour or only
a thin raincoat you are still protected from getting wet. The
only case where it seems at all plausible to say that the flesh
literally takes on the tangible quality through the skin is the
case of the hot and the cold, where we can see how the skin
literally could convey the temperature to the flesh inside. We
shall look more carefully at this case in the final chapter
(ch. 6). For now I note that this seems to be the only case
in which it seems plausible to talk about the flesh literally
taking on the tangible quality through the skin. In the case
of other tangibles, both for animals that have a shell and
for animals that have skin, the literalist interpretation seems
implausible.

9. The sense-organ of taste

Let me turn now to the sense-organ of taste. We saw in De
Anima 11.10 that the dry and the wet interact to produce the
tastable, the character of which determines how the sense-
organ of taste is composed because the sense-faculty is poten-
tially what the sense-object is actually. The sense-organ pro-
vides the material basis for this potentiality of the sense-faculty.
Since the tastable is moist it is necessary also that its sense-organ is neither
actually moist nor incapable of being moistened. For the sense of taste is
somehow affected [TTOCCTX61 Tll by the tastable qua tastable. So it is necessary
that the sense-organ of taste is moistened, being that which remains poten-
tially moistened but not actually moist. A sign of this is that the tongue does
not perceive when it is very dry or too moist. For in that case there is a
contact with the prior moisture [sc. the moisture already on the tongue] just
as when somebody having tasted already a strong flavour tastes another
flavour. And this happens also when everything seems bitter to sick people
because it is perceived by a tongue that is full of such a moisture [sc. bitter
moisture]. (De an. 11.10 422a34~bio)

The organ of taste is the tongue.50 The reason why the
tongue has to be potentially moist but not actually moist is

50 At HA 1.11 492b27~8 Aristotle specifies that it is with the tip of the tongue that we
primarily taste.
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that it should be able to be changed by the tastable which is
actually moist, for the tastable is liquefied flavour. Aristotle
makes the same point about all the senses in his discussion of
touch in De Anima II.II

For perceiving is a form of being affected; hence, that which acts makes that
part, which is potentially as it is, such as it is itself actually. For this reason
we do not perceive anything which is equally as hot or cold, or hard or soft,
but rather excesses of these, the sense-faculty being a sort of mean between
the opposites present in sense-objects. For the mean is capable of discrim-
inating. For it becomes to each extreme in turn the other extreme. And
just as that which is to perceive white and black must be neither of them
actually, although both potentially (and similarly too for the other senses),
so in the case of touch that which is to perceive such must be neither hot
nor cold. (Hamlyn tr. with changes)

The sense-faculty should be potentially and only potentially
what the sense-object is actually, for the sense-faculty cannot
be changed by the sense-object if it is already actually what
the sense-object is, and to perceive a sense-object is to be
changed by it. By the same reasoning the sense-faculty is said
to be a mean between opposites, for if it is a mean it can be
changed by both extreme opposites. However, just as the
sense-faculty would not be able to be changed by the extreme
opposite if it itself was already characterised by that quality,
so the sense-faculty cannot be changed by a mean quality
since it is itself already characterised by that mean quality.
That is why Aristotle says that 'we do not perceive anything
that is equally hot or cold as the sense-faculty of touch. This
was also his point when he said that our tongues should be in
an intermediary state between being too dry and too wet if we
are to be able to taste.

The phenomenon that we do not, for example, perceive by
touch what is the same temperature as the sense of touch is
commonly referred to as 'the blind spot' phenomenon. The
phenomenon is sometimes mentioned in favour of a literalist
interpretation.51 For the fact that we do not perceive a tem-
perature corresponding to the temperature that the sense-

51 Cf. Modrak (1987) 58-60; Burnyeat (1992) 20-1; Marc Cohen (1992) 66; Sorabji
(1992) 214-16.
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organ already has seems to suggest that when we do perceive
other temperatures then we perceive them because the sense-
organ is able to change its temperature to the temperature of
the sense-object. There is another explanation of the blind
spot phenomenon, however, for the fact that I do not perceive
a temperature equal to that of my sense-organ of touch need
only mean that my sense-organ of touch is already stimulated
by that temperature as an object of touch. In other words, the
reason why I cannot come to perceive that temperature is that
I am already perceiving it. Even when we are not particularly
cold or warm we are generally aware of the temperature of
our bodies. So if you put an object of the same temperature on
my skin I will not perceive it as hot or cold, for its temper-
ature is the same as the temperature that I am already per-
ceiving because of my body's temperature. So I fail to notice
the temperature of the object when it is put on my skin. The
reason why I am not aware of the temperature of an object
when it is the same as that of my body is not that my body's
temperature literally needs to change in order to perceive
something as hot or cold. The reason is rather that my sense-
faculty needs not already to be exposed to that temperature
if it is to become aware of it. The sense-faculty becomes in-
sensitive to the temperature of other objects if the sense-organ
itself has that temperature. For then the sense-faculty is al-
ready aware of the temperature and cannot become aware of
it as the temperature of another object. There is nothing in
this explanation of the blind spot phenomenon that lends
support to a literalist interpretation.

Now there is still a disanalogy between taste and touch, on
the one hand, and sight and hearing, on the other hand. For
when Aristotle talked about transparency he talked about
what has no colour but is able to receive colour and not about
what has a colour which lies in between the two extremes of
black and white. In chapter i, section n (pp. 111-12) I used
the example of a car with five gears. When Aristotle talked of
transparency it was as if he was talking about an engine which
had been put into neutral position, that is, into no gear. Now,
however, when he talks about the intermediary state of the
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organs of taste and touch it is as if he is talking about an en-
gine that has been put into the third position, the position in
between the fifth and the first positions. For when he says that
we do not perceive by touch what is neither hot nor cold he
seems to mean that we do not perceive what is of middling
temperature because the organ of touch already is of middling
temperature.

In chapter I, section n (pp. 96-8) I noted that there was
an apparent difficulty in Aristotle's saying both that the
transparent liquid in the eye was colourless and that it had a
colour. The upshot of the discussion was that eye colour ap-
peared only on the surface of the eye. The transparent was
therefore still colourless to the person seeing through the eyes.
The colour of a person's eyes did not interfere with her vision.
Eye colour, however, was also indicative of the degree of
transparency in the eyes. It was therefore indicative of the
eyes' ability to function in different conditions of light. The
best state was said to be the mean state of transparency such
that the change of the sense-object was neither too strong nor
too weak. The mean was here primarily understood as a
functional mean rather than an absolute set state of the sense-
organ. Different degrees of transparency could be preferable
in different circumstances according to the degree of trans-
parency that enabled you to see best in the circumstances.
Thus less transparency was preferable by day, more by night.
On a sunny day, even less transparency would be better and
on a particularly dark night even more transparency would be
better. It was in general preferable to have a degree of trans-
parency that enables one to see reasonably well in all circum-
stances. Aristotle suggested that this degree of transparency
coincided with a green eye colour, however, saying that this
degree in general is a sort of compromise between the degrees
of transparency that are preferable in all the different con-
ditions of light in which we see. Sometimes it is best to have
the lesser transparency of brown eyes; sometimes it is best
to have the greater transparency of blue eyes; over all it is best
to have the intermediate transparency of green eyes. To say
when it is best to have which colour we have to consider what
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the conditions of light are and what sort of object (white or
dark) we are using our eyes to see.

Eye colour, then, was indicative of a certain degree of trans-
parency in the eye. Whether or not this degree could be de-
scribed as the best and mean degree of transparency depended
on the sort of object the eyes were asked to perceive and the
sort of circumstances in which they were asked to perceive
them. What decides what is a mean colour of the eyes is what
is a mean or appropriate degree of transparency if one is to
see well in different circumstances. Therefore the notion of a
mean eye colour and a mean degree of transparency does not
lead to the 'third-position' view, for the eye colour that would
be described as best varies in different circumstances accord-
ing to the degree of transparency that is favourable in those
circumstances. The mean is not a mean state of the matter of
the sense-organ qua matter; it is not understood in terms of
eye colour; it is the best ability to function as an organ of sight
in the circumstances; and it is understood in terms of the best
degree of transparency, which may vary. There is therefore no
fixed material state of the organ which can be described as
'the mean'.

For our understanding of the sense-organ of taste this is
important. We are told that the tongue should not be too dry
or too wet so that it should be potentially moistened. What
the comparison with eye colour suggests is that the sense-
organ of taste must be potentially moistened (but not actually
moist) so that it can be moistened by the flavour. Whether the
tongue is in a state where it can be moistened by a flavour
depends on the kind of change that the flavour will set up in it.
That the tongue is not actually moist but only potentially
moistened means that it can become moistened by the change
of that flavour, not that the tongue does not, in absolute terms,
have a degree of moisture already. A mean state of moisture is
the right state of moisture relative to the sort of flavour that
you will be tasting. When the tongue is said not to be actually
moist but potentially moistened, then that means that it is not
moist in such a way that it cannot become moistened by the
change of the flavour. It does not mean that the tongue does
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not absolutely have a degree of moisture already. A mean
state of moisture is the right state of moisture to be in relative
to the sort of flavour that you are going to be exposed to.

So the case of the sense-organ of taste is similar to the case
of the eye. The mean of the eye is understood functionally
in terms of a degree of transparency appropriate to a sense-
object. Similarly, the moisture of the tongue is understood
functionally in relation to flavour. The tongue is not moist
insofar as it should be able to be moistened, be made moist, by
the flavour. But this does not exclude that it has a degree
of moisture already before tasting. From this point of view
the question whether the sense-organ should be quality-less,
the 'neutral' view, or have a mean quality, the 'third-position'
view, is the wrong question to ask. The point is that the mean
that Aristotle is talking about is a functional mean in relation
to a sense-object. The sense of taste should be without the
quality that it is to receive and be changed by in tasting.

In sum, the mean state both in the case of the eyes and in
the case of the tongue is the state in which the sense-faculty is
able to respond appropriately to a certain sense-object in the
circumstances. The mean is properly described as a functional
mean rather than as a material mean.

10. Variations in the organ of taste

In De Partibus Animalium IV.II 690b 19-69 ia9 Aristotle
compares two animals, the crocodile and the snake, in respect
of their sense-organs of taste and their ability to taste. First,
there is the crocodile which has no tongue, even though it has
a space for a tongue. This is exceptional amongst blooded
animals, which otherwise all have tongues. The exception is to
be explained by the fact that the crocodile lives in water. In-
sofar as the crocodile is a water animal it has no tongue.
However, the crocodile also spends some time on land. In-
sofar as it is also a land animal, it has a space for a tongue.
'The reason for this', Aristotle says, 'is that a tongue would be
of little service to such animals [sc. as live in water], seeing
that they are unable to chew their food or to taste it before-
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hand, the pleasurable experience that they derive from it
occurring during swallowing' (69ob26~9).

Water animals have no tongue or only a very short tongue
because it is difficult to taste food in water. If the animal
spends any amount of time extracting the flavour from the
food, it will let in water. The point is perhaps that letting water
into the mouth would also dilute the taste. It would make
the environment around the tongue too moist for the animal
properly to taste the flavour. However this may be, the short
time, if any, that a water animal has to extract the flavour is
reflected in its physiology. For such tongues as water animals
have are very short just as the time they have to enjoy flavour
is short (PA 11.17 660b 17-22). Contrast here the long and
forked tongue of snakes, which allows snakes long and intense
pleasure in tasting (66ob7).

Since the tongue is the sense-organ of taste, and as such a
necessary instrument of taste, there is no taste without a
tongue. Whatever pleasure the crocodile derives from its food
is therefore not gustatory. Instead its pleasure is exclusively
tactile and experienced as the food passes the gullet. It is
during this passage that the heat, oiliness, etc. of the food are
enjoyed.

Aristotle says that the crocodile has a greedy character. The
crocodile can be said to be greedy, that is intemperate in its
pleasure of food, insofar as it excessively enjoys the passage of
solid food down its gullet. But it cannot be said to be greedy
insofar as it enjoys the flavour of food excessively. For it does
not have the ability to taste flavour.52 Ethica Nicomachea
in. 10 Hi8a23-b8 mentions as a case of intemperance (CCKO-

Aaaioc) the gourmand who prayed that he might have a throat
as long as a crane's.53 He enjoys the feeling of the food pass-
ing down his throat but he does not enjoy the flavour of the
food. He enjoys his food insofar as it is an object of touch, not
insofar as it has flavour. The implication is that it is brutish to

5 2 Cf. PAiv.n 69ia2-5.
5 3 Named in EE 111.3 1 2 3 m l 7 as Philoxenus, son of Eryxis, a character from comedy;

cf. Aristophanes Ran. 934.
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enjoy food simply as an object of touch because the proper
way for a human being to enjoy food is as an object of taste.
'Brutish' here means 'being like an animal', as opposed to
being the way characteristic of a human being qua human. The
crocodile nicely illustrates the brutishness of the gourmand.

The crocodile shows again how the sense-organs are com-
posed in order to be serviceable for the animal given its natu-
ral environment. By contrast with the crocodile, the snake and
certain oviparous quadrupeds such as the lizard have a forked
tongue. A forked tongue increases the gustatory experience by
being a sort of double sense-organ of taste.54 A forked tongue
gives, as it were, taste in stereo. Consequently, the snake is
able to enjoy the flavour of tasty foods particularly well. It is
appropriate that the snake should have this kind of tongue,
for we understand the snake to be a particularly greedy ani-
mal. The forked tongue is teleologically geared to the greedy
character (fjOos) of the snake.55 By 'greedy' we now have to
understand 'greedy for flavour', not greedy just in the sense of
the crocodile, which enjoyed the feel of the food.

Other variations in the organ of taste illustrate the point
emphasised in chapter 3, section 8, namely, that the sense-
organs often serve other functions in perception. This is a
point that must frequently be taken account of to understand
the composition of the tongue. For example, some of the
features of the composition of the tongue in animals that
communicate by sound are to be explained in terms of their
contribution, not to taste, but to the articulation of sound.
For example, the looseness and the breadth of the tongue in
humans enable them to articulate sounds.56 This is not just a
fact about humans. Partridges cackle and nightingales sing.
To be able to articulate sound the tongue must be broad and
loose and not too thick.57 That is why, for example, the dol-
phin, though it has a lung and windpipe with which it can

7 9
55 For other references to character as an explanation, cf. HA rx passim and Sorabji

(1980) 156.
56 PA n.17 66oa i7 -23 .
57 PA 11.17 66oa i7 -b2 .
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produce sound, does not articulate sound.58 The dolphin's
tongue is not loose.

Certain shellfish called porphurai, literally 'purple-fish',59

and insects such as the gadfly use their tongues for yet another
purpose besides tasting. Their tongues are particularly hard so
that they can also use them as a bore. In this way the gadfly
can pierce the skin of an ox and the porphurai can bore
through the shells of other shellfish.60

Humans have the most highly developed sense of taste of
all animals, the snake inclusive.61 The explanation of this
particular sensitivity to flavours is that our sensitivity to tan-
gibles in general (including flavours) is the most highly devel-
oped.62 Humans have the softest tongue, which enables them
to register flavours more accurately than other animals, but
this is because the human flesh in general is the softest. It is
not just the flesh of the tongue that is soft; it is the flesh all
over the human body. It is this general fact about human flesh
that enables us to register tangibles more accurately than
other animals. It is not a fact about the tongue alone.

The claim would be more difficult to understand if we
had not already seen Aristotle reduce the tastable to a form of
tangible. It is the fact, as Aristotle mostly sees it, that taste
happens by direct contact that induces him to call taste a
form of touch. But to this claim is added, as we have seen, an
analysis of flavour that shows flavour to be a combination of
two tangible qualities, the dry and the wet. And without this
analysis there would be no way to understand why flesh that is
particularly sensitive to tangibles should also be particularly
sensitive to flavour. Because flavours are tangibles and be-
cause we are particularly sensitive to tangibles we are also
particularly sensitive to flavours.

If there is this close connection between both the organs

5 8 HA IV.9
59 Thus the colour of the dye that these shellfish secrete was called 'purple'

(TTop<j>0pa).
6 0 PA n.i7 66iai2-3O.
61 Cf. iMn. i7 66oa2O.
62 Cf. also Sens. 4 4 4 ^ 2 - 3 ; De an. 11.9 42iai9~22.
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and the objects of touch and taste, why is it that we only taste
with the tongue and not with the rest of our flesh? Perhaps
flavours are still sufficiently distinct from other tangibles to
explain why it is only the tongue with which we taste. Aristotle
suggests in De Anima ii.n 423a! 7-21 that the tongue does
yeoman's service: it perceives both all the tangibles that the
rest of the flesh perceives and flavours. If, Aristotle conjec-
tures, we could perceive flavours with the rest of the flesh,
then it would escape our notice that taste and touch are sepa-
rate senses. He is clearly presupposing here that flavours are a
distinct group of sense-object which should not be reduced
(away) to the other tangibles.

Perhaps a clue lies in the claim that flavours are only tastable
when moist. Flavours are a special group of mixtures of the
dry and wet. The flavoured had to be moistened by us before
we could taste it. By contrast I can feel heat without coldness
and dryness without wetness on the rest of my skin. The fact
that flavours are only tastable in a liquid state seems to make
the area around the tongue the appropriate place to perceive
flavour. For example, when you put some salt on the tongue
the liquid already on the tongue moistens the salt in such a
way that the moistened flavour can act on the tongue's flesh.
Though there is no statement to this effect, it may be that
Aristotle thinks that it is necessary also for flavoured liquids
to be mixed with the saliva on the tongue before they can
properly speaking liquefy the tongue, that is before they can
be tasted by the tongue. If so, a liquid environment is always
required for the flesh to act as an organ of taste. We have wet
tongues to fulfil this requirement.

How about putting salt on one's hands when they are wet?
If the tongue as opposed to the rest of the body's flesh is able
to perceive flavour simply because of its wet environment why
can't I taste the salt with my hands if I make them wet? I see
no obvious answer to this objection other than that it is
probably significant that the liquid on the tongue is part of the
perceiver's own body. Similarly, in hearing and smell it is not
external air but the perceiver's own connate air that constitutes
the sense-organ, though there is apparently no qualitative
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difference between the external and the internal air.63 The
point may be, therefore, that it is only if the water is part of
the perceiver's own body that it can count as part of the sense-
organ of taste. Generally, simply being continuous with my
body, like the water on my hands, is not enough for anything
to constitute a part of my sense-organs. For something to be
part of my sense-organs it has to be a natural part of my
body. The saliva on my tongue is a natural part of my body,
the water on my hands is not. That may explain why the one
enables me to taste and the other does not.

I I . Conclusion

Taste is a form of touch both in the manner of its operation
by direct contact and in having a proper object that is com-
posed of the proper objects of touch. The fact, as Aristotle
sees it, that taste is a form of touch is reflected in the compo-
sition of the organ of taste. Like the organ of touch, the
tongue is made of flesh. Flesh is the right matter for an organ
of touch. For flesh as a mixture of all the four elements is
potentially all the tangible qualities, the hot, the cold, the dry
and the wet. As with the other senses it is the proper sense-
objects that determine the composition of the organ, for the
organ must be potentially what the sense-objects are actually.
The wavering in the location of the organ of touch was
decided in favour of the heart also because of its objects.
Amongst the proper objects of touch the qualities of earth, the
dry and particularly the cold, stood out. This made the loca-
tion of the organ of touch near the heat of the heart appro-
priate, again on the principle that the sense-organ should
be potentially what the sense-object is actually. Finally, the
variations in the organs of touch and taste showed that other
functions than perception frequently have to be accommodated
by the sense-organ. The sense-organs serve the functions of
the whole animal, not just the function of perception.

6 3 Thus Aristotle indicates at GA 11.6 7442L3-6 that the organs of hearing and smell,
as opposed to the eyes, do not have their own body. For they, unlike the eyes, are
composed of the same element, air, as the external medium.
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SMELL

i . The difficulty in defining odour

The last of the five senses to be considered in this work is
smell.1 Aristotle examines smell in De Anima 11.9. When we
begin reading 11.9 we expect Aristotle to start his account of
smell by telling us what its proper object is. We expect that
he will define the 'smellable' and then define smell as the
potentiality to be like the smellable, just as he in 11.7 defined
what vision was by first defining the visible. The expectation is
eventually confirmed at De Anima 11.9 4 2 ^ 3 - 6 where Aris-
totle says that smell is of the smellable and unsmellable just as
hearing is of the audible and inaudible and sight is of the
visible and invisible. The claim links 11.9 back to 11.7-8 by
emphasising that smell is to be explained in the same way as
hearing and sight, namely, with reference to its proper object.

But before this he has argued that the smellable, that is
odour, is difficult to define because we as human beings have
an unclear sense of smell:

It is less easy to give a definition concerning the sense of smell and what can
be smelt than concerning those we have talked about. For it is not clear
what sort of quality odour is, in the way that it was clear what sort of
quality sound or colour was. The reason is that our sense of smell is not
accurate but worse than many animals, for man smells poorly. (42ia7-i i).2

1 Sees. 1-4 of this chapter have previously appeared in Johansen (1996).
2 Cf. Sens. 4 44ob3i~44ia2; compare humans with the dolphin, for example, as it

is described at HA iv.8 534090; on the endoxon, see Plato, Timaeus 66d-67a; Dio-
genes of Apollonia, as reported by Theophrastus, De Sensibus 41; Theophrastus,
De Odoribus 64. At De an. n.9 42iai3~i6 Aristotle compares the human sense of
smell with the vision of the hard-eyed animals (cf. PA 11.13). They do not perceive
the differences in colour (42iai4: TCCS 8ia<j>opds TCOV xpwpdT&ov), except insofar as
they represent something to be feared or not. Similarly, we do not perceive differ-
ences in odour, apart from their being pleasant or unpleasant.
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We have seen why the difficulty of defining the sense-object
of smell should also make it difficult to define the sense-faculty,
for, according to Aristotle's method, if we can define the sense-
object, then we can define the sense also as a potentiality to be
like the sense-object. But if, as we are now told is the case with
smell, we find it difficult to define the sense-object, then we
shall also find it difficult to define the sense. The definition of
the sense stands or falls with the definition of its object.

2. The analogy between odours and flavours

One of the points that show human smell to be poor is that we
do not have separate names for odours.3 Instead we call them
by the names of flavours;
Just as flavours are sweet and bitter, so are odours. But some things have a
corresponding odour and taste (I mean, for example, sweet odour and sweet
taste) while other things have an opposite odour and taste. Similarly too an
odour may be pungent, bitter, sharp, or oily. But, as we have said, because
odours are not very distinct, as flavours are, they have taken their names
from the latter in virtue of a resemblance in the things; for sweet [odour]
belongs to saffron and honey and bitter to thyme and such like, and sim-
ilarly in the other cases. (De an. 11.9 42ia26-b3)4

The inaccuracy of our perception of odour means that we
do not perceive the different species of odour. But the analogy
with flavours introduces a way in which we can discriminate
species of odours, faute de mieux. Odours are like flavours:
3 Similarly at Timaeus 67a 'the varieties of smell have no name'.
4 I agree with Torstrik on the interpretation of this passage. Sweet odours take their

name, 'sweet', from a similarity between what it is like to smell such odours and
what it is like to taste sweet flavours. That it is the fact that odours are called
'sweet' that we are trying to explain and not, as Ross ((1961) ad loc.) suggests, that
odours are called 'saffron odour', 'honey odour', etc., is implied from the beginning
of the passage: 'Just as flavours are sweet and bitter so are odours.' It is a similarity
in the sense-experiences of taste and smell that gives rise to the similar names; it is
not a similarity in the objects, saffron, etc., that bring about the sense-experience.
That is also why a bitter odour from an object does not cease to be called 'bitter'
even if the object also happens to taste sweet. If, as Ross argues, calling an odour
sweet depended on the odour's coming from an object that also tasted sweet, then
there would be a problem describing those odours that came from objects that
tasted different. But Aristotle has just pointed out that some objects do taste and
smell different.
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pungent, bitter, sharp or oily. We can therefore acquire a sort
of definition of odours by arranging them according to the
species of flavour that they resemble.5 This in turn will give us
a sort of definition of the sense of smell as a potentiality to be
like odour.

We should compare the quoted passage with De Sensu 5.
Here Aristotle claims that there are two different classes of
odour, a claim De Anima 11.9 did not prepare us for.6 The
analogy between flavour and odour is now said to hold for
one class of odour only, the odours that are affections of
nourishment:
There is one class of odour which is ordered according to flavours and they
are pleasant and painful accidentally. For because they are affections of
nourishment, the smells of these are pleasant for those who desire [sc.
nourishment]. But for those who are full and do not require [sc. food] they
are not pleasant, nor are the odours pleasant for those animals for which the
nourishment that has the odours is not pleasant. So these odours, just as we
said, are sweet and painful accidentally. That is why they are also common
to animals. But the other odours are pleasant in themselves, for instance,
the odour of flowers, for they do not draw you in the least towards nour-
ishment, and they do not contribute at all to desire, if anything, they do the
opposite . . . But this class of pleasant smell is peculiar to man, whereas the
odours which are ordered according to flavours are perceived by the other
animals, just as was said earlier. Because they are pleasant accidentally, the
species of those odours [sc. those that are perceived by other animals]
are divided according to flavours, but the species of this odour [sc. that
perceived only by humans as pleasant] are not divided in this way because
the odour's nature is pleasant or painful in itself. {Sens. 5 443bi9~444a8)7

5 There are eight species (TOC ETSTI, a! 6ia(j>opai) of colour: white, yellow, green, deep
blue, purple, crimson, grey and black. Similarly, there are eight species of flavour:
sweet, oily, harsh, pungent, astringent, acid, saline and bitter; cf. Sens. 4 442a 17-25
with Ross (1955) note ad loc; Sens. 6 445021-32, 7 447b26~448ai9; De an. n.io
422b 10-14. Top. iv.3 123023-7 confirms that the species of colour can be under-
stood also as differentiae of the genus colour (cf. De an. m.7 43^24-5). Similarly
the species of flavour can be understood as the differentiae by which one may define
flavour.

6 Sens. 5 443b 16-18.; cf. Freeland (1992) 238. As noted by Ross (1961) ad loc,
Aristotle is polemicising against Timaeus 66di: irepi Se 6r| -rpv TGOV liUK-rnpcov
5uva|iiv, eT8r| HEV OUK EVI.

7 Aristotle uses the term eT8os both for the two classes of odour, 'accidentally pleas-
ant' and 'pleasant in itself, and for the species of the class of odours that are acci-
dentally pleasant, i.e. sweet, bitter, etc.; cf. ETST) at 443ai6 with ET8T| at 444a6. To
avoid confusion, I use two different terms, 'class' and 'species', for these two different
uses of ET5OS.
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This passage deepens the analogy between odours and
flavours as it shows that some odours are also said to be
'pleasant' in relation to flavours. Odours are not just called
'bitter', 'sweet', etc. by analogy to flavours. They are also
called 'pleasant' or 'unpleasant' according to whether the
corresponding flavour is pleasant or unpleasant. Odours are
pleasant whenever flavours are pleasant. Since flavours are
pleasant when you would like to eat or drink the flavoured
object as nourishment, odours too become pleasant whenever
you would like to eat or drink the fragrant object. If you find
a sweet flavour pleasant because you would like to eat some-
thing sweet, then you will find a sweet odour pleasant too.

The analogy between odour and flavours is thus deepened,
but it is also narrowed down because the analogy is shown to
depend on the perceiver's attitude to nourishment. The odour
of something becomes pleasant or unpleasant to the extent
that the corresponding flavour attracts you to some nourish-
ment. Hence the analogy holds only when the fragrant and
flavoured object is nourishment.

There is a number of things that smell good though we
would not normally eat them. Aristotle mentions, for example,
that we enjoy the smell of flowers though we do not, as a rule,
eat them. He explains this by saying that the odour of flowers
belongs to a different class of odours, odours that are pleasant
whether we are hungry or not. Such odours, he says, are
pleasant as such (KOC6S CCUTOCS, 443b27), that is not relative to
the perceiver's being hungry.8 Hence such odours are always
pleasant.

The odours in this class are special also in that it is only
human beings that always enjoy them. Though, presumably,

At Philebus 5ia-e Socrates distinguishes between odours that are always and truly
pleasant and odours which are to do with food. Odours that are to do with food are
mixed pleasures: they are to do with the pleasure you get from replenishment.
(Contrast Republic vn. 548D-C where smells, without distinction, are said to be pure
pleasures.) Replenishment presupposes want, which is painful. Though Aristotle
does not share Plato's view of pleasure as a result of replenishment (cf. ENx.3), he
retains the distinction between odours that are sometimes pleasant and sometimes
unpleasant because of their relationship to food and odours that are pleasant as
such.
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other animals notice the odours, they will only enjoy them
when they are hungry. So to them such odours will not be
pleasant as such. Thus a cow may enjoy the smell of a butter-
cup. But it will only enjoy it when it is hungry and wants to
eat, whereas I as a human being will enjoy the odour as such
whenever I smell it.9

Let me summarise the argument so far. Aristotle defines the
senses by their proper objects. In the case of smell it is difficult
to define the proper object. We do not perceive odour accu-
rately. Therefore we do not perceive the specific differences
that we need in order to define odour. However, we can dis-
criminate species of odour by analogy with the species of
flavour. Hence we can define odour by analogy with flavour.

The analogy between odour and flavour is crucial, then, to
our prospects of defining smell. So let us look at it in more
detail. Simply borrowing terms from another sense-modality
is of course not peculiar to smell. Shirts are 'loud' if brightly
coloured or boldly patterned, sounds are piercing, and so
on. As Aristotle points out, we make reference also across
other sense-modalities to describe our sense-experiences.10

The analogy between flavours and odours, however, is a much
closer one than any analogy between other sense-objects. Let
us see why.

The underlying reason why odours can be ordered accord-
ing to flavours is given in De Sensu 5. The reason, as Sim-
plicius points out, is that the same quality that produces
odour also produces flavour.11 Odour is produced by the

9 EN ra.io I i i7b23-in8a25 makes the distinction ethically significant by saying
that there can only be self-indulgence in relation to the odours of food, not in re-
lation to odours that are pleasant in themselves. Just as the lion enjoys the lowing
of the ox not for the sake of the sound but for the sake of the meal in store for it,
so the self-indulgent enjoys odours of food not in themselves but for the sake of
the food. EE 111.2 I23ia6-n, in addition, praises Stratonicus for introducing dif-
ferent terms for the pleasure one gets from the odour of food and the pleasure one
gets from other odours. He calls odours to do with food 'pleasant' (r|60) when
enjoyed and odours which are pleasant in themselves 'fine' (KOCAOV).

10 Dean.u.S 42oa29.
1 1 KOCT& TOC irpdyiJiaTd eari auyyEveia TOTS 6a(j>pavToTs irpos TOC yeucrra 6id TT\V TOU

iyxOnou dTToirAuaiv Iv TCO KOIVCO depos TE KOCI USCXTOS uypco (Simplicius quoted by
Hicks (1907) ad 42ibi, 392-3), supported by Sens. 5 443b6-8. Hicks (ibid) curi-
ously upbraids Simplicius for 'going too far afield' by bringing in Sens. 5 443b3~
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same flavoured dryness which also produces flavour. Aristotle
says in De Sensu 5:
For what the dry produces in the wet [sc. flavour], this the flavoured wet [TO
eyxuiiov uypov] produces in another class [ysvei], in air and water equally.
We were just saying that the transparent is common to these [sc. air and
water], but it is smellable, not qua transparent, but qua being able to wash
or cleanse the flavoured dryness [eyxunou ^HPOTTITOS]. For the object of
smell exists not only in air but also in water. (442b28~443a3)

The passage has caused confusion. First we are told that
odour is the result of 'the flavoured wet' acting on water or air
just as 'the flavoured dry' acts on the wet to produce flavour.
But then we are told that odour results from a washing or
cleansing of the 'flavoured dryness' in air or water. So which is
it? Does odour (A) arise by the action of the flavoured dryness
on air or water or does it (B) arise by the action of the flav-
oured wetness on air and water? If we take line A, odour is the
product of the same 'flavoured dryness' that produces the
flavour that we taste. Odour and flavour are only to be dis-
tinguished insofar as the flavoured dryness can act either on
air or water to produce odour but only on the wet (water?) to
produce flavour. If we take line B, odour is produced, as
W. D. Ross argued,12 by a fully-fledged flavour, that is to say
by a flavoured dryness that has already acted on the wet and
then in turn acts on either water or air to produce odour.

So line A says that flavoured dryness can either produce
odour or flavour; which of the two the flavoured dryness pro-
duces depends on whether it acts on the wet, in which case we
get flavour, or on either air or water, in which case we get
odour. Line B says that the flavoured dryness first acts on the
wet, whereby we get the flavour that can be tasted. But the
tastable then acts on air or water and produces odour. Ross
explains the wobble between 'the flavoured dryness' and 'the

16; 'curiously' because Hicks himself at the beginning of his commentary on De
an. n.9 rightly (cf. Sens. 3 439a6~9) enjoins us to compare the chapter with Sens. 5
442b27~445b2, 'which serves partly to illustrate, partly to supplement the present
discussion' (390).

12 W. D. Ross (1955) ad he. 213. The interpretation goes back to Alexander, in de
Sensu 185.2; cf. Rodier (1900) ad be. (vol. n) 314-16, and Beare (1906) 152, n. 1,
who both support it.
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flavoured wetness' by saying that it is the flavoured dryness
that acts throughout. Though the flavoured dryness first has
to produce flavour in the wet before it can produce odour in
air or water, it is the flavoured dryness throughout the pro-
duction of flavour and odour which is the real agent. That is
why Aristotle can still talk about the flavoured dryness as the
cause of odour when it is washed or cleansed by air or water
even though the odour-producing flavoured dryness must by
that stage have been mixed with the wet.

So what is the relationship between flavour and odour and
what is the relationship between the changes that generate
flavour and odour? Some passages suggest that the washing of
the flavoured dryness by water or air that produces odour is at
least analogous to the wetting of the flavoured dryness that
produces flavour.

For example, at De Sensu 4 441b 15-19 Aristotle says that
flavour arises when the wet percolates through the dry and
earthy as happens when people wash away (oi EvaTroTrAu-
VOVTES) colours in the wet. The notion of washing away the
flavoured dryness in the wet to produce flavour is admittedly
only compared to people who wash dyes out in water. But the
comparison stresses the difficulty of distinguishing what hap-
pens in the production of flavour and in the production of
odour. For Aristotle talks in De Sensu 5 about the air or
water's washing (TTAUTIKOV, 443ai, TTAUCJIS 445ai4) the flav-
oured dryness in odour. At 445a 14 we are told that odour
arises from the washing of the dry in the wet and fluid. He
concludes that, 'it is clear then that whatever flavour is in
water, this odour is in air and water. And because of this the
cold and freezing dulls flavours and makes odours disappear.
For cooling and freezing make the hot that acts and creates
[sc. flavour and odour] disappear' (443b 12-16).

So the reason why we smell odours both in air and water is
that air, like water, can wash the flavoured dryness, for both
air and water are wet. Looking back at 442b28-9 ('For what
the dry produces in the wet, this the flavoured wet produces
in another class, in air and water equally'), 'equally' becomes
the operative word. It seems to be the fact that odour arises
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both in water and in air that distinguishes odour from flavour,
for flavour arises only in water. But this distinction between
odour and flavour seems to become even more tenuous when
we consider that the reason why odour can arise also in air is
simply that air like water is wet.13

At the end one is left with two questions. First, why is there
no flavour in air? If air like water is wet and the flavoured
dryness needs to be mixed with something wet to make
flavour is there any reason why flavour should not be pro-
duced in air? Second, what is the difference between flavour
and odour for a water animal? If all that distinguishes flavour
from odour is that flavour is perceived only in water whereas
odour is perceived in air and water, why does that not imply
that there is no difference between flavour and odour in those
cases where the odour is perceived just in water, as it is by
water animals? If there is no difference between flavour and
odour in water, what is the difference between smelling odour
in water and tasting flavour in water?

We cannot say that the difference between smelling odour
in water and tasting flavour in water is simply that such ani-
mals smell odours with their gills and taste flavours with their
tongues or some other organ.14 This is no answer primarily
because the sense-organs are understood as sense-organs of
a sense-faculty. As the closing line (422a7) of De Anima 11.9
makes clear, we should understand the sense-organ of smell in
relation to the potentiality to be affected by odour. We need
different definitions of flavour and odour before we can iden-
tify different sense-organs as sense-organs of smell and taste.
Again Aristotle's method prescribes the priority of the sense-
object.

Aristotle reminds us of the method again at De Anima 11.9
42ibi9-23. He says the fact that bloodless animals do not

13 Air at GC n.3 33oa3O-b7 is the 'hot and wet', water the 'cold and wet'.
14 Sharpies (1985) 194, discussing Theophrastus' theory of smell, sees the problem

and the possibility of such a solution to it: 'It may be difficult to explain how smell
and taste are different for fish, both being the sensing of particles in the water,
except in terms of there being a different sense-organ, but that seems to be a
problem, if it is one, for Aristotle's theory as well.'
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inhale whereas we humans only smell when we inhale does
not show that bloodless animals do not smell. For bloodless
animals have perception of odour and perception of odour
is smell.15 So bloodless animals, if they have perception of
odour, must also be said to have smell. Thus it does not matter
how you perceive odour, by inhalation or some other way. As
long as you can perceive odour you have smell.

The point applies also to the sense-organs. Whatever sense-
organ it is that you use to perceive if you use it to perceive
odour then it is a sense-organ of smell. If, on the other
hand, you use the organ to perceive flavour, then it will be a
sense-organ of taste. As with our understanding of the sense-
faculties, so the sense-object determines our understanding
of the sense-organs. The onus is therefore on identifying a
difference between flavour and odour before we can identify
the different sense-faculties and sense-organs that we use to
perceive these sense-objects.16

We see therefore behind the apparently minor interpretative
question of how to distinguish odour from flavour an issue of
global importance to Aristotle's theory of the senses. What is
at stake is the entire method of defining the senses by their
proper objects. According to this method of definition a sense-
faculty is identified as a potentiality to be like its proper
object. Two senses are different if they have different proper
objects and two senses are the same if they have the same
proper object. We believe that smell and taste are different
senses. But so far we have found no clear difference between
their objects, odour and flavour. The account of odour is too
similar to that of flavour for our method to deliver a definition
of smell that is clearly different from our definition of taste. So
far then the method has not been successful in our treatment
of smell. This failure may in turn affect our faith in those
definitions that the method has delivered in the case of other
senses such as sight and hearing. The problem of differentia-

15 Cf. Sens. 5 444b2O-i.
16 A further problem is that there are animals such as insects, some species of fish,

and the dolphin that Aristotle knows to have smell but for which he cannot find an
organ of smell; cf. HA rv.7 532a5~6, iv.8 533a34-bi and 534b9-io.
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ting odour from taste is therefore a problem, not just of local
importance to the sense of smell, but of global importance
to Aristotle's method of explaining the senses in Book n of
De Anima.

We have seen that the evidence concerning odour is con-
fusing. I suggest we turn to a passage we have not yet con-
sidered. At De Anima 11.9 422a6-7 Aristotle says something
that fits line A much better than it does Ross's interpretation
B. He says that: 'Smell belongs to what is dry, just as flavour
belongs to what is wet, but the organ of smell is potentially of
such a kind' Odour belongs to the dry just as flavour belongs
to the wet. This contrast between odour and flavour is difficult
to combine with Ross's interpretation, for he holds that
flavour has to be produced before odour can be produced.
Odour arises at the second stage of a process whose first stage
produces flavour. Odour arises out of the flavoured wetness
which is already a tastable flavour. But in that case it is dif-
ficult to see why odour should belong to the dry rather than to
the wet and why flavour by contrast should belong to the wet
rather than to the dry. Odour on Ross's interpretation is, as
it were, 'flavour plus', and there is no reason to think that
odour should belong less to the wet and more to the dry than
flavour.

What is particularly important to notice is that the differ-
ence between odour as belonging to the dry and flavour as
belonging to the wet is supposed to give us different defini-
tions of the sense-faculties (and sense-organs) of smell and
taste. The sense-faculty of smell has the potentiality to become
dry but the sense-faculty of taste has the potentiality to be-
come wet. In actual tasting there is a liquefaction of the organ
of taste in the tongue {De an. n.io 422a34~bio). That is why
we do not taste anything if there is already too much liquid on
the tongue. For then it is the flavour of the liquid already on
the tongue that we taste rather than the flavour of what is put
on the tongue. Nevertheless there should be some liquid on the
tongue. The reason why there is saliva on the tongue seems
to be that dry substances such as salt need to be mixed with
liquid before they can act on ('liquefy') the organ of taste in
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the tongue. The saliva around the tongue makes the salt liquid
so that the saline solution can act on the organ. By contrast,
the organ of smell is made dry by the action of odour. The
organ of smell should be potentially dry but not actually so,
for only then can it be made dry by the action of the odour.

This difference between odour as dry and flavour as wet
suggests that we should go with line A, for line A involves no
liquefaction of odour. On this account odour can remain dry
by contrast with the liquefied flavour. Perhaps this also fits
how we actually perceive odours and flavours better. We cer-
tainly do smell herbs and other dry substances without mixing
them with water first, but we do not taste them before they
have at least been mixed with the saliva on our tongues.

We should say that there is one flavoured dryness which
produces both flavour and odour. Perceiving odour certainly
requires some sort of washing of the flavoured dryness. But, as
I shall argue, this washing is different from the liquefaction
that produces flavour.

Notice first that it is significant that odour is found in both
air and water, whereas flavour is found in liquid, not in air.
Odour is found in both air and water because both air and
water have the ability to wash the flavoured dryness. Sim-
ilarly, colour is seen both in air and water because they are
both transparent. It is qua transparent that air and water
mediate colour, not qua air or water. Similarly, odour is not
perceived in water and air qua water and air but qua being
able to wash the flavoured dryness (De an. 11.7 4^32-5) . It is
significant that this is an ability that both water and air have,
for if the ability was the same as the ability of water to became
tastable when acted on by the flavoured dryness, then we
would expect to find flavour in both water and air. The claim
that we perceive odour equally (6|ioicos) in water and air be-
cause they both have the ability to wash the flavoured dryness
indicates that it is a different attribute of water (and air) that
makes it a vehicle of odour from the attribute that makes
water a vehicle of flavour. Whatever the washing that happens
in air or water when I smell herbs is, it has to be different from
the liquefaction that the salt undergoes on my tongue before
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I can taste it, for the washing is the activity of a different
attribute of water and air from the attribute that makes water
a vehicle of flavour just as the mediation of colour is the
activity of a different attribute of water and air from that by
which air and water mediate sound.

Let me briefly return to the text that gave rise to the opposing
interpretations. How, at De Sensu 5 442b27~443a2, could it
both be the flavoured wet and the flavoured dryness that
constituted odour? I have argued on philosophical grounds in
favour of saying (interpretation A) that it is the flavoured
dryness on its own that constitutes odour and against Ross's
interpretation (B) that odour is constituted by the flavoured
wet, as a byproduct of flavour. But the textual problem then
remains for my interpretation. One solution is to accept Tor-
strik's emendation of uypov at 442b29 to £r|pov. This reading
is perhaps lent some plausibility by the immediate context.
For manuscripts are divided between uypcp TO £npov and
£r|pcp TO uypov already in the previous line. So confusion in
442b29 between uypov and £np6v would not be an isolated
instance.17

However, there is an alternative. For one manuscript, L,
omits TO syxuiJiov uypov at 442b2<j. If we accept this reading,
the text says 'for whatever the dry produces in the wet this it
[sc. the dry] produces in another class, in air and in water
equally.' This may be the more elegant solution and has the
advantage of having at least some manuscript support.18

3. The medium of smell

It is an important difference between the two senses that smell
is a mediated sense whereas taste is not. Smell, De Anima 11.9

17 Cf. also 443aio with the variation Oypcc KOCI £npa OCUTCOV (as opposed to £npa . . .
vypd).

18 Unease may be felt about following one MS against the joint verdict of the other
MSS; but cf. Ross (1955) 67, 'None of the MSS cited in our apparatus can safely
be neglected; any one of them from time to time, either alone or with little support
from others, has a reading which is plainly right.'
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42ib9 says, happens through a medium such as air or water.
Taste, by contrast, is according to De Anima 11.9 42iai9 a
form of touch. For we taste by direct contact with the sense-
object. But why are water and air suitable media of smell? At
De Anima 11.7 4i9a32-bi Aristotle says that:

The medium of sounds is air, but the medium of smell has no name: for it is
a sort of affection common to air and water, just as the transparent is for
colour, so what is present in both of them [sc. air and water] is for what has
smell. For it seems that the animals that live in water also have the sense of
smell.

There is no name for the sort of affection that makes air
and water media of smell. But it is clear from this passage that
whatever affection it is its role is to be understood by analogy
with the role of the transparent in vision. This analogy be-
tween 'the common affection' and the transparent enables us
to identify the nameless 'common affection' of De Anima 11.7
with the ability to wash out the flavoured dryness described
in De Sensu 5 442b28~443a2. For Aristotle says there that
odour, like colour, is found in both water and air. However,
odour is found in water and air not qua transparent but qua
having the ability to wash out the flavoured dryness. Since our
main understanding of the transparent is as the medium of
colour, the contrast and comparison with the transparent in
De Sensu 5 implies a mediating role for the washing out of the
flavoured dryness in odour. Taken together with the compar-
ison of the common mediating affection with the transparent
in De Anima 11.7, this provides strong evidence that the wash-
ing out of the flavoured dryness corresponds to what happens
in the transparent medium when a colour is seen through it.
Odour, in other words, is 'in' air or water in the way that col-
our is in the transparent medium. Odour is in air and water as
in a medium.

We should distinguish therefore the role of air and water in
odour from the role of the wet in flavour. When the flavoured
dryness is mixed with liquid it is made into a tastable flavour.
In other words, the mixture creates the (potential) sense-
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object of taste. But when the flavoured dryness is washed out
by air and water this is part not part of the creation of odour:
it is part of the mediation of odour.

Let us at this point briefly rehearse Aristotle's reasons for
saying that there is no mixture in mediation. This will help
clarify the claim that the washing out of the flavoured dryness
in odour is different from the mixing of the flavoured dryness
in flavour. It will also help us understand better how odour is
mediated. Mixture, for Aristotle, involves the mixture of both
the form and the matter of the ingredients. The mediation of
the sense-objects involves no mixture because there is no
blending of the matter of the sense-object and the matter of
the medium. The medium is only acted on by the form of the
sense-object, not also by its matter. It receives only the form
of the sense-object just as the wax receives the form of the
signet-ring but not the iron of which the ring is made.19 If
there is no mixture in mediation in general, there is of course
no mixture in the mediation of odour either. The washing out
of the flavoured dryness in odour cannot therefore be a mix-
ture such as the mixture of the wet with the flavoured dryness
in flavour.20

More evidence against saying that there is a mixture in the
mediation of odour comes from Aristotle's criticism of the
Pythagoreans. They say that we are nourished by odour.21

Aristotle argues against this idea as follows. Odours are sim-
ple; but we are nourished by composite bodies only; so we are
not nourished by odours. This description of odour contrasts
with the description of flavours as nourishing in De Sensu 4.

19 The wax block analogy applies, of course, not just to the way in which the sense-
object affects the medium of the distance senses but also to the way in which the
sense-object affects all the sense-faculties; cf. De an. 11.12 424a! 7-20.

20 Cf. ch. 4, sec. 5.
21 Sens. 5 445a 16-29; cf. De an. 11.3 414b 10-11 and in. 12 434b 19-21. Alexander, in

de Sensu 223.11-12 ascribes the belief to 'certain doctors' also. The idea that the
odours of sacrificial animals nourish the gods occurs in Aristophanes, Ay. 186-93
and 1516-24; cf. Lucian, Icaromenippus 27. The idea may have suggested itself
from passages in Homer (cf. Iliad 1.317) and Hesiod (cf. Theogony 556-7); cf. also
comments by Detienne (1981) 217-18 and Vernant (1981a) 15 and (1981b).
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Aristotle there says that food nourishes qua tastable, and
flavour is a mixture of the dry and the wet because neither the
wet nor the dry on its own can nourish. It is only a composite
of the dry and the wet that can nourish. Hence flavour has to
be a mixture of these two if it is going to nourish an animal.
Odour, by contrast, is not nourishing because it only consists
of one quality, the dry. Notice also here that the fact that
odour is not composite like flavour provides further evidence
for line A above for on line A the flavoured dryness on its own
constitutes odour without any admixture of liquid.

The point that there is no mixture in mediation also con-
nects with Aristotle's criticism of the effluence theory. Ac-
cording to the effluence theory it is both some of the matter
and some of the form of the sense-object that travel through
to the perceiver. For example, when you smell an apple there
are bits of apple, its effluences, travelling from the apple to
the nose. But according to Aristotle it is only the form of the
sense-object that acts, through the medium, on the perceiver,
without travelling.

The point comes out clearly also at De Sensu 5 443b 1-2.
Here Aristotle argues against the theory that odour is a sort of
smoky vapour or exhalation (KaTrvcb5r|s ava0u|iiaais). He ob-
jects that this theory is like the effluence theory of vision. His
main complaint with the effluence theory is that it does away
with the medium of vision because the theory implies that
vision happens by direct contact between the sense-organ and
the effluence. The theory is therefore accused of reducing
vision to a sense of touch. For the important point about
touch is that it happens by direct contact (cf. Sens. 3 440a 16-
21). Touch is so called because we perceive something with
this sense by touching it {De an. 111.13 435ai7-i8). Insofar as
the vapour theory of odour is like the effluence theory, the
problem with the vapour theory must be that it too does away
with the medium of smell by stipulating that there are bits of
the sense-objects that travel from the sense-object to the sense-
organ and are in direct contact with the sense-organ. The
vapour theory falters on the point that the medium of smell,
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like the medium of vision, does not operate by letting bits of
the sense-object pass through to the perceiver.22

This does not rule out that odours may be mediated to the
sense-organ, as Aristotle says, by means of or amidst a vapour
(Sens. 5 445a25~7). For we need to keep in mind that humans,
and other animals, smell by inhaling air. It is important also
that it is through inhaling that those odours that are pleasant
as such pass to the human brain and bring about their cool-
ing, salutary effect (444a8-b2). What is ruled out is that the
odour itself should be understood as a vapour or exhalation
that we inhale. Even animals that do not inhale because they
live in water and therefore do not smell through air can per-
ceive odour, a point which Aristotle explicitly mentions as
evidence against the vapour theory of odour (443a3i-bi). But
for human beings it is important that odours should be per-
ceived through inhalation.

Notice finally how difficult it would be to accept a literalist
interpretation of the mediation of odour. If the mediation
consists in washing out the flavoured dry what are we to make
of the mediation of odour in water? Aristotle insists that we
should take account of the fact that water animals smell. We
can see that they smell by the fact that they are attracted to
food from afar because of its odour.23 We cannot allow that
the flavoured dry is washed out by the medium in the sense
that it is mixed with the water of the medium, for then there is
no difference between smelling the flavoured dryness in water
and tasting it. But there can hardly be another way in which
the flavoured dryness is literally washed out by the medium
when the medium is water than by being mixed with the
water. So it seems that we must understand the washing out of
the flavoured dryness in a non-literal way. The obvious sug-
gestion is to understand the mediation of the flavoured dry-

22 At Sens. 2 438b24 Aristotle says that odour is a 'sort of smoky vapour' (r\ 8'
KocTrvco8r|s TIS eoriv avaOuMiaais), which but for the saving TIS would appear to
contradict 443a2i-b2; cf. Rodier (1900) vol.n ad 422a6.

23 De an. 11.9 4 2 ^ 9 - 1 3 .
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ness along the lines of the mediation of colour.24 The flavour
is washed out insofar as it appears to the perceiver through a
wet medium (air or water).

To summarise the argument so far, it makes good sense that
odours are like flavours, for the flavoured dryness that con-
stitutes odour also brings about flavour when mixed with
liquid. This interpretation explains why smelling odours is like
tasting flavours. The ingredients are almost the same, but only
almost the same, for odour, unlike flavour, does not involve a
mixture with liquid to be perceptible. As we saw, the washing
out was not a mixture but part of the mediation of the flav-
oured dryness to the sense-organ. Thus the generation of
odour is sufficiently similar to that of flavour for us to under-
stand why odours should smell similar to the way flavours
taste but is sufficiently different from that of flavour for these
to be distinct sense-objects.25 And this, as we saw, was the
important point, for without different accounts of odour and
flavour the distinction between smell and taste threatened
to collapse. In the end Aristotle achieves the aim of defining
the sense-faculty of smell by its object, odour, despite many
difficulties.

4. Smell and Aristotle's mixed methodology

I have relied on the fact that smell is a mediated sense whereas
taste is a contact sense to explain the difference between odour
and flavour. But De Sensu 5 445a5~i4 introduces a complica-
tion. Aristotle says here that smell occupies a place in between

2 4 Theophrastus , according to Themistius, coined the term ' t ransodorant '
to indicate the analogous role that the medium of smell plays to the role of the
transparent medium of vision: just as in vision colour appears through air or water
qua t ransparent , so in smell odour appears through air or water qua t ransodorant ,
qua the ability of air or water to be smelt through; cf. Alexander, in de Sensu
185.9: f|v dvdXoyov ocv TIS 8iocrpov 6vo|id£oi. Philoponus uses the analogy between
the t ransparent and the medium of smell to support the interpretation that the
mediat ion of odour is incorporeal; cf. Ellis (1990) 296 with n. 26.

2 5 This makes good sense of Sens. 4 44ob29~3o: 'odour and flavour are almost the
same affection but they do not exist in the same circumstances'.
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the contact senses and the mediated senses.26 How are we to
understand this claim?

The claim that smell is in between the contact senses and
the mediated senses is a result of Aristotle's use of different
criteria for defining the senses on different occasions. Up till
now we have only seen one of these criteria in use, what we
might call the 'object criterion'. According to the object crite-
rion, two senses are the same if and only if they have the same
proper object. So if two senses have different proper objects,
they are also different senses.

On other occasions, as we saw in chapter 4, Aristotle uses
what might be called the 'contact criterion' to define some of
the senses.27 On this criterion a sense can be defined as a form
of touch if and only if it operates by direct contact with its
object. When Aristotle talks about touch and taste he often
focuses on the fact that they both operate by direct contact
with their object and not through an external medium.

Taste appears to have a different proper object from the
proper objects of touch. The object of taste is flavour; the ob-
jects of touch are the hot and the cold, the wet and the dry (cf.
GC 11.2). So on the object criterion, taste should not be a form
of touch. Nevertheless, Aristotle maintains that taste is a form
of touch because we taste things by putting them on our
tongues, that is, by direct contact. So on the contact criterion
taste qualifies as a form of touch. We see, then, in the case of
taste a certain tension between the two criteria.

The tension is eventually resolved when Aristotle asserts
that all the senses, including touch and taste, operate through
a medium. The difference between the contact senses, so called,
and the distance senses is that the medium of the contact
senses is part of the perceiver's own body, whereas the media
of the distance senses, air and water, lie outside the body. But
there is no fundamental difference between the contact senses
and the distance senses: they are both mediated in some way
or other.

26 Cf. iMn.io656a3i-2.
2 7 Following Sorabji ( i 971) 86.
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The tension between the two criteria is further diminished
when we observe that even on the object criterion taste can be
considered a form of touch. Aristotle says that flavour is
a tangible object. Flavour is an affection of the wet by the
nourishing, flavoured dry (Sens. 4 44^23-5). Since both the
wet and the dry are proper objects of touch, flavour after all
appears to be a proper object of touch.

Smell shows a similar tension between the two criteria.
Smell can be considered a contact sense according to the ob-
ject criterion. For odour belongs to the nourishing dry.28 As
we have just seen, the nourishing dry is a tangible. That was
why taste too could be considered a form of touch on the ob-
ject criterion. However, smell, as we have also seen, can be
considered a distance sense too since odour, like colour and
sound, is mediated by air and water (Sens. 5 445aio-n). So
in terms of the contact criterion smell is a mediated sense, not
a contact sense. It is because smell on one criterion appears a
contact sense and on another a distance sense that Aristotle
says that smell is in between the contact senses and the dis-
tance senses.

We saw that in the case of taste there was a move to reduce
the tension between the two criteria. But in the case of smell
there is no such move. Aristotle wants the tension, for he
wants smell to act as a numerical mean between the two con-
tact senses and the two distance senses.29 As a mean it is ap-

28 Sens. 5 445a8- i3 :

That is also why the object of smell is a kind of affection of nourishing matters
(but these are in the class of the tangible) and of the audible and the visible.
Hence animals smell in both air and water. So the object of smell is something
common to both of these [sc. the tangible and the audible/visible] which belongs
to the tangible and the audible and the transparent.

There is an equivocation in the idiom of 'belongs to ' (Crrrdpxei + dative) or 'is o f
(genitive), ( i ) A can belong to B where B is A's medium or (2) A can belong to B
where B is a constituent of A. It is clear that when Aristotle talks about the object
of smell belonging to the audible/visible he means 'belonging as to a medium',
whereas when he talks about the object of smell belonging to the tangible he
means 'belonging as to a constituent'; cf. Ross (1955) ad loc, who notes 'a certain
confusion here'.

29 Sens. 5 445a6~7.
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propriate that smell should share features with both groups of
senses.

5. The sense-organ of smell

If the detail of the physiology of the eye was vague, the detail
of the physiology of the sense-organ of smell is all but non-
existent. There is not a single extensive treatment of the sense-
organ of smell in the Aristotelian corpus. Whatever evidence
there is has to be pieced together from different passages, not
all of which are concerned with perception.30 In the case of
smell we should be particularly sensitive to the point that not
all the features of the sense-organ are features that the sense-
organ has qua sense-organ. There are functions other than just
perception that determine some of its features.

The sense-organ of smell is what is potentially dry. As I
understand it, the sense-organ of smell has to be potentially
dry in order to receive the flavoured dryness. But where is this
sense-organ located? The proper sense-organ of smell in man
seems to be the nostrils (ai |juKTf)pai).31 At Historia Ani-
malium 1.15 494b 12 Aristotle lists the sense-organs of sight,
smell and taste as 'eyes, nostrils and tongue'. At De Anima 11.9
42ibi6 he states again that there is no perception by direct
contact with the sense-organ, which explains why we do not
smell something that is placed against the inside of the nose.32

At De Generatione Animalium v.2 781 by-10 the Laconian
hound is said to have long nostrils, with the sense-organ of
smell being set well inside the nostrils. This composition
allows the changes from the sense-object to 'travel' straight
through to the sense-organ and it shelters the changes from
being dispersed. Hence the Laconian hound smells particu-
larly well.

3 0 Cf. PA 11.16 658b33-659a36, which describes the elephant 's nose, the trunk, from
the point of view of its usefulness as a sort of hand.

3 1 Timaeus 66di refers to the sense of smell as TT^V TGOV |iUKTT|pcov Suvaniv.
3 2 0O8' dv ITTI TOU HUKTTIPOS EVTOS TEOTJ could also be translated 'when placed inside

on the nostril ' . But VuKTrip' in the singular usually means 'nose' , whereas 'IJUK-
TT)pai' in the plural usually means 'nostrils ' , see LSJ, s. v.
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So the sense-organ of smell seems to be located not just
in the nostrils but inside the nostrils. This, of course, is as
we should expect by analogy with the other sense-organs, for
Aristotle both in the case of the eyes and that of the ears
has located the sense-organ somewhere inside the eyes and the
ears and has explained their surface structures in terms of
promoting the transmission of the sense-quality to the sense-
organ inside, as well as in terms of protecting the sense-organ
inside. This fits the evidence of the Laconian hound.

At De Generatione Animalium v.2 78ibi-6 Aristotle says
that accuracy of smell, as of sight and hearing, depends on
purity of the sense-organ and of its surface membrane (TOV
UJJEVOC TOV 6TTi7roAf]s). One might speculate that the surface
membrane in the case of the organ of smell is the mucous
membrane. But no further information is given about this
membrane and it might well be that Aristotle postulates such
a membrane simply by analogy with the membranes of the eye
and the ear to account for different degrees of accuracy of
smell.33

Then there is the 'nose-cover' mentioned in De Anima 11.9:
It would seem, again, that in man the organ of this sense [sc. smell] differs
from that of other animals, as his eyes differ from those of hard-eyed ani-
mals. Man's eyes have, in the eyelids, a sort of screen or sheath and without
moving or opening them he cannot see: while the hard-eyed animals have
nothing of the kind, but at once see whatever takes place in the transparent
medium. So, too, it seems, the organ of smell in some animals is unenclosed,
just as the eye is, but in those which take in air the organ has a cover, which
is removed in the process of inhaling, by dilation of the veins [TCOV <|>Ae|3icov]
and the passages [TCOV Tropcov]. And this is the reason why animals which
breathe cannot smell in water. For it is necessary for them to take in breath
before smelling and this they cannot do in water. And odour is of the dry,
just as flavour is of the wet, and the organ of smell is potentially so. {De an.
11.9

The cover in the nose provides a sort of protective shield
around the sense-organ of smell. It is only when the cover in
the nose is lifted that the smells are allowed passage through
to the sense-organ inside the nose. The cover is lifted when we

33 Cf. ch. 1, sec. 9; ch. 3, sec. 5.
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inhale. So it is only when we inhale that we perceive odours.
The cover in the nose corresponds to the eyelid in that it has
to be removed in order for the odour to pass through to the
sense-organ of smell inside. Similarly, in vision it is only when
we open our eyes that the colour is allowed passage through
to the transparent inside the eye. It is inhalation only which
causes the 'nose-cover' to be opened. That is why we do not
smell when we exhale or when we hold our breath.

One strongly suspects that the stipulation of the nose-cover
is motivated by a wish to explain the fact that we only smell
whilst inhaling. It is only humans that are explicitly said to
have this cover. And the sense-organ of smell is in this respect
said to be different from that of other animals. It is clear,
however, from what Aristotle goes on to say (42ib33~422a6)
that other sanguineous animals that live on land must have a
nose-cover too if we are to explain why these animals too
smell only whilst inhaling. He introduces the nose-cover by
saying that 'it is likely' (eoiKe, 42ib26) that humans have the
cover. The likelihood is established simply by analogy with
the difference between the eyes of hard-eyed animals and
humans that have eyelids. If humans have eyelids and hard-
eyed animals do not, why should not humans have a nose-lid
which other animals do not have? No independent empirical
evidence is brought in to support the stipulation of the nose-
cover. The nose-cover seems simply to be stipulated in order
to explain the peculiar way that the ability to smell in humans,
and, as it turns out, in all inhaling animals, functions. The
nose-cover does not appear to have much, if any, basis in
empirical observation.

Nor is it even clear that Aristotle is consistent when he first
compares the ability to smell in humans with that of the sight
of hard-eyed animals and then, as we have just seen, compares
the ability to smell with the ability to see in humans by con-
trast with that of hard-eyed animals. The comparison with
hard-eyed animals is primarily a functional comparison on
both occasions. But the comparisons highlight different as-
pects of the functioning of the human ability to smell. In the
first case, the comparison shows the relative lack of discrim-
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inative power in the human ability to smell. In the second case
it shows the human inability to smell when not inhaling. The
two features of the ability to smell, however, would seem to
point towards different material structures in humans. In the
first case we would expect that humans had no cover for the
nose, for if we perceive odours in the way that hard-eyed ani-
mals perceive colours then it is natural to think that it is be-
cause we, like the hard-eyed animals, have no cover over our
eyes to protect them but instead have to see through a hard
protective skin. Having hard eyes allegedly reduces the ability
to discriminate colours, whereas having soft eyes increases this
ability because it is easier for the changes of the colour to pass
through in soft eyes. But hard-eyed animals also have no cover
because they get sufficient protection from the hard skin. In
the second case, however, we would expect that we did have a
cover for the nose, for our ability to smell is here being con-
trasted with the vision of hard-eyed animals. It is only in the
second case that the material structure pointed to by the
comparison is actually stipulated by Aristotle. But the feeling
is that the first comparison with hard-eyed animals could just
as well have landed us with no nose-cover as no empirical
evidence either for the nose-cover or for the alternative hard
skin is taken into account.

The nose-cover might then be taken to confirm the thesis
that Aristotle's attitude to the sense-organs is primarily deter-
mined by a wish to identify material structures that can ac-
commodate the functions of the senses, as he sees them. When
a species such as man displays a peculiar functioning, addi-
tional peculiar structures, such as the nose-cover, are brought
in to realise the peculiar functioning. This is done, at least in
the case of the nose-cover, without any apparent use of em-
pirical evidence and in an ad hoc way that brings the nose-
cover into potential conflict with other functional demands.

6. Variations in the organ of smell

In De Partibus Animalium 11.16 Aristotle discusses the differ-
ences between the sense-organ of smell in different animals.
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When Aristotle discusses by what means birds smell, he says
that they use passages (iropoi) in their beaks instead of nos-
trils.34 Fishes have no observable sense-organs, except eyes.
They do not even have the passages that birds use for smell or
hearing (HA 11.13 5(^33-5).

Again, as we saw in the case of the sense-organ of hearing,
a difference in the composition of the sense-organ of smell
arises between animals that live in water and those that live on
land. Land animals are surrounded by air and they therefore
use air rather than water as their medium of perception. So
human beings as natural land animals see and hear through
air, whereas fish see and hear through water. We saw how this
difference between land animals and water animals resulted
in their having different sense-organs of sight and hearing.
Nature took the natural environment of an animal into ac-
count when devising the organs the animal needed in order to
fulfil its characteristic functions.

The basic difference between water animals and land ani-
mals that is important to the composition of the organ of
smell is that water animals do not breathe. Respiration, as we
have seen, serves the purpose of cooling the animal. Water
animals do not breathe because they do not live in air and
there is no air in water.35 Instead, they bring about the nec-
essary cooling by drawing in water through their gills.36

Though the basic distinction is between animals that live in
water and those that live on land this does not leave us with
the conclusion that all land animals are cooled by respiration
and all water animals are cooled by taking in water, for there
are two other possibilities. First of all, some water animals
such as the frog or the seal do breathe. But Aristotle seems to
think that this is because they reproduce on land and sleep
either on land or with their mouth above the surface of

3 4 Cf. HA 11.12 5O4a2i-2 , rv.8 533a22-4 and, especially, PA 11.16 659IH3-14.
3 5 Cf. Sens. 5 443a4-5 . W. D . Ross (1955) notes ad he: ' I t was not until the time of

Boyle (1670) that it was known that water contains air, and not until the time of
Bernouilli [sic] (1690) that it was known that fish cannot live in water from which
the air has been expelled by boiling.'

3 6 Resp. 10-16.
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the water for breathing (cf. Resp. 475b26-476ai). So the
frog and the seal are not pure water animals. Second, not all
animals that live in air breathe, for example insects do not
breathe because they contain relatively little natural heat and
therefore do not need any cooling. Correspondingly, some
water animals such as lobsters and crabs have relatively little
natural heat so they are sufficiently cooled by the surrounding
water (476b34~477ai). Not all water animals need to take in
water to cool themselves. They therefore do not have gills.

Animals that do not breathe do not use inhalation as a
means of smelling. Instead, some of them smell through their
gills, the functional analogue to the respiratory system. Other
animals, for example the whale, smell by means of a blow-
hole. Both the gills and the blowhole contain water. So it is
reasonable to suppose that the proper organ of smell in these
animals is composed of water.37 As we have seen, the impor-
tant point is that the organ of smell should be potentially dry.
Both a watery and an airy composition would make the organ
potentially dry, for both water and air are actually wet. A
watery organ of smell would therefore be adequate for water
animals.

Finally, insects smell through 'the middle part of their
body'.38 All the animals that do not inhale use the 'connate
pneuma' (CTU|JI<|>UTOV TrvsuiJia) instead of inhaled air. Aristotle
says at De Generatione Animalium 11.6 744a2-3 with reference,
it seems, to all animals that live in air that the sense-organ of
smell is zporos which is full of connate air and in contact with
the external air. We cannot therefore say that it is only insects
that use the connate air in smell. Nor can we say that the
connate pneuma plays no role in smelling for animals that
breathe. Indeed, it may be exactly the pneuma that the inhaled
odours directly cool down, thereby indirectly cooling down
the rest of the body. However this may be, there is a difference
between animals that inhale and which can therefore use the
air coming from the outside to perceive smells and animals
that do not inhale and which therefore, exclusively, use the air

37 Cf. Sorabji (1992) 216. 38 PA 11.16 659*516-17.
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provided by their internal pneuma.2'9 If you live in air and
breathe, then you also smell through the inhalation. But in
that case you will have respiratory organs adapted to smell,
for example nostrils with membranes, nose-covers, etc. If, in
contrast, you live in water, then your olfactory apparatus will
be geared to that and you will smell simply by means of your
connate pneuma or by means of gills or a blowhole.

7. Conclusion

In conclusion, the differences between the sense-organ of smell
in different animals again illustrate the point that the compo-
sition of the sense-organs is determined by the natural envi-
ronment of an animal. This environment is part of the ani-
mal's definition to the extent that animals can be defined as
water animals or land animals. From this definition follow
certain other characteristics. The environment is important to
perception particularly in the case of the distance senses be-
cause it provides the medium through which the animal per-
ceives. Since the manner of mediation of sense-objects differs
in air from that in water different structures of sense-organ are
sometimes preferable to others. Hence we can explain differ-
ences between animals' sense-organs with reference to the
different conditions of mediation that their natural environ-
ment presents. Noting the differences between the sense-
organs in different animals serves to confirm the thesis that
the sense-organs are functionally determined.

39 The animals must have this air anyway because it is by means of the internal
that they move; cf. MA 10 7(^9-29.
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THE ACTUALITY OF PERCEPTION

i. What is perceiving?
My analysis of the sense-organs has followed the same pattern.
There are two central claims, (i) The sense-faculty is defined by
its ability to be changed by the sense-object as such. This ability
belongs to an attribute. For instance, the ability to be changed
by sound belongs to resonance. (2) The attribute is present
only in a certain sort of matter. This, for example, is why we
have an ear whose inside is composed of still air, for it is only
still air (or water) that is resonant. The sense-organ is here
hypothetically necessary in the same way that iron is neces-
sary if the saw is to have the ability to saw.

The sense-organ is in this way explained as a necessary mate-
rial basis for the first actuality that defines the sense-faculty.
The analysis shows that a material basis is necessary if the first
actuality to be changed by a certain sort of sense-object is to
be present. So far then the focus has been on the relationship
between the first actuality and the matter or potentiality of the
sense-organ. The analysis has not shown that a material basis
is necessary because the first actuality can only be actualised
in a material change. Suggestions have been made at various
points to the effect that there need be no material changes in
perception. However, I have made no attempt to argue this
claim from the ground up. This is because the explanation of
the sense-organs, on the whole, is neutral on the score.

But surprisingly neutral, for we might have expected a
material basis that was functionally determined to be neces-
sary because it was the basis of functions that were materially
realised.* We might have expected that a theory that requires

1 Cf., for example, Nussbaum and Putnam (1992) 38: '[SJince we are dealing with
embodied living creatures (and not, for example, the activities of god), we know,
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perceptual changes to be explained with reference both to the
form and the matter of the perceiver requires also that percep-
tual changes be explained with reference to material changes
in the perceiver. This might be our expectation, if for no other
reason, because it is our modern scientific preconception that
perception is a physical change in a physical system. Whatever
we think is the correct answer to the debate about whether
material changes happen in the sense-organs when we perceive,
the fact that the sense-organs in Aristotle can be explained
without reference to such material changes must be considered
a fundamental difference between him and our modern scien-
tific view of perception.

I want now to consider whether in fact actual perception
according to Aristotle is best thought of as necessarily realised
by literal, material changes in the sense-organs. As I said in
the Introduction, the subject may be too complex to reach any
definite conclusion, certainly within the confines of the present
work. So I want to pursue just one line of thought. This leads
me to the conclusion that actual perception is not necessarily
constituted by material changes. What follows will not directly
affect my account of the sense-organs, for, if I am right, this
account is neutral on the question. However, some view on
whether actual perception involves material changes in the
sense-organs might be called for, even though the answer to
this question is not going to decide how we explain the sense-
organs, as it will increase our understanding of the sort of
actualities that the sense-organs are potentialities for.

I start with De Anima 111.2:

The actuality of the sense-object and that of the sense are one and the same.
But the being is not the same for them. I mean, for instance, the sound in
actuality and the hearing in actuality. For it is possible for someone having
the sense of hearing not to hear, and what has sound does not always make
a sound. But whenever what potentially hears actualises its potentiality and
what potentially makes a sound makes a sound, then the hearing in ac-
tuality and the sound in actuality occur together [6c|ia]. One might call the

too, that we will discover some physiological realisation for the psychological pro-
cess in each case.'
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first of them the process of hearing [OCKOUCTIS] and the other the process of
sounding [yocj>r|cris]. {De an. 111.2

The argument is supposed to apply to all perception, not
just hearing. But Aristotle chooses hearing as his example, for,
he says, there happens to be a special word for making a
sound which is actually heard (y6c(>r)ais, 'sounding') as op-
posed to just a 'sound' (yoc|>os) but there is no separate word
for the actuality of colour when it is actually seen or for the
actuality of flavour when it is actually tasted (426ai3~i5). So
using sound as his example is convenient since there is a ver-
bal difference that allows him to express the conceptual dis-
tinction that he wants to make, namely, the distinction be-
tween a sound that is actually heard and a sound that is only a
potential object of hearing.

Let us follow Aristotle and use hearing as a case study of
perception in general. He says that actual hearing and actually
making a sound are one and the same, just as teaching and
learning are said to be one and the same in Physica 111.3
202a32-b22. That is to say, actual hearing and actual sound-
making occur at the same time and in the same place, but they
differ in that they are defined differently. If you were to say
what it is to make a sound and what it is to hear, you would
give two different answers because you would define them in
different ways. But if you were to say where and when they
occurred you would give the same answer. You would say
that they both occurred in the sense of hearing for this is the
patient of the change and the change always happens in the
patient.2 Just as teaching and learning both happen in the
student, so actual sounding and actual hearing both happen in
the listener. The actuality of the sense-object and the actuality
of the sense-faculty are one and the same because they both
happen in the same place.

L. A. Kosman3 proposes the following interpretation of how

2 Cf. again De an. 111.2 426a4~5 with Ph. m.3 2O2a25~b22.
3 Kosman (1975) 513-14.
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the actualities and potentialities of hearing and sounding are
related. It can be schematised as follows:

Sense-object Sense-faculty

Second actuality Sounding Hearing

First actuality Audible sound Power of hearing
(yo<|>os) (OCKOTI)

Potentiality Bell (having sound) Ear

The right-hand side of the schema, the side representing the
sense-faculty, is familiar from chapter i, section 2. We now
find added the same three levels of potentiality and actuality
on the side of the sense-object. On the side of the sense-object,
we find at the same level of potentiality as the ear what 'has
sound', that is a smooth and solid object, a bell, to use Kos-
man's example. Next step up the ladder on the level of first
actuality we find the sound being produced by the bell, corre-
sponding with the sense of hearing. On the level of second
actuality we find sounding (not sound), corresponding with
actual hearing. The sense-object is at its highest level of ac-
tuality when it is actually heard rather when it just makes a
sound which nobody hears. A sound that is not heard is no
more actual (and no less, of course) than the sense of hearing
when it is not exercised, for instance, when one is asleep.

Kosman's interpretation is geared to showing how percep-
tual awareness is not constituted by an extra act of appercep-
tion but is an essential part of actual perception at its highest
level. The important point for Kosman's purposes is here that
what coincides with actual hearing is not the audible sound,
for this is only the first actuality of sounding. It is the sound-
ing which is actually heard, a sound of which somebody is
aware, for it is not possible to perceive without being aware of
what is perceived.4

4 Here Kosman brings in De an. n.12 4241517. This line should read f\ TO |iev
0ai aia6dv6cr0ai, 'or is smelling perceiving?', that is, is smelling perceiving as op-
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Kosman draws the conclusion from this that 'we cannot
locate awareness outside the perception as an awareness of the
perception different from an awareness of what is immediately
perceived'.51 need not here go into whether this is right. What
is important is to notice the new distinction between first and
second actuality on the object side. There are two questions I
would like to answer in this connection: does Kosman's dis-
tinction represent what Aristotle says about the sense-objects
elsewhere? and how does our understanding of the actuality of
the sense-objects affect our understanding of the actuality of
perception, in particular the answer to the question about
material changes? Let us begin to answer these questions by
first looking at causal agency in general. We will then work our
way towards the causal agency of sense-objects in particular.

Change (KIVTICJIS), Aristotle tells us in Ph. m.i 2Oia io-n , is
'the actuality (EVTeAexeia) of what is potentially as such' (i.e.
insofar as it is potential). This definition of change allows
Aristotle to distinguish the actuality of building in the sense of
the process (xivriais) of building from the actuality of building
in the sense of the finished product of the process. The process
of building is the actuality of the potentiality of something
to be a building. It is the actuality of what is bmldable. The
finished building, in contrast, is the actuality, not of what may
be turned into a building but of what already is a building.

Contrary to what some scholars have argued,6 we should
translate 'kvTshkxexa here as 'actuality' rather than as 'actual-

posed to being affected. The alternative reading f\ TO IJEV oo-macrOai KOU
'or is smelling also perceiving?' suggests that smelling is perceiving in addition to
being affected. Kosman argues persuasively against the alternative reading. The
correct reading of this passage is particularly important since there is agreement on
almost all sides that 'ccicrOavecrOon' for Aristotle has the implication of awareness. If
smelling is already an awareness of smell, Kosman argues, no further act of ap-
perception is required for awareness of smell; cf. also Sorabji (1974) 47, Burnyeat
(1992) 25, and Marc Cohen (1992) 62-3. Ph. VII.2 244bio-245b2, and in particular
245a 1-2, seems to make the point about awareness in perception explicit, ouSev SE
KCOAUEI Koci TO ipyuxov AocvOdvEiv, OTOCV \xr\ KOTOC TOCS aidOrjaEis yiyvr|Tai f) dAAoicocris;
cf. Kahn (1966) 5, and Ostenfeld (1987) 90, n. 204.

5 Kosman (1975) 514.
6 For instance, W. D. Ross (1936) 537; cf. Kosman (1969).
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isation' for at least two reasons.7 The first is that what Aristotle
is defining is the process by which something becomes say an
actual building.8 The process might itself be called an actual-
isation. Mentioning 'actualisation' in the definiens of the pro-
cess is itself a way of referring to a process, namely the process
by which something becomes actual. What an actualisation
is is part of what we are trying to define when we define a
process. So it is circular to refer to an actualisation in the
definiens of'process'.

2. The reality of change

The second reason why 'actualisation' is infelicitous is that
Aristotle defines process as the evxeAexeia of the potential as
such in order to contrast it in a certain way with the EVTEAEXEIOC
of the actual as such. The operative phrase in this contrast is
'the potential as such'. The EVTEAEXEIOC of the actual as such is
of course not an actualisation since the actual is actualised
already. To use the example of the building, the actuality of
the actual as such is the finished product of the process, the
house. It is what results from an actualisation but is not itself
an actualisation.9 The contrast between the EVTEAEXEIOC of the
process of building and the EVTEAEXEIOC of the house is a con-
trast between two different sorts of the same kind of thing,
two different actualities. It is not a juxtaposition of two dif-
ferent kinds of thing, an actualisation and an activity. So
'EVTEAEXEIOC' has to mean the same when we are talking about
the EVTEAEXEIOC of the potential as such as when we are talking
about the EVTEAEXEICC of the actual as such. The kvTeXeyeioL of
the potential should be taken to be an actuality rather than an
actualisation.

There is another reason why we should look at the two
actualities in this way. It is to do with Aristotle's discussion

7 On both points I am following Broadie (1982) ii2ff.
8 Cf. Kosman (1969) 41.
9 Cf. Ph. III.I 20^7-15.
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of the problem of change in Physica i. The problem is that
change seems to imply that something can come into being
from nothing. After the change you have something which
you did not have before. So something comes to be out of
something that was not. In order to show that such change is
not ex nihilo, we need to show that there was something be-
fore the change. This we can do, as Aristotle does in Book i,
by showing that there is something that underlies the change
and that remains the same throughout the change. For in-
stance, Socrates was pale, now he is tanned. The suntan was
not there before the change but Socrates was. So it is wrong
to say that the suntan came out of nothing. It came out of
something, namely, Socrates.

However, it is not enough to say this if we want to say that
the change is real, if by change we mean the changing and not
the product of the change, for we could imagine that the sun-
tan was acquired by a swap of attributes in which there was
first Socrates pale and then Socrates tanned. First we would
have the subject in one state, then the subject in another state.
Both states would be real. We would have shown that one
reality could follow after another. But the changing, the pro-
cess of going from one state to the other, would not thereby
have been shown to be real. It might still be said that change
understood as changing was not real since it would still be
mysterious what happened in between the two states when
Socrates changed from the one state to the other.

Aristotle shows in Physica in that the process of changing is
also a reality of a sort. He does this by saying that change is
an actuality of something potential.10 As we shall see in the
next section, one of his strategies when arguing that some-
thing is real is to show that it can be described as an actuality
or at least as a potentiality. It is a way of showing that change
is not from nothing to say that the product comes from some-
thing that is potentially such. The product of the change did

1 0 Ph. m.2 2Olb35-2O2a2: AeiirsTai TOIVUV 6 eiprmevos Tpoiros, ivepyeiav IJIEV Tiva eivai,
ToiauTT|v 6' Ivspyeiav oiav EtiraiiEv, x°^6Tr<nv JJEV ISEIV, EVSEXO^EVTIV 8 J Eivai. The
description of change as a sort of actuality serves to show that it can exist.
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exist in some way before change. It existed potentially. So the
product did not come to be out of nothing. This is the alter-
native way of solving the problem of change, hinted at but not
developed in Book 1.8 igibij-g, the alternative, that is, to
saying that there is an underlying continuant in change, for
example Socrates remaining in the process of tanning. De-
scribing the changing as an actuality of something potential
therefore places changing within a distinction that Aristotle
uses to establish the reality of something.11

If we translated 'evTeAexeioc' as 'actualisation', then Aris-
totle's argument that change is real would fall to the ground.
For an actualisation is itself a change. So if, on the one hand,
we accepted the translation 'actualisation', we would have to
ask again whether this actualisation as a change was some-
thing real. If, on the other hand, we translated 'kvTskkysia as
'actuality', then we are given a direct answer to whether
change is real, for calling something an 'actuality' is for Aris-
totle to say that it is real.

3. The reality of potentiality

In Metaphysica ix.3 Aristotle argues against those Megarian
philosophers who claim that only what is actual is possible
(8uvacj0ai). Aristotle here takes 'possible' to mean potential in
his sense. That is to say, the Megarian view is translated into
Aristotelian terminology as the claim that only that which is
actualising an Aristotelian 8UVOCIJIIS or potentiality has that
potentiality. Aristotle gives as an example of the Megarian
view the claim that only someone who is actually building is
capable of building, is a potential builder. When the builder
ceases to build he also loses his ability to build.

So will the builder, if the Megarians are right, reacquire his
art every time he starts building? (Metaph. ix.3 iO47a3~4) The
question points to an explanatory deficit in the Megarian

11 Cf. Metaph. EX.I iO45b34-5: being may be distinguished into potentiality and
actuality.
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view, for the view leaves unexplained the difference between
a learning process and the exercise of a skill learnt. It is pre-
cisely this difference that Aristotle's distinction between a po-
tentiality, a first and a second actuality is supposed to explain.
Learning how to build develops a certain kind of potentiality
that we all have as human beings into a first actuality to be
able to build. Having a first actuality, as we saw in chapter i,
means that you can straightaway go and realise your ability.
So the person who has learnt how to build can build whenever
he wants, given the presence of the right materials and that
nothing else interferes. So the ability once acquired can be
immediately deployed given the right circumstances. For
Aristotle it is only by seeing that the builder has this kind of
potentiality, called a 'first actuality', for building that we can
explain how the builder is able to start building at the drop of
a hat, whereas I, the complete novice at building, am not able
to do so.

It is to strengthen this argument for the presence of un-
actualised potentialities that Aristotle brings in the sense-
objects. On the Megarian view, 'neither cold nor hot nor
sweet nor in general any sense-object will be when it is not
being perceived (aicr6av6|jevov). So they will come to hold
the view of Protagoras' (IO^^-J). Aristotle's argument here
requires that we understand the hot and the cold, etc., essen-
tially as sense-objects, that is to say, potentialities to be per-
ceived, for only if they are understood as potentialities to be
perceived will the Megarian premise lead to the conclusion
that the hot and the cold do not exist when they are not ac-
tually being perceived. The corresponding conclusion is then
drawn on the subject side of perception. Just as the Megarians
do away with sense-objects by denying the reality of potential-
ities that are not actualised, so they do away with the sense-
faculties, for the sense-faculties are potentialities to perceive.
For instance, sight is the potentiality to see. The Megarians
are saying that you cannot see if you are not actually seeing.
But if you cannot see you are blind. So the Megarians will end
up claiming in effect that when you are not actually perceiving
you are blind. This conclusion corresponds, on the side of the
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subject of perception, with the earlier claim, on the object side of
perception, that only what is actually perceived is perceptible.

The argument against the Megarians is closely related to a
discussion in De Anima m.2. In De Anima 111.2 426a2O~7,
Aristotle is arguing against a group of earlier c()uaioA6yoi, phi-
losophers of nature, who claimed that 'there was neither white
nor black without vision, nor flavour without taste'. This claim
reiterates the conclusion we have just seen ascribed to the
Megarians. The reference to the earlier c|>uaioA6yoi is vague,
perhaps deliberately so.12 In the Metaphysica ix.3 passage too
we saw the claim attributed to Protagoras. But for Protagoras
the claim does not, as it did for the Megarians if Aristotle is
right, follow from a certain modal doctrine. It follows instead
from the doctrine that 'man is the measure of everything', the
so-called homo mensura doctrine. Protagoras, at least as he is
presented in Plato's Theaetetus,13 would say that there is no
sense-object before actual perception. (Compare the wind that
is cold to you but warm to me but neither cold nor warm in
itself, Theaetetus 152a-b.) For if a sound existed before my
perception of it, the quality of the sound would be something
in itself independently of its appearance to me. But the theory
is that I am the measure of all the things that appear to me as
they appear to me. This implies that if the sound had qualities

12 Gorgias is reported to have said that 'objects of sight and hearing are insofar as
they are cognised in each case'; cf. Pseudo-Aristotle, On Melissus, Xenophanes and
Gorgias 98oai4-i5. However, it is notoriously difficult in the context of this quo-
tation to be clear as to what, if any, Gorgias' own views are; cf. Robinson (1973),
Guthrie (1969) 193-200, and Kerferd (1955).

13 W. D. Ross (1961) ad loc. thinks Protagoras must be excluded from the reference
to the earlier <j>ucjioA6yoi because he was not a <j>uaioA6yos. It is unclear what
Ross's criterion of being a (j>ucrioA6yos is and whether Aristotle would have shared
it. However this may be, we can restrict our interpretation to the Protagoras that
Aristotle would have met in the Theaetetus. This work seems anyway to be the
most important source of Protagoras' doctrines for Aristotle. Compare, for in-
stance, the discussion in Metaph. rv.6 of the view that all appearances are true.
The main proponent of this view was identified as Protagoras back in iv.5
ioo9a6-8. The presentation of the view and the counter-examples that Aristotle
gives follow Theaetetus I5ie-i64d closely. The Theaetetus tries to integrate Pro-
tagorean relativism into a theory of flux. The result is that Protagoras to the
reader of this work would appear to be no less of a 4>uaioA6yos than Heraclitus.
Ross's exclusion of Protagoras from the ranks of the c|>u(jioA6yoi is therefore un-
necessary; cf. also Hicks's illuminating note in (1907) ad loc.
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prior to its appearance to me, then I would not be the measure
of its being.

Let us call those who claim that the sense-objects have no
independent existence outside perception 'anti-realists'. Aris-
totle's way with these people is to show that sense-objects are
potentialities and to insist that potentialities are real. On the
one hand, the anti-realists are right. For in a way a colour
which is not seen is a colour only potentially. That is because
a colour is essentially also a visible object, a potentiality to be
seen. If it is not seen this potentiality is not realised. So to that
extent the colour does not exist actually. On the other hand,
the anti-realists are equally wrong, for the colour does exist as
a potential sense-object even when it goes unseen.

Describing an unheard sound as a potential sound does not
imply that the world is soundless when there is nobody around
to hear it. The view implies only that insofar as a sound is
something audible the sound is not fully realised until it is
actually heard. We have to remember that the potentiality we
are talking about already is an actual sound. There has to be
actual sound before there is hearing. This is for general causal
reasons, for if sound is going to act as the agent in hearing
then it is has to be actual. In change, as we have seen, it is
what is actually something that acts on what is potentially so.
This goes for perception too. The sense-object actualises the
sense-faculty's potentiality to be like the sense-object. It is no
good then saying that sound only arises with hearing, for then
it is unclear what causes hearing to arise in the first place.
There has to be actual sound before there is actual hearing.14

Describing the sense-object before perception as in a way
actual and in another way potential raises a question for
Aristotle's account of causal agency. For on the one hand, the
sense-object has to be prior in actuality to the sense-faculty in
order to bring about a change in the sense-faculty. On the
other hand, as we have seen, Aristotle says in De Anima 111.2

14 Cf. Metaph. rv.5 ioiob3O-iona2. De an. ra.5 43oai6-i7 says that light in a way
makes potential colours into actual colours. This is consistent with my argument
here, for something can be, or rather has to be, an actual colour in order to be a
potential object of vision.
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that the actuality of the sense-object is the same as the ac-
tuality of the sense-faculty in the sense that they occur to-
gether and simultaneously. The problem is to understand how
the actuality of the sense-object can both be prior to the per-
ception of it and yet only arise simultaneously with the per-
ception of it. How is it that sound is actual before it is heard
yet it is only when it is heard that it is actual?15

4. The sense-object as an active potentiality

To answer the question the first thing we should notice is that
it is by no means a question that is specific to sense-objects.
It is a question that can be raised about all agents of change.
As often, it becomes clearer just what happens in perception
when we place perception within Aristotle's general account
of change.

What we need is the concept of acquiring a potentiality to
act by acquiring an actuality. Compare the case of becoming
hot. If the stove becomes hot it ipso facto acquires the po-
tentiality to heat something else up. This potentiality is a direct
consequence of being itself actually hot.16 There is no further
attribute required in order to be able to heat something other
than being actually hot. Similarly, the water has the passive
potentiality to be heated up simply insofar as it is actually
cold.

What is required for the stove to realise its potentiality to
heat is not a real change of attribute. The only real change it
had to undergo was when it went hot in the first place. What
is required now for the stove to realise its active potentiality to
heat things up is simply that the stove be brought into contact
with something that, like cold water, has the corresponding

15 The problem is raised by Hartman (1977) 193-6; cf. Emilsson (1988) 170-1, n. 2.
16 Cf. Ph. viH.4 255a2i~3: 'Some things are able to change things against nature. A

lever, for instance, is not naturally able to move what is heavy. Other things are
able to change things according to nature. For instance, the actually hot is capable
of changing the potentially hot.' For a Platonic precedent, cf. Republic 1. 335d2-
13: it is the Ipyov of hot things to heat, of dry things to dry, and, by analogy, of
just men to be beneficial.
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passive potentiality to be heated up. That is to say, it requires
the presence of a patient that is suitably disposed to be acted
upon by the stove. It requires something that has the passive
potentiality to be heated, matching the stove's active potential-
ity to heat. When those two are brought together the only real
change that happens is in the water, in the patient, for the
water does change attributes: it becomes hot from having been
cold. The stove, the agent, does not really change.

Let us try and sum up the results schematically (Schema A).
We have a hot stove that heats up some cold water:

Actuality

Potentiality

Hot stove

( i )

Hot water

(2)

Cold water

Here the arrow from 'Hot stove' to 'Cold water' (i) repre-
sents the action of the hot on the cold. The arrow from 'Cold
water' to 'Hot water' (2) represents the change that the water
undergoes from cold to hot. Notice that the stove before the
change is on a higher level of actuality than the water in terms
of being hot, for the stove is actually hot, whereas the water is
only potentially hot.

So far we have analysed what happens when something
heats something up in terms of being hot. Let us now try
another schema to show what happens in the same change in
terms of heating up and being heated up, in terms of the pas-
sive and active potentialities involved (Schema B):

Active
Hot stove actually
heating up,

Actuality

Potentiality Hot stove able to heat up
(1)

Passive

Water actually being
heated up t

(3)

Cold water able to be
heated up

Here the arrow from the active potentiality to the passive
potentiality (1) represents the action of the hot stove on the
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cold water. The arrow from the active potentiality to the active
actuality (2) represents the 'change' that the hot stove under-
goes whilst heating up the water. The arrow from the passive
potentiality to the passive actuality (3) represents the real
change in temperature that the water undergoes by the action
of the hot stove upon it. Notice here that before the change
the agent and patient are on the same level in terms of active
and passive potentialities. Before the change the stove is no
more heating something up than the water is being heated up.
They are both still potentially heating something up and being
heated. During the change they are still on the same level in
terms of active and passive actualities. The stove is now ac-
tually heating up and the water is now actually being heated.
Contrast this with the previous schema (A) where before the
change the stove was on a higher level of actuality than the
water, for the stove was actually hot and the water only
potentially hot. What is characteristic of the active and pas-
sive potentialities, then, is that before the change the agent
and the patient are on the same level of potentiality (Schema
B). The agent is no more actual with respect to its active
potential than the patient is with respect to its passive po-
tentiality. But if you look at the agent and patient from the
point of view of the attribute (e.g. the hot) that the patient is
going to acquire (Schema A), the agent is always on a higher
level of actuality before the change.

Let us try to apply the analysis of heating to perception.
What we get in hearing, corresponding to Schema A, is this:
Actuality Sound (y6<|>os) Actual hearing

(e.g. bell ringing) (actual resonance)

(1)
Potentiality Faculty of hearing

(ability to resonate)

Here the sound corresponds with the hot stove, the faculty
of hearing with the cold water, and the actual hearing with the
heated-up water. In hearing, our faculty of hearing changes
from potentially having a sound to actually having one by
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being first able to resonate but being soundless and then ac-
tually resonating. That is like the water first being potentially
hot but actually being cold and then actually being hot.

Let us now try to apply Schema B and see how perception
comes out in terms of active and passive potentialities:

Active Passive

Actuality Sounding (yoc|>r|aris) Hearing (CXKOUCFIS)

(2) I I (3)
Potentiality Audible sound (yo<|>os) • Power of hearing (&Kof|)

(i)

Notice here that the important feature of Kosman's schema
above has been reproduced simply by considering the sound
as an active potentiality. The important feature of Kosman's
schema was that there was a difference between a sound
(yo<t>os) tout court and a sounding that was actually heard
(y6<j>r|(Tis). Since this difference was understood as a difference
between the first and second actuality of sound, the highest
actuality of sound could be understood to be sound as an
object of perceptual awareness. This was the conclusion that
Kosman was interested in.

But if you are interested in how it is that the actuality of
sounding can be said to coincide with the actuality of hearing
whilst also causing the actuality of hearing, then here is
your answer: sound is an active potentiality to cause hearing.
The reason why the actuality of sounding coincides with the
actuality of hearing is that hearing is the passive potentiality
corresponding with the sound's active potentiality. That is just
like the way in which the potentiality of the hot to heat up
is actualised together with the potentiality of the cold to be
heated up. There is nothing special going on in perception
here.

Looking at sense-objects as active potentialities makes it
possible to clarify Aristotle's answer to the anti-realists. You
strike the bell. What happens? There is an actual sound before
anybody hears the sound. Similarly, the stove is hot before it
heats up the water. Otherwise the stove could not cause the
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water to heat up and the sound could not cause us to hear it.
However, qua audible the sound is an active potentiality to be
heard. So the sound has to make itself actually heard in order
to realise this potentiality. This it does in actual sounding
(yo<|)r|cris) coinciding with actual hearing.

To see why sounding only occurs together with hearing
compare the expression 'it sounds like'. Imagine that there is a
tree at this moment falling in the woods of Alaska, which
nobody hears the sound of. The sound is there.17 But it is not
going to sound like a falling tree, for sounds only sound like
something when actually heard by somebody. Sounding is like
that. It is something sound does only when it is heard. We can
say the same thing about the other sense-objects. Colours qua
visible are only actual when they look like something to some-
body, smells qua smellable are only actual when they smell
like something to somebody, tangibles qua tangible are only
actual when they feel like something to somebody, and flavours
qua tastable only when they taste like something to somebody.

So sounds can be seen as active potentialities that are ac-
tualised by affecting a perceiver. The perceiver has the corre-
sponding passive potentiality to be acted on by the sound, that
is to hear it. When the active potentiality of the sound qua
audible and the passive potentiality of faculty of hearing come
together, actual hearing and actual sounding take place to-
gether. But this does not imply that there is no sound before
actual hearing, just as it was not implied that the stove was
not hot before it heated up the water. This is Aristotle's reply
to the anti-realists.

5. The sense-object as an irrational potentiality

In Metaphysica ix.2 Aristotle distinguishes between two sorts
of potentiality, the rational and the irrational. A rational po-
tentiality is, for instance, the potentiality that a doctor has to

17 Contrast those who use De an. 111.2 to make Aristotle an anti-realist about colours,
sounds, etc. The anti-realist interpretation is discussed by Granger (1993) 165; cf.
Modrak (1987) 29-30.
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heal a patient. What characterises this sort of potentiality is
that it is a potentiality for contrary results. The doctor can use
his skill either to make the patient healthy or to make him
sick. It is up to the doctor which result he will bring about. An
irrational potentiality, in contrast, is a potentiality for only
one result. For instance, heat has only the potentiality to heat
other things. It does not also have the potentiality to bring
about the opposite result of cooling things.18 In Metaphysica
ix. 5 Aristotle picks up the distinction and argues that in the
case of irrational potentialities 'when the agent and the patient
meet in accordance with their potentialities then the agent
must act and the patient must be affected' (iO48a6-8). Whether
or not the rational potentialities are actualised in these situa-
tions, however, depends on whether the rational agent so
chooses or desires.

Heat has an active potentiality to heat. Because it is also an
irrational potentiality it will necessarily realise its potentiality
if it is brought near what has the potentiality to be heated. Put
a kettle on a hot stove and the stove will necessarily heat
up the kettle. Perception is just like that.19 The sense-object
has a potentiality to make itself perceived. Indeed this is
what defines it as a sense-object. The sense-faculty has a cor-
responding passive potentiality to perceive. When these two
are brought together the sense-object will necessarily act on
the sense-faculty. Thereby it will make itself perceived.

Consider again the case of building. The agent in building
is a builder. When the builder builds a house he imposes
the form that he had in mind on some materials. There are
some bricks, timber, etc., that acquire that form of a house.
The materials change by realising their potential to become a
house. There is, however, also a sense in which the builder

1 8 Metaph rx.2 104604-9: KOCI at iJiev HETOC Aoyou irao-ai TCOV ivavricov ai auTai, a i 6*
aAoyoi |iia evos, olov TO Oeppov TOU OeppiatvEiv povov, f) 8J iorrpiKT) voaou KOU uyieias.
aiTiov 6e OTI Xoyos ioriv f) £7norr)|jr|, 6 6s Xoyos 6 OCUTOS 6r|AoT TO TTpayiJia KOU TT)V
OTEpT]CriV.

19 The potentiality of the sense-object to make itself perceived must be an irrational
potentiality, for heat, which is Aristotle's example of an irrational potentiality, is,
after all, a sense-object.
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'changes' when he is building, for in the act of building he
'changes' from being a potential builder to being an actual
builder.

'Changes', however, is put in scare quotes to reflect the fact
that Aristotle thinks that the sort of 'change' that the builder
undergoes when building something is a rather different change
from the change that the materials undergo. For like the
knower exercising a knowledge that he already has, the builder
when building exercises or manifests a skill that he already
has. He cannot really be said to change by doing so, for he is
not acquiring any new attributes. He is simply exercising the
active potentiality that he has by being a builder. No new
attribute is acquired by the builder when building. Similarly,
no new attribute is acquired by the hot when it actualises its
potentiality to heat things up.

In De Anima 11.5 the distinction is made between a real
change of attributes and the quasi-change of exercising an
attribute one already has. Here Aristotle distinguishes again
between (a) a mere potentiality for something, (b) a first-level
actuality, and (c) a second-level actuality. He illustrates his
distinction by describing three different characters. There is
the man who is said to know because he has the potential to
learn, that is given the effort and the opportunity, he will learn
or would have learnt. Then there is the man who has actually
learnt something but happens not to be exercising his knowl-
edge. And finally, there is the man who both has learnt and is
actually exercising his knowledge at this moment.

Aristotle introduces these distinctions to make the point
that perceiving is like the change a man undergoes from pos-
sessing knowledge, but not using it, to having knowledge and
actually using it. Perception is not like the change from being
ignorant to coming to have knowledge. This is important be-
cause the second change is a different kind of change from the
first. The difference between the two is that when one learns
something from a background of ignorance one takes on the
opposite of an attribute one had before. One comes to be
knowledgeable about something from having been the oppo-
site, ignorant. I can only change in this way by saying good-
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bye to one attribute in favour of its opposite. That is why
Aristotle says that this kind of change or being affected
(TrdCTxeiv) is a sort of destruction of an attribute by its opposite
(<)>6opd TIS OTTO TOU evavTiou, De an. 11.5 4i7b3). There is an
attribute of me that disappears in favour of another. So in
that way I become different in the change.

Exercising what one has already learnt differs from this
kind of change in that one does not become different in the
exercise of what one already is. No new attributes are ac-
quired in the process: only skills or abilities possessed already
are realised. The exercise just shows that the faculty was
already there. So the exercise is a manifestation rather than
an acquisition of a skill. That is why Aristotle contrasts the
destructive aspect of an acquisition, where one attribute dis-
appears in favour of its opposite, with the preserving aspect
of a manifestation, where an attribute that one already has
is preserved.20 Because a manifestation preserves rather than
changes an attribute, it is difficult to justify calling it a 'change'
(irdaxeiv) if by this we mean 'becoming different' (dAAoioua-
Oai).21 Aristotle instead talks about a transition towards one's
own states and nature.22 For it would be wrong to say that
using one's knowledge was a way of becoming different just
as it would be wrong to say that the builder became different
when he builds a house.

A perceiver perceiving is like the builder building. The per-
ceiver does not really change, he manifests an ability already
acquired, a first actuality. However, it is important to notice
that there is a difference between perception and building
insofar as the perceiver is the patient of perception whereas
the builder is the agent. The patient in perception is the sense-
faculty, in building it is the building materials. When the
builder builds he does not really change but the materials do.
The materials acquire the shape of a house. That means ac-
quiring new attributes. So the materials, the patient of build-

20 Cf. 'oxoTripia', De an. n.5 4i7b3.
21 Keeping this literal meaning of 'dAAo-iouoGai' in mind helps us understand why a

manifestation is not an dAAoicocris; cf. Sorabji (1992) 221.
2 2 4 I 7 b l 5 - l 6 : HETa[3oAT)V KOCl TT\V ETTl TOCS i^ElS KOCl TT\V <j)UCTlV.
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ing, undergo a genuine change. But in perception, the patient
undergoes no such change of attributes. There is no real
change in the sense-faculty in perception, for Aristotle says
that:
The first change [neTa(3oAr|] of what has perception takes place because of
the generator [sc. the male parent] and when it has been generated it already
has the ability to perceive in the way that one has knowledge. {De an. n.5
4i7bi6-i8)

We should compare the potentiality of the sense-faculty
to the potentiality of the builder. As we have seen, the builder
does not really change when exercising his ability. Similarly,
the sense-faculty too should not really be said to change when
we actually perceive. The peculiarity about perception as a
change, then, is that both the agent, the sense-object, and the
patient, the sense-faculty, undergo only a quasi-change in
actual perception, for we saw earlier that the sense-object
as an active potentiality could not be said to change when
it actualises its potentiality. In other changes, however, like
building and heating, it is only the agent that undergoes a
quasi-change whereas the patient undergoes a real change. It
gets some new attributes. On both the patient and agent side
of perception actual perception only brings about a manifes-
tation of a potentiality already acquired. This is also what
Kosman's schema brings out. Before perception both the
sense-object and sense-faculty should be understood as first
actualities, and the realisation of a first actuality, as we now
know, is no real change.

6. The effects of sense-objects

If the action of the sense-objects causes no real change in the
sense-faculty, it makes sense to ask whether the action of the
sense-objects causes any material change in the perceiver. This
is a question raised at De Anima 11.12, 42^3-19.23 The pas-
sage begins by discussing the question whether anything that

23 This passage is therefore particularly important for the functionalist debate; cf.
Burnyeat (1992) 23-5.
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does not have the sense of smell can be affected by a smell or,
to generalise, whether anything that does not have a sense
can be affected by its corresponding sense-object. Initially,
Aristotle seems to want to deny that this is possible and he
adduces two arguments to this end. But towards the end of the
passage he seems to backtrack, for he accepts that tangible
objects can affect bodies in general and that smell and sound
can affect certain other bodies, for example air. So it is some-
times true to say that what does not have perception can be
affected by a sense-object.

Let us consider the passage in more detail. Aristotle's first
argument states that 'if the object of smell [TO oo^pavTov] is
smell [oaiJif]], then if something affects the sense of smell [TT)V
6a<|>pr|criv] it is smell that affects it. So that none of the things
that are unable to smell is able to be affected by smell'
(42^5-8) . The idea here seems to be this. Whatever is such as
to affect the sense of smell (6<7({>pr|ais) is an object of smell
(6a<!>pavT6v). As their names suggest, r\ oG$pr\cns and TO 6CT<|>-
pavTov are causal twins. An object of smell is by definition
something that affects the sense of smell: the sense of smell is
by definition something affected by objects of smell. But we
identify the object of the sense of smell with smell (ocriaf)). So
whatever is such as to affect the sense of smell is a smell. How-
ever, if something does not have the sense of smell, nothing
is an object of smell for it. But if nothing is an object of smell
for it, no object of smell affects it. And if no object of smell
affects it, then no smell affects it.

I shall shortly return to this argument. But let me first con-
sider the second argument against the proposition that sense-
less things can be affected by sense-objects. Aristotle says at
424b 10-12:

Neither light nor darkness nor sound nor smell affects bodies in any way,
but it is the things in which they reside that affect bodies. For instance, it is
the air with the thunder that splits the timber.

The idea seems to be that it takes a body to affect another
body. But as we know from Aristotle's criticism of Empe-
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docles, light is not a body, nor is sound nor smell. However,
the sense-objects reside in bodies. Light and sound reside in
air.24 Since this air is able to affect other bodies, it seems that
it must be it and not the sound that resides in it which can
affect other bodies. So when the thunderclap splits the timber,
it would be the movement of the air that splits the timber
rather than the concomitant sound.

However, Aristotle goes on to admit that at least some
sense-objects affect some bodies:

However, tangible things and flavours affect bodies. For if they did not, by
what would soulless things be affected and altered? Will the other sense-
objects then not also affect bodies? Or is it not every body which can be
affected by a smell or a sound? For the things that are affected by them are
indefinite and do not remain, such as air. For air smells just as if it was
affected somehow. What then is smelling besides [uapd] being affected
somehow? Or is smelling perceiving,25 whereas the air becomes perceptible
when affected quickly? (De an. 42^12-19)

So it seems that even in the case of the mediated senses
there are examples of how a sense-object can affect a body
that does not perceive it. For instance, if one fries some bacon
then not only the bacon will smell but also the air in the room
(because it is indefinite and does not remain) will smell of
bacon long after the bacon is gone, having been eaten.

We need to remember here what is at stake for Aristotle
in denying that the sense-qualities in general can affect non-
perceptive bodies, for Aristotle's strictest definition of alter-
ation is to affect something in terms of its sensible qualities. In
Physica vii.3 245b3-6 he says that 'It can be seen from the
following considerations that each thing that is altered is
altered by sense-objects (ocicr9r|Td), and only in those does
alteration occur which are said to be affected (irdaxeiv) in
themselves by sense-objects.' If it is true that it is only the
sense-faculties that the sense-objects may affect, it follows

2 4 Cf. ch. 1, sec. 9.
2 5 Again reading f| TO IJEV ooyacrBai aio-6dv£o-6ai.
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therefore that there cannot be any alteration apart from per-
ception, except accidentally.

But in fact, as the closing of the passage just cited suggests,
there is no need to draw this conclusion. The sense-qualities
may affect bodies without perception, for the sense-qualities
may affect them so as to make them perceptible too. The fried
bacon makes the air in the kitchen smelly, capable, in other
words, of being smelled. The bacon makes the air into a
potential object of perception. It is only, however, when the
smelly air affects the sense of smell that it becomes not only
smelly but also actually smelled. As we saw earlier in the ex-
ample of the stove, being actually hot is to have the potentiality
also to heat something else up. One way of heating something
else up is to cause somebody to perceive heat. Another way is
to heat up a kettle. Aristotle's idea that acquiring an actual
sense-quality such as heat is also acquiring a potentiality to
act allows him to say that there can be chains of alterations in
nature outside perception where one body acquires a sense-
quality from another body and passes it on to a third body
without any of these bodies having the ability to perceive the
sense-quality. But every time a body acquires the sense-quality
it also acquires the potentiality to be perceived. The bacon can
make the air smelly, which can make my clothes smelly, which
can then smell of bacon to somebody.

7. Is perceiving a material change?

Now if this is possible, what is the difference between the way
the smell of bacon affects the air and the way it affects my
sense of smell when I smell it? What is the difference between
coming to smell of bacon and coming to smell bacon? We
started out with an argument to show that if a smell (bo\yr\)
affected anything, then it had to be the sense of smell (f)
6<j(|>pr|(jis), for smell was understood as being identical with TO
6<r<(>pavT6v, which exclusively affected the sense of smell. These
two were, as I put it, causal twins. Now it seems after all that
smell, that is odour, is not strictly identical with an actual
object of smell, for as in the case of the bacon-smelling air,
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an odour sometimes affects something other than the sense of
smell.26 What, then, distinguishes the bacon-smelling air, that
is the air that smells of bacon, from the sense of smell that
smells the bacon? Are they not both cases of being affected by
a smell? If so, are they the same affection?

The answer to this problem is contained in the final ques-
tion of the passage: 'Is smelling perceiving, whereas the air
when affected quickly becomes perceptible?' Becoming smelly,
however, is not a case of perceiving. When Aristotle asks
'Is smelling perceiving whereas the air when affected quickly
becomes perceptible?' he is drawing a contrast between what
happens on the subject side of perception, what happens in
the sense of smell when it perceives, and what happens on the
object side when something becomes a sense-object. The ob-
ject does not become perceived, it only becomes percept/We.

But not only is this a distinction between what happens
on the subject side and on the object side of perception. As
Kosman shows, it is also a distinction between what happens
on two different levels of actuality. The smelling is actual per-
ceiving. But when the air becomes affected by the smell it only
becomes percept/6/e. The difference is here between the second-
level actuality of actual perception and the first-level actuality
of being perceptible but not actually perceived. For something
to become actually smelly is one rung down the ladder of ac-
tuality from being perceived. Becoming smelly is to become
percept/6/e (odaQriTos), not to become actually perceived. So
becoming smelly is not the full actualisation of a smell. The
smell qua perceptible is only fully actualised when it is ac-
tually smelled.

Before Aristotle reaches the conclusion that there is a fun-
damental difference between the action of a sense-quality that
makes a body perceptible and the action of a sense-quality
that makes a sense-faculty perceive the quality, he suggests
that at least tangible qualities must be thought of as being

26 Cf. DI2 46oa29~32 where Aristotle says that oil and wine take on the odour not
just of what is put into or mixed with them but also of what is placed or grows
near to the vessels that contain them.
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able to affect bodies that do not perceive them. It is indeed
difficult to think that perceiving tangible qualities does not
involve an affection of one's body. You put your hand on the
hot stove and burn your fingers. Your fingers become hot
when you feel the heat. Does that not show that you feel the
heat because your fingers become hot? Or at least that you
would not have felt the heat if your fingers had not become
hot? Is it not clear that there is a heating process in your fingers
similar to the one that happens in the water when it is heated
up, that is, a literal, material change? We may speculate about
whether there is a material change in the sense-organ of sight
or hearing. But is it not plain to all that there must be a literal
change of heating up the skin or flesh if we are going to feel
the heat?

This was the question we were left with at the end of chapter
4, section 8, where I argued that a literalist interpretation
seemed implausible for touch apart from the case of feeling
temperatures. Let us now try to assess Aristotle's answer
to this question. First of all we should notice that Aristotle
located the proper sense-organ of touch in the area around the
heart. So the fact that the skin and the flesh may get hot when
you feel something hot does not show that the sense-organ of
touch goes hot.27 Nor of course does it show that the area
around the heart does not get hot. At most the phenomenon
suggests that a literal heating up of the flesh is part of the
mediation of perceiving the hot. It does not show that the sense-
organ goes hot. Again we should also remember the point
argued in chapter 4, section 8, that the suggestion that the sense-
organ literally takes on the tangible quality may seem initially
plausible when the tangible quality is the hot or the cold. But
it seems much less plausible when the tangible quality is the
wet and the dry, the rough and the smooth, or the soft and the

27 I say 'may' because it is quite possible to feel warm even if in fact one's skin is
cold, for example when having been exposed to the cold outside one enters a warm
room. Conversely, one sometimes feels cold even if one's skin is hot, for example
when during an illness ones temperature is rising (as was noted in antiquity; cf.
Sextus Empiricus, PH 1.82; Diogenes Laertius rx.8o).
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hard, for it is difficult to believe that the heart literally goes
wet when I feel the rain or that it becomes hard as stone when
I touch a rock.28

Let us focus, then, on the literalist's strongest case, the per-
ception of temperature. In De Partibus Animalium 11.2 648b! 1-
649b8, Aristotle gives a list of the different meanings of 'hot'.
He shows the different senses of 'hot' by showing the different
ways in which one object is said to be hotter than another.
For instance, one body is said to be hotter than another when
it imparts a greater amount of heat to something than does
the other body. But a body is said to be hotter in a different
sense when it causes a stronger perception of heat when
touched than does another body. There are more senses of
'hotter' and 'hot' than these two, the others being senses of
hot in which soulless things can be said to be hotter than each
other. What is important for our purposes is that one object

28 Cf. Burnyeat (1992) 20-1; Freeland (1992) 231-2. Sorabji (1992) 222, in defence
of the literalist interpretation, suggests that we think of the heart as undergoing a
small-scale hardening when we feel the hardness of concrete. His evidence is Mem.
2 452b8-i5. Aristotle here discusses how we measure the time-lapse between the
present and the time of a past event which we remember. He uses the analogy of
our knowing that we are perceiving a large object (cf. a long past event) rather
than a smaller object (cf. a more recent event). We know this because the change
that the smaller object sets up in us is proportionally smaller than the change that
the larger object sets up. It counts against Sorabji's suggestion that there is no in-
dication that Aristotle wants to extend this point about the perception of size to
the perception of qualities. There is no indication that when we see red, for ex-
ample, the eye does not go as red as the object but only say a paler shade of pink
(what else could a small-scale version of red be?). Nor is it clear how this view
would combine with saying that the sense-faculty and the sense-object are one in
form in perception. If the eye goes pink when we perceive red would it not be more
correct to say that the sense-faculty was one in form with a pink object rather than
with the red object? Also, one of the advantages of Aristotle's theory is that be-
cause it says that the content of the perception is the same as the cause of the
perception, e.g. the content of seeing red is the same as the red quality that causes
us to see red (cf. ch. 2, sec. 3), he has an answer to the sceptic who asks: how do
you know that the object that you perceive as red really is red? The answer is: we
know it because (in normal conditions) it is red objects that cause us to see red.
With the idea of small scale changes this answer is weakened, for we now seem to
be inferring from the fact that our sense-organs go pink that the object that causes
them to go pink must be red. But the sceptic can now come back asking: if it is a
matter of inferring from the quality of the sense-organ to the quality of the sense-
object, how do we know that we are making the right inference?
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can be said to be hotter in a non-perceptual way but not
hotter in a perceptual way. Thus A is said to be hotter than B
if it cools down more slowly. Yet, Aristotle says, boiling water
is hotter to the sense of touch than oil even though water cools
down more quickly than oil.

This shows that the hot that acts on the sense of touch when
perceived is different from the hot that acts on soulless things,
for if the effects are different, the powers that bring them
about must be different too. The hot is exercising different
powers when it makes itself perceived from when it, for in-
stance, heats up some water.

This passage does not in itself show that the difference be-
tween the exercises of the two powers is that the one is a literal
alteration and the other is not. But we shall see that in con-
junction with De Anima 11.12 the passage makes life difficult
for the literalist. There seem to be two possible interpretations
of De Partibus Animalium 11.2 open for the literalist. (1) She
can say that the difference between the exercise of the power
to heat up something like roast beef and the exercise of the
power to cause a perception of heat is that they involve dif-
ferent kinds of literal alteration in the patient. In other words,
the difference is not that the one exercise involves a literal
alteration and the other does not, for they are both literal
alterations. However, it is, as I noted in the Introduction, very
difficult to find any relevant difference in kind between heating
up roast beef and heating up the flesh or the heart if these are
both literal alterations. In other words, there may be differ-
ences between heating up roast beef and heating up the organ
of touch just as there are differences between heating up roast
beef and heating up some water. But these differences do not
seem sufficient to justify the introduction of two different senses
of 'hot' in De Partibus Animalium 11.2.

The other (initially) more plausible option (2) is for the
literalist to say that the difference between the exercises of the
two powers is that in the case of feeling heat there is both (a) a
heating of the sense-organ of the sort that goes on when water
is heated and (b) a perception of the heat, an alteration which
only a sense-organ with the potentiality to perceive can
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undergo.29 However, the problem here for the literalist is that
De Anima 11.12 does not, as Kosman showed, answer the
question 'what is smelling besides from being affected in a
certain way?' by saying that smelling an odour is being af-
fected plus becoming aware of it. It says that smelling is being
aware (aicrQavscrOai) of odour. There is no implication that
smelling is also (KOU) being affected by it in the way the air is
affected by it.30

De Partibus Animalium 11.2 648bn-649b8, then, does not
on its own require us to think that the difference between
being and not being literally heated up is what constitutes the
difference between perceiving heat and the other ways of
being heated up. However, if we combine this passage with De
Anima 11.12's emphasis on awareness as what distinguishes the
way in which the senses are affected and the way in which

2 9 Ph. vn.2 244bio-245b2 is too hedged with qualifications to be of any help to the
literalist; cf. dAAoioChrrai yap TTCOS KOCI ai afcr6r|crEis ( 2 4 4 b i o - n ) and TracrxoO(Tr)s J!
Tffc aicr6r|aecos (244b!2).

3 0 Sorabji, (1992) 219, attempts to make irapd do the job of KOCI:

The implication is that exercising smell is partly a matter of being affected by
odour, but is also something else besides (para) [my emphasis]. It is not only
relevance that is decisive here, but also the word para (besides). The word
implies that exercising smell has two aspects. If no physiological process were
needed, as maintained by the alternative [sc. non-literalist] interpretation, there
would be no room for two aspects. So that interpretation must reconstrue the
para sentence. It might do so by taking the sentence in effect to be asking, 'What
is exercising smell as opposed to being acted on in the way the air is?' But para
does not mean 'as opposed to'; it means 'besides'.

Sorabji may be right that irapd should be translated 'besides'. But there is an
ambiguity in Sorabji's argument without which it does not work. 'Besides' only
clearly implies 'also' if we take 'besides' to be an adverb. This is the way Sorabji
seems to take it when he says in the emphasised clause, 'is also something else be-
sides (para)9. That this is how Sorabji takes it also appears when, a few lines later,
he says 'Aristotle's answer to the question, "what is exercising smell besides" may
be to us disappointing.' In other words, Sorabji seems to be taking 'para' as an
adverb meaning 'as well'. However, at De an. n.12 424b 17 Trccpd does not work as
an adverb but as a preposition governing TO -naoyzw TI. 'Besides' as a preposition
need not imply 'in addition to'. Both in Greek and in English it can mean 'next to'
or 'apart from'. When used in this way, saying that X is something besides {para)
Y does not imply that X is also Y. For example, at EN 1.1 1094a 16-17 Aristotle
says, Sia<J>6pei 6* OUSEV TOCS EVEpyeias auTas EIVOCI TCX TEAT] TCOV irpd^Ecov f̂  i rapd
TOCUTOCS aAAo TI, KTA. The point here is not that either the ends are the activities
themselves or they are the activities themselves as well as something else, but
rather that the ends are either the activities themselves or they are something else,
something apart from the activities.
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bodies are affected, there seems to be no way out for the lit-
eralist, because either the change in the sense-organ is simply a
literal change - but in that case the distinction between dif-
ferent senses of hot, in De Partibus Animalium 11.2 seems un-
motivated - or perception is simply the change of becoming
aware of the heat. In the latter case, the distinction is moti-
vated but the literalist interpretation is refuted.

We may of course still admit that whenever I do perceive an
object as hot my skin and flesh are warmed by the object. It
would obviously be wrong to say that this does not happen.
However, the point is that (1) even if there always were a
literal heating up of our bodies when we perceive heat, this
would not enter into our account of perception. The percep-
tion is the awareness of the sense-object, that is what con-
stitutes a change in relation to our senses. (2) Whether there is
a literal heating up of my skin and flesh when I perceive heat
says nothing about what happens in my sense-organ of touch,
for the sense-organ of touch is the area around the heart. I
conclude that the literalist's strongest case is weak.
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To conclude, I wish to relate the various strands of the argu-
ment to the questions that I raised in the Introduction. In
particular, I want to explore whether Aristotle's explana-
tion of the sense-organs sheds any light on the functionalist
debate.

I began this study by asking why we have sense-organs.
Aristotle's answer was based on the idea that the sense-faculties
are potentialities to be changed by certain objects. These
potentialities are found only in certain sorts of matter. That
was why we needed sense-organs. The sense-organs were
the necessary material basis of perception. The matter had to
be matter of a certain sort. For example, the ability to be
changed by colours was known as transparency. But trans-
parency was found only in certain sorts of matter, such as
water. That was why the organ of vision was made of water.
Similarly, the ability to be changed by sound was found only
in matter that was resonant, such as air. That was why the
organ of hearing was made of air. The ability to be changed
by odours was found in water or air because both were
potentially like odours, dry. So the organ of smell was made
of water or air. The organ of touch consisted of all the elements,
for it was only a mixture of the four elements that would
make the sense-organ potentially like all the tangible qualities,
the proper objects of touch. Finally, the organ of taste was
said to be the same as the organ of touch, namely flesh, with
the exception that it was only the flesh of the tongue that was
sensitive to flavours. The reason for the exception seemed to
be that flavours had to be perceived in a liquid environment,
which was provided by the tongue.

It is correct, therefore, to say that for Aristotle the sense-
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organs contain no internal structure,1 For the proper organs
are either simple elements or, in the case of touch, a homo-
iomerous compound. However, we saw also that the sense-
organ as a whole often has different features. The eye consists
not just of transparent water inside the eye, for example. We
saw that the eye contained a membrane, an iris and a white
part, and was connected to certain passages, the poroi. But
we saw also that all these features were there to preserve and
promote the transparency. So though we can differentiate fea-
tures of the eye they all refer to the potentiality of the trans-
parent to be changed by colour. This means that when we
consider what happens in the eye in vision there is only the
actuality of one potentiality that we need to take into account,
the actuality of the transparent. There are no other 'changes'
in the eye relevant to the actuality of vision. As we saw in
the discussion of the medium in chapter 2, sections 5-6 and
chapter 6, section 5, the sense-object is sufficient on its own to
bring about perception in the perceiver if nothing else inter-
feres. No more is needed to bring about perception than a
sense-object, a medium and a suitably disposed perceiver. But
a suitably disposed perceiver means a perceiver that has the
potentiality (first actuality) to be changed by the sense-object.
It is this potentiality that is provided by the transparent in
vision, the resonant in hearing and the equivalent attributes of
the other sense-organs. All the parts of the eye refer to trans-
parency, and therefore to a potentiality for only one sort of
'change'. The situation is therefore not as in a modern scien-
tific explanation of vision that there are various processes in
vision, chains of chemical and electronic impulses, in relation
to which different parts of the visual apparatus play different
roles. It is therefore not to accommodate different sorts of
process that the eye has differentiated parts. The eye has dif-
ferentiated parts only to the extent that they are needed for
one 'change' to take place, the 'change' in the eye from the
first-level to second-level actuality of vision.

We have seen that there is considerable variation between

1 Cf. Burnyeat (1993) 422-3; Lloyd (1991) 227.
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the sense-organs of different animals. Both Sorabji and Marc
Cohen argue that these variations are evidence in favour of
the 'multiple realisability' of perception.2 Sorabji points out
that

for smelling, fish use their gills, dolphins their blow hole, and insects the
middle part of their body, the first two of which contain water, not air. In-
deed, it is a major theme of Aristotle's biological groupings that, in different
genera, parts can be analogous in function but different in structure, and a
case in point is the nostrils, the gills offish and the middles of insects.3

Marc Cohen says, again in support of a functionalist inter-
pretation, that

some psychic states are intimately associated with specific bodily parts, of
course; sensation and the sense-organs are an obvious example. Aristotle
discusses these in detail in De Partibus Animalium. His remarks strongly
suggest a conviction that the same psychic state may have different material
realisations. In animals made of flesh, for example, the organ of touch is the
flesh; in other animals it is the part 'analogous to flesh' (PA 2,1 647a2i).
Sensations of touch occur in the flesh of humans, but in different (although
analogous) organs of other species. Such observations, which abound
throughout the work, suggest a sympathy for the compositional plasticity
that is characteristic of functionalism.4

Both scholars thus point out that sense-organs of different
material composition can serve the same perceptual functions.
This study, however, has given reasons for not taking varia-
tion in sense-organs as evidence of compositional plasticity of
the sort that the functionalists have in mind. It is true that
Aristotle showed considerable interest in the variation in sense-
organs. However, the reason why different animals had dif-
ferent sense-organs was that perception as the sense-organ's
goal was more complex than at first appeared. The goal of the
sense-organ was not just to enable the animal to perceive. It
was to enable the animal to perceive given its natural envi-
ronment. Thus fish had no external ear because it was not
needed when hearing in water. Fish smelt using water instead

2 Sorabji (1992); Marc Cohen (1992).
3 Sorabji (1992) 216.
4 Marc Cohen (1992) 59.
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of air because the animal had to use the same part for re-
frigeration and smelling and water was what was available to
fish for refrigeration. This example also showed that the goal
of perception had to be negotiated together with the animal's
other goals. Thus birds had no external ears because it was
incompatible with flying. Perception was just one of a totality
of goals that determined the animal's body. The reason for
the variation in sense-organs was therefore not that percep-
tion was compositionally plastic, that the animal's sense-organ
could have had a different material basis. The reason was that
the animal had to have that material basis given other facts
about it. For example, the fact that for smelling fish use their
gills, dolphins their blowhole, and insects the middle of their
body is explained by the fact, as we saw in chapter 5, that
nature works out the organ of smell together with the animal's
organs of refrigeration. Fish, dolphins and insects have differ-
ent organs of smell because they have different refrigeratory
organs reflecting their different refrigeratory needs and their
different natural environments.5 The variations in the sense-
organs that Sorabji and Marc Cohen mention in support of
the compositional plasticity of perception no longer look like
evidence for compositional plasticity when we take this point
into account.

The functionalist interpreter may reply that though Aris-
totle does not give examples of how the sense-organs of an
animal could have been composed differently, it is consistent
with or indeed required by his general hylomorphism to say
that the sense-organs could have been composed differently.
In other words, it is a contingent fact about this world that
there is no other matter than water that can serve the human
eye. But in another possible world there might be some matter
other than water that would serve the eye as well as water. In
that case it would be right to say that the human eye could
have been composed differently.

5 Cf. PA ra.4 665b2-5: 'Just as not all animals have been provided with the use of the
same external parts, but each animal individually has been provided with the parts
useful for its life and the changes it undergoes, so also different internal parts belong
by nature to different animals.'
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This study has emphasised that Aristotle determines the
sense-organs by their potentiality as sense-organs. He is there-
fore interested in the sense-organs only to the extent that they
can be shown to realise the potentiality that defines the sense-
organ. Aristotle hardly ever shows any interest in the matter
of the sense-organs as such. This was also the point of show-
ing in chapter i how the various features of the eye were all
determined with reference to transparency. Even where Aris-
totle apparently did show interest in the attributes of the matter
as such, as in the case of eye colour, his interest revealed itself
as an interest in the degrees of transparency coinciding with
the different eye colours, that is, as an interest, after all, in the
ability of the eye to function as a sense-organ. For the func-
tionalist interpreter this is bad news because the functionalist
interpretation requires that the matter of the sense-organ can
be identified independently of the form or function. Other-
wise, as I argued in the Introduction, it makes no sense to say
that the same form could be realised by another type of matter,
for that other type of matter if it had the same form would be
the same type of matter.

The functionalist interpreter may respond by saying that
multiple readability is not to be found on the level of the
matter of the form. It is not the so-called proximate matter
that could be different, for that matter would obviously not be
the same if it had a different form. Instead, we should try to
find the matter that could be different at the next level down.
For example, we cannot say that some other matter than the
flesh could have served the function of medium/organ of
touch if by flesh we already mean whatever part serves this
function. But we should instead consider the flesh itself, the
matter of the sense-organ, as a composite of matter and form,
the matter being the four elements and the form being the
ratio of their mixture. We could now say that other elements
could have been mixed according to the same ratio as flesh.
Thus we can describe another composite than flesh which has
the same form or mixture as flesh but has different elements.
We have described this composite independently of any role it
might play as a sense-organ of touch. But since this composite
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has the same form as flesh, that is, its elements are mixed in
the same ratio as the elements of flesh, it is reasonable to
think that it might also serve as an organ of touch. If so, the
argument concludes, we can say that the organ of touch
could have had different matter, for the matter of the sense-
organ's matter, where the sense-organ's matter itself is con-
sidered as a composite of matter and form, could have been
different.

However, because of the point made in chapter 4, section 7,
this response is unacceptable. The sense-organs of smell, taste
and touch are defined according to the elementary qualities,
the wet and the dry, the cold and the hot. For these are (in
different ways) the proper objects of smell, taste and touch.
We said, for example, that the organ of smell belonged to fire
because odours, like fire, were actually hot and the organ of
smell had to be potentially like its proper object. We said also
that the organ of taste was potentially wet so that it could be
made wet by flavour. Finally, we said that the organ of touch
belonged to earth because the organ was potentially cold. In
all these cases what it meant for the organ to belong to or to
be composed of an element was understood in terms of the
characteristic qualities of the element. What was important
was that the sense-organ had a constitution that made it
potentially like the elementary qualities that its proper object
had actually. Now to say that the organ could have been made
of a different element or belong to a different element in this
context is to suggest that the sense-faculties could have had
different proper objects. Aristotle understands the elements
that the organ is composed of in terms of their characteristic
qualities. The organ has those characteristic qualities that will
make it potentially like the characteristic qualities of the
sense-faculty's proper object. His argument for saying that the
organ of touch is composed of flesh is that it is necessary for
the organ to be composed of all the four elements because in
this way the organ has all the tangible qualities potentially.
This direct link between the proper object and the elementary
composition of the organ means that you can only change the
elementary composition of the organ if you change the sense-
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faculty's proper object. But that is impossible because the
sense-faculty is defined in terms of that proper object. Smell,
as we saw, is the sense of smells (cf. ch. 6, sec. 6). If it had
some other object it would not be smell. So the elementary
composition of the sense-organ is no more plastic than the
sense-faculty's proper object, that is to say not plastic at all.

There is a further problem in the case of those sense-organs
that are composed of simple elements. It is notoriously dif-
ficult to identify any matter underlying the simple elements.
But even if we were to postulate something like prime matter
this would certainly not help to establish compositional plas-
ticity, for on the level of prime matter you will not find any
other matter that the organ could have been made of. I con-
clude that for none of the sense-organs do there seem to be
grounds for saying that the sense-faculty is compositionally
plastic either on the level of proximate matter or on any other
level of matter.

A recurring theme in this study has been that the sense-
organs are composed according to the same functional re-
quirements as the external medium. Thus the eye was not only
transparent like the external medium. It was transparent for
the same reason: to be able to be changed by colour and in
turn enable something else to be changed by the colour. The
sense-organ appeared to operate as an internal medium in re-
lation to the seat of perception in the heart. Sometimes there
seemed to be no difference between the medium and the proper
sense-organ. For example, it was difficult to say what more
there was to the organ of hearing in some animals than pas-
sages filled with resonant air (ch. 3, sec. 5). The inner sense-
organ was a sort of inner medium protected from disturbances
by its location inside a passage. In the analysis of hearing
(ch. 3, sees. 2-4) I noted, as in the case of vision, how the
conditions of the sense-organ recreated the conditions of the
medium. Resonance was ensured in the inner ear just as you
would ensure resonance in the medium by preventing the air
from escaping and preserving its unity. It seemed that the
organ of hearing, unlike the medium, was in the state of a
permanent receptiveness to sound.
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It is a good question why nature has given us sense-organs
if the sense-organs are simply media. Why not have holes
where the eyes are if such holes would be filled with trans-
parent air anyway? The advantage of the sense-organs is that
they, unlike the external medium, are always receptive to the
sense-object. The animal therefore always has the potentiality
to be changed by the sense-object. This is a potentiality that it
requires because as an animal it must have perception. In
some cases the sense-organ also compensates for the deficien-
cies of the external medium and improves the mediation. A
tube-like protrusion from the sense-organ (long ears, deep-set
eyes, etc.) prevented the change from the sense-object from
being dispersed in the mediation. Soft, fluid and mobile eyes
compensated the fish for the murky medium they live in. So
the animal's need to be permanently receptive to the sense-
qualities and the need to compensate for or improve on the
external medium explain why the sense-organ is not always
composed just like the external medium.

In chapter 2 I argued that the external medium does not
literally take on the quality of the sense-object. Because of the
analogy between the external medium and the sense-organ,
this suggested that the sense-organ does not literally take on
the quality either. In chapter 6 we saw that the effect of the
sense-quality on bodies that could not perceive it was different
from the effect of the sense-quality on a sense-faculty. I argued
that the effect of the sense-quality on a body was best de-
scribed as making the body into another potential object of
perception, to make it perceptible. The effect of the sense-
quality on the sense-faculty was to make the sense-quality
itself an actual object of perception, to make it perceived. We
could not say that both sorts of effect were involved in per-
ception: that there were both a literal change of the sense-
organ's matter and a perceptual change in the sense-faculty
for, according to De Anima 11.12, the perception was simply
the change in the sense-faculty.

Sorabji sees this sort of interpretation as an attempt to
'dephysiologize' Aristotle's theory of perception. The inter-
pretation is a product of a neo-Platonist history, which, he
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argues, is 'a history of distortions'.6 To quote Sorabji, 'the re-
sult [of the history] was a theory in which, except for the case
of the tactile qualities, hot, cold, fluid, and dry, the reception
of form was no longer to be understood as a physiological
process'.7 However, the term 'dephysiologize' is unfortunately
loaded for, as I hope to have shown, one can give a physio-
logical explanation of perception in the sense of an explana-
tion that mentions both its material and its formal/final cause
without mentioning material processes in actual perception.
For example, the sense-faculty of sight requires some trans-
parent matter in order to have the first-level actuality of sight.
But that does not imply that the second-level actuality of sight
requires a material change in the transparent. Our explanation
of sight is still physiological in the sense that it mentions both
matter and form. Vision is still the actuality of the eye.

Nussbaum and Putnam's objection that 'the situation with
perception, on Burnyeat's reading, seems to be exactly the
situation we have for nous alone, on our reading - body pro-
viding necessary conditions without doing the functions' is
unfounded,8 for though nous for Aristotle in some way is de-
pendent on the body (Nussbaum and Putnam say that it
is 'housed' in the body), the sense-faculties are clearly related
to their sense-organs in a different way. The sense-faculties
are the first actualities of the sense-organs. Actual perception
is the actuality of these sense-organs qua sense-organs. On
Burnyeat's reading we do say that the sense-organ changes in
actual perception, for we say that it 'changes' insofar as its
actuality 'changes' from a first actuality to a second actuality.
There is no equivalent sense in which we can say that the
body changes when we use our nous, for nous has no organ.9
Thinking cannot be described as the actuality of any organ in
the way that seeing can be described as the actuality of the
eye.

Finally, we should beware when we approach Aristotle for

6 Sorabji (1992) 224.
7 Sorabji (1992) 225.
8 Nussbaum and Putnam (1992) 45.
9 De an. 111.4 429a27.
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an answer to the problem: how are mental events related to
physical events? We may try to answer the question by pairing
off the two sorts of event. We may, for example, assert or
deny that material events provide necessary or sufficient con-
ditions for mental events. If so, whatever answer we give, we
will present the problem by assuming there are two types
of event involved. When I see a tree, for example, there is a
material event in my eye, perhaps the emergence of a mini-
ature picture of the tree on my retina. There is also an event
in my mind properly described as 'being aware of a tree'. We
assume that the two types of event both occur when I see the
tree. We then ask how the material event in my eye is related
to the mental event of seeing the tree. We receive different
answers from the dualist, the functionalist and the identity
theorist. The comparison with Aristotle breaks down not just
when we get to these specific answers. It breaks down already
with the presentation of the problem, for we have in Aristotle's
theory to substitute 'event in the eye' with 'actuality of the eye'
and 'mental event' with 'actuality of seeing'. So in Aristotle's
theory our question amounts to asking what the relationship
is between the actuality of seeing a tree and the actuality of
the eye. For us the seeing of the tree and the actuality of the
eye are distinct types of event. But for Aristotle there are
not two sorts of event involved in perception. There is not a
physical event in the sense-organ and a mental event in the
soul. There is one event: the actuality of the sense-faculty.10 It
is never envisaged that the actuality of the eye could be any-
thing other than the actuality of seeing. For my eye can only
be actualised insofar as I am seeing. There is only an actuality
of the eye to the extent that there is an actuality of seeing. In

10 Cf. ch. 6, sec. 7. Burnyeat (1993) 431:

According to the key doctrinal passage of [De an.] 3.2, the vibration or reso-
nance in the ear (psophesis) is identical with the hearing (akousis) of the sound.
It is one single event that admits of two descriptions. But it is an event on the
level of form alone. For us, a vibration or movement is a physical event, hearing
a mental event. The fact that for Aristotle 'movement' and 'hearing' are two
descriptions of one and the same event demonstrates how badly our categories,
which emanate from Descartes, fit his philosophy.
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modern parlance, it is never envisaged that the event in the
eye could be anything other than the mental event, for there is
only an event in the eye insofar as a mental event occurs.

The mental event can still be described or explained from
two different points of view: that of the sense-organ and that
of the sense-faculty. Thus we can describe seeing red as the
sense-organ becoming red and we can describe it as perceiving
or being aware of red. But the sense-organ becoming red is no
other event than our becoming aware of red. By saying this we
are not betraying Aristotle's hylomorphism, as Nussbaum and
Putnam fear. We are insisting on hylomorphism. We are in-
sisting on the place of perception within Aristotle's philosophy
of nature, for we are insisting that perception is to be ex-
plained with reference to all the four causes. Form and matter
are both involved in perception. They are not involved be-
cause perception involves both a formal, or mental, event and
a material, or physical, event. Form and matter are both in-
volved because perception is the actuality of a potentiality
of matter. The matter provides the potentiality that becomes
actual in perception. In this way perception is a logos enhulos,
an account in matter. Aristotle's natural philosopher may not
require matter to be involved in perception in the manner of a
modern physiologist, but for him the sense-organs are still the
matter necessary for perception.
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207; (II. 12), 21, 278-80; (424ai7-
20), 239 n.19; (424ai7-24), 189;
(424ai7~26), 118 n.i; (424a24~5),
176 n.42; (424b3-i9), 271-4;
(424b5-8), 272; (424b 10-12), 272;
(424bi2-i9), 273; (424bi7), 255
n.4, 279 n.30; (III.i), 41; (424027-
8), 179; (425a5), 210; (425a6), 198
n.31; (425ai4-30), 81 n.97; (III.2),
267 n.17, 290 n.io; (425t>25-426ai),
253-4; (426a4-5), 254 n.2; (426ai3-
15), 254; (426a20-7), 261; (426b8-
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13), i n n.129; (III.4 429ai3-i8),
12 n.35; (429ai4-i8), 118 n.i;
(429a27), 289; (III.5 43oai6-i7),
262 n.14; (III.7 43^17-20), 67
n.71; (43ia24-5), 228 n.5; (III. 12),
134, 194; (43^7-18), 211; (434b8-
22), 193; (434bi9-2i), 239 n.21;
(434b29-435a5), 123;
189; (435a2-5), 153;
127; (III.13 435an-b4), 197, 205;
(435an-bi9), 211; (435ai7-i8),
179, 240; (435a2i), i n n.129;
(435a22-4), 206;
190

DI(2 459a28-b5), 126 n.io;
126 n.io; (46oa29~32), 275 n.26;
(3 46ibn-3o), 92

££(111.2 I23ia6-n), 230 n.9; (III.3
I23iai7), 221 n.53

EN (l.i iO94ai6-i7), 278 n.30; (II.6
Iio6a28-b7), 109 n.126; (III. 10
Iii7b23-in8a25), 230 n.9;
(in8a23-b8), 221; (X.3), 229 n.8;
(X.4), 141-2

GA (1.2 7i6a23-6), 32; (1.19-22), 30;
(II.5 74iaio-i3), 194; (II.6 743bi4),
172 n.36; (743b32-744bn), 76;
(743b33-744bn), 112; (743t>35-
744a5), 91; (743b36-744a5), 158;
(744a2-3), 250; (744a3-5), 174 n.40;
(744a3-6), 225 n.63; (744a8-9), 76;
(744a8-bu), 91 n.105;
76; (744an-i3), 76 n.8
14), 113; (744^16-24), 76; (744ai8-
21), 113; (744a26), 113; (744b2-3),
133; (744bi6-26), 173; (III.i
749bi7-25), 168 n.32; (V.i), 110-
11; (778ai6-i7), 101; (778a2O-2),
101; (778a26-7), 101; (778a3O-2),

4), iO4;(778a35), 103 n.i
bi), 102; (778bi6-i9), 103 n.124;
(779a27-bi), 96 n.11
102; (779bio-n), 113;
21), 98; (779b20), 52 n.52; (779b2i-
6), 98, 99 n.118; (779b22-3), 114;
(779b26-34), 99, 106; (779b34~
78oa8), 106; (78oa8-9), 108;
(78oaio-n), 109; (78oa23~5), 109;
(78oa26~36), 62; (78oa27-36), 84;
(78oa29), 62; (78oa35), 85; (78ob22-
9), 161; (78ob25), 62; (78ob26), 62;
(V.2 78ia8-io), 160; (78iai8-20),
61-2; (78ibi-6), 246; (78ib7-io),

245; (78ibi3-i6), 160; (78ibi7),
161; (78ib22-8), 158; (78ib25-8),
!58; (V.3 782ai6-i8), 170 n.35

GC (I.4 32oa2-3), 9 n.24; (I.7), 186;
(324ai-8), 195; (1.8 3241326-32),
70; (324b27), 70 n.78; (326b6-2i),
70; (326b7), 70; (326bi5-20),
70-1; (I.9 326b29-327ai), 73-74;
(326b34~327ai), 92 n.110; (1.10
327b22-3i), 191; (II.2), 181 n.7,
193; (33oa25), 181 n.8; (II.3
33oa3O-b7), 233 n.13; (33ob3~5),
198; (33iai-6), 186; (II.6 743b36-
744a5), 156; (n.8), 198; (334b3O,
42

HA (Li 487aio-488bu), 164 n.21,
165 n.24; (1-4 489a25-6), 212 n.43;
(I.9 49ib2O-i), 42 n.28; (49ib2i),
95 n.i 13; (49^27-35), 75 n.87; (1.10
492a2-3), 96, no; (492a3~4), no;
(492aio), no; (492ai4), non.127;
(1.11492ai6-29), I57;(492ai7), 157;
(492b27-8), 215 n.50; (1.15 494b 12),
245; (I.16), 74^84, 75, 77; (495an-
18), 74; (II.10 5O3a5-6), 158; (II.12
5O4a2i-2), 249 n.34; (n.13 5O5a33~
5), 249; (IV.2 525bi2-i3), 214 n.48;
(IV.6 53ia3i-b7), 214 n.49; (IV.7
532a5-6), 234^16; (IV.8 533a3-i2),
75; (533a8-9), 56 n.61; (533ai2-i5),
75; (533a2i-2), 158 n.13; (533a22-
4), 249 n.34; (533a34-bi), 234 n.16;
(533b4-9), 159; (533b6-7), 159;
(533b9-534an), 159; (534b9X 226
n.2, 234 n.16; (IV.9 53^3-4), 223;
(VI.3 56iai8-bi), ii3n.i3o;(VIII.2
589aio-n), 162; (589a! 1-13), 165;

), 165; (589ai8-2i), 165;
), 165; (59oai4-i5), 165

n.22; (IX), 222 n.55

I A (18 7i4a2O-b2), 166 n.27
Int. (1 i6a4~9), 118 n.i
Juv. (1 468ai-i2), 35 n.14; (3 4^9a5-

12), 78; (469ai3-i4), 79 n.96;
(469a22-3), 79 n.94

MA (7 7Oibi3-i6), 128 n.12; (10
7O3a9-29), 251 n.39

Mem. (2 452b8-i5), 277 n.28
Metaph. (l.i 98oa24~6), 22 n.63; (IV

5 ioo9a6-8), 261 n.13; (ioiob3O-
iona2), 262 n.14; (IV.6), 261 n.13;
(V.15 iO2ia34-b3), 38 n.21; (VII. 11
i036b3-7), 29; (IX. 1 iO45b34-5),
259 n.n; (IX.2 iO46b4~9), 268;
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(IX.3 iO47a3-4), 259; (104704-7),
260; (IX.5 iO48a6-8), 268; (XII.2),
911.25

Mete. (Li), 48; (III.3 372034-373019),
59 n.63; (IV.10 38907-9), 43 n.31;
(IV.12 39oa7-i6), 43

f On Melissus, Xenophanes and
Gorgias (980a 14-15), 261

PA (Li 64ob33-64ia5), 50 n.45;
(64209-13), 28; (I.3), 168 n.31; (I.5
645a3O-3), 19; (II. 1 647a6-i2), 195;
(647a 14-21), 196-7; (647a 19-21),
16; (647a24-33), 202; (647027-31),
212; (647a3O-i), 212; (II.2 6 4 8 b n -
649b8), 277, 279; (II.3 65ob2-8),
92 n.109; (II.8 653bi9-24), 211;
(653bi9-27), 201; (653b3O-654a3i),
15; (653b36-654a9), 213; (65407-
8), 213; (II. 10), 204; (656a9-io),
115 n. 131; (656a2i-2), 92 n.109;
(656a23-7), 79; (656027-33), 79;
(656a27-657ai2), 78-80; (656028-
30), 204; (656031-2), 243 n.26;
(656033), 80; (656a35-7), 79;
(656a37-b2), 205; (656037-06), 79;
(656b2), 97 n.117; (656b3-4), 22
n.63; (656b3-6), 208 n.39; ( 6 5 6 ^ 3 -
657012), 80; (656bi5~i6), 206 n.36;
(656bi9-22), 92 n.109; (IL12
657019-20), 171; (II. 13), 226 n.2;
(657025^2), 62; (657034), 161;
(657bn-i5) , 172; (657b35-6), 163;
(65803-10), 163; (65808-9), 164;
(II. 14 658014-15), 167; (658023-4),
174; (658035-6), 173; (658036-02),
173; (II.15 658bi4-26), 167; (II.16
658b33-659O36), 169, 245 n.30;
(659bi3-i4), 249 n.34; (659bi6-
17), 250; (660011-13), 214; (II. 17
660017-23), 222; (66oai7-b2), 222;
(66oa2o), 223; (66ob7), 221; (66ob9~
11), 222; (66obi7-22), 221; (66iai2-
30), 176, 223; (661025-9), 169;
(661027), 176; (II.18), 199; (III.2-
4), 41; (III.3 665010-15), 35 n.15;
(III.4 665b2-5), 284 n.5; (666017-
18), 92 n.109; (III.6 668b33), 162;
(668b34-669O7), 162; (IV.2 677015-
19), 105; (IV. 10 686034-68701),
35 n.14; (IV. 11 69obi7-23), 166;
(IV. 11 69obi9-69ioi9), 220;
(69ob26-9), 220-1; (69ob29), 185
n.io; (69102-5), 221; (691024-7),
163 n.19; (IV.13 697bi-4), 166;

3-4), 166; (697b4), 166;
7-io), 168 n.32; (697bi3-26),

166; (697bi7-20), 173 n.38;
(697^7-21), 166

Ph. (I.5 188031-bio), 186 n.12; (1.8
191027-9), 259; (II. 1 I92b9-I2),
8 n.17; (II.2), 10; (194021-2),
28; (i94b8-9), 17; (II.3), 8 n.19;
(194022), 181 n.8; II.7 (198022-3),
8 n.18; (i98a24-6), 9 n.22; (i98a3i),
9 n.23; (II.8 I99ai5-i7), 28; (II.9),
102-3; (2Ooai-5), 33; (2ooa28-b8),
36; (III. 1 2Oiaio-n) , 256; (20107-
15), 257 n.9; (III.2 2oib35-2O2a2),
258; (III.3 2O2a25-b22), 254 n.2;
(2O2a32-b22), 254; (IV. 1 208031-
2), 123; (V.2 225bn-i3) , 138;
(VII.2), 133-4; (243010-11), 123;
(244b 1), 122; (244b3), 122; (244b 10-
11), 279 n.29; (244bi2), 279 n.29;
(244bio-245b2), 256 n.4, 279 n.29;
(24501-2), 256 n.4; (24502-11),
121; (VII.3 245b3-6), 273; (246bu-
12), 138; (VIII.4 255021-3), 263
n.16; (VIII. 10 266025-267020), 123
n.7

-\Physiognomica (6 8i2b6), 100
n.122

•\Problemata (XXXI.5 957b23~32), 76
n.90

Protrepticus (B15), 164 n.20
Resp. (10 475026-47601), 250; (10-11

476b34-4770i), 250; (10-16), 249
n.36

Sens. (1 436b8-io), 40 n.26; (43705-9),
22 n.63; (437ai7-24), 4<>; (2), 209;
(437bi), 95; (437bio-i4), 86 n.103;
(437bn-i3), 54; (437bu-438b23),
54-5; (437b23-5), 53 n-54; (437b24-
5), 53; (437b26-438a3), 51-2;
(438a4), 53; (438a4-5), 53; (438a5-
9), 45; (438a6-7), 67; (438a9-io),
48 n.39; (438010-12), 46; (438012-
15), 156; (438013-15), 46-7;
(438015-16), 97, 159; (438017-18),
52; (438020-3), 95 n.114; (43^25-
02), 58; (438b2-3), 66; (438b2-i2),
154 n.6; (43804-5), 66,134; (438b5-
12), 39; (43806-7), 83; (438D6-8),
56, 146, 201; (438b8), 91 n.104;
(438b8-io), 83, 89; (438b8-i6), 55,
67, 82; (438bio), 83 n.ioo; (438bio-
11), 83; (438bn), 82; (438bi3), 85;
(438bi3-i6), 84; (438bi4), 72, 74»
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75, 77; (438bi4-i5)> 90; (438bi5),
85; (438bi5-i6), 88, 90; (438bi6-
439a5), 204; (438bi7-439a5), 41;
(438bi9), 42 n.28; (438b24), 241
n.22; (438b3O-439ai), 207; (439a!-
2), 199; (439ai-4), 205; (439a2-4),
206; (3 439a6-9), 231 n. 11; (439a2o),
65 n.68; (439a2i-25), 39 n.25;
(439a3i-bi), 98; (439bi~3X 96;
(439b5-6), 97; (439bn-i2), 96;
(439bi6-i8), 97; (439bi9-440b25),
100; (44oai6-2o), 122 n.6; (44oai6-
21), 240; (4 44ob29-3o), 242 n.25;
(440b3i-44ia2), 226 n.2; (44ia2-
3), 223 n.62; (44ia4), 187; (44ia2O-
bi5), 186; (44ibi4-i5), 186;
(44^15-19), 192, 232; (44ibi6-
17), 192 n.27; (44^17-19), 187;
(44ibi8-i9), 192 n.27; (44xbi9~
20), 186; (44^19-22), 188;
(44^23-5), 244; (442ai2-i3), 100;
(5 442b27-443a2), 237;
445b2), 231 n.n;
238; (442b28-443a3), 231;
9), 232; (442b29), 237; (443ai), 232;
(443ai-2), 190; (443a4-5), 249
n.35; (443aio), 237 n.17; (443ai6),
228 n.7; (443a2i-b2), 241 n.22;
(443a3i-bi), 241; (443^-2), 240;
(443b3-i6), 230 n.n; (443b6-8),
230 n.n; (443bi2-i6), 232;
(443bi6-i8), 228; (443bi9~444a8),
228; (443b27), 229; (444a6), 228 n.7;
(444a8-b2), 241; (444a3i-bi), 241;
(444b2O-i), 234 n.15;
242; (445a6-7), 244;
244 n.28; (445aio-n), 244;
(445ai4), 232; (445ai6-29), 239;
(445a25-7), 241; (6 445b2i-32),
228 n.5; (446a2O-447an), 131 n.15;
(446a2i-2), 140 n.20; (446a24-5),
140; (446a3O-bi), 141; (446b2-io),
142; (446b5-6), 139; (446b 10-13),
138; (446bi3-i5), 140; (446bi4),
140; (446b 17-20), 140 n.20; (446^25-
6), 140 n.20; (446b27-447an), 73
n.8o; (447a4-5), 140; (7 447b26-
448a 19), 228 n.5

Top. (I.5 iO2ai8-22), 101 n.123; (IV.3
i23b23-7), 228 n.5

DIOGENES LAERTIUS
(IX.8O), 276 n.27

EMPEDOCLES
fr. (84) 51-2, 61, 68-9; (109), 69

n.76

EURIPIDES
Bacchae (1087), 56 n.58
Hecuba (972), 56 n.58
Ion (876), 56 n.58

HESIOD
Theogony (556-7), 239 n.21

HIPPOCRATIC WRITINGS
Cam. (On Flesh) (8 606.7), 56 n.59
Epid. (Epidemics) (7.32), 81 n.98
Int. (Internal Affections) (7.284.16), 56

n.59
VC(On Wounds in the Head) (14.38 ff.),

81 n.98

HOMER
Iliad (I.317), 239 n.21

LUCIAN
Icaromenippus (27), 239 n.21

PLATO
Alcibiades I (I32e7-I33a3), 45;

(133*5-7). 48
Meno (76c-d), 68
Philebus (5ia-e), 229 n.8
Republic (I. 335d2-i3), 263 n.16;

(VII. 548b-c), 229 n.8
Sophist (247d-e), 131 n. 14
Theaetetus (i5ie-i64d), 261 n. 13;

(i52a-b), 261
Timaeus (45b~46c), 59, 60-1; (45d3~

6), 86; (45d6-e3), 86; (45ei), 86;
(58d-59c), 43 n.31; (66d-67a), 226
n.2; (66di), 228 n.6, 245 n.31; (67c-
68e), 59-60

SEXTUS EMPIRICUS
PH (Outlines of Pyrrhonism) (I.82),

276 n.27

SOPHOCLES
fr. (710), 56 n.58

THEOPHRASTUS
De Lapidibus (I), 43 n.31
De Odoribus (64), 226 n.2
De Sensibus (7), 68-9; (12), 69 n.69;

(13X71; (36X46; (41), 226 n.2
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actuality/potentiality, 24-5, 256-9
active/passive, 263-7
as form/matter, 26, 289
first/second actuality, 26-7, 36, 255,

260-3, 269-72, 275, 289
irrational/rational, 267-9

affections, 101-2
air, 97, 150-1
Alcmaeon, 93
Alexander of Aphrodisias, 58, 65, 90

n.104
alteration, 13, 126

instantaneous, 143, 145
perceptual, 74

animals,
bloodless/blooded, 212, 220, 233-4
definition of, 15, 211
'dualizers', 166
land/water 162-4, l&5> 221, 249
quadruped/biped 164, 166-8
species of, 102

Armstrong, D. M., 21-2
art/nature, 28-9, 31-2

bear, 173
Beare, J. L., 15
birds, 159, 166-7, 170-1
blind spot phenomenon, 216-17
blood, 92
bones, 15, 213
brain, 79, 113, 205-6
breathing, see refrigeration
Broadie (Waterlow), S., 13-14, 129-31
Burnyeat, M. F., 3, n , 12, 140, 289

change, 37, 268-70
Cambridge, 136-46
causal sequence, 122-3, I 2 7
kinesis, 141, 256
like by like, 70-2, 195-6
material, 2, 10-11, 106, 253, 274-80
'phenomenal', 127
'quasi', 270-1, 289
'travelling', 140-1, 245

Cohen, S. Marc, 283
colour,

Greek terminology of, 100-1
in Timaeus, 59-60
limit of transparent, 98, 103
proper object of sight, 38-9

composition (sunthesis), 190
crocodile, 166, 220, 221

Democritus, 32, 44, 49, 94-5
on reflection, 45-6
on the medium, 118

Diogenes of Apollonia, 93
dolphin, 222, 226 n.2
dualism, 5

ear, 154-7
external, 157-8, 160, 171
inner, 154-5, X56~7

earlobe, 157
earth, 42, 205
efficient causes, see moving principle
effluences, 54, 240-1
elements,

assigned to the senses, 40-2, 195, 205
elephant, 169-70
Empedocles, 32, 44, 51-7, 65, 68, 94, 95
environment, 18, 158, 161-5, 190, 222,

249, 251, 284
mixed, 165-8

eye, 18, 24
actuality of, 290-1
and hypothetical necessity, 105
decay of, 52
formation of, 112-13, 209
hard, 247
injuries to, 77-8, 81 n.98

eye colour, 95-115, 218
and character, n o
and material necessity, 103-5
and the mean, 108, 219
and transparency, 106-9

eyelashes, 166-7, T73~4
eyelids, 86, 163, 172
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explanation,
material, 32-5
'mechanical', 125
physical ('physiological'), 7-10, 53,

289
teleological, 16-18, 124-5, ll^~l
top-down, 32-7, 40-1

fish, 159, 163, 249, 283-4
flavour, 182, 216

and mixture, 185-8, 189-92
definition of, 186

flesh, 15, 42, 180, 185, 223, 285
analogue of, 16, 199
as medium of touch, 199, 213
composition of, 193-9

foetus, 211
food, 221, 228, 239-40
form, 8-10, 19, 28-32, 289

as end, 31
sensible, 12

function
and eye, 44-5, 115
and form, 31, 36
of simple bodies, 43-4
of tools (organa), 32, 36

functionalism, 3-6, 10-13
compositional plasticity in, 16, 283-7

Geach, P., 136-7
gills, 162, 249
Gregory, R. L., 1, 2
growth/decay, 73

hair, 173
Hamlyn, D. W., 38 n.21
heart, 78-9, 202-4, 211-2

analogue of, 212
Hett, W. S., 85
Hippocratic writings, 56, 81 n.98
homoiomerous/anhomoiomerous parts,

195, 201, 212
homonymy, 27-8, 50
'hot', meanings of, 277-8
hylomorphism, 6-7, 284, 291

independence, descriptive, 124-5
insects, 250
intemperance, 221
iris, 95

Kahn, C. H., 74
kore, 45, 51, 67, 82, 201

as inner medium 87-8

as lantern, 52, 55, 84-5, 87, 90
as pupil, 56
in Empedocles, 52

Kosman, L. A., 254, 266, 275, 279

Laconian hound, 160, 245
light, 38, 65, 83, see also visual ray
limited/unlimited bodies, 97-8
literalist interpretation, 14, 146-7, 153

n.5, 214-15, 217, 241-2, 276-80
lizard, 172, 222
Lloyd, G. E. R., 15, 18, 42 n.30, 51 n.46

and 47, 74 n.84, 75, 112, 114
locomotion, 73, 143, 149

matter, 8-10, 16-17, 19, 28-32, 172-4,
252, 285-6, 289, 291

prime, 287
mean, perceptual, 110-12, 206, 219
medium/mediation, 67, 200, 249, 287-8

and indirect contact, 118-19, 120-2,
133-4, I9I~2> 200

change in, 134-6, 138-43
of hearing, 148-9, 152-4, 243
of sight, 83, 192, 243
of smell, 237-42, 243
of touch, 180, 185, 199, 243
parts of, 140
'phenomenal' account of, 120, 126,

134
Megarians, 259-61
membrane of ear, 161
membrane (skin) of eye, 161

in Empedocles, 61-2, 64
transparency of, 62-4

membrane of nose, 246
mental events, 290
meteorology, 48
methodology, mixed, 242-5
mixture {mixisjkrasis), 189-92, 239

of colours, 100
mole, 75-6
moving principle, 102, 112

necessity,
hypothetical, 34, 37, 102-3, 291
material, 34, 102-3

night-blindness, 108
nose-cover, 246-8
nostrils, 160, 245
nous, 289
Nussbaum, M. C. and Putnam, H., 4, 6,

13, 289, 291
nutrition, 22, 35
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odour,
analogy with flavour, 227-8, 229
classes of, 228
effects of, 236, 273-4
names of, 227
production of, 230-2, 235, 237

optics, 48
ostrich, 166-8
Owen, G. E. L., 99

plants, 34-5
Plato, 45, 54, 59-61, 65, 86-7, 89, 94, 95
pneuma, 91, 92 n.107, 250
poroi, 67-95

as media of perception, 91-3
from ears to back of head, 80
from eye to brain, 74-6
in Empedocles, 68-73
of hearing, 91
of smell, 91, 250
severing of, 84-90

property, 101 n.23
Protagoras, 260, 261
psychology,

relationship to biology, 15-16
purple-fish (porphurai), 223
Pythagoreans, 239

reductionism, 5
reflection, 44-9
refrigeration, 162-3, 249
resonance, 150-1, 152, 156, 160, 265
Ross, G. R. T , 77-8, 84, 85, 90
Ross, W. D., 80, 82, 208, 209

saliva, 224-5, 235
seal, 158, 250
seat of perception, 78-81, 87,93,204,287
Sedley, D., 51 n.48, 69 n.74
sense-objects, see sense-qualities
sense-qualities,

common, 78
defining sense-faculties, 37-9, 148,

180-2, 195-6, 227, 234, 243, 281
effects of, 21, 128-33, 146-7, 271-4,

275-6, 288
relation to sense-organs, 206-11, 286-

7
sheen, 96
shell, 213
sight, 27

denned, 36, 37-8, 39
see also transparency

skin, 62, 172, 180, 213-14

smell, 275
as mean sense, 244-5
human, 226-8, 247
location of, 207
organ of, 209, 236, 245, 284
proper object of, 226, 233-4, 2 7 2

snake, 221
Solmsen, F., 3, 93
Sorabji, R., 3 n.4, 11, 12, 277 n.28, 279

n.30, 283, 288
sound, 148-51

and 'sounding', 254, 262-3, 266-7

taste,
human, 223
medium of, 199
organ of, 215, 221
proper object of, 181

teleology, see explanation, teleological
Theophrastus, 46, 68, 69
tongue, 193-9 I7^, I93~4> 200, 215,

221-4
liquefaction of, 219-20, 224-5,

235-6
touch,

as contact, 179
definition of, 19-20, 179-82, 184
necessary for survival, 211
organ of, 202-4, 205, 211
proper object of, 181, 208-10

transparency,
and colour, 96-100
as medium, 67, 117
defined, 36, 38-9
of eye, 47-8, 57, 87, 106, 114-15, 163,

196, 201
presence in water and air, 39

transsonant, 153

'up'/'down', 35

vacuum, 71, 80
vagueness, 18-19,42, 75,94,114-15, 245
vapour 241
visual ray, 53-4, 58, 64

coalescence with light of, 59-61, 65

Wardy, R., 6n. i2 , 16
water, 42, 97, 99

as matter of eye, 43-4, 52, 209
in smell, 250

whale, 250
white (of eye), 95
Williams, C. J. F., 144 n.23
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